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Abstract
Mobilising Memory traces the political legacies of the participation of the citizens and
subjects of colonial Algeria in the First World War. Focused on the analysis of rhetoric, this
thesis points to the existence of a common political language anchored in the Great War that
transcended the boundaries which defined politics and daily life in French-occupied Algeria.
It demonstrates the utility of applying concepts from First World War Studies to postwar
societies beyond Europe, arguing for an integrated approach combining methodologies from
the fields of colonial history and the history of the Great War.
Over the course of six chapters, it analyses the place of the Great War in the political
language of actors as diverse as activists from the extreme right, the Left, the movements of
indigenous reform, the veterans’ movement and the nationalist movement, as well as
individual war victims, Algerians migrants in Paris, and their interlocutors in the colonial
regime. All sought to renegotiate the postwar colonial order by evoking the Great War.
However, a shared language did not necessarily result in mutual intelligibility. Rather,
political actors would pit different narratives of the colony’s wartime contribution against
each other as they competed to impose their own visions of a reconfigured imperial polity.
The evocation of the Great War would prove a particularly unwieldy strategy, with actors
struggling to reconcile rhetoric with the reality of politics in a colonial society. The many
unintended consequences of articulating political programmes in the language of the Great
War, explored in depth in this thesis, expose the key tensions underlying political action in a
colonial context.
By highlighting the potential potency and pitfalls of evoking the Great War, this thesis
elucidates the rival, and often contradictory, visions of alternative imperial futures promoted
by political actors of all ethnic, religious and ideological backgrounds in interwar Algeria.
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Note on Terminology
The question of what terminology to use when describing the various populations of colonial
Algeria is one of the first issues that faces any historian of this part of the French Empire.
Leading French scholars have increasingly rejected the use of the term ‘indigène’, quite
rightly refusing to replicate the racialised language of colonial taxonomy.2 However, their
proposed alternative terminology, which favours the term ‘Algérien’ for indigenous Algerians
and ‘Europeén’ for the settler population is ill-suited to the interwar period when in
contemporary parlance, at least in the 1920s, the term ‘algérien’ often referred to the settlers
and not the indigenous. In this thesis, I have chosen to use the term indigenous. I contend that
this term does not carry the negative connotations associated with ‘indigène’ in French,
which is best translated as ‘native’ in English colonial terminology. For the non-indigenous
population, I use the term ‘European’. This terminology remains problematic. For example,
the Jews, the majority of whom had lived in Algeria prior to the French invasion, fall under
the umbrella ‘European’ due to their status as citizens. Nevertheless, given that an objective
terminology has yet to emerge in the field, I will stick to these categories as far as possible.

Throughout the thesis I will use colonial era place names with the modern name provided in
brackets.

2

Emmanuel Blanchard and Sylvie Thénault ‘Quel « monde du contact » ? Pour une histoire sociale de l’Algérie
pendant la période coloniale’, Le Mouvement Social, N° 236, Issue 3 (2011), 3-7, 4
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Introduction
On July 14th 2014 a small group of soldiers from Algeria’s Armée Nationale Populaire
marched through the Place de la Concorde in Paris prior to the traditional Bastille Day
military parade. The presence of Algerian troops was envisaged as an act of commemoration
for the Centenary of the Great War, a tribute to the thousands of Algerian troops who had
died on the battlefields of Northern France and South-Eastern Europe. The participation of
the official heirs of the Front de Libération Nationale (FLN) in a French military parade was
a dramatic and controversial gesture. In France, the extreme-right party, the Front National
(FN), and certain harki1 collectives denounced this ‘this shameful military presence’ as ‘a
sign of great contempt for the dead, the missing’, given that the Algerian Army was ‘born of
the FLN, a terrorist organisation’.2 Across the Mediterranean in Algeria, François Hollande’s
initial invitation to participate in the event met with open hostility from a leading figure of the
Bouteflika regime. Saïd Abadou, President of the Organisation Nationale des Moudjahidin,
the official association of veterans of the War of Independence, declared that Algerian
participation would be impossible until ‘the former colonial power apologises for the crimes
committed in Algeria’.3 Nevertheless, shortly afterwards President Bouteflika endorsed
participation in the commemoration. The Francophone newspaper El Watan, often critical of
the regime, roundly condemned this decision, publishing an editorial under the title ‘We Are
Murdering Fanon’, denouncing French selective memory and the ‘politics of sound-bites’ that
had facilitated Algerian participation.4 For nationalist Algeria and the French extreme-right,
the participation of Algerian troops was a historical betrayal both of those who had died in
the conflict of 1914-1918 and their descendants who had fallen for either France or Algeria in
the bloody war of 1954-1962.

Yet, for both governments the joint commemoration was the logical conclusion of a
rapprochement between the countries. For the Algerian President, Abdelaziz Bouteflika,
Algerian participation was simultaneously an act of historical justice and of good diplomacy:

1

Term used to describe indigenous Algerians who served in the French forces during the War of Independence.
Joint declaration of Louis Aliot, Vice President of the FN, Gilbert Collard, FN Deputy and Mohammed
Bellebou, FN municipal councillor in Perpignan and president of the association "France Harkis". ‘14-Juillet :
l'extrême droite vent debout contre la présence d'Algériens’, Le Monde, 12/07/2014. All translations in this
thesis are my own.
3
‘A Alger, un 14-Juillet qui passe mal’, Le Monde, 12/07/2014.
4
Adlène Meddi, ‘C’est Fanon qu’on assassine’, El Watan : Le Quotidien Indépendant, 04/07/2014.
2
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En décidant de rendre hommage aux milliers de victimes algériennes de la première
guerre mondiale, à l'occasion de ces célébrations du 14 Juillet, vous avez su, M. le
Président, reconnaître les sacrifices du peuple algérien et son attachement aux idéaux de
liberté qui lui ont permis de recouvrer chèrement son indépendance et sa souveraineté
et de participer au recouvrement de la liberté du peuple français.5
In Paris, officials insisted that Algerian participation underlined François Hollande’s
commitment to promoting ‘a shared and measured memory’, a policy that has much more to
do with the post-colonial legacies of immigration than any desire to deepen understanding of
a complex past.6 The common experience of the Great War was to be mobilised to build a
shared project, economic and diplomatic, for the future.

In these controversial debates around the Centenary, the multi-layered experience of
Algeria’s Great War has been twisted and turned to fit wider political agendas that seem to
have a limited interest in commemorating the former colony’s contribution to the war.
Whether the agenda is narrow French nationalism or a post-colonial “pluralist”
republicanism, revolutionary Algerian nationalism or a blend of conciliatory politics and
diplomatic realpolitik, the memory of Algeria’s Great War continues to be instrumentalised
by political elites on both sides of the Mediterranean. The blend of cynicism, political piety
and well-intentioned reinterpretations of the past that underlies contemporary debates is, this
thesis will argue, firmly rooted in the continuity of political attitudes towards Algeria’s
contribution to the Great War. Political actors of all ideological and ethnic backgrounds in the
Algeria of the interwar period sought to mobilise their historical understanding of the
colony’s experience of the war in defence of their particular political visions. Likewise, civil
society organisations and even individuals outside of the political sphere attempted to secure
financial, social and/or political advantage by evoking their own narratives of the war. Just as
in this centenary period, where the Great War has proved a powerful point of reference to
legitimise competing visions of the relationship, historical and contemporary, between
Algeria and France, in interwar Algeria the Great War was a potent source of legitimation
common to but contested between a range of rival actors promoting their visions of what
Algeria was and what it could and should be.
5

Quotation: ‘By deciding to pay homage to the thousands of Algerian victims of the First World War, on the
occasion of the 14th July celebrations, you have recognised the sacrifices of the Algerian people and their
attachment to the ideal of liberty that allowed them to recover, at great cost, their independence and sovereignty
and to participate in the recovery of the liberty of the French people’. ‘Bouteflika salue la présence de l'Algérie
aux cérémonies du 14-Juillet’, Le Monde, 14/07/2014.
6
‘Cérémonie du 14 Juillet en France : les Algériens sur les Champs, polémique au tournant’, Jeune Afrique,
10/07/2014.
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In this thesis, I seek to bridge the gap between the separate fields of colonial history and the
history of the Great War by analysing the impact of this global conflict on the language and
practice of politics in France’s most important colony. I contend throughout this thesis that in
a colonial society where activity in the public sphere was shaped and controlled by the reality
of a legally instituted racial hierarchy, the Great War was a transcendent form of political
language seized upon by rival political actors, regardless of their position in the power
structure of the colony. By considering the multiple ways in which actors from different
ethnic, religious, social and political backgrounds mobilised the memory of the war in their
claims-making, I trace the commonalities and the contrasts that mark the comparison between
postwar politics in the colony and in Europe. I use the evocation of the Great War as a
window into the wider world of politics in interwar Algeria, focusing on how the legacies of
wartime participation shaped the rhetorical strategies of a spectrum of diverse actors, ranging
from poor illiterate indigenous war widows to the Governor General himself.

Algeria’s Great War in Context
Before turning to a conceptual analysis of what this commonality of language might mean for
our understanding of political action in interwar Algeria, we must first place Algeria’s
experience of the Great War in its historical context. Algerian history does not begin with the
French invasion of 1830; the territory had a long and diverse history, playing host to a variety
of groups organised in distinct polities: Berber kingdoms, the Roman Empire, Arab kingdoms
and Ottoman deys, to name but a few. However, the roots of many of the political issues that
dominated debate in interwar Algeria can be traced back to the brutal conquest that followed
the French invasion of 1830. The ferocity with which French forces crushed the resistance of
indigenous Algerians, many of whom rallied to the banner of charismatic ‘Abd al-Qādir, has
been well documented,7 as has the long and brutal campaign of dispossession which paved
the way for mass European settlement in Algeria.8 French rule was sufficiently secure by
1848 for the Second Republic to officially integrate Algeria fully into the Republic, with the
three départments of Algiers, Constantine and Oran considered the trans-Mediterranean
extension of the metropole. The Second Empire would also leave an enduring legal legacy for
7

See William Gallois, A History of Violence in the Early Algerian Colony, (Palgrave Macmillan, Basingstoke,
2013) and Jennifer E. Sessions, By Sword and Plow: France and the Conquest of Algeria, (Cornell University
Press, London, 2011).
8
See André Nouschi, ‘La dépossession foncière et la paupérisation de la paysannerie algérienne’, in Histoire de
l’Algérie à la période coloniale : 1830-1962, (eds.) Abderrahmane Bouchène, Jean Pierre Peyroulou, Ounassa
Siari Tengour and Sylvie Thénault, (La Découverte, Paris, 2012), 189-194.
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the framework of governance in Algeria. While Napoleon III’s plans for a French form of
indirect rule known as the Royaume Arabe were never realised, his government’s SénatusConsulte of 1865 clarified the legal position of indigenous Algerians (Jews and Muslims) as
French nationals but not French citizens, governed by their personal status as subjects of
Koranic or Mosaic Law.9 It set out the strict criteria that would regulate the naturalisation
process, criteria that in practice rendered naturalisation both almost practically impossible
and culturally repugnant to the vast majority of the indigenous Muslim population. Ironically,
as James McDougall has pointed out, the personal status served simultaneously as the ‘site in
which the colonial oppression of Algerian Muslims was organised and exercised’ and as ‘a
strictly sacred space whose limits for most Algerians marked the boundary between apostasy
and belief’.10 The attempt to transform the personal status from a category of exclusion into a
form of protection for indigenous culture, customs and religion would be one of the key
themes of colonial reform in the interwar period.

The Third Republic, installed following the Empire’s defeat on the battlefields of Eastern
France, radically transformed the status of one category of the population: the Jewish
community. The Crémieux Decree of 1870 unilaterally naturalised the Jews of Algeria’s
three departments as full French citizens.11 The early years of the Republic would also see the
last of the major insurrections of indigenous Algerians before the outbreak of the War of
Independence in 1954. In 1871, a mass rural uprising in Kabylia under the leadership of
Cheikh El-Mokrani was brutally repressed and French military hegemony in Algeria was
confirmed.12 Meanwhile, the advent of the Republic saw the Army yield positions of power
in Algeria to the emergent apparatus of the civilian-controlled republican state. This period
also saw a dramatic increase in inward migration of Europeans, coming from the metropole
but especially from poor agrarian societies in the Mediterranean: Spain, Italy and Malta.13
The presence of a large non-naturalised European population would give rise to tensions in
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local political life, particularly manifest in the increase in violent anti-Semitism.14 Moving to
solidify European hegemony in Algeria (and to tighten its control of the immigrant
population in the metropole), the French government introduced the Nationality Code of
1889, which facilitated access to French citizenship for Europeans born on French soil,
whether in the metropole or Algeria.15 The Jewish community and the European migrants
now had a clear path to full equality as citizens of France.

No such path existed for the vast majority of the inhabitants in Algeria. The expansion of the
authority of the colonial state had only served to multiply the ways in which the lives of the
indigenous population were subject to discriminatory systems of rule. In 1881, the colonial
state asserted its authority over the indigenous population though a repressive legal code
known as the Indigénat, which established specific crimes and punishments that applied only
to subjects in the colony.16 Although violent resistance was, with limited exceptions,17 no
longer a feature of political life in the colony, the indigenous population developed a wide
range of strategies, ranging from the avoidance of all contact with the colonial authorities to
negotiation with the agents of colonial power, to minimise the exercise of colonial
oppression. In the political sphere, the limited access to the French education system granted
to certain indigenous elites did eventually give rise to a contestatory form of indigenous
political action. The Jeune Algérien movement rallied French-educated indigenous Algerian
intellectuals behind an elite-based critique of the system of French colonial rule while
drawing on what they perceived to be the potential for liberation inherent to the French
revolutionary heritage.18 These intellectuals would play an important role in the controversy
around the extension of conscription to the indigenous population in the years prior to the
outbreak of the Great War.
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French military and colonial officials had long discussed the possibility of applying
conscription to indigenous subjects, but it was only in the tense international climate of the
years preceding the Great War that it would become a topic of wider political debate.19 The
attitude of the elite Jeunes Algériens would have significant implications for post-war
understandings of the wartime service of indigenous Algerians. Seeing the extension of
conscription as an opportunity to solidify their claim for political rights, they hoped to
convince a sceptical, even hostile, indigenous public20 of the benefits of the programme while
also seeking to ensure that it was tied to a change in status for the indigenous elite.21 A Jeune
Algérien delegation travelled to Paris in an effort to convince President Poincaré that any
extension of conscription should be accompanied by the abolition of laws of exception and
the granting of citizenship within the personal status to Muslim ex-servicemen.22 Their
argument centred on the republican concept of the ‘impôt du sang’ or ‘blood tax’, which
asserted that French revolutionary tradition established an unbreakable link between the duty
to serve the defence of the Patrie and the rights of the citizen.23 This concept was also one of
the key drivers behind the campaign by large sections of the European political elite against
indigenous conscription, fearful that rights offered in compensation for military service
would undermine their hegemony.24 European elites were vocal in conveying their anxieties
to metropolitan lawmakers.

In the end, the conscription law adopted in 1912 would assuage the Europeans’ anxieties as
the forms of compensation offered in return for conscription would prove to be both
extremely limited and explicitly differentiated from the republican tradition of the ‘impôt du
sang’. For many indigenous Algerians, unaware of, uninterested in and excluded from the
abstract debates surrounding conscription, the forced recruitment of (very limited numbers
of) young men met with open resistance in many parts of the country.25 To the dismay of the
Jeunes Algériens, the decree that regulated indigenous conscription made no commitment to
19
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political rights, providing instead for the payment of a bonus on enrolment known as prime
de mobilisation.26 The primes were just one element in a whole range of specific conditions
that placed indigenous Algerian conscripts and recruits in an ambiguous position,
‘somewhere between hired mercenaries and full French citizens’.27 When the war came only
two years later, the experience of the inhabitants of Algeria, citizens and subjects, in the
trenches and on the Home Front, would simultaneously confirm and complicate this
ambiguity.

For the inhabitants of Algeria, the Great War began closer to home than anyone would have
imagined. In the early morning of August 4th 1914, just hours after the declaration of war, the
port cities of Bône (Annaba) and Philippeville (Skikda) on the Eastern stretch of Algeria’s
Mediterranean coast came under heavy shelling from the German cruisers the Goeben and the
Breslau.28 The attacks, which left seventeen dead and scores injured, marked the first nonaerial assault on French soil of the war.29 Although Algeria would never again be directly
targeted, thousands of her inhabitants would lose their lives on the battlefields of Northern
France and South-Eastern Europe. Over the course of the war, about 73000 Europeans served
in Europe, a rate of participation roughly equal to that of metropolitan France.30 In total, some
173000 indigenous soldiers had served in French forces by the end of war, with slightly more
than half of these enlisting as “volunteers”,31 though this term is questionable given the
recruitment practices employed by colonial administrators.32 Of the indigenous contingent,
125000 saw active duty on the European battlefields over the course of the war.33 Estimates
for European dead range between 1200034 and 2200035 while the number of indigenous dead
is normally put somewhere around 26000.36 Furthermore, thousands of indigenous workers
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took up positions in factories in France, freeing up men to serve at the Front and playing an
important role in maintaining the supply of essential military and industrial equipment.37

The experience of the war for the thousands of men who crossed the Mediterranean to serve
the Patrie was complex and plural. For the Europeans of Algeria, participation as full citizens
alongside metropolitan troops confirmed their full membership of the nation. For many, this
was their first experience of the metropole, with the harsh reality of mud-filled trenches and
ruined villages displacing the idealised vision of a land of rolling green countryside.38 The
encounter with metropolitan troops exposed them to the range of cultural differences that
characterised Frenchmen from across the Hexagon. This confrontation with French plurality
convinced the Europeans of their legitimate membership of the national community.39

If the experience of the European population of Algeria was one characterised by differences
of culture but equality of rights and conditions, the same could not be said for indigenous
Algerians serving in French forces. The life of indigenous troops in the war was shaped by
the way both the military authorities and ordinary soldiers grappled with racial difference and
the fraternity of arms born in the trenches. Military policy towards indigenous troops was
shaped by ‘conflicting impulses’40 as administrators drew on a blend of racial prejudice,
paternalism, respect for difference and a rhetorical commitment to republican equality to
simultaneously acknowledge, reward, discipline and degrade indigenous soldiers. While
equality of basic pay and bonuses had been recognised by the end of the war, indigenous
troops did not receive the family allocations granted to those from the metropole and the
Europeans of Algeria.41 Similarly, the possibilities for promotion of indigenous troops that
evolved over the course of the war may have been unparalleled elsewhere in the colonial
sphere but did not constitute a real challenge to idea of European supremacy.42 The Army,
though it was permeated by racist discrimination, was a ‘relatively egalitarian social order’
compared to that which dominated in Algeria and this limited liberalism would leave a lasting
impression on those who survived the war.43
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The encounter with both French civilians and metropolitan troops reinforced among
indigenous soldiers the notion of the permeability of the racial boundaries in the metropole
that were so rigid in their own society. Indigenous troops often spoke in glowing terms of the
‘perfect attitudes’ of the French population.44 Within the ranks of the Army, the indigenous
soldier’s experience of interracial relations varied wildly, with some paying tribute to the
sensitivity of the officers and others denouncing racism.45 In much the same way that the
Army seemed a more egalitarian institution than the colonial system, the indigenous troops’
experience of interactions with the inhabitants of the metropole revealed a society less
dominated by and conscious of the boundaries of racial difference.46 This too would have
lasting implications for post-war politics back in Algeria.

On the Home Front, the war saw the acceleration of processes of urbanisation and
industrialisation that were to have a transformative effect on the colony in the interwar
period. Despite the many problems posed by the disruption of trans-Mediterranean shipping,
Algeria made an important economic contribution to the war, one that would often be evoked
by political leaders in the decades that followed.47 The mass participation of soldiers from
across ethnic, religious and political divides united many of the inhabitants of Algeria in the
bonds of anxiety, mourning and, eventually, celebration of victory. While the advent of an
Algerian Union Sacrée saw the emphasis shift toward a more universalist language at the
expense of the racialist discourse of the pre-war era, the experience of the conflict was not
free of tension between colonial authorities, colonial citizens and colonial subjects.48 Most
notably, the draft call issued in August 1916 sparked much resistance among the indigenous
across the colony, culminating in a bloody insurrection in southern areas of the département
of Constantine. The uprising was brutally crushed by the French army and military courts
meted out extremely harsh sentences to all the alleged participants.49 In the aftermath of the
war, the memory of the insurrection would sit uneasily with a commemorative discourse that
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stressed unity and loyalty.50 Just as the multiplicity of experiences on the battlefields in
Europe would facilitate a wide range of interpretations of the war throughout the interwar era,
the complex realities of Algeria’s Home Front could be mobilised by political actors to
promote their rival historical visions of Algeria’s wartime contribution.

Toward an Imperial History of the Great War
Algeria’s participation in the Great War was just one element in a much wider story of the
mobilisation of the resources, human and financial, of global empires in what was truly a
World War. The colonial contribution to the war efforts of the various imperial powers and
its long-term effects on politics in the colonies have, until very recently, been relatively
marginal in wider debates about the Great War. Historians of the First World War often did
not engage with the extensive scholarship on the involvement of British, French and, more
recently, German colonies in the conflict.51 The wide range of works focusing on one specific
territory or ethnic group, its military contribution to the war effort and the role this played in
fostering a sense of national, even anti-colonial, identity, was largely not incorporated into
over-arching narratives of the war.52 Even those works that took an Empire-wide or a
continent-specific approach to the colonial aspects of the war have been slow to impact on
the overall understanding of the conflict.53 The rise of global history has, in recent years,
50
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facilitated a shift in wider narratives of the Great War toward a greater focus on the colonial
aspects of the conflict. The ‘imperial turn in First World War Studies’54 is evident in a whole
range of recently published collected works that bring together scholars of different colonial
territories, across imperial boundaries, to consider the contrasts and commonalities that
marked colonial participation in the war.55 As a result, the colonial contribution to the Great
War is no longer simply a ‘sideshow’ of the European conflict but now stands as an essential
element of the historical narrative of the war.56

This embrace of the colonial history of the Great War has, however, largely stopped short of
engaging with the long-term implications of colonial participation. The legacies of the war
are not completely absent from the emergent literature. Three of the principal collected
volumes on the Empire and War dedicate their final sections to the exploration of issues of
‘memory’,57 ‘social and political transformations’58 or the ‘afterlives of war and Empire’.59
Robert Gerwarth and Erez Manela’s Empires at War, 1911-1923 takes the concept of ‘Long
First World War’, first developed to describe the conflict’s extended duration in Eastern
Europe,60 and applies it to the colonial world, as a first step to tracing the most immediate
consequences of the war in the empires.61 The problems with these attempts to engage with
the legacies of the conflict in the colonies are twofold. On the one hand, the focus on the
immediate postwar period, what Erez Manela has called the ‘Wilsonian moment’,62 has, as
thesis will show, distorted the political legacies of the war in the colonies by stressing antiH. Morrow Jr., The Great War: An Imperial History, (Routeledge, Oxford, 2004) and Hew Strachan, The First
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colonial nationalism over other forms of claims-making. On the other hand, the
preoccupation with somewhat abstract questions of ‘memory’, while interesting in
themselves, has obscured the concrete political use made of wartime participation by actors
across the colonial world. Thus, while an imperial history of the Great War is slowly
emerging, a colonial history of its long-term consequences remains to be written. This thesis,
through its exploration of the evocation of the Great War as a rhetorical strategy in colonial
Algeria offers one of the starting blocks for a future attempt to construct this history.
Furthermore, it proposes a methodological approach, drawing on both colonial history and
the history of the First World War, that could be applied to colonies across the world, thus
facilitating the emergence of a new understanding of the Great War’s global impact.

Conceptualising Colonial Claims-making in the Wake of the War
Over the course of the war, states developed specific discourses to promote mass
mobilisation. Once the Armistice was signed, these discourses played a key role in the
debates over the shape the postwar order should take across Europe and the wider world.
When analysing how these debates were framed in interwar Algeria, I intend to employ two
key concepts drawn from the fields of the history of the Great War and colonial history,
respectively. These are ‘the moral economy of sacrifice’63 and the ‘idioms of mutual if
uneven obligation’.64

Turning first to the concept of the ‘moral economy of sacrifice’, postwar debates in all
belligerent countries were shot through with the notion that society should replicate and
vindicate the moral code that had underpinned wartime mass mobilisation. The assessment of
the “worthiness” of certain individuals or groups to enjoy privilege in the postwar order
would draw heavily on differing interpretations of the experience of the war itself. Over the
course of the war, a new ‘social morality’ had emerged, grounded in ‘a set of reciprocal
moral judgements on the contribution of different groups to the national effort’.65 At the heart
of this new moral code, lay the notion of sacrifice. As John Horne puts it:
63
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Sacrifice, even more than duty or solidarity, became the central value of wartime
morality since it encapsulated the extraordinary nature of the enterprise while defining
the various contributions to the effort and their conflicting claims to recognition and
consideration.66
Throughout the war, defending an individual or collective’s sacrifice for the cause of
National Defence became a crucial means of advancing claims. Anchoring such calls for
reform in the language of sacrifice allowed actors to better negotiate the terms of their
participation in the war without breaking with the Union Sacrée and its eschewal of partisan
divisions.67 Furthermore, it allowed for the articulation of an egalitarian political language
which, by focusing on inequalities of sacrifice and not those of class or race, was ‘entirely
compatible with the national cause’.68 This does not mean, however, that this ‘moral
economy’ of sacrifice, to borrow E.P. Thompson’s concept,69 was the preserve only of
progressives.70 Rather, a moral understanding of wartime sacrifice transcended boundaries of
class, race and political allegiance to become the central prism through which all actors
presented their actions and interpreted those of their compatriots.71 Simply put, the ‘wartime
moral economy’ became the means through which ‘competing visions’ of the defence of the
Nation were articulated.72

Key to this language of ‘wartime moral economy’ was the identification and condemnation of
those whose behaviour transgressed the boundaries of what was considered “moral
behaviour”. The inhabitants of the belligerent societies, imperial and metropolitan, developed
a ‘complex moral language’ that differentiated between those individuals or collectives who
were fulfilling their duties and those who were not.73 Generally, offenders fell into one of two
categories: the “embusqué” (shirker) and the profiteer.
66
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The embusqué, in his deliberate avoidance of national service not only weakened the war
effort but also fundamentally undermined the basic moral underpinning of the war, that all of
society, regardless of race, social class or political allegiance, was equal when it came to
national service. Throughout the war, the denunciation of the embusqué targeted not only
those who sought to avoid their responsibility but also those whose contribution to the war,
vital as it may have been, kept them out of harm’s way at the front.74 The embusqué thus
came to symbolise the ‘constellation of unequal wartime sacrifice’ that marked the
experience of the war and would continue to resonate long after the Armistice.75

The profiteer’s breach of the ‘moral code’ of wartime society, though distinct from, was by
no means lesser than that of the embusqué.76 He had placed his personal interest above that of
the Nation and thus embodied the ‘extremes of deplorable behaviour in wartime’.77 In the
context of a society in which the struggle for the most basic provisions was constant, the
profiteer was to blame for the ‘improper distribution of material hardship in wartime’.78 Even
worse, his greed was seen as a direct insult to these who sacrificed themselves at the Front, a
betrayal of the pact that underpinned social mobilisation for the war effort.79 Although the
profiteer was a particular target of scorn for the Left,80 his transgression of the ‘wartime
social morality’ was roundly condemned across society. Thus, the profiteer served as a figure
against which wartime society could unite, with this consensus grounded in a shared ‘notion
of fairness defined not in precise terms but revealed by its gross abuse’.81

When the war drew to a close, the wartime consensus as to what constituted a breach in
“fairness” disintegrated. Although conflicts had abounded during the war over where exactly
the frontiers of this moral code lay, the political truce instituted by the Union Sacrée in
France and its equivalents elsewhere ensured that they never boiled over into full-blooded
partisan political disputes. Once the existential threat to the Nation receded, the various
Unions Sacrées faltered and the struggle to shape the postwar order became distinctly
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political. In many parts of Europe, this struggle descended into violence as paramilitary
groups sought to impose their vision of postwar society.82 In France, with victory secured,
political parties and civil society groups across the political spectrum rushed to claim the
mantle of symbolic legitimacy conferred by the wartime sacrifice. Rival political camps
openly mobilised the labels of “profiteer” and “embusqué” to denigrate their opponents and
support their visions of a moral postwar order. While the evocation of the ‘moral economy of
wartime sacrifice’ varied widely across time and between different movements, it became a
defining feature of political discourse in interwar France.

In this thesis, I will trace how this same language evolved in the context of the colonial
system in place in interwar Algeria. I will consider the ways in which actors in Algeria
sought to cast their rival political projects to reshape the postwar order as the fulfilment of the
‘wartime social morality’. In particular, I will explore how different ethnic and political
communities in the colonies represented their communal contribution to the war as fully
compatible with the wartime ‘moral economy of sacrifice’. I will also discuss the flipside of
this strategy: the denunciation of their rivals as embusqués and “profiteers”. While these
debates often echoed those taking place in the metropole, I will demonstrate how the
specificity of politics in the colony had a direct impact on both the extent to which and the
manner in which claims anchored in the wartime ‘moral economy of sacrifice’ were
advanced over the course of the interwar period.

In the colonies, as in Europe, the end of the war was marked not only by celebration and
commemoration but also by contestation and claims-making. Like their erstwhile brothers-inarms in the metropole, subjects and citizens across the Empire had come to conceive of their
contribution to the war in terms of ‘a reciprocal national obligation’: they had fulfilled their
duty to the state, now it was up to the State to fulfil its duty to them.83 While in many parts of
Europe, the demand for compensation from the State was accompanied by paramilitary
violence, the coercive power of the colonial state, combined with the French imperial ‘culture
of victory’, ensured that postwar politics in Algeria largely mirrored the non-violent forms of
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contestation predominant in the metropole.84 The two decades between the Great War and the
Second World War would see no organised violence against French rule in the colony.
Nonetheless, actors of all ethnic, social and ideological backgrounds did mobilise politically
to demand their just reward. At the heart of all post-war demands in the colonies, whether
these were economic, social or political, lay the effort to (re)define the relationship with the
metropole.85 Over the course of the interwar period, actors across the French Empire would
attempt to renegotiate their position in the imperial polity by claiming participation in the war
had changed the terms of their social contract with the state. However, the three principal
groups implicated in the postwar reconfiguration of colonial politics —colonial
administrators, citizens and subjects— could rarely agree among themselves, let alone
between each other, as to how the state could adequately recognise the new political reality.

This “gap of expectations” in the postwar colonial world gave rise to what Gregory Mann has
called ‘idioms of mutual if uneven obligation’ between the colonial state, its citizens and its
subjects.86 Political actors from all sides of the triangular colonial divide recognised the new
relationship forged by the war and sought to advance their claims in a common language born
of the war. Nevertheless, the use of a shared system of references did not necessarily result in
mutual intelligibility between political actors and their claims. As Mann points out the
‘language of mutual obligation and interdependence is and has always been fraught with
misunderstandings, malentendus and moments of false confidence, in which one group or
another believes that it is finally being heard and understood’.87 The debates around reform in
postwar colonial Algeria, whether in the economic, social or political sphere, bear witness to
this fundamental ambiguity.
Mann’s analysis is the product of the study of the French Soudan, a sub-Saharan African
colony with an almost non-existent European population. How then are we to apply his
concept to a settler colony such as Algeria? Undoubtedly, the participation of indigenous
Algerians in the war gave rise to a similar ‘uneven idiom of mutual obligation’ between
subject and colonial state, but what of the citizen-soldiers of the European community?
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Surely, their status as citizens fighting for the Nation of which they were full members
excluded them from the kind of specific colonial ‘blood debt’ evoked by Mann?88 And yet,
the debates recounted in this thesis seem to suggest that for many in the European community
it was quite the contrary. The fact that, rightly or wrongly, large swathes of the European
community felt that metropolitan politicians and bureaucrats cared little for their interests
meant that they too would articulate postwar claims in ‘a contentious political language of
mutual obligation’.89 The disparity in power relations that underpinned the unevenness of the
mutual obligation between the indigenous and the colonial state was far greater than that
which characterised the European community’s relationship with the state. Nonetheless, the
belief that the power to shape Algeria’s present and future lay in the hands of the officials and
representatives of metropolitan institutions, and not with the European community, gave a
sense of asymmetry to the power relations between colonial citizen and imperial state.

Certain narratives of reform in Algeria during the interwar period, especially in the
immediate aftermath of the war, have presented a simple vision of claims-making, defined by
an attempt to push for a differentiated imperial citizenship for the indigenous, countered by
European resistance.90 Such a viewpoint is doubly misleading. On the one hand, it obscures
the fact that the potential fluidity of the boundaries of citizenship in the colonial system also
left space for European actors to redefine their status. For many of these actors, the state’s
obligation to the European community was not only to be expressed through resistance to
indigenous reform, but would also require a positive effort to redefine the role of the colonial
citizen in the triangular relationship between colonial subject, colonial citizen and colonial
state. On the other hand, it portrays post-war claims-making as preoccupied primarily, or
even solely, with issues of citizenship and political rights, which in a colony such as Algeria
were mostly articulated in communal terms. Throughout the interwar period, a whole range
of other claims, political, social and economic, would be advanced by groups encompassing
both Europeans and indigenous. Often their unity of purpose was framed in terms of
participation in the Great War. In certain cases, this sentiment converted into acts of crosscommunity political solidarity, in others communal, individual or ideological interests either
obscured or reconceived the fraternity of arms in ways that challenged political solidarity.
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The ethno-legal divide that underpinned the colonial system did remain a crucial, perhaps
even the crucial axis for political debate in the period. And yet, the explosion in civil society
groups coupled with the growth of mass political organisations, some of which were, at least
theoretically, transcommunal, opened a space where common claims (if not always common
goals) could be articulated in a shared language.

The Great War was by no means the only basis for a language of mutual obligation in
interwar Algeria. Political actors offered a variety of conceptions of the triangular
relationship between colonial state, subject and citizen, drawing on a range of historical
metanarratives, legal frameworks and ideologies, to establish rival visions of the mutual
obligations at the heart of the colonial system. Throughout this thesis I will attempt to show
the intersections between these framing strategies and the evocation of the war while also
seeking to position the evocation of the war in the ever-changing hierarchy of references that
shaped the debate around reform in Algeria between the wars. In this way, I hope to make an
original contribution to the ongoing debates around the writing of the history of interwar
Algeria.

Writing the History of Interwar Algeria
As much as historians of Algeria tend to stress the ‘hypertrophy of the War of Independence
in historical production about Algeria’,91 the interwar years have long been the subject of a
rich and varied historiography.92 In the latter years of French rule and the years after
independence, French scholars associated with the centre-left turned their attention to
Algeria’s colonial history in the longue durée, often with a particular focus on the interwar
period. Their works did not represent an apologia for the crimes of colonialism but rather
centred on “the missed opportunities” when reactionary forces blocked the possibility of
reforms, scuppering the prospect of constructing a multi-ethnic social democracy.93 These
historians shared an understanding of the system of colonial rule that stressed the possibility
for change embodied in the interaction between progressive Europeans and the indigenous
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reformists.94 The space where this dialogue would take place was labelled the ‘monde du
contact’.95 Initially occupied by the elites of the Jeunes Algériens and their European allies
the indigénophiles, the ‘monde du contact’ subsequently expand to include the mass
movements of the Left and organisations of indigenous reform, an alliance which could, they
claimed, have constituted the foundation for an egalitarian and pluralist Algeria. With its
stress on the possibility of open dialogue between actors of different racial and legal statuses,
the concept of the ‘monde du contact’ would prove both problematic and controversial.

For the nationalist historians of the newly independent Algeria, the suggestion that the French
colonial system could be reformed from within by an alliance of indigenous Algerians and
French progressives was anathema. Their works, largely published in the early years of
independence, attacked the structures of colonialism in language that paralleled the
propaganda of the FLN and the writings of Fanon and Sartre.96 The resulting narrative
reinterpreted the complex history of colonial rule in Algeria, presenting the victory of
Revolution as ‘the triumphant climax of one long, unending struggle’.97 Little room was left
for the layers of ambiguity that defined political and cultural interaction under the colonial
regime.

In the years that followed, historical analysis moved away from these intensely political
debates, focusing instead on the origins of Algeria’s nationalist movement in the interwar
period. The new works that emerged sought to challenge the post-independence regime’s
attempt to occlude the role of Messali Hadj and the Etoile Nord Africaine/Parti Populaire
Algérien in paving the way for the rise of mass nationalism in Algeria. In Algeria, Mahfoud
Kaddache’s work encompassed a wide range of political movements, offering a more detailed
picture of political life in interwar Algeria than had previously been presented, though this
picture remained resolutely focused on the nationalists.98 Benjamin Stora’s innovative work
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on Messali Hadj99 and the early years of nationalism exposed both the prevalence of dialogue
between European-led political movements and the indigenous and the limits that constrained
it.100 However, the dominance of nationalists in these narratives betrayed a certain
teleological focus that did not, at least for much of the period in question, reflect the balance
of political forces on the ground in Algeria. Furthermore, following the development of the
nationalist movement meant transferring the focus across the Mediterranean to Paris which
was, for large stretches of the interwar period, the centre of Algerian nationalism. The actions
of non-nationalist and non-Leftist political movements in Algeria during these periods were
largely obscured.

Recent years have seen an upsurge in scholarship offering a more plural and complex
narrative of politics and society in interwar Algeria. Omar Carlier’s seminal Entre Nation et
Jihad marked the beginning of a new era in the historiography of this period, moving beyond
a classic political and social history to include a study of the transformation of the culture,
practices and spaces that shaped politics in this period.101 He highlighted the dramatic
expansion of the public sphere to incorporate the masses over the course of the 1930s,
exploring the implications this had for the way politics was performed.102 Young scholars
began to look beyond the confines of the official parties and organisations of the nationalist
movement to the variety of political organisations that competed for political support in the
interwar period.103 The picture that emerges from this new scholarship takes us far closer to
the realities of the practice of politics in interwar Algeria than the pre-existing historiography.
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However, what has not emerged is a clear theoretical or methodological basis for
conceptualising relationships between indigenous and Europeans in the political sphere.

Beyond the ‘monde du contact’
Achieving the balance between the necessary acknowledgement of the harsh realities of a
colonial regime predicated on exclusion and oppression and the reality of the multiple
interactions between colonial subjects, colonial citizens and the colonial authorities is a
crucial but complicated task. As Edward Said put it:
The problem, then, is to keep in mind two ideas that are in many ways antithetical – the
fact of the imperial divide, on the one hand, and the notion of shared experiences, on
the other – without diminishing the force of either.104
It is here that this thesis hopes to intervene in the field of interwar Algerian history, and
indeed in the wider field of colonial history, arguing that the study of forms of political
rhetoric that transcended ethnic and ideological boundaries offer an ideal prism through
which cooperation, contestation and coercion in political life in the colonial space can be
examined. The study of the language of claims-making is key to moving beyond the
‘monde du contact’.
Far more established scholars than this author have been seeking to move beyond the ‘monde
du contact’ for some time. In their introduction to a special edition of Le Mouvement Social
dedicated to ‘la société du contact dans l’Algérie coloniale’ Emmanuel Blanchard and Sylvie
Thénault advocate a nuanced understanding of ‘contact’ grounded in the realities of social
relations, which varied across social, geographic and ideological spaces in the colony.105
‘Contact’, they contend, is not limited to personal encounters and moments of interethnic
political collaboration; it defines a whole range of interactions between the colonial
authorities, colonial citizens and colonial subjects.106 The monde du contact was as much (if
not more) a space of frustration, of discrimination, and even of violence, as it was a space of
possibility and opportunity. Their clarion call for ‘an attempt to analyse the consistency of
social relations between actors assigned to different affiliations by the colonial situation’
based on the ‘ordinary tools and concepts of social history’ is commendable.107 However, to
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restrict the reorientation of the study of intercommunal relations in colonial Algeria to
historians using a social history approach would be an error. Social relations in the context of
a racially stratified colonial society did play a key role in shaping both the conduct and the
outcomes of political debate. Nevertheless, the range of rhetorical strategies available to and
employed by political actors of different ethnic backgrounds, legal statuses and political
ideologies were also crucial in shaping the way colonial power was negotiated in the interwar
period. This thesis shows the important role that a rhetorical analysis drawing on the
methodologies of colonial and intellectual history can play in deepening our understanding of
the possibilities and limits that shaped the political action of individuals and collectives in
interwar Algeria.

The use of a particular type of “political language” may initially be a strategic choice for a
political actor seeking the best means of transforming his/her intention into a concrete reality.
Yet, because language is a medium over which actors have limited control, meaning can be
as much determined by the wider context of the language in which it is framed as by the
intention of the author.108 Here I owe a clear debt to the theory of the Russian literary critic
and semiotician Mikhail Bakhtin.

In his seminal essay ‘Discourse on the Novel’ (1935), Bakhtin rejected narrow
understandings of language as a ‘system of abstract grammatical categories, stressing its
existence as a ‘living, socio-ideological thing’ and pointing to its deeper socio-political and
cultural significance, or as he put it ‘language as a world view’.109 While the dominant social
group attempts to impose their world view through the elaboration of an official and
legitimate form of language, Bakhtin contended that this process is constantly challenged and
undermined by the ‘centrifugal forces’ represented by rival social and ideological groups.110
This results in a linguistic sphere inhabited not solely by a dominant, official language but
also by ‘a multitude of verbal-ideological and social belief systems’.111 In a world
characterised by a plurality of languages, or as Bakhtin termed it ‘heteroglossia’,112 ‘there are
108
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no “neutral” words and forms’, rather all forms of expression are ‘shot through with
intentions and accents’.113 The meaning of words is not static but rather is ‘dialogic’,
constantly shifting and struggled over between rival political actors.114 Actors themselves are
conscious of this struggle and, with this in mind, tailor their language to counter and
anticipate rival meanings, seeking to ‘break through the alien conceptual horizon of the
listener’.115 In the process, the object itself ‘may simply be overshadowed’, as what counts
most is not the semantic meaning of a phrase but rather its socio-cultural and political
meaning, fashioned in the give and take between speaker and listener.116 Nevertheless, words
are not infinitely malleable weapons that can be employed in the defence of any cause or
group interest; they must fit or be made to fit in the wider language of an actor:
Not all words for just anyone submit equally easily to this appropriation ... many words,
stubbornly resist, others remain alien, sound foreign in the mouth of the one who
appropriated them and who now speaks them; they cannot be assimilated into his
context and fall out of it.117
This dynamic lies at the heart of this thesis. Drawing on Bakhtin’s insights, it traces the
attempts of various political groups and individual actors to adopt and adapt the evocation of
the Great War as a crucial motif in the linguistic struggle for power, privilege and patronage
in interwar Algeria.

In a colonial society such as Algeria, the official language of the administration had a
particularly powerful monopoly on acceptable forms of political discourse. Yet, as this thesis
argues, employing elements of the administration’s discourse by no means implied a
wholesale endorsement of the system of rule in Algeria. Bakhtin’s concept of ‘heteroglossia’
did not simply imply the existence of a plurality of constantly intersecting languages; it also
posited an inherent dialectic at the heart of all language use. Expressing oneself, even in
criticism of the dominant social group, meant at least partially adopting the dominant and
legitimate form of language.118 What for Bakhtin is an abstract conceptual point, has a clear
and important effect on the linguistic choices of many of the actors discussed in this thesis.
This is most obvious in the case of indigenous activists. In the context of a colonial society
where the language of the ruling class is not only different in socio-ideological terms but also
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in simple linguistic terms (French and not Arabic or Berber), indigenous activists who
expressed their demands in French were simultaneously adopting the language of the colonial
system and challenging the dominance of this same system. Less obvious, perhaps, but no
less pertinent is the presence of this dialectic in some shape or other in all forms of discourse
in interwar Algeria. As political actors, indigenous and European, addressed their demands to
the colonial authorities they employed a form of discourse that simultaneously embraced
aspects of the administration’s official rhetoric while fundamentally challenging others. In
particular, as this thesis seeks to demonstrate, the evocation of the Great War, a cornerstone
of the official commemorative language of the regime, implied both a recognition of the
existence of a mutual obligation between the colonial state, its citizens and its subjects and an
attempt to constantly redefine what such an obligation meant in concrete terms.

For a methodological application of Bakhtin’s theory, we can turn for guidance to the work of
the intellectual historian J.G.A Pocock. Pocock applied rhetorical analysis to the practice of
history by examining the ‘speech acts’ of historical actors and demonstrating how these are
both shaped by and play a role in shaping a wider linguistic ‘space’.119 Language, though
available to all actors in a certain ‘universe’, is by no means neutral; Pocock, like Bakhtin,
clearly acknowledges ‘that languages are biased in favour of the ruling groups who more
effectively develop and employ them’.120 Nevertheless, he highlights the potential for the
oppressed to turn the language of oppression back on the oppressor: ‘It is difficult to
construct a master-slave relation in which the slave does not use "her" master's language to
discomfit the latter and construct a world of "her" own articulating’.121 In recognising the
coexistence of distinct forms of language or ‘paradigm’ within historical contexts, clashing,
intermingling and interacting across the field of political debate, Pocock portrays a society in
which a range of linguistic strategies exist for political actors.122 In such a society, the
strategic choice of framing a political demand in a particular ‘paradigm’ or language may
have implications for the agent’s intended meaning of which they are unaware. In concrete
terms, Pocock’s approach facilitates an understanding of political life in interwar Algeria in
which the rhetoric constructed around the Great War is one of several discursive strategies
available. The choice to mobilise this particular language had implications beyond the
119
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knowledge of the political actors who employed it. In the end, it is the quest to identify and
analyse these implications that really defines this project.

Both Bakhtin’s theory and Pocock’s methodology emerged from the study of spaces,
temporal and geographical, that differ radically from interwar Algeria. How then are we to
apply an approach based on the analysis of languages of public discourse to a colonial
context? Erez Manela’s wildly successful The Wilsonian Moment,123 with its specific focus
on how colonial peoples claimed the concept of self-determination for themselves, shows the
potential of an analysis of the language of politics in the interwar colonial world. Yet, his
focus was broader in terms of its geographical scope, impressively covering vast swathes of
the “non-Western” world, and narrower in its conception of politics, centred almost solely on
elite political claims-making, especially nationalism. I aspire to a rhetorical analysis of a
broad range of claims-making in the narrow space of colonial Algeria. To achieve this, I draw
heavily on the theory and methodology advanced by the colonial historians Fred Cooper and
Ann Laura Stoler.

In their seminal work Tensions of Empire, Cooper and Stoler provide an analysis of the
colonial system in which the definition and maintenance of difference between coloniser and
colonised underpinned the skewed power relations that lay at the heart of colonial rule. They
recognised that the coloniser-colonised dichotomy was a construct of colonial rule, ‘neither
inherent nor static… it had to be defined and maintained’.124 In a settler colony with an
indigenous majority like Algeria (see Appendix), the triangular nature of the relationship
between metropole, colonial subject and colonial citizen made maintaining the boundaries of
difference all the more complicated. Cooper and Stoler’s stress on the fluid boundaries of
difference in the colonial context presents politics as a kind of tug-of-war between the rulers
and the ruled in which each side seeks to delineate difference: ‘a grammar of difference was
continuously and vigilantly crafted as people in the colonies refashioned and contested
European claims to superiority’.125 Thus, not only were the potential languages of politics
constantly evolving and taking on new meanings but they were also reflecting and refracting
the ever-changing forms of rule in the colony. In this regard, the study of the rhetorical
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strategies employed by various actors in the colonial context and the results (intended or
unintended) they produced offers a window into the continually shifting power relations that
underlay the domination of the metropole over the colony and that of the coloniser over the
colonised.

Drawing on the theoretical and methodological insights of Bhaktin, Pocok and Cooper and
Stoler, this thesis uses the analysis of the evocation of the Great War as a prism through
which to answer key questions about politics in colonial Algeria. Participation in the war had
fundamentally altered the social contract between state and citizen in the metropole, but what
were its repercussions for the complex relationships between colonial citizens, colonial
subjects and the colonial state? How did political actors in the colony seek to seize the
opportunity to reshape these relations and to what extent were their efforts framed in a
language that evoked the Great War? How successful was this rhetorical strategy and what
were its unintended consequences? In addressing these questions, this thesis seeks to combine
the recent reorientation of historiography in the field of Algerian history with elements of the
long-standing historiography of the Great War to present a much-needed reassessment of the
practice of politics in colonial Algeria.

By moving beyond the ‘monde du contact’, this thesis also contributes to our wider
understanding of French colonial history. Its disavowal of a binary narrative in which there
were only two possible outcomes to the colonial project, hard fought national independence
or complete assimilation to the French metropole, speaks to contemporary debates in the
wider field. Many of the actors discussed in this thesis shared the alternative visions of a
reconfigured Empire advanced by the interwar pan-Africanists who Gary Wilder has studied
and/or the defenders of federalism analysed by Fred Cooper.126 Where the interwar
proponents of négritude grounded their claims for a reimagined ‘Greater France’ in the
language of ‘African humanism’127 and those who advocated a Euro-African federation in the
1950s relied on notions of ‘equality and difference’,128 many reformists in interwar Algeria
framed their demand for a differentiated imperial citizenship in terms of their participation in
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the Great War. The variety of alternative paths to imperial reform that they sought to
legitimise by mobilising their contribution to the defence of the Patrie demonstrates that, in
spite of the skewed power relations within colonies and between metropole and colony,
citizens and subjects across the Empire believed they could reshape the imperial polity in
their own favour. This was never solely about gaining political rights, however. As this thesis
demonstrates the interwar period saw a whole range of actors outside the world of high
politics seek to renegotiate their individual and collective relationships with the colonial state.
Thus, this thesis broadens our understanding of the colonial legacies of the First World War,
showing that while this global conflict may have given rise to anti-colonial movements for
self-determination across the world,129 it also led many inhabitants of the Empire to envision
a reformed political order firmly within the imperial framework.

Evoking the Great War in the Colonial Archive: A Note on Sources
Tracing the rhetorical strategies of political actors in a colony such as Algeria means casting
a wide net in the trawl through archival sources. This thesis relies on three principal types of
primary source: official documents from the colonial archive, the Francophone press of the
period and the correspondence of indigenous claimants with the military and pensions
administration. Each of these source bases poses particular problems for the historian seeking
to understand the space in which political action took place across ethnic boundaries in
colonial Algeria.

The bias of the colonial archive is a challenge with which the colonial historian must always
grapple. It is not simply a question of differentiating “fact” from “fiction”; the colonial
historian must also ask why and how a certain “fact” made its way into the colonial archive
and what other “facts” it obscured in the process.130 However, as Ann Laura Stoler has
maseterfully demonstrated, the particular vision of the past contained in the colonial archive
also offers an insight into the structures and the mentalities that underpinned, as well as the
spectres that haunted, the knowledge acquisition of colonial administrators. By reading
‘along the archival grain’, as the tile of Stoler’s book suggests, the student of colonial history
can go some way towards avoiding the pitfalls of the colonial archive and questioning the
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‘hierarchies of credibility’ that shape the reports of colonial administrators.131 While this
thesis does not aim to radically invert and reinterpret the archive in the way suggested by
Stoler, it does aspire to approach the official documents of the colonial state with the
prudence and awareness that she advocates. With this in mind, I will strive to use official
reports as a source that provides insights into both the rhetorical strategies employed by
political actors in Algeria and the responses these provoked among colonial administrators.
Throughout this thesis, I attempt to temper my reliance on the bureaucracy and, particularly,
the security apparatus of the colonial state with a critical reading that takes into account the
exaggerations and omissions which have shaped the colonial archive.
Unsurprisingly, the study of the press is essential to a project that seeks to analyse political
rhetoric in colonial Algeria. The problems posed by the bias and ‘hierarchies of credibility’
which define the official colonial archive are also reflected in the press, though the clear
partisan allegiance of the vast majority of newspapers in the colony make such prejudiced
reporting easier to identify and analyse. The principal weakness of this source-base lies in the
exclusion of the Arabic press. Over the course of the interwar period, the independent Arabiclanguage press grew in importance and diversity, becoming particularly associated with the
emergent Islamic reform movement.132 For example, the supporters of the Association des
‘Ulama Algériens (AUMA), a movement inspired by the Islamic Renaissance (An-Nahda)
founded in 1931, published a range of newspapers in Arabic alongside the francophone La
Défense. While the latter maintained a relatively moderate tone and was largely spared
official censorship, the Arabic titles were seen as hostile by colonial administrators with one,
al-Sunna, judged ‘dangerous to public order’ and banned in 1933.133 Thus, it is possible that
the absence of the Arabic press, which can be ascribed to my linguistic limitations as a
scholar, obscures an element of the rhetoric and philosophy of the AUMA and other political
actors that was not reflected in their Francophone literary production. However, given this
thesis’ focus on the so-called ‘monde du contact’, an overwhelmingly Francophone space
where contact took place between indigenous subjects, colonial citizens and colonial
administrators, the reliance on French-language sources is less of a weak point than one
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might imagine. The central preoccupation with the efforts of political actors to assert their
membership of a distinctly French imperial polity, which they would seek to reshape by
evoking their service in defence of the Empire, means that the kind of debates that lie at the
heart of this thesis were almost always conducted in French. Therefore, while the absence of
the Arabic press is regrettable, it does not significantly compromise the source base used in
this thesis.

Finally, the study of the correspondence of indigenous claimants with the military and
pension authorities poses its own problems. First and foremost, given the very high rates of
illiteracy among the indigenous population, most of these claims had to be mediated through
the services of a public scribe. The implications of this mediation are discussed in depth in
the relevant chapter of this thesis and are connected with the wider problemitisation of the
notion of the ‘monde du contact’. Furthermore, the reliance on the incomplete and selective
collections of pension files in the military and colonial archives means that the
representativeness of the cases considered must be questioned when analysing these sources.
Nevertheless, these files, which have heretofore largely gone unexploited by historians, are
an invaluable source for the study of the system of postwar provision for indigenous veterans
in the colony.

Thus, bearing in mind the necessity for a critical approach to the use of these different types
of secures, this thesis combines documents from ten different archives on both sides of the
Mediterranean with evidence drawn from over fifty press titles to present a comprehensive
analysis of the place of the Great War in the language of politics in colonial Algeria.

Thesis Structure
This thesis is divided into six thematic chapters organised in two distinct sections. Part I,
entitled ‘Remembrance, Reform and Repudiation’, encompasses three chapters focusing on
the mobilisation of the Great War by actors operating in the traditional sphere of politics. It
considers how distinctly political movements evoked the Great War to legitimise their rival
visions of the postwar colonial order and denigrate that of their opponents.

The opening chapter compares and contrasts the importance given by a range of political
actors to the mutual obligation born of the war in the debates around two key moments of
prospective colonial reform. It focuses on the campaigns surrounding the Loi Jonnart of
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February 4th 1919 and the Front Populaire’s programme for reform in Algeria, the BlumViollette Project. It considers how political actors sought to recalibrate the ‘idioms of uneven
if mutual obligation’ in favour of one particular vision of colonial reform by offering rival
narratives of the communal contributions to the war. It also analyses the extent to which
political actors felt the colonial state was meeting its obligations and how this, in turn, altered
their understanding of their future duties to the state.

The second chapter examines the Left’s attempts to mobilise the ‘moral economy of
sacrifice’ in support of its vision of a just postwar order in the colony. Focusing on the
immediate postwar moment, it examines the Left’s campaign of strike action and political
protests that relied heavily on egalitarian notions grounded in the wartime concept of the
‘equality of sacrifice’. It also considers the response this provoked from the Right, which
sought to counter the Left’s rhetoric by stressing the ‘fraternity of arms’. Finally, it assesses
the place of indigenous workers in these debates, asking how the Left reconciled its use of an
egalitarian language, drawn in part from the experience of the war, with its ambiguous
attitude toward any erosion of European hegemony in the colony.

Chapter Three analyses the place of the Great War in the rhetoric of the many extreme-right
movements that played an important role in the politics of interwar Algeria. It argues that
common to the visions of the Great War promoted by the various organisations of the
extreme right was an intrinsically racial understanding of Algeria’s wartime contribution. It
examines, in three subsections, the rhetoric developed around the participation of the Jewish,
Muslim and European communities and how these reflected wider aspirations for the
reshaping of colonial society in line with imagined racial hierarchies. The strategies
employed by opponents of these ideas from all ethnic and ideological backgrounds also lie at
the heart of the narrative of this chapter, underlining the potency of the war as a contested
source of legitimacy.

Part II, also consisting of three chapters, turns away from the world of partisan politics,
looking instead to the role of the language of the Great War in shaping the ever-changing
relationship between colonial subject, colonial citizen and colonial state. Entitled,
‘Reconciling Rhetoric with Reality’, it considers the struggles of citizens, subjects and
administrators to delineate the legal and moral rights to which participation in the war had
given rise. It also examines the discrepancy between the discourses around the Great War
30
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promoted by the imperial state and its allies and the practical consequences of postwar
reform, exploring how these disparities were highlighted by actors outside of the traditional
frameworks of political action in the colony.
Chapter Four analyses the development of the veterans’ movement in colonial Algeria over
the course of the interwar period. This chapter focuses on organisations that drew members
not only from different ethnic and social backgrounds but also from a recruiting pool with an
unparalleled claim to legitimacy born of participation in the war. Here it is not so much the
legitimacy itself that is contested but rather to what end it should be mobilised. I will consider
how the movement attempted to reconcile its supposedly non-racial notion of the primacy of
the veteran with the reality of the primacy of the European community in the colonial state.
In an attempt to return agency to indigenous actors, I will focus on their attempts to influence
both the discourse of the veterans’ movement and the wider political agenda in interwar
Algeria by collectively using their status as veterans to legitimise their claims.

In the fifth chapter, the focus turns away from the collective towards the individual,
considering how indigenous veterans, war widows and orphans evoked participation in the
war in order to ensure access to state provision. It examines how actors often considered
marginal in the colonial order, the uneducated indigenous and especially indigenous women,
set about claiming their entitlements. Using the correspondence between individual
indigenous rights-holders and the various levels of the colonial administration charged with
providing for the victims of war, this chapter offers a nuanced and complex picture of the
daily negotiation between the colonised, their intermediaries and the colonial state apparatus.
It considers the extent to which the colonial state’s conception of its duties to indigenous
rights-holders and its attempts to meet these duties overlapped and/or contrasted with
claimants’ understanding of their own rights.

The final chapter turns its gaze across the Mediterranean to the Paris region and its large
migrant population of indigenous Algerian workers. It examines the use of the Great War by
the authorities to justify the exceptional measures they implemented to control and cater for
indigenous Algerian migrants. In parallel, it considers the resistance by political activists in
the migrant community to these measures, stressing their challenge to the claim that special
provision and supervision constituted a form of compensation for their wartime service. It
also highlights the distinct understanding of the Great War that differentiated indigenous
Algerian politics in the metropole from that dominant for most of the interwar period in the
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colony itself. In doing so, it foreshadows the absence of the Great War in the nationalist
narrative of Algerian history, an absence that has only been challenged in recent years.

In this centenary period of the Great War, when political recuperations of the war dead are
once more the subject of fierce public debate, this thesis will demonstrate the ways in which,
in the context of a colonial society, the evocation of the war simultaneously transcended,
subverted and reinforced the racial barriers of colonial rule.
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PART I:
Remembrance, Reform
and Repudiation
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Chapter I: Remaking the Colonial Order:
The Great War in the Jonnart and Blum-Viollette Debates
The history of interwar Algeria was marked by two great moments of reform, when political
events in the metropole resulted in a reassessment of the colonial system and a flurry of
proposals to alter how it functioned. In this chapter, I compare and contrast the importance
given by distinct political actors to the concept of ‘mutual obligation’ born of participation in
the Great War in the debates that surrounded these proposed reforms. I focus on the
immediate post-war reforms, most notably the Loi Jonnart of February 4th 1919, and the
Popular Front programme for reform in Algeria, the Blum-Viollette Project. I consider how
political actors sought to enhance the legitimacy of their visions of Algeria’s future by
highlighting their compliance with the wartime ‘moral economy of sacrifice’. Furthermore, I
analyse political actors’ perceptions of the evolution of this mutual obligation over the period,
asking how they assessed the state’s efforts to meet its duty to them and how they imagined
their own duties transformed by failures on the state’s part.

The two moments of reform under consideration in this chapter offer insight into the
continuities and ruptures that marked the evolution of Algeria’s politics over the interwar
period. In both cases, the coalitions that emerged to support the government-led reforms were
divided internally by their ideology, their political practice and above all by their competing
visions of the shape of a future Algeria. Likewise, the opponents of the governmentsponsored reforms in both the immediate aftermath of the war and in the Popular Front era
did not necessarily share the same alternative models for the renaissance of Algerian society.

During the war, colonial reform had been championed by those who saw the salvation of
France in its recruitment pool in the colonies, chief among them Georges Clemenceau.1 With
victory secured under Clemenceau, it seemed sweeping changes were in store for the colonial
system in Algeria. Nevertheless, the combination of political pressure from the colonial lobby
and the decline in prominence of colonial issues following the Armistice meant that the
reform project that passed into law on February 4th 1919 did not fundamentally alter the key
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distinction between subject and citizen that underpinned the colonial regime.2 The Loi
Jonnart, named after Charles Jonnart whom Clemenceau reappointed to his old post of
Governor General of Algeria, extended a limited form of franchise for local and departmental
elections to certain categories of the indigenous population, including veterans. As a result,
some 421000 indigenous men now enjoyed the right to vote, albeit in a restrictive system that
never called into question European hegemony in the colony.3 The expansion of the political
rights of a significant proportion of the male indigenous population would gradually foster
the creation of a new political sphere and, subsequently, new political movements, in which
the dominance of old noble families and the traditional allies of the colonial regime would be
challenged by the emergent urban, educated elites. Indeed, at the lowest level of colonial
administration, the election of the djemaâ or local community councils provided thousands of
indigenous Algerians with an experience of both the possibilities and the limits of political
action within the bounds of the colonial system.4 While the Jonnart reform may have granted
thousands of indigenous men a circumscribed form of influence over the political process in
the colony, it did not, however, remove the requirement to renounce the personal status in
order to accede to French citizenship, effectively limiting citizenship to the tiny minority
willing to reject Islamic culture and tradition.

The Blum-Viollette project was also the brainchild of a reforming Prime Minister and a
former Governor General of Algeria, though the political context in which it emerged was
altogether different from that which inspired the Loi Jonnart. Articulated in the wake, not of
a military conflict but rather, of a distinctly political conflict, it represented the Popular
Front’s vision of reform for Algeria. The project, the fruit of collaboration between the
Algerian Left and the movements of indigenous reform, had as its central provision the
integration of a small portion of the indigenous elite (circa 21000) as full citizens of the
Republic while preserving their Muslim personal status. These new citizens would vote in a
common electoral college with the European community and were to be drawn from the
ranks of the indigenous who had proven their loyalty and capacity to serve France. Those
covered by the law included some but by no means all of the indigenous from the following
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categories: military officers, veterans, elected officials, civil servants and those possessing
educational qualifications.5

Supporting Government Reform
In the interwar period, the proponents of further reform in favour of the indigenous
population rarely limited themselves to the support of government-sponsored reform
programmes. Those who endorsed government reform proposals, such as the Loi Jonnart and
Blum-Viollette, almost universally considered these projects a step on the road to more
profound reform, but were rarely agreed as to where this road would eventually lead.

The partisans of the Loi Jonnart can be classified in three principal groups. Firstly and most
importantly, a large group of intellectuals and notables rallied around the figure of the Emir
Khaled, the grandson of Algerian resistance leader ‘Abd al-Qādir and a decorated officer who
had served at the front during the war. While the Emir’s place in the historiography of
Algerian nationalism is much debated,6 the content of his programme was relatively clear: an
extension of the rights of citizenship without any alteration to the Muslim personal status of
the indigenous community. In concrete terms, this translated into support for the election of
indigenous representatives to the Assemblée Nationale from an indigenous-only electoral
college, the full institutional integration of the three Algerian départements into the
metropole and the protection of Islamic culture.7 Not all of the indigenous elites shared the
Emir’s commitment to a wholly Islamic identity, albeit in association with France.8 The proassimilationists, led by Dr Bentami,9 were unsettled by the arrival of the charismatic Khaled
and a bitter and personalised rivalry between the two groups was played out in the pages of
the indigenous press.10 The final group committed to reform in favour of the indigenous
community was a motley crew of French intellectuals known as the indigénophiles.
Politically, they ranged from ardent defenders of the personal status (e.g. Victor Barrucand)
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to partisans of total assimilation (eg. Jean Mélia), agreed on the need for further reform but
not on the form that it should take.

Similar divisions were to be found in the campaign in favour of the Blum-Viollette Project,
even though both the constituent parties and their political cultures were radically different.
Processes of urbanisation and industrialisation had, by the 1930s, transformed the face of
Algerian society. The rate of population growth among the indigenous community
dramatically outpaced that of the European community (see Appendix), while the latter’s
demographic dominance of many of the large urban centres was increasingly undermined by
mass rural migration to the cities. Both the nature and the practice of politics had also
changed radically from the elite-based debates of the immediate post-war. Where the debates
of 1919 had seen the consolidation and institutionalisation of an elite indigenous public
sphere, the debates of 1936 were marked by the advent of mass politics and a dynamic civil
society.11 The newfound importance of the masses resulted in a shift away from the
traditional practice of politics, based on written and formalised manifestos, towards a more
spontaneous engagement between the leader and the people, most often taking the form of the
improvised and emotive public speech.12 The campaign in support of the Blum-Viollette
Project was heavily inflected by these new trends. It also represented the zenith of the cooperation between the movements for indigenous reform and the Algerian Left, which had
been marginal to the debates around the Jonnart reform. The key driving force behind the
campaign was the Congrès Musulman Algérien, a loose federative structure bringing together
the various movements of indigenous reform, the principal parties of the Left (the Parti
Communiste Algérien (PCA) and the Algerian branch of the SFIO) and various civil society
organisations. The Congrès and its charte revendicative13 represented an attempt to provide a
unified political programme with some form of mass appeal to the indigenous community, a
direct parallel to the Popular Front. Just like the Popular Front, it was riven with division. The
moderate pro-assimilationists grouped in the Fédération des Elus under the leadership of the
popular and tempestuous Dr. Bendjelloul wholeheartedly endorsed the content of the project
but were openly hostile to the revolutionary rhetoric of the Communists. The Association des
‘Ulama Algériens (AUMA), an organisation founded in 1931 by the Muslim reformist
11
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scholar Abdelhamid Ben Badis under the influence of the Islamic Renaissance movement,
was far less enthusiastic about the provisions of the Project. For the AUMA, the Congrès was
simply the best means of building a collective project for the Muslims of Algeria, one that
would eventually extend far beyond the strict boundaries envisaged by Blum-Viollette.14 The
PCA became the most vocal proponent of the Congrès’ Charter, seeing the organisation as a
means of advancing the Communist cause among the indigenous population.15 While the
Blum-Viollette Project managed to rally large sections of the indigenous political elite behind
a common programme, it never established a shared vision of what Algeria’s future would be.

Opposing Government Reform
The campaigns that opposed government reforms in interwar Algeria were by no means
reactionary monoliths, invested only in protecting the status quo. Like their opponents, they
too proposed alternative visions for Algerian society, visions that were often mutually
incompatible.

The various elements of the anti-indigenous reform camp in the immediate aftermath of the
war —the parliamentary representatives of the European community, the Congrès des
Maires, and European civil society organisations, especially agricultural unions grouped in
the Congrès des Colons— not only rejected the Jonnart reform but also promoted their own
plans for Algeria. For many, their opposition to the Loi Jonnart was complemented by their
endorsement of an alternative path for Algeria under the stewardship of the European
community. They argued that the post-war drive to secure the mise en valeur16 of the colony
would be best served by augmenting the autonomy of the Algerian institutions.17 The
increased prosperity that autonomy would bring would trickle down to the indigenous
community and thus provide the indigenous mass with what they really desired: economic
and social improvement.
14
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While the opponents of Blum-Viollette stood united in their rejection of the project, their
motivations and methods of opposition were far more diverse than had been the case in the
Jonnart debate. The largest group of opponents brought together some of the main
descendants of the anti-Jonnart coalition, conservative parliamentarians, the colon press and
local elected officials with the new movements of the extreme right.18 The Algerian Right
was vocal in its condemnation of the Blum-Viollette Project and particularly its breach of the
essential boundary between citizen and subject with personal status. Another indication of the
transformation that had occurred between 1919 and 1936 can be found in the alternative
visions for the future of Algeria proposed by the opponents of the Blum-Viollette Project.
Where the indigenous had been a background figure in the plans for autonomy in the political
debate of the immediate postwar period, those who sought to resist Blum-Viollette
recognised the need to grant some form of concession to appease both indigenous and
metropolitan public opinion. Various projects emerged from the leading lights of the antiBlum-Viollette campaign, each offering a slightly different variant on the common theme of
indigenous representation in the Assemblée Nationale chosen by a special indigenous
electoral college. This same proposal, supported by the Emir Khaled, had been beaten down
by the opposition camp during the debates around reform in the immediate aftermath of the
war.19 Now it was enthusiastically embraced as an alternative to Blum-Viollette that could
satisfy indigenous demands while maintaining the incompatibility of the personal status with
the rights of citizenship.

The last great difference with the political scene in 1919 was the presence of a nationalist
movement, in the form of the Etoile Nord-Africaine/Parti du Peuple Algérien (ENA/PPA),
opposed to any reform that preserved the colonial system. In the initial stages of the debate
surrounding the project, the ENA was a small political movement of some 2500 members,
principally based in the immigrant communities of France and thus, marginal to Algerian
political life.20 In this early period, the party’s complicated relationship with the Front
Populaire, described by Benjamin Stora as ‘une participation « critique »’,21 was paralleled
by its unique status in the Congrès Musulman as an organisation entitled to attend but not
18
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participate.22 If the organisation’s affiliations were unclear, its attitude towards the BlumViollette project was not. The ENA attacked the project vociferously as an attempt to divide
the Algerian people by subsuming the elite into ‘another society’.23 The organisation’s loose
association with the Congrès provided its charismatic leader Messali Hadj with a stage from
which he could spread its radical message to the masses. His address to a rally organised by
the Congrès at the Municipal Stadium of Algiers (August 2nd 1936), in which he dramatically
grabbed a fistful of earth and declared ‘this land is not for sale’, announced the arrival of the
nationalists as a political force in Algeria.24 The ENA’s refusal to moderate its radical anticolonial rhetoric resulted in its dissolution by the Popular Front government on January 27th
1937. Reformed as the Parti du Peuple Algérien and with a new programme demanding an
Algerian Parliament elected by universal suffrage in a single college, the nationalist
movement expanded dramatically. The effect of the presence of this nationalist movement on
political discourse was transformative, introducing a new combative, emotive and populist
language that abandoned the long-standing commitment to French legality and sought to
engage a young mass-based constituency in politics for the first time.25

The comparison of the debates surrounding the major projects of colonial reform in interwar
Algeria show both the continuity in terms of actors and ideology that defined certain elements
of the body politic and the radical changes that challenged this continuity over the course of
the period. When comparing the place of the war in general, the language of the ‘moral
economy of sacrifice’ and mutual obligation in particular, in the political rhetoric of these
debates, we must bear this complex evolution of Algerian society and its politics in mind.

Quantifying the Communal Contribution to the Great War
For any political actor seeking to mobilise a language of mutual obligation in the debates
surrounding colonial reform, valorising their own vision of Algeria’s contribution to the war
was key. While the campaigns around both the Loi Jonnart and the Blum-Viollette project
cannot be conceived of in purely ethnic terms, given the participation of members of both
communities on both sides of the debates, the specific provisions of both projects, touching
on the question of naturalisation within the status, did result in a debate articulated in ethnic
22
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terms. Thus, when political actors sought to legitimise their political programmes, they would
stress the compliance of the community they sought to empower with the wartime ‘moral
economy of sacrifice’. Unsurprisingly, the frontline of this debate would focus on quantifying
the contribution of Algeria’s ethnic communities to the war. As we have seen in the
introduction, even today historians cannot confidently provide one universal set of figures to
account for the losses of both communities in Algeria during the Great War. In the interwar
period, official estimates were inconsistent, and political actors of all ethnic backgrounds and
ideological affiliations were more than happy to provide their own figures to assess Algeria’s
contribution to the war effort.

For the supporters of the Loi Jonnart as a step towards further reform, the contribution of the
indigenous community to the war was a powerful point of reference. Those grouped around
the Emir Khaled, renowned for his own martial exploits, constantly referred to the war
dead.26 The first issue of L’Ikdam, the group’s newspaper, published March 7th 1919,
contained no fewer than four separate articles calling for reform in terms that evoked the
sacrifice of the indigenous community.27 In July 1919, a leading collaborator of the Emir at
the time, Sadek Denden, denounced the indigénat in the pages of l’Ikdam by specifically
evoking the ‘more than 200000 indigenous troops, 88000 of whom now sleep eternally’.28 A
week later, an article in the same newspaper would indirectly contradict Denden by citing a
set of figures that had appeared in the metropolitan newspaper, Le Temps, referring to 177800
indigenous troops and 56000 dead. In this article, the stress was on the percentage of deaths
among the indigenous contingent, put at ‘32%’, supposedly ‘exactly double’ the losses
experienced by metropolitan contingents, a claim followed by the comment ‘this evidence
eloquently speaks for itself’.29 Clearly, the statistical veracity of the death toll was not the
central concern of the partisans of indigenous reform. Their goal was to valorise, if not
maximise, the indigenous contribution and thus legitimise their programme of reform.
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When the Emir attempted to launch a new political movement, la Fraternité Algérienne,30 the
manifesto openly advocated such a strategy, declaring that the ‘first task should be to
underline the participation of the indigenous Muslims in the Great War that finished
gloriously for our adopted fatherland’.31 He would go on to offer a statistical reading of the
war that inflated the contribution of the indigenous community, claiming the participation of
500000 indigenous troops, of which 100000 died and 20000 were injured or disappeared.
This great sacrifice had created ‘a sacred debt’ which only radical reform could satisfy.32
Months later, the Emir would use similar figures in an article calling for the representation of
indigenous Algerians in Parliament.33 His followers were not averse to evoking even higher
figures in vague rhetorical terms. For example, a candidate for the khaledistes in the 1919
municipal elections called for the introduction of a differentiated form of imperial citizenship,
evoking ‘our brothers who fell in their hundreds of thousands on the battlefields of Charleroi,
the Marne, Verdun’.34

Occasionally, larger figures were producded by integrating the communal contribution during
the Great War into a wider narrative of indigenous participation in French military
campaigns. In March 1919, L’Ikdam issued an ‘Appel aux Patriotes’ that drew a line of
continuity between all the various conflicts in which the indigenous had served: The War of
1870, Tonkin, Madagascar, Algeria, Tunisia, the Great War and Morocco. It asserted that the
new reforms were simply ‘the compensation for the blood of hundreds of thousands fallen for
the glory of France’.35 This was also the strategy followed by the Emir in his petition to
President Wilson during the Paris Peace conference, which one more evoked ‘the hundreds of
thousands who fell on different battlefields’, though the Emir was more radical in asserting
that this sacrifice was ‘against their will’.36 For the khaledistes, the most forceful supporters
of indigenous reform, maximising the communal compliance with the wartime “moral
economy of sacrifice” served also to maximise the state’s obligation to the indigenous
community.
30
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For the opponents of indigenous reform, statistical analyses of the war dead would also prove
a source of legitimacy for their visions of Algeria’s future. Where the khaledistes had
highlighted their fulfilment of the “moral economy of sacrifice” by focusing on headline
figures of casualties, the anti-Jonnart camp stressed percentage figures, contrasting the
proportion of the European community morts pour la Patrie with that of the indigenous
community. Throughout the debate surrounding the Loi Jonnart, the colon press and
prominent anti-reform campaigners promoted a narrative of the war that glorified the
European community while depreciating their erstwhile brothers in arms. The Congrès des
Colons, one of the driving forces behind the campaign against indigenous reform, evoked one
such percentage-based argument in a report on the “indigenous question” in June 1919.
Ferdinand Anecy, Vice-President of the Confédération des Agriculteurs, presented a report to
the Congrès claiming that, in the department of Algiers, 24% of the European community had
been mobilised, a figure that stood at only 3% for the indigenous community.37 Ancey used
these percentages to ask whether such a level of participation, particularly in terms of
conscripts, could justify extending to ‘all the Muslim people of Algeria’ the right to ‘merge
politically into the mass of the French people’.38

This same rhetorical strategy would be employed by La Dépêche Algérienne, one of the most
widely read newspapers in French Algeria,39 in its campaign against indigenous reform. In
September 1920, the column ‘Les Propos du Bled’, a recurring feature that presented a
satirical and deeply racist narrative of life in a small settlement town, attempted to introduce
the statistical debate to an everyday setting. In this particular episode, a young Arab
complains to a local European veteran that indigenous youths are banned from the local
festival, framing his grievance in terms of his community’s wartime contribution:
Vous nous traitez de poisson pourri et vous, qui parlez de fraternité, vous la pratiquez à
votre façon en nous méprisant et nous tenant à l’écart. Cependant sans vous
commander, s’est-il vrai que nous, les Arabes, nous avons sauvé la France ?40
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The response of his European neighbours is telling. The archetypal war veteran character,
Trois-Quarts de Poilu, agrees that the indigenous did make an important contribution to the
war effort but declares himself sick of hearing them ‘go on about it’.41 His friend Vincette,
who just happens to have the official numbers on hand, points out, with the help of a detailed
table of figures, that 20% of the European population were mobilised, while that figure stands
at just 3% for the indigenous. The Arab is told he does his cause no good by exaggerating his
part in the war.42 This apocryphal scene from the Algerian countryside indicates the extent to
which the war and particularly the quantity of the sacrifice made by each ethnic community
now formed part of the quotidian struggle to define power relations in the colony.

December 1921 would see La Dépêche Algérienne offer a precise breakdown of its statistical
claims. In an article lauding the benefits of the colonial system, Tellus, a well-known procolon columnist presented a table of figures with percentages based on the total population of
each community:

Français

Mobilisés au Front

Morts

115230 (20%)

Indigènes 155222 (3%)

Disparus

Mutilés

Blessés

18530 (3.3%) 3004 (0.6%)

7787 (1.4%)

54070 (9.6%)

19075 (0.4%) 6095 (0.1%)

8779 (0.1%)

72035 (1.5%)

Table I. Death Toll Figures presented by Tellus in La Dépêche Algérienne, 13/12/1921.43
This was followed by a commentary that stressed the asymmetry between the communal
contribution of the Europeans and that of the indigenous, asserting that the ‘blood spilled was
proportionally nine times greater among the French of Algeria than among the indigenous’.
Were the Frenchmen of Algeria not thus entitled, at the very least, to the same ‘debt of
recognition’ as that which had already been bestowed on the indigenous?
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consciously seeking to rebalance the idioms of mutual obligation in favour of the European
community, as yet unrewarded for their far greater contribution to the war.

Many of these statistical arguments against reform hoped to use the diminution of the
indigenous contribution to the war to reduce the state’s obligation to the indigenous
community. This strategy involved acknowledging the debt born of the indigenous
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contribution but asserting that the compensation offered by the colonial state was
disproportionate, particularly when it came at the cost of a European community whose
communal contribution far outweighed that of their erstwhile brothers in arms. In July of
1919, an article by Ferdinand Ancey appearing in the virulently anti-indigenous reform
newspaper La Voix des Colons reprised the lengthy and detailed statistical arguments he had
presented in his report to the Congrès des Colons, before concluding with the following
remark:
Ne chicanons pas sur les chiffres et quel que soit le nombre des tués d’une part et de
l’autre ça ne diminue en rien le mérite des troupes indigènes qui coté-à-coté avec les
nôtres… ont vaillamment combattu ensemble, ont versé généreusement leur sang, ont,
en un mot, fait leur devoir.
Mais la récompense qui ne s’est pas faite attendre, est-elle en proportion des sacrifices
consentis aussi lourds soient-ils ? 45
This issue of the proportionality of the recompense given to each community was echoed by
long-time colon representative and advocate of autonomy Gustave Mercier in the pages of
L’Echo d’Alger. Mercier supplied his own set of percentage figures before arguing that low
levels of mobilisation had allowed the indigenous to grow rich off the land while the colon
fought at the front.46 The implication was clear: the indigenous had profited from his failure
to serve, a clear breach of the ‘moral economy of sacrifice’. And yet, according to both
Mercier and Anecy, the magnanimous colon had recognised the value of the indigenous
contribution to the war and taken upon himself the financial burden caused by the abolition of
the impôts arabes.47 Thus, the Europeans and the state had met their mutual obligation to the
indigenous community. Now it was time for the state to tend to the European community.

The manipulation of figures on both sides of the debate did not go unchallenged. Many of the
tables of figures produced in the publications hostile to indigenous reform were framed as
direct responses to the figures proffered by Emir Khaled,48 while Khaled supporters in turn
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often reprinted these tables with detailed critiques and yet another set of rival figures.49 This
same strategy also played a central part in the debate around the continued conscription of
indigenous troops, most notably in a polemic between the prominent European writer,
algérianiste and académicien Louis Bertrand, and the indigenous reformer and intellectual
Ferhat Abbas played out in the pages of the literary press.50 It is clear that for political actors
in a society still deeply affected by the loss of thousands of men on the battlefields, proving
compliance with the wartime ‘moral economy of sacrifice’ was key to securing political
legitimacy. Twisting the figures in one’s favour, a practice common across political and
ethnic boundaries, was an essential strategy to recalibrate the ‘idioms of uneven if mutual
obligation’ in favour of a particular vision of postwar reform.

In the debates around the Blum-Viollette project, the proliferation of political movements, the
diversification of points of reference and the attenuation of the memory displaced the
evocation of the war from the hegemonic place it had enjoyed in the Jonnart debates.
Nevertheless, the dispute over the death toll of each community during the Great War did
feature in the polemics of the mid to late 1930s. The main defenders of an inflated death toll
for the indigenous community came from two groups that had not existed during the Jonnart
debates: indigenous veterans’ organisations and the nationalists of the ENA/PPA. It is
perhaps not surprising that the indigenous veterans, the self-appointed guardians of the
indigenous community’s contribution to the war, would seek to inflate the numbers of their
fallen comrades, thus maximising their own claims to legitimacy.51 This legitimacy would
then be lent to the wider campaign in favour of the Blum-Viollette project, in which
indigenous veterans’ organisations played an active role (see Chapter IV).

The attitude of the nationalist movement towards participation in the Great War had always
been dramatically distinct from that dominant among the movements of indigenous reform.
Indeed, in the early days of the ENA, the movement sought to challenge the predominance of
indigenous participation in the Great War and other French military conflicts in narratives of
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Algerian history, seeking instead to highlight the long history of Algerian resistance to
French occupation (See Chapter VI). Nevertheless, the nationalists did occasionally seek to
maximise the numbers of indigenous war dead in their political rhetoric. This infrequent
exaggeration of the indigenous death toll served to highlight the enormity, not only of the
debt owed by the French state to its indigenous subjects but also of the betrayal that the
state’s failure to meet this obligation constituted. Speaking at a meeting in Paris in the place
of her husband, Mme Messali, the French wife of the nationalist leader, called on the
solidarity of the ‘French people’ for the ‘oppressed of North Africa, drawing a direct
connection between the ‘more than 100000 dead in the war of 14-18’ and the ‘never realised
promises’ of the French colonial state.52 By October of 1938, the nationalists’ newspaper El
Ouma had inflated this figure to several hundreds of thousands, asserting that the only
compensation received in exchange for this ‘immense sacrifice’ was the ‘flowery speeches’
of French officials.53 The ENA rejected the notion that the French state had, in any way,
respected the ‘moral economy of sacrifice’ when forging the postwar order. Furthermore, it
used the evidence of France’s failure to meet its mutual obligation to the fallen indigenous
soldiers to dismiss the contention that there was any form of reciprocity of duty in the
colonial relationship. For the nationalists, the failure to reward indigenous service in the
Great War was just one more illustration of the unjust domination imposed by the colonial
system.

The kinds of numerical debates that had characterised the Jonnart debates were much less
frequent in the debates surrounding the Blum Viollette project. The intervention of M.
Enjalbert, Deputy for Oran, before a parliamentary commission in February 1938, in which
he minimised the indigenous contribution to the war in an effort to undermine the
government’s defence of Blum-Viollette on the basis of the ‘impôt du sang’, was unusual for
a senior politician at the time.54 Likewise, the Lemoine controversy of 1937 was as notable
for its exceptionality as for the response it elicited. On February 14th 1937, Armand Lemoine,
a colon representative on the Conseil Supérieur du Gouvernement Général, published an
article in La Dépêche Algérienne under the title ‘Vérité, viens au secours de la France !’.55
52
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Lemoine attacked what he perceived as the exaggeration of the indigenous contribution to the
war:
Il faut en finir une fois pour toutes avec cette légende qui trop souvent a représenté les
indigènes comme ayant apporté à la défense nationale pendant la guerre un concours
qui a pu constituer un facteur important de la victoire.56
In fact, the figures offered by Lemoine to evaluate indigenous participation are not too distant
from the estimates offered by most historians today,57 but the ferocity of his language
provoked the anger of the indigenous press. The first response came in an editorial appearing
in La Défense, a newspaper close to the AUMA, five days later.58 The author launched a
blistering personal attack on Lemoine, dismissing the ‘lies and slander’ he had used to ‘make
190000 Muslim soldiers disappear’. A rival set of figures, ‘a minimum of 250000’ was
justified by vaguely referring to the ‘speeches before the Parliament of the Algerian
deputies’.59 The main rebuttal, however, came from the ranks of the indigenous veterans with
the prominent veteran activist Tahar Aouidad, a key figure discussed in Chapter IV, taking to
the pages of both the indigenous and the veteran press to refute Lemoine’s claims.60
Aouidad’s article denounced Lemoine as ‘an ad-hoc statistician’ whose claims ‘could not be
taken seriously’ before asserting that no figure could truly represent the horrors inflicted on
those who foought and died for France.61

The Lemoine controversy offers two principal insights into the contrast between the role of
the war in the debates around the Blum Viollette project and the Loi Jonnart. Firstly, the fact
that this seems to have been the only major dispute over the death toll in the mid to late 1930s
is indicative of the diminishing importance of the ‘moral economy of sacrifice’ over the
course of the interwar period. Secondly, the centrality of the indigenous veterans to the
campaign against Lemoine showed to what extent these newly politicised actors had become
the guardians of the indigenous community’s contribution to the war. In the Jonnart debates,
56
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politicians, most notably the Emir Khaled, had been the primary defenders of both the
communal contribution to the war and the general campaign for indigenous reform. As the
importance of the link between these two elements of political discourse decreased and as
politicians’ field of reference points expanded dramatically, the indigenous veterans’
movement alone maintained the constant evocation of the war, and thus became the principal
defenders of the communal contribution.

Qualifying the Communal Sacrifice to the Great War
Juggling figures was not the only way in which political actors in post-war Algeria would
seek to claim the mantle of the fallen as their own; they would also employ distinct historical
visions, both of the war specifically and of Algerian history in general, to optimise the
communal contribution which they sought to evoke.

The defenders of reform in the immediate aftermath of the war would use four principal
strategies to valorise the indigenous contribution. Firstly, the indigénophiles stressed the fact
that the indigenous community had taken on the duties of the citizen to defend the Patrie
despite the fact they did not enjoy the privileges of citizenship.62 The Emir Khaled would
echo this claim in his famous lecture series, following his return from exile to Paris, evoking
the ‘hundreds of thousands... who died for a country that always considered them “subjects”’.
This meant that ‘they had to fight to defend rights that they themselves had never
possessed’.63 While there was certainly a difference in tone between the evocation of this
argument by Khaled and its use by the indigénophiles, the intent was the same: to
simultaneously enhance the indigenous contribution to the war and underline the connection
between military service and the citizenship rights.

For the proponents of reform gathered around the Emir Khaled, the desire to maintain the
Algerian cultural, legal and religious personality, embodied in the demand for citizenship
within the personal status, meant that the uniquely indigenous nature of the contribution
would have to be stressed. References to the martial prowess of the Arab ‘race’ served to
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romanticise and valorise the military contribution to the war.64 Here we see indigenous actors
reproducing the racial stereotypes that had informed military thinking during the war and
seeking to mobilise them in defence of a differentiated imperial citizenship.65

Furthermore, the war was emphasised as the central piece in a wider historical metanarrative
of mutual obligation built up through indigenous participation in French military campaigns.
Previous colonial campaigns as far afield as Tonkin and Madagascar and the indigenous
involvement in the Franco-Prussian War were linked to the great sacrifices of 1914-1918.66 A
particular stress was put on those conflicts, including the Great War, which had pitted
indigenous Algerians against other Muslims.67 Through the long history of their service to the
defence of the Empire, in which the Great War stood out by virtue of the sheer scale of the
sacrifice involved, the indigenous had earned the right to participate in the French nation.

Finally, a more distant historical argument was evoked by the proponents of indigenous
reform in the Jonnart debates, one that harked back to the beginning of the French presence in
Algeria. In April 1922, on the occasion of the official visit of President Millerand, Emir
Khaled gave an unauthorised address to an audience including the President at the Sidi
Abderrahmane Mosque. He framed the indigenous contribution as the fulfilment of the oath
first sworn by the Emir ‘Abd al-Qādir following his final defeat at the hands of the French.68
It is hardly surprising that the Emir would evoke the much-revered figure of his grandfather
to enhance his own legitimacy. However, it was the reference to the oath sworn by the
indigenous that was the most significant element of the speech, calling to mind the
contractual nature of the mutual obligation between coloniser and colonised, specifically
codified since the invasion in legal provisions that promised to respect Algerian customs,
culture and freedoms. Here the Emir is implying that the indigenous community had kept up
64
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their side of the bargain and thus, it is now incumbent on the French to do the same. Framing
the call for citizenship in these terms excluded the possibility of total assimilation, given that
the French had, in these agreements, committed to preserve Algerian identity, concretely
expressed in the personal status.69

The opponents of reform in the immediate aftermath of the war offered their own counternarratives of the wartime experience, seeking to minimise the indigenous contribution and
maximise that of their community. Their rhetoric focused on the range of special regulations
governing indigenous recruitment and conscription in an effort to undermine indigenous
attempts to equate their service with that of the European and metropolitan contingents. The
‘primes de mobilisation’ received by indigenous soldiers was a particularly popular reference
point for the anti-Jonnart camp. The existence of the ‘primes’ allowed for the portrayal of
indigenous troops as mercenaries, fighting for money, not for the defence of the nation.70
Furthermore, the wealth garnered from the ‘primes’ fed into a growing fear in the postwar
period that the indigenous, having profited from the war, were buying up European owned
land.71 Yet again, European political leaders insisted that the lesser contribution of the
indigenous community was being unduly rewarded at the expense of the state’s greater
obligation to the Europeans.

For the opponents of indigenous reform, the loyalty of the majority of the indigenous
community was tempered by the various incidents of unrest that occurred during the war. The
mainstream colon press was careful not to undermine the image of overwhelming indigenous
loyalty, which they held up as evidence of the indigenous satisfaction with the status quo.
They presented the revolts of 1916 as exceptional but still representative of the potential
violence of the indigenous and their susceptibility to agitation.72 Radical opponents of reform
were much more open in their condemnation of indigenous treachery during the war.
Speaking before Le Congrès des Colons, that indefatigable enemy of indigenous reform
Ferdinand Ancey claimed that indigenous unrest during the war was the product of panIslamist propaganda and insisted that the political campaign of Emir Khaled was simply a
69
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continuation of these revolts by other means.73 L’Afrique Latine, in its extensive dossier of
allegations seeking to undermine the indigenous contribution to the war, combined an
evocation of wartime unrest with a reference to the case of Boukabouya,74 an indigenous
officer who had defected to the Germans.75 It concluded that these examples, combined with
a whole range of “evidence” of indigenous treachery, denied the indigenous community the
right to claim any form of compensation.76 For both the radicals and the mainstream press,
the instances of unrest during the war served to recalibrate the relationship of mutual
obligation against the indigenous community by undermining their contribution and
questioning their future loyalty to the French cause.

In the Blum-Viollette debates, questions about how to define and qualify the communal
contribution took a radically different form. The kinds of arguments presented by the
opponents of the Loi Jonnart did occasionally resurface77 but the vigilance of the indigenous
veterans’ movements saw any attempt to call into question the quality and quantity of the
indigenous contribution to the war vigorously rebuffed.78 Crucially, a new debate was
emerging within the indigenous community, as both the nationalists and the supporters of
Blum-Viollette sought to reshape the vision of the communal contribution to French military
campaigns. The war remained an important reference point for movements seeking
indigenous reform, but was now much more firmly placed in a wider narrative about
indigenous service in the French military, with a particular stress on participation in the Riff,
Syrian and Lebanese campaigns. Undoubtedly, the fact that these campaigns were more
recent than the Great War fed into their prominence, but also the increased awareness of
Algeria’s place in a wider Muslim and Arab world played a part in the reshaping of the
narrative of military service. In particular, the specific Islamic nature of the conflicts was
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underlined by partisans of further reform, whether these were pro-Blum Viollette
campaigners or the radical nationalists of the ENA.

For the supporters of Blum-Viollette, the fact that indigenous troops served against their
Muslim brothers showed the extent to which they were committed to their obligation to the
French imperial state. Their service against their coreligionists underlined their total
fulfilment of the ‘moral economy of sacrifice’. Dominique Cianfarani, a senior figure in the
department of Constantine’s Popular Front, evoked the fact that ‘they had not hesitated to
take up arms against their coreligionists’ not only to counter anti-reform hysteria around panArabism/pan-Islamism, but also to underline the state’s duty to respond to its obligations.79
Indigenous supporters of the Blum-Viollette project echoed these sentiments, placing a
particular stress on the fact that their legal status as Muslims did not in any way undermine
their commitment to France. In this regard, a defence of the Blum-Viollette Project that
appeared in L’Entente Franco-Musulmane in November 1937 is exemplary. After evoking
the ‘hundreds of thousands of Muslims’ that fell in the war, the author pointed out that
‘despite their personal status, Muslims went to kill their brothers in Morocco, in Syria etc., so
that French sovereignty would live’.80 For the pro-Blum-Viollette camp, evoking indigenous
participation in French military campaigns which pitted Muslim against Muslim, including
but not limited to the Great War, was a key rhetorical tool employed both to recalibrate the
measure of mutual obligation in their favour and to legitimise the preservation of the personal
status.

For the nationalists of the ENA/PPA, indigenous service against other Muslims served to
expose the oppressive nature of the colonial state, where obligation was never mutual. The
Algerian nationalist movement had always viscerally opposed indigenous participation in
military campaigns in the service of French imperialism, especially when this implied
conflict with other Muslims.81 It constantly pointed to the Koranic prohibition of military
conflict between Muslims, with the ENA’s political programme demanding ‘full respect for
79
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the Koranic sura, which says “he who deliberately kills a Muslim is bound for Hell for
eternity and should be cursed”’.82 The French state’s failure to respect these precepts was just
the latest in the litany of betrayals, including the failure to reward the sacrifices of the Great
War, that formed the nationalist’s narrative of colonial rule.83 Thus, the Great War was tied
into a wider metanarrative of colonial rule centred on a brutal combination of repression and
betrayal, where the economy of wartime sacrifice was far from moral and obligation was
unidirectional, the product of the coercive power of the system.

Assessing Personal and Group Sacrifice
While establishing the communal contribution to the war had important implications for the
wider justification of programmes of reform, the war record, or lack thereof, of individual or
collectives of political actors, could potentially enhance or diminish their legitimacy to
represent their community. The propensity to reshape visions of the communal contribution
was also replicated on a personal/group level as political competitors sought to undermine
their opponents by calling into question their part in the victory.

The striking figure of the Emir Khaled, whose family history and personal trajectory were
steeped in myths of military prowess, would become a focal point for such attacks in the
debates of the immediate postwar period. The Emir and his supporters constantly stressed his
personal war record as the only non-naturalised indigenous soldier to reach the rank of
captain.84 It also served as a powerful tool to undermine his opponents. In an ongoing dispute
with a family of indigenous notables close to the colonial regime,85 the Emir contrasted his
family’s tradition of bravery and fidelity to the cause, whether this was during the struggle
against the French invasion or in defence of France during the Great War, with the cowardice
and political calculations of the pro-regime nobility.86 In the metanarrative of Algerian
history presented by the Emir, his military service during the Great War tied into his family’s
illustrious history of martial prowess, nobility of spirit and defence of the indigenous.
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While the Emir’s military record seemed beyond question, the contribution of his family, and
more particularly, his teenage son, became the target for his opponents, both indigenous and
European. The staunchly anti-reform L’Afrique Latine gleefully highlighted what it
considered to be the contradiction between the Emir’s constant touting of his own record and
the reticence of his son to sign up, accusing the Emir of valuing the life of his son over those
of his compatriots.87 For the Echo d’Alger the legal provisions that facilitated the Emir’s
son’s alleged avoidance of the draft proved that the Emir himself was not legally French and
thus suspect.88 In his response, the Emir once more highlighted his own war record, declaring
that he had a record of service that none of his opponents could rival and that he ‘had even
fought against brothers in faith’.89 Three months later, the constant attacks of the antiindigenous reform press90 would cause the Emir to release a statement underlining the
importance of the contribution his family made to the French cause during the war, claiming
that some forty-seven members of his family had fought on the battlefields.91 Even the Emir’s
war record did not insulate him from charges that he had breached the ‘moral economy of
sacrifice’.

However, it was not the Emir, but rather his allies among the indigenous intellectual elite
who were the principal targets for attacks on the basis of their war records. It became a truism
for opponents of the Jonnart reforms to assert that the indigenous intellectual elite had shirked
its responsibility during the war. The anti-Jonnart press adopted this line as early as 1919. In
April of that year, the newly founded Evolution Nord-Africaine asserted that the only
indigenous who were demanding civil and political rights were those Jeunes Algériens who
had avoided participation in the war.92 Similar attacks on the indigenous intellectual elite also
appeared in L’Echo d’Alger,93 En Nacih,94 La Voix des Colons95 and L’Afrique Latine,96 all
stressing the minimal participation of the Jeunes Algériens in the war. While these fed into
the general attempt to minimise the indigenous communal contribution, the principal aim was
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to undermine the intellectual elite’s right to interpret and express the indigenous community’s
post-war demands. Their ‘idiom of mutual obligation’ was presented as a distortion of the
demands of those who had really contributed to the war, with the intellectuals attempting to
harvest the crop that had been fertilised with the blood of the indigenous poor.97 This was
little more than a new twist on a long-standing motif in the rhetoric of those opposed to
indigenous reform, who had always claimed that the elite’s demands for political reforms
were driven by ambition and selfishness and that the indigenous masses were only concerned
with economic and social reform. By excluding the Jeunes Algériens as a group because of
their alleged failure to comply with the ‘moral economy of sacrifice’, the opponents of
further indigenous reform hoped to reorient the debate on the postwar colonial order away
from dangerous political reforms and towards a social and economic programme that would
not challenge European hegemony.

The attack on the war record of the educated indigenous elite or évolués was to resurface
(albeit far less frequently) in the Blum-Viollette debates, this time in the context of a reform
that targeted a much smaller elite that did not include all those who had fought in the war.
The Project was to cover only those veterans who had received both the médaille millitaire
and the Croix de Guerre, thus excluding the bulk of the indigenous veterans. In this context,
it is hardly surprising that its opponents would contrast the war record of those set to benefit
from the project with that of their indigenous brothers who fell outside of its remit,
particularly the veterans. In January 1937, just days after the deposition of the Project in the
National Assembly, La Dépêche Algérienne drew this exact comparison in its rejection of the
Popular Front’s reform. The indigenous elites, ‘few of whom had fought in the war’ but many
of whom had profited from the war by occupying the jobs left by mobilised European, would
benefit from the Project’s provisions while indigenous veterans were left empty-handed.98 In
early 1938, La Dépêche Algérienne accused the intellectuals, described as ‘M. Ferhat Abbas
and friends’, of having profited from the war by filling positions left vacant by the enlistment
of French citizens. Here, not only is the elite’s worthiness to benefit from reform attacked on
the basis of its war record, but also the allegation that the intellectuals were war profiteers
serves to reinforce the notion that they are parasites, living off the back of the suffering of
their compatriots, indigenous and European. Thus, the Blum-Viollette Project, far from
97
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complying with the ‘moral economy of sacrifice’, was rewarding the profiteers and
embusqués of the indigenous intellectual elite over those indigenous who had actually fought
in the war.99 The resonance of such arguments in the Blum Viollette debates is testament not
only to the endurance of the notion that the intellectuals had not lived up their obligations
during the war, but also to the growing importance of the veteran on the political scene. The
limited inclusion of the veteran in the provisions of the Project allowed its opponents to
attack it on the grounds of inconsistency and injustice, a critique that was disingenuous but no
less effective for it. The heightened importance of the indigenous veteran as an actor on the
political scene (see Chapter IV) lent weight to the unfavourable comparison, touted by the
opponents of the project, between the war record of its beneficiaries and that of those who
were excluded from it. Once more, we see that by the mid to late 1930s, the veterans had
become central to most evocations of the war in the political sphere.
If we turn to the supporters of indigenous reform in the Popular Front period, we see the
continued presence of attacks on political opponents on the basis of their war records. Again,
they were both diminished in number and altered in nature by the context in which they
occurred. In these debates, individual war records were almost only ever evoked as part of
wider discussions around the war, usually involving veterans. While veterans were present as
an abstract group in the rhetoric of the opponents of the Project, they represented an active an
important collective in the pro-Blum-Viollette campaign. Drawing their legitimacy from their
contribution to the war, they were not averse to attacking the war records of their opponents
as a means of undermining the anti-Project campaign. The Lemoine controversy was a prime
example of this. As we have seen, indigenous veterans led the charge against M. Lemoine
and his attempts to minimise the indigenous contribution to the war. In his rejection of
Lemoine’s attack, Tahar Aouidad’s was quick to point to his opponent’s own dubious war
record:
…ce qui nous surprend désagréablement c’est que lui, le solide gaillard de 1914, qui
n’hésita pas à s’abriter derrière sa fonction et ne connut la guerre que par la lecture des
communiqués officiels, clame haut aujourd’hui son patriotisme tardif et inopportun.100
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The editorials in the indigenous press echoed this argument, seizing on Lemoine’s absence
from the front to dismiss him as an ‘embusqué’ and thus strip his claims of any legitimacy.101

By and large, however, the “embusqué” was less favoured than “fascist” as the insult of
choice in the rhetoric of the pro-Blum-Viollette press, with one notable exception. The proindigenous reform newspaper La Justice, founded and directed by a veteran, Mohamed
Benhoura, with the pen name Abou-al-Hak, openly attacked its opponents by evoking their
war records. A series of articles in late 1934/early 1935 addressing ‘La Question indigène’
and attributed to an ‘ancien combattant’, did not hold back in its condemnation of its
opponents’ contribution to the war. The author began by condemning those who sought to
minimise the indigenous contribution to the war, arguing that it was shame about their own
war records that drove them to do so.102 This was complemented by an attack on the longtime opponent of indigenous reform and Director of Indigenous Affairs in the colonial
administration, M. Mirante, questioning his legitimacy on the basis of his wartime posting
‘far from the bullets and bombs’.103 A subsequent article drew a direct contrast between the
treatment accorded to the veterans and that given to those who had shirked their
responsibilities during the war. While the Algerian Administration ‘scandalously protects the
egoists, the cowards, the murderer’, favouring ‘all the embusqués’, those ‘who served France’
had to suffer ‘all the injustices and disdain’ of the colonial administrators.104 Whereas
opponents of Blum Viollette argued that the project’s exclusion of veterans undermined the
mutual obligation established by the war, La Justice claimed that the colonial system as it
existed was defined by its failure to meet this same obligation.

For the nationalists, convinced that any “mutual” relationship was impossible within the
framework of the colonial system, the figure of the embusqué served to convey the injustice
underpinning colonial rule to the metropolitan French. In the nationalists’ direct appeals to
the French public, the embusqué occasionally appeared alongside other key French reference
points such as the rhetoric of the French Revolution or the language of the revolutionary and
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republican Left. Following the arrest of Messali Hadj in early 1938, El Ouma printed an
appeal to the people of France, openly denouncing the colon lobby’s betrayal of the wartime
‘moral economy of sacrifice’ and complaining that those who evoked the Nation to resist the
extension of rights to the indigenous were the same people who had failed to defend the
Nation in the Great War:
En Algérie le peuple, qui a donné les vaillants tirailleurs de 1914, désespérant de
pouvoir obtenir justice, se replie sur lui-même et laisse s’élargir le fossé que l’on a
creusé entre lui et la France.
… L’heure est grave, peuple de France ! Ne laisse pas ainsi compromettre tes intérêts
vitaux pour permettre à quelques centaines de rapaces aux Lemoine, aux Abbo et à
leurs acolytes embusqués en 1914 et patriotes tapageurs en 1938 de conserver
l’intégrité de leurs privilèges.105
The following month the Central Committee of the Parti du Peuple Algérien addressed the
‘Republicans of France’ in a language that fused the anti-fascism of the Left with an attack on
the contribution to the war of the most reactionary elements of the European community. It
called on the ‘people of France’ to defend their own interests, which they shared with the
indigenous of Algeria, against the ‘settler profiteers and fascist embusqués of 1914’.106 The
condemnation of the embusqué opponents of reform served to highlight for a metropolitan
audience that the colonial regime was unwilling, if not unable, to respect the wartime ‘moral
economy of sacrifice’, something the nationalists suggested was indicative of its wider moral
bankruptcy .While the embusqué was a far less important reference point for the nationalists
in their attempts to attract metropolitan support than the rhetoric of revolution, French
republican or international anti-imperialist, it is nevertheless interesting to note the continued
scorn expressed by those who challenged French sovereignty for those who had failed to
defend it during the war.

The multitude of ways in which political actors in interwar Algeria attempted to define,
defend and denigrate communal contributions is testament to the potential legitimacy to be
gained from the war sacrifice. Unsurprisingly, such tactics were omnipresent in the debates
105
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surrounding the Loi Jonnart. These reforms were the direct product of the war and were
universally understood as some form of recognition of the mutual obligation between the
colonial state and its subjects. The supporters of reform sought to enhance the indigenous
contribution with a view to deepening the state’s obligations to its subjects and thus opening
the door to far wider reform. For the anti-Jonnart camp, undermining the indigenous
contribution not only weakened the case for wide-ranging reforms but also paved the way for
the European community to evoke their own relationship of mutual obligation and cloak their
own demands in the legitimacy of the war. By the mid to late 1930s, the war no longer
dominated understandings of the relationship between colonial state, subject and citizen. The
memory of the conflict had attenuated and the nature of politics had fundamentally changed,
with the massification and internationalisation of political culture, particularly among the
indigenous. And yet, debates over communal and individual contributions to the war endured,
albeit in a much less dominant position. The rise of the indigenous veterans’ movements,
charted in Chapter IV, meant that at least one significant constituent group of the proindigenous reform lobby would continue to think of reform in the terms of mutual obligation
born of the war. This in turn would ensure that the war remained a reference point available
for actors on all sides of the political debate to manipulate and evoke to serve their own
agendas. Nevertheless, the radical differences in the contexts of each project would have
important implications. The increasing awareness of international politics and particularly of
a wider Islamic identity fed into the attempts by both pro-Viollette campaigners and the
nationalists to redefine mutual obligation in light of indigenous participation in conflicts
against other Muslims. The specific provisions of Blum-Viollette would see anti-indigenous
reformers embrace the veteran cause in a way unimaginable in the Jonnart debates. In the
end, the most enduring feature of the struggle to define, defend and denigrate communal
contributions is the very flexibility of ‘idioms of uneven if mutual obligation’.

Evaluating and Re-imaging the Reciprocal Relationship
Over the course of the interwar period, political actors passed judgment not only on the
attempts (or lack thereof) of the colonial state to compensate communal contributions but
also on the changing nature of the “reciprocity” that lay at the heart of relationships in the
colonial state. The extent to which political actors felt that the state was or was not meeting
its obligations fundamentally shaped their sense of their own duties to the state, especially
when another military conflict appeared probable, if not inevitable, in the not too distant
future.
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For the partisans of indigenous reform in the immediate aftermath of the war, political action
was centred on two principal axes: defence of the Loi Jonnart and the campaign for the
extension of further rights to the indigenous. The pursuit of these two goals gave rise to a
complex discourse around the evaluation of government attempts to meet the mutual
obligation born of the war. Initially, the defence of the Jonnart reform against the opposition
of the leaders of the European community led the proponents of indigenous reform to claim
the project represented a just recompense for the communal contribution. In the immediate
aftermath of the law’s introduction, L’Ikdam referred to the reform as ‘a step forward’107 and
claimed it was testament to the goodwill felt by the Algerian administration to the indigenous
community.108 However, this defence was soon qualified with an acknowledgement that the
changes introduced by the law did not represent sufficient compensation for the communal
contribution. By as early as April 1919, L’Ikdam framed its defence of the Jonnart reform in
terms that minimised the project’s scope, declaring its readiness to ‘protect the few hard-won
reforms we have secured’.109 This reflected a growing sense that the colon lobby and its allies
in the administration were successfully forcing the French government to row back on those
reforms already granted and preventing the prospect of any further reform. Where L’Ikdam
had celebrated the Loi Jonnart as evidence of the Algerian administration’s good intentions
in March of 1919, just one month later its attitude had significantly cooled.

Critiques of France’s failure to meet her mutual obligation were often comparative,
questioning why others, perhaps less deserving, had been rewarded while the indigenous
population remained subject to an unjust colonial administration. In support of their claim for
naturalisation within the status, the proponents of radical indigenous reform constantly cited
the imperial precedent, especially the case of the originaires of Senegal.110 The wartime
accession of the indigenous Senegalese of the Four Communes of Dakar, Rufisque, Gorée
and St. Louis to full citizenship rights without renouncing their personal status was a source
of both inspiration and resentment for supporters of reform in Algeria. They demanded
equality of treatment with their fellow Muslims and erstwhile colonial brothers-in-arms:
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Après la guerre 14-18, nous nous contentons de rappeler respectueusement à la France
républicaine et démocratique ses multiples promesses.
Nous ne sollicitons d’Elle aucune faveur : nous lui demandons que le jeu de la stricte
justice une assimilation, qui s’impose, avec nos coreligionnaires du Sénégal.111
Their argument was not grounded in some abstract concept of universal racial equality.
Rather, pleas for the extension of citizenship within the status were framed in terms of the
increasingly dominant concept of Greater France, a multiracial Empire with its different
racial families gathered under the tricolour, as they had been on the battlefields.112 In this new
imperial polity, the indigenous reformists hoped to stake a special position for the inhabitants
of Algeria, one anchored in a differentiated imperial citizenship. The imperial precedent was
not simply a justification for naturalisation within the status; it also represented an overt
criticism of the French government’s failure to recognise its mutual obligation to the
indigenous population of Algeria in the same manner which it had for their colonial brothers.

The Empire would provide the context for another comparison central to the pro-reform
camp’s evaluation of governmental efforts to meet its mutual obligation. The naturalisation
en masse of 5000 Maltese settlers in Tunisia in November 1921 provoked outrage in the ranks
of the proponents of reform. Over the course of 1922, L’Ikdam condemned this mass
naturalisation on at least nine occasions, always with reference to the Maltese community’s
absence from the war. The paper’s masthead, which often featured short slogans attacking
injustices in the colonial system, did not hold its fire in its condemnation of this betrayal of
the wartime ‘moral economy of sacrifice’. A contrast was drawn between the indigenous,
who ‘had been in the trenches’ and ‘were first in the line of fire and last everywhere else’,
while the Maltese-Tunisians, who had ‘stayed at home’, were granted the vote and
citizenship.113 Whereas Clemenceau had famously declared that ‘veterans have rights over
us’, L’Ikdam argued that the granting of citizenship to Maltese-Tunisians meant that they had
‘rights over’ indigenous veterans.114 For the khalédistes, the choice to expand imperial
citizenship to encompass a European community whose contribution to the war had been
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minimal was seen as totally incompatible with the mutual obligation born of the war. A form
of European racial kinship had won out over the sacred bond forged on the battlefield.

Above all, however, it was the perceived collaboration between the colonial authorities and
the political leadership of the European community that most incensed the supporters of
indigenous reform. L’Ikdam equated the anti-reform camp’s rejection of the Loi Jonnart with
a refusal to recognise the existence of the mutual obligation between the French state and the
indigenous community, asserting that ‘our excellent service only served to increase the
hatred, the animosity of the Europeans of Algeria against us’. While the ‘minimal reforms’ of
the Loi Jonnart granted a ‘certain satisfaction’ to the indigenous in return for their ‘loyalty
during the last war’, they have been the source of ‘a profound discontent among the
Europeans’.115 The unqualified loyalty of the indigenous, who had fought and died for their
adoptive Patrie, was contrasted with the actions of French citizens in Algeria whose
campaign against reform represented a betrayal of both the values and the institutions of the
Republic.116 The dilution and non-application of the Loi Jonnart by the administration,
working in tandem with European political leaders, was presented as a betrayal of both the
colonial state’s obligation to the indigenous and that of the French citizens of Algeria to the
Republic.117

As profound reform grew increasingly unlikely, the most radical khalédistes, including the
Emir himself, began to question the distinction between the colonial system directed from
France and the administration in Algeria, with its colon allies. In late 1922, the Emir openly
condemned the Loi Jonnart as simple window-dressing on the part of the colonial regime.118
In March 1923, just weeks before his resignation from all the electoral offices he held, Emir
Khaled would go even further in his criticism of the post-war reforms instituted by the
colonial regime, insisting that the mutual obligation to the indigenous had been sacrificed on
the altar of European hegemony:
Nous avons été les pitoyables jouets d’un mirage désespérant, nous qui avions pensé
simplement que le régime républicain, issu des nobles idées de liberté et de justice,
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prendrait en considération la situation misérable d’êtres humains qui se sont groupés
sous les plis d’un drapeau, qui se sont battus pour sauver un pays.119
This ardent criticism of the colonial regime saw the Emir and his supporters increasingly
repressed by the authorities and isolated by other political actors. Eventually, the Emir left for
exile in Egypt, and indigenous political action in Algeria reverted to a more moderate
conciliatory form of claims-making.120 However, the election of the Cartel des Gauches in
1924 saw the Emir return to the political scene, this time in the metropole. In a series of
meetings organised in Paris with the cooperation of the Communist Party, he further
radicalised his discourse, going as far as to say French failures to meet the mutual obligation
meant that, in reality, indigenous troops had fought for another version of ‘the King of
Prussia’.121 For the Emir, the French had fundamentally betrayed those who had served her
during the war.

The Emir’s opponents in the anti-reform camp would also scrutinise the actions of the French
state in the terms of mutual obligation. From the outset, certain European political actors
denounced the Loi Jonnart as a betrayal by the French state of its duties to the European
community. As early as March 1919 the editor of L’Echo d’Alger charged the French
government with ‘taking advantage’ of wartime conditions to impose a reform that would
have serious consequences for the European community. While censorship was still in force
and the men of the European community ‘were still at the front’, the government
‘treacherously dealt us a hammer blow’ by introducing a reform that was ‘just the beginning’
of a wider effort to undermine European hegemony.122 The following year, the indigenous
press would report, with great indignation, on a speech allegedly given by M. Lauprêtre, a
member of the Conseil Supérieur du Gouvernement Général, in which he described
governmental reform efforts in the following terms:
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« Pendant que nous nous faisons trouer la peau par devant, on nous fusille par
derrière ».123
Reference to a colon version of the ‘stab-in-the-back legend’124 would remain a constant in
rhetorical strategy for the anti-reform campaign in the immediate aftermath of the war. It
combined an assertion that the state’s obligation to the European community had been
betrayed with a justification for further European involvement in Algerian affairs i.e.
autonomy.

This discourse existed alongside a more nuanced language that recognised that the state had a
mutual obligation to the indigenous population. All but the most radical European leaders
acknowledged the need to grant some form of recompense to the indigenous community.125
Certain anti-reform figures claimed that the abolition of the impôts arabes had been the price
the European community was willing to pay to reward indigenous participation in the war.126
This chimed with the central argument shared throughout the anti-reform campaign, that the
indigenous mass should be rewarded by providing what they really desired, an improvement
of their economic and “moral situation”.127 Such a policy, it was claimed, would best meet
the state’s mutual obligation to both its indigenous subjects and its colonial citizens, by
fulfilling the civilising mission and protecting French sovereignty.128 If the indigenous had to
be compensated, this could not come at the cost of French ‘preponderance’,129 for which
Europeans had fought and died, not just in the Great War but since the beginning of France’s
presence in Algeria.130

The campaign in favour of some form of “Algerian Home Rule” would blend conceptions of
the state’s obligation born of the past, and particularly the war, with an argument based on the
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European community’s ability to meet its future obligation to the state. In the case of the
former, the pro-autonomy campaigners insisted that the contribution of Algeria’s European
community to the war effort excluded the possibility that their demands for autonomy could
be considered ‘separatist’. Political leaders repeatedly cited the service of the Europeans at
the front as evidence that their commitment to France, both her institutions and her ideals,
was beyond question.131 Like their opponents in the pro-indigenous reform camp, the
supporters of autonomy also looked to an imperial precedent, although this time it was
outside of the French Empire. In February 1919, an article in the Echo d’Alger called for
Algerian representation at the Paris Peace Conference, citing the example of the participation
of the British dominions and asking if ‘Algeria or Tunisia are not worth as much as Australia,
Canada or New Zealand... Was our contribution to the war less effective than any of
England’s dominions?’132 This argument was echoed elsewhere in the press and by leading
European politicians.133 However, this imperial precedent, standing as it did outside the
French Empire, seemed less relevant than that proffered by the defenders of naturalisation
within the status. The argument that the sacrifice of the Europeans of Algeria during the war
entitled them to some form of devolved government had little to no precedent within the
French Empire, let alone within the boundaries of the Republic. Instead, the principal
justification for Algerian autonomy would come from the claim that it would better empower
Algerians to meet their future obligations to the state.

Framing their demand in terms of the post-war drive for the mise en valeur of the colonies,
the defenders of autonomy argued that devolving power to Algeria would allow it to better
realise its potential and thus enhance its future contribution to the development and defence
of France. The European community, it was claimed, was best placed to direct Algeria’s
economic renewal.134 Free from the bureaucracy imposed by Paris, they could develop an
administrative system that could recognise Algerian particularism while remaining within the
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framework of the Republic. 135 Supporters of autonomy claimed that allowing Algeria to
direct her own future would help her contribute financially to both the reconstruction of the
devastated areas of France136 and the general ‘charges de guerre’.137 By granting autonomy,
France would allow her colonial citizens to maximise the economic development of the
colonies and thus meet their obligation to participate in the renovation of the postwar state.138

By the mid-1930s, the anti-indigenous reform camp had largely abandoned the cause of
autonomy, opting instead to combine an unyielding defence of European hegemony with a
range of rival proposals that claimed to meet the state’s obligation to the indigenous
community. Once more, the European communal contribution to the Great War was
integrated into a wider metanarrative that stressed the role of the community’s sacrifices in
securing and building a prosperous Algeria for the French nation. However, the rise of mass
politics, in both communities, had an important effect on the manner in which the obligation
born of the war was evoked.

For the most vocal opponents of the Blum Viollette Project, particularly figures on the
Extreme Right, the Popular Front and its reform programme represented an attempt by the
Communists to take over the state and end French rule in Algeria. The divisive politics that
surrounded the Popular Front, supposedly bringing Algeria to the brink of a ‘civil war’, were
seen as the ultimate betrayal of the generations of Europeans who had died for a France with
Algeria at its heart.139 The unity that had prevailed during the war was contrasted with the
discord and division that now reigned in Algeria under the Popular Front.140 This nostalgia
for times past reflected the dismay of many European political leaders at the growing
assertiveness of indigenous political actors and the willingness of the Left to cooperate with
them. However, a blend of nostalgia, anti-Communism and the evocation of European
sacrifices was not sufficient in itself to counter the Blum-Viollette Project.
135
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Faced with a newly politically empowered indigenous community, the leaders of the antiBlum Viollette Project sought to offer rival interpretations of how the state had and/or could
meet its obligations to the indigenous community. For some among the staunchest opponents
of indigenous reform, the Loi Jonnart, which they had once fiercely opposed, had sufficiently
rewarded the indigenous communal contribution and thus, no further reform was needed.
This was the position adopted by the deputy for Constantine, Emile Morinaud, who claimed
that the postwar promises to the indigenous had ‘been fulfilled by the law of 1919’.141 Other
leaders in the anti-indigenous reform camp were willing to concede that greater efforts were
required of the colonial state. They contended, however, that the provisions of the Project, far
from satisfying the debt born of the war, represented a betrayal of the wartime ‘moral
economy of sacrifice’. By privileging a tiny elite, the Popular Front government was
abandoning the vast majority of the indigenous community, and in particular those who had
fought for France.142

The range of alternative projects they presented claimed to offer a formula that could balance
the different obligations of the state to the people of Algeria. Some form of parliamentary
representation, elected from a special college, would allow the indigenous community to
defend its interests while maintaining its cultural difference.143 Furthermore, the opponents of
indigenous reform gave priority to economic and social measures as a means of effecting
tangible improvements on the lives of the allegedly politically apathetic and ignorant
masses.144 The influence of Marshal Lyautey, longtime Resident General in Morcco and a
hero for large sections of the European community in Algeria, was clear in the call for an
active militarised and paternalistic campaign to improve the living standards of and impose
strict discipline on the indigenous population.145 Above all, they left the barrier between the
141
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personal status and citizenship intact. While the form of anti-reform discourse had changed
since the immediate post-war period, with most European leaders attempting to offer
alternative visions of how the state could meet its political obligations to the indigenous
community, the basic commitment to European primacy remained unaltered. Fulfilling the
state’s obligation to the indigenous community could not come at the cost of its deeper
obligation to the European community

Turning to the pro-reform camp, many of the motifs that had shaped the rhetoric of the
campaigns of the immediate post-war period were once more present in the language of the
supporters of Blum-Viollette. The imperial precedents remained an important point of
reference both in the press146 and in the public meetings147 of the constituent elements of the
Congrès Musulman. Similarly, the defenders of the project again highlighted groups, which
they felt, had unjustly been prioritised over them. In particular, they targeted those Europeans
of non-French origin, a major support base for their political opponents, asking why a
‘Calabrian just off the boat’ had the right to vote while those who had ‘defended the
territory, the honour and the prestige of France in 1914’ had not.148 The new mass political
movements gave a fresh impetus to the demand for immediate and profound reform,
including but not limited to the provisions of the Blum-Viollette Project, a demand expressed
in a language heavily imbued with the notion of mutual obligation. The Congrès Musulman
anchored its programme in a demand for equality, asserting that the indigenous community
‘demands that the same duties, especially l’impôt du sang, be rewarded with the same
rights’.149
The content of the proposed reforms was not the only change in context between the Jonnart
and Blum-Viollette debates: the intervening period had not only seen the rise of mass
political movements among the indigenous community but also witnessed an increasing
impatience with the lack of governmental reform. Prior to the election of the Popular Front,
political actors from the various constituent elements of the pro-indigenous reform camp
146
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constantly evoked the failure of the state to meet the obligations born of the war. In its first
issue, La Défense was unambiguous in its attitude to the governmental reform record,
highlighting a long history of the administration repaying wartime service with great
promises and then acting ‘in absolute contradiction to it words’.150 These sentiments were
frequently echoed in La Justice, with the indigénophile Georges Grandjean’s article that same
year exemplary in its denunciation of the injustice of a postwar order that protects the
profiteers and perpetuates the oppression of the indigenous:
… Seize ans de promesses et de mensonges. Là-bas, la pluie tombe, lourde sur les
petites tombes musulmanes du front ; ici, les millions accumulés par l’orgueil et
l’infamie paient les chaines qui vous entravent, les Gouverneurs qui vous insultent, une
racaille tremblante qui vous brave…
…. Ils ont fait la guerre en marchands ! Marchandez demain votre héroïsme.
Marchandez vos sacrifices et vendez votre sang ; vendez-le pour le titre de citoyen et
pour un bulletin de vote. Vendez-le pour la libération de votre race.151
Even the more moderate Fédération des Elus complained about the absence of reform,
although its language was much more restrained and its focus was on the role played by the
colon and metropolitan colonial lobbies in blocking reform.152 While not all actors shared the
same perception of the state’s neglect, it is clear that there was certainly an element of truth in
Abou-al-Hak’s assertion that ‘the indigenous man of 1934 is no longer that of 1914’.153 The
supporters of indigenous reform carried with them the weight of a series of broken promises
that served as both a cautionary tale about the trustworthiness of governmental reform
projects and a further justification for the need for an immediate and comprehensive reform.
They would be vigilant in their campaign to hold the Popular Front to its promises.

And yet, their pro-active stance would not translate into success: the Popular Front would
lurch from crisis to crisis and plans for indigenous reform would fall by the wayside. Faced
with the increasing unlikelihood of the Blum-Viollette Project passing into law, the reform’s
indigenous defenders warned against another betrayal of the mutual obligation. In March of
1938, an editorial in La Défense, entitled ‘Ultime appel à tous’, called on the indigenous to
150
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reassert their masculinity and reconquer their rights on the political field as they had done on
the battlefield during the Great War:
En 1914, Vous avez démontré à la France que vous êtes des hommes. Beaucoup l’ont
oublié mais les circonstances se feront fort de le leur rappeler un jour.
Ne désespérez pas de la France, mais n’abdiquez ni vos droits ni votre dignité.
Défendez-les jusqu’au bout et par tous les moyens comme vous avez défendu hier et
comme vous êtes appelés à défendre demain la France qui a l’impérieux devoir de se
pencher sur vous.154
Even the moderates of L’Entente Franco-Musulmane denounced the duplicity of the Popular
Front, claiming that Republican sentiments disappeared when it came to the “question
indigène” and evoking Jaurès to assert that the indigenous must take it upon himself to build
his own future.155 It was to the notion of the future obligation that movements of indigenous
reform now turned, grudgingly accepting the failure of a campaign based on the “blood debt”
of one war, and looking squarely to the prospect of another war.

If the supporters of the Blum-Viollette project initially believed that total emancipation could
come through the government in Paris, Messali Hadj’s nationalists were clear in their
rejection of that possibility. An appeal launched by the ENA in 1927 left little doubt as to the
credence it lent to French promises, attacking the abandonment of the commitment to extend
rights and its replacement with parsimonious charity:
Pendant 1914-1915, pour nous entrainer à la guerre, ils nous ont promis des
améliorations à notre sort, et leurs promesses se sont réduites à des aumônes. ... Le péril
immédiat passé, ils reprennent ce qu’ils avaient donné.156
Nevertheless, the group had aligned itself with the Popular Front, won over by its
commitment to the struggle for democratic and social emancipation.157 The ‘great
disappointment’ that followed simply reinforced the notion that French politicians were not to
be trusted. The group’s rejection of the Blum-Viollette Project shared a common thread with
the European opponents of the reform, in arguing that it did not represent a just compensation
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for the state’s obligation. Their vitriolic attacks on elements of the reform’s supporters as a
self-serving elite willing to sacrifice the masses in pursuit of their own ambitions would not
have been out of place in the colon press.158 And yet, the nationalists carried their critique in
a radically different direction to their European foes, asserting that it was not simply the case
that the provisions of the plan did not fulfil the state’s duty to the indigenous, but also
affirming that the colonial state was both incapable and unwilling to do so. The Project
represented yet another ‘tragique duperie’ on the part of the French political class who served
only their own interests.159
The discussion of the indigenous community’s future obligation to France saw an
unprecedented convergence in rhetoric between the nationalists and their rivals who had
backed Blum-Viollette. It was, in fact, La Justice that first framed the willingness of the
indigenous population to serve in a future war in terms of the government’s capacity to meet
its commitments to reform. Seeking to avoid the inevitable controversy such a statement
would attract, the newspaper framed its commentary in terms of the doubts allegedly
expressed by Maréchal Pétain about France’s ability to secure the same contribution from the
indigenous in the future as they had enjoyed during the Great War. It argued that the colonial
administration in Algeria was driving men who had fought for France and always ‘placed her
above all else’ to despair and thus, when ‘the moment comes’, the Maréchal’s fears might be
realised.160 This was little more than a foretaste of what lay ahead in the years to come.

Across the political spectrum, indigenous groups favouring some form of new relationship
with France stressed the need to institute reform in light of the impending global conflict,
which they universally claimed would take place in North Africa. L’Entente FrancoMusulmane asserted that the ‘enemy was on the doorstep of North Africa’ and if France did
not recognise her ‘Muslim children’ they would soon ‘become Italians or Germans’.161 La
Défense called for ‘urgent radical measures’ on behalf of those ‘who will be called to the
defence of the Nation’.162 Ferhat Abbas, a stalwart of the Fédération des Elus and in many
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ways the epitome of the évolué, did not mince his words when it came to addressing the
future war:
La guerre future ne doit pas être —et ne sera pas— une guerre de mercenaires. Chacun
se battra pour son sol. Chacun défendra l’avoir que la Patrie lui aura permis
d’acquérir.163
For La Justice, much more inclined to make military-based arguments, indigenous
participation in the coming war was a much-exploited theme. In the provocatively titled ‘En
cas de guerre franco-allemande, les indigènes marcheront-ils ?’, Abou-al-Hak was scathing
in his criticisms of government failures to meet its obligations, warning that this would have
serious implications for the future security of France.164 The article concluded by asserting
that the answer to the question posed in the title lay with the rulers of Algeria.165 They alone
could ensure indigenous participation by according them the rights they had previously
conquered on the battlefields.

The nationalists also saw the leverage to be gained from evoking the future communal
contribution. They asserted that the impending conflict meant that Algeria’s future would not
be decided in Algiers or in Paris at the hands of the Popular Front, but rather in the
geopolitical struggle for the Mediterranean.166 Speaking to a group of workers in March
1937, Messali Hadj made it clear that it was the policy of the French government that would
shape the reaction of the indigenous to the war.167 France could not assume that the
indigenous would rush to her aid as they had done in the heady days of August 1914: the
legacy of broken promises weighed heavily on the indigenous.168 To ensure the indigenous
contribution, France had only to accede to the demands of the nationalists and transform
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Algeria from an oppressed colony into a valued ally.169 If she refused, France would ‘dig her
own grave in North Africa’.170

Political actors in both the Jonnart and Blum-Viollette debates displayed a keen awareness of
the state’s obligations born of participation in the Great War. Communal understandings of
the duties of the colonial state allowed political actors to judge the state’s record in
comparative terms, pitting their vision of the treatment they received from the state against
the favours accorded to other collectives. Evaluating governmental reform efforts would
often lead political actors of all ethnic and ideological backgrounds to condemn the
government’s reluctance to meet its obligations, seizing on the perceived discrepancies
between rhetoric and reality. Discussing reform in the terms of mutual obligation meant not
only focusing on the colonial state’s duties but also on those of its citizens and/or subjects.
Usually this meant pointing out past compliance with the “moral economy of sacrifice” to
legitimise demands for future reforms. However, at certain points during the interwar period,
especially as a new global conflict grew ever more likely, actors would also call on the state
to facilitate their future compliance with the ‘moral economy of sacrifice’. Rival camps
would assert the indispensability of the application of their programmes to ensure that the
inhabitants of Algeria could meet their future obligations to the colonial state. The Great War
and the relationship of reciprocity it has supposedly fostered between colonial state, colonial
citizen and colonial subject thus became a key point of reference for debates in the constantly
shifting debates around colonial reform in interwar Algeria.

Conclusion
This chapter has shown the extent to which notions of the ‘moral economy of sacrifice’ and
mutual obligation born of the Great War lay at the heart of the debates around colonial reform
in interwar Algeria. Colonial reform in Algeria would always be discussed in communal
terms. The majority of the political elites of both communities had a perception of the
colonial state’s political duty to their support bases that was often mutually exclusive of its
responsibility to their opponents. And yet, even in this most Manichean aspect of political life
in Algeria, one of the key languages employed by political actors was shared across ethnic
lines. Both the supporters and the opponents of indigenous reform in interwar Algeria
169
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employed a common language articulated around notions of mutual obligation and the ‘moral
economy of sacrifice’ to support directly opposing political programmes. Ethnicity, and its
corollary legal status, still had a major bearing on the extent to which the demands expressed
in this language would be met. The restriction of the Loi Jonnart and the failure of the BlumViollette Project speak for themselves in this regard. Nonetheless, the Great War served as a
common and potentially polysemous point of reference through which political actors in
interwar Algeria would frame their demands for colonial reform.

As they sought to renegotiate their place in the postwar colonial order, both colonial citizens
and colonial subjects also constantly reshaped the symbolic meaning of the Great War. The
mutual relationship forged in the war was never understood in static terms. Actors on both
sides of the debate perceived the “reciprocity” at the heart of the colonial system as
constantly changing, allowing them to frame their demands not solely in terms of their past
contributions to the state, but also their potential future role in building and defending the
Patrie. Furthermore, their evaluations of the state’s attempts to meet its obligations born of
the past fundamentally shaped their understandings of the functioning of the colonial system
and their place within it. Shifting attitudes towards the relationship between metropole and
colony over the course of the period saw, to take the most extreme example, autonomy
transformed from the central demand of the defenders of European privilege into the most
moderate demand of the indigenous nationalist movement. As political actors constantly
reassessed, reinterpreted and re-evaluated concepts of mutual obligation their political goals,
methods and language changed accordingly.

The use of a certain language was, as Bakhtin and Pocock underlined, never neutral. In both
the immediate postwar debates and those that took place under the Popular Front government,
evoking the war was a means of speaking to the colonial administration and, indeed, to
society at large, in a language that was recognised as legitimate. This legitimacy, however,
came at a certain cost. For the partisans of further colonial reform from the indigenous elite,
their defence of the indigenous community’s fulfilment of the “moral economy of sacrifice”
left them open to charges that they themselves could not proffer a glowing war record. This
reinforced the long-standing argument employed by their opponents who asserted that elite
demands for citizenship were driven by self-interest, with no regard for the indigenous
masses. The specific provisions of Blum-Viollette, which excluded many veterans, would
further compound this. For their opponents, the evocation of the Great War was a strategy
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fraught with potential complications. By anchoring their vision of Algeria in the glory days of
the Union Sacrée, most mainstream opponents of extensive colonial reform had to recognise
the state’s duty to in some way reward indigenous participation in the war. While they would
constantly seek to minimise this obligation, they would, at least by the time of the BlumViollette debates, have to offer an alternative vision how the indigenous community’s
position in the postwar order could be improved. Their position became intrinsically
defensive: their own hopes of reshaping the relationship between metropole and colony in
their favour fell to the wayside as the defence of European hegemony took priority. For the
nationalists, the evocation of the Great War may have served to highlight French betrayal of
the indigenous community but it also undermined their attempt to build a historical narrative
grounded in the resistance of indigenous Algerians to French colonial rule. And yet, in spite
of all the disadvantages and unforeseen consequences of framing their demands in the
language of the Great War, political actors on all sides of the debate on colonial reform
continued to speak in terms of mutual obligation and the ‘moral economy of sacrifice’, to
greater or less extents, throughout the interwar period. For all its unwieldiness, a language of
claims-making grounded in the Great War was still perceived by actors across political and
racial divides in the colony to be particularly effective.

Given the long-standing French cultural tradition of tying military service to citizenship, it is
perhaps unsurprising that debates around colonial reform would be framed in terms that
repeatedly evoked the Great War. However, the desire to remake the postwar order in Algeria
was by no means restricted to questions of political rights for colonial citizens and subjects.
The same debates around social and economic reform that animated societies across Europe
in the wake of the war also came to dominate the political scene in Algeria. As Chapter II
will demonstrate, the principal actors in these debates, the labour movement and their
adversaries on the right, would see in the Great War a particularly potent source of legitimacy
for their rival visions of Algeria’s future. And, just like the defenders and opponents of
colonial reform, they too would find the evocation of the Great War a difficult rhetorical
strategy to manage.
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Chapter II: Social Claims in the Shadow of the Fallen:
Algeria’s Left in the Postwar Moment
On May 1st 1919, crowds of workers gathered on the streets of Algeria’s major cities to
celebrate the first May Day since the Armistice. Marching side by side, workers of all ethnic
and religious backgrounds called for the transformation of society. In the wake of a war in
which death, misery and suffering had known no racial boundaries, the Algerian Left
presented a united class-based front to demand economic, social and political compensation
for the participation of the working-class in the defence of the Nation. The Left’s support for
a postwar settlement based on the ‘moral economy of the wartime sacrifice’ succeeded in
mobilising thousands under the banner of the labour movement across the colony in the years
immediately after the war. This was countered by the mass mobilisation of the forces of the
Right, who presented an altogether different vision of the war and its legacy in postwar
politics. Into this already explosive mix was thrown the contentious issue of the postwar
rights of indigenous workers and their place both in the labour movement and in colonial
society as a whole. In this chapter, I will explore this postwar moment of social conflict,
exposing the competing visions of the Great War that underlay the clash between Left and
Right. I will also seek to address the Left’s ambiguity towards the indigenous population,
exploring how the war was used as a means to frame the ever thorny ‘indigenous question’.

At the heart of my analysis lies the contention that Right and Left understood the legacy of
the Great War in fundamentally distinct ways. For the Right, as we will see throughout this
chapter and in Chapter III, the war was about the “fraternity of arms”, a national unity forged
on the battlefield that respected social and colonial hierarchies. For the Left, the war
necessitated a re-ordering of society on the basis of the “equality of sacrifice”, ensuring that
the working class claimed their stake in the postwar settlement. The place of the indigenous
worker in this vision was, as we shall see, both unclear and controversial. What was clear,
however, was that rival factions in postwar society in the colony would seek to mobilise their
alternative interpretations of the Great War to achieve their visions for a new Algeria.
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Algeria’s Left and the Great War
As was the case for so many other facets of society in the colony, the Great War had an
‘accelerator effect’ on the Algerian labour movement.1 During the war, the contact of
European and indigenous soldiers and workers with their metropolitan equivalents fostered a
new understanding of the universal mission of socialism.2 In its immediate aftermath, the
prevailing social conditions favoured an expansion of the Left’s extremely limited influence
among the urban working-classes. The local branch of the SFIO in Algeria, with an estimated
total of 750-1000 members in large urban areas across the colony,3 had signed up to Algeria’s
version of the Union Sacrée in the early days of the war. The final years of the wa witnessed
a growing opposition within the French Left to continued participation in the Union Sacrée,
reflecting the war-weariness of the population in general and the working-class in particular.
In 1917, this led to an upsurge in industrial action on the Home Front,4 paralleled by the mass
mutinies at the frontlines.5 In Algeria, a land far from the front where the demographics and
political structure of colonial rule militated against collective action among the masses, the
echoes of this discontent were much more restricted. Gilbert Meynier has suggested that a
shared hatred of the speculators and profiteers gave rise to a class front between poorer
Europeans and elements of the indigenous masses, particularly in the west of the colony.
Protests against profiteers brought together Europeans and indigenous in the cities and towns
of

Oran,

Sidi-Bel-Abbès,

Mostaganem,

Saint-Denis-du-Sig

(Sig)

and

Perrégaux

(Mohammadia), all areas of a high working-class European population.6 In the immediate
aftermath of the war, the department of Oran would again prove the epicentre of protest, with
the pillage of shops in Oran and Mostaganem, a hunger riot in Sidi-Bel-Abbès and strikes
among railway and tramway workers.7 In these cases, the ‘moral economy of wartime
sacrifice’ directly replicated that of the English crowd discussed by E.P Thompson: ‘when it
[shortage] is accompanied by the knowledge of inequalities, and the suspicion of manipulated
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scarcity, shock passes into fury’.8 The sense that the suffering was not being shared equally
drove workers to take direct action, with or without the coordination of the labour movement.

For troops returning to Algeria after the lengthy demobilisation process, the effects of four
years of war were plain to see. Prices had more than tripled, crippling the purchasing power
of lower-class Europeans and the indigenous, while popular perception held that the profits of
the war had accrued to a small minority of colons and businessmen.9 The Algerian Left
would do its best to capitalise on this malaise, seeking to transform it into a wider critique of
capitalist society. At the heart of this campaign lay the condemnation of an unjust postwar
order whose celebration of the profiteer betrayed the wartime ‘moral economy of sacrifice’.
While in Chapter I we have seen the wide appeal of the label ‘profiteer’ as the political insult
of choice for many political actors in debates around colonial reform, no movement in
interwar Algeria made as much use of the concept as the Left. The particular resonance of
attacks on those who had profited from the war with the Left’s ‘anti-capitalist demonology’
meant that it became a favoured point of reference in the rhetoric of the trade-union
movement during and after the Great War.10 Even prior to the end of the war, the Algerian
branch of the Socialist Party had begun to attack the National Unity government for its failure
to eradicate the profiteers. Activists in the region of Bône (Annaba) published a short-lived
newspaper, Le Droit du Peuple Nord-Africain (SFIO), in March 1918 attacking those who
used the Union Sacrée to pursue political agendas that far from defending the Republic
actually sought to undermine it.11 In the dying days of the war the paper set the tone for the
postwar Left in Algeria, singling out the figure of the profiteer as not simply the cause of high
prices but as the very epitome of capitalism. His monopoly over the market allowed him to
make ‘scandalous profits’ on the most basic necessities. The coming postwar order, grounded
in the moral economy of wartime sacrifice, would have to banish the profiteer from society:
Pensez-vous qu’une justice immanente, s’instaurant enfin parmi les hommes, après la
débâcle de la société capitaliste, ne saura pas faire rendre gorge à tous ceux qui parmi
vous ont spéculé sur la sueur et le sang des autres ?12
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The battle lines were drawn for a postwar conflict over how workers should be rewarded for
their participation in the war and how those ‘who had speculated on the blood and sweat of
others’ should be punished.

The political contestation in Algeria reflected wider debates happening in the metropole and
across the belligerent countries. In France, the pro-National Defence majority within the
labour movement believed that their participation in the capitalist state’s war effort entitled
them to a special role in the reorganisation of the postwar economy. The majority of the
leaders of the Left, especially within the Confédération Générale du Travail (CGT), evolved
over the course of the war toward the belief that the labour movement’s role was to take
charge of the economy and restructure it in a way that would maximise production and the
benefits it brought to the proletariat.13 Within the Left, the main challenge to the statistmanagerial model came from elements of the minority that remained committed to the longstanding French tradition of revolutionary syndicalism. Their belief in the revolutionary
potential of the general strike as a tool to overthrow capitalism would have an important
bearing on post-war strikes.14 Finally, events in Russia, where the Bolsheviks had just
recently seized power, also weighed heavily on the ideological and strategic debates within
the labour movement in the immediate aftermath of the war.15 Although the lines of division
would soon harden, leading to a bitter split of the movement, in the months that followed the
war the situation was still in flux and the dominant, unifying belief on the Left was that a
dramatic change was coming that would transform the world for the better, especially for the
working-classes.16

The ‘Syndicalist Spring’: Algeria’s Labour Movement in Early 1919
As the slow-moving demobilisation process finally saw the repatriation of significant
numbers of soldiers to their homes in Algeria, the trade unions and the socialists moved to
organise the Algerian labour force. The Socialist Party’s newspaper in the department of
Oran, La Lutte Sociale, remerged from wartime censorship in April of 1919 with a stinging
criticism of the horrors of war, the failures of the demobilisation process and the betrayal of
the poilus. Its first editorial asserted that the working-class would never again ‘be duped by
13
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the lies of the reactionary press’ that had reaped for them only ‘ruins, poverty, mourning and
blood’. Important to note here is the absence of any specific mention of the demobilisation of
indigenous troops. The conditions of service for indigenous troops stipulated that they would
remain in service ‘for the duration plus six months’. This meant that priority in
demobilisation was given to citizens, who were far more likely to complain and assert their
rights than indigenous subjects who feared the coercive power of the colonial state.17 And
yet, this injustice would go unmentioned by the Left in Algeria, subsumed into a wider
discourse of frustration at the slow rate of demobilisation relayed in the pages of the Socialist
press. La Lutte Sociale demanded a dramatic speeding-up of what it considered to be a
deliberately slow demobilisation process so that the ‘long martyrdom of the poilus’ could be
brought to an end and they could reclaim their positions on ‘the land, in the factory, and in
the workshop’.18 The paper sought to rally workers by affirming that the war had crippled the
trade union movement, giving the profiteers free rein.19 The only way to defeat the greed of
the capitalist, it asserted, was to flock en masse to the organisations of the labour movement.

This call to arms met with a certain degree of success. Trade unions proliferated across the
colony. In the city of Oran, the number of small trade unions increased dramatically, from a
handful at the end of the war to over twenty by the end of 1919.20 In February of 1919, just as
contingents of demobilised troops arrived in the city, the sandal-makers of Oran went on
strike, complaining of spiralling prices and low wages.21 They were soon followed by the
dockers’ union, a bastion of the most militant section of the indigenous workforce.22 In early
April, the Union des Syndicats du Département d’Alger published a justification of strike
action that evoked the recent wartime service of Algeria’s working-classes:
La classe ouvrière, consciente de ses devoirs et de ses obligations, l’est aussi de son
droit, en raison de sa conduite et de ses sacrifices dans la défense du pays.23
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The seeds were sown for what Claire Marynower has called the ‘syndicalist spring’, when
workers from both the European and indigenous communities mobilised together to claim
their just reward for participation in the Great War.24

As the first hints of the coming industrial unrest appeared in Algeria, the leaders of the labour
movement in the metropole were engaged in an open struggle with the post-war government.
The refusal of the government to advance the policies espoused by the Left, and especially its
exclusion of the CGT from any role in restructuring the postwar economy, engendered a
disillusion that soon evolved into hostility.25 The introduction of the eight-hour day was the
only significant concession granted in recognition of the wartime service of the workingclasses. Promulgated on April 23rd 1919 in the face of massive opposition from business
owners, the CGT’s campaign in favour of the eight-hour day had stressed the participation of
workers in the war and the need to compensate them immediately.26 Whether it was seen as a
sop to the restless workers or a glorious conquest of the labour movement, the eight-hour day
would be understood, at the time and long afterwards, as the primary compensation bestowed
on workers for their participation in the Great War.

Like so many other of the legal compensations extended in the wake of the war, the status of
the eight-hour day in Algeria was complicated. The provisions of the law were not officially
extended to Algeria until March of 1924.27 Even in the metropole, the law was more
recognised in the breach than in its application. Farm workers, who represented 32% of the
working-class population fall outside its remit, while by 1922, the law had only been applied
to the working day of 49% of the non-farm workforce. Furthermore, non-unionised workers
in the service sector and workers in sectors where unions were weak rarely benefited from the
eight-hour day.28 Nevertheless, the industry wide conventions enforced at a national level
and agreements negotiated at a local level meant that the benefits of the law were shared by
some workers in Algeria. It is not surprising, given the perception that this provision was the
principal compensation extended to workers after the war, that the labour movement’s
24
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campaign in favour of the eight-hour day should make extensive reference to the wartime
contribution of Algeria’s workers. The Socialist Press anchored its demands for the full
implementation of the law in the colony in the evocation of the participation of Algeria’s
working-class in the defence of the Patrie. The article ‘Les 8 heures : Objections Officielles
Patronales’ which appeared in the Algiers Socialist Party’s newspaper, Demain, in late May
is illustrative in this regard. The author offers a detailed and harrowing account of the horrors
of ‘modern warfare’ before asserting that the returned worker, ‘having accomplished his
duties’ was ready to finally secure the eight-hour day.29 It fell to the labour movement to
ensure that this hard-won concession would be applied. The eight-hour day thus became one
of the central demands of the ‘syndicalist spring’.

The most symbolic moment of this ‘syndicalist spring’ was, undoubtedly, the May Day
celebrations of 1919. Across the major urban centres of the colonies, large crowds, almost
always including both Europeans and indigenous Algerians, took to the streets to express
some form of allegiance to the cause of labour. In Oran, the centrist newspaper Le Soir spoke
of an ‘immense column’ of some ‘three to four thousand’ marching through the city behind
the red flag. It paid particular attention to the indigenous participation, highlighting a group
of indigenous dockers marching behind a flag they had fashioned for themselves. Speeches
were given in French, Spanish and Arabic proclaiming the end ‘of the old rotten world’ and
demanding that ‘workers conquer their place in society’. Calls for the application of the
eight-hour day, pay rises, world peace and the unity of action of workers were omnipresent in
the rhetoric of the speakers and on the signs carried by the marchers.30 In the colony’s capital,
the Union des Syndicats du Département d’Alger published a rallying call for May Day in the
pages of Demain, framing the workers’ demands, including a worker-directed economy and
the immediate application of the eight-hour day, in terms of the wartime ‘moral economy of
sacrifice’:
La guerre nous a fait vivre de trop cruelles expériences, elle nous a fait connaître
l’incapacité notoire de nos gros industriels, contrebalancée par leur cupidité féroce et
insatiable. Elle nous a démontré aussi, que seule, la production organisée par nous
pourrait sortir la nation du formidable chaos dans lequel se débat le monde entier.
Sans réticences, nous pouvons dire connaître le problème duquel dépend la reprise de la
vie économique, si impatiemment attendue et nous en exigeons la première condition :
29
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Diminution des heures de travail.31
The march that followed in the city on May 1st saw 6000 workers,32 around a third of whom
were indigenous Algerians,33 take to the streets to demand the compensation to which they
felt entitled. Similar scenes occurred on a smaller scale in all the important urban areas across
the colony.34 Not only was the Left on the move in Algeria, but it also seemed to have
successfully organised across the boundaries of race for the first time.

Although the May Day marches were a dramatic visual representation of the growth of the
labour movement in the colony and its seeming ability to transcend racial divisions, the real
thrust of the ‘syndicalist spring’ lay in strike action. The mass rallies of May 1st gave new
impetus to the strike movement and by May 8th Le Soir was reporting a figure of 6000 on
strike in the city of Oran alone.35 La Lutte Sociale sought to justify this strike by underlining
the poverty faced by those workers returning from the battlefields to a society which
rewarded the profiteers over the poilus.36 The same themes were echoed in a poster
distributed in late May calling construction workers in the eastern city of Constantine to a
discussion of a possible strike. Here, a direct correlation was drawn between the patron, who
was indifferent to the fate of his veteran-workers, and the profiteer:
Les mois de souffrances, de douleurs, de sacrifices consentis par la Classe Ouvrière, lui
donne l’incontestable droit d’exposer ses besoins, ses revendications, de faire entendre
sa voix !
… Quant aux patrons, la plupart font la sourde oreille, et ceux qui ont trop profité de la
guerre, ne veulent rien faire pour rendre l’existence meilleure à ceux qui ont tant
donné.37
The labour movement was seeking to cloak strike action in the shroud of legitimacy of the
Great War. It argued for the “social morality” that had reigned during the war to be extended
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into the postwar settlement so that the “equality of sacrifice” of the troops be transformed
into a tangible social and economic equality for the living.

The radical rhetoric espoused by the labour movement in Algeria’s ‘syndicalist spring’ did
not prevent many unions signing agreements with management securing pay rises and the
application of the eight-hour day.38 By the end of the month of May, a combination of
internal division, employer concessions and repression had brought the strikes to an end.
Although the Algerian labour movement had succeeded in mobilising workers, their
inexperience and lack of organisational structures had compromised efforts to direct
sustained industrial action.39 The evocation of the war may have served as a justification for
the strikes and a rallying point for workers, but it did not convince the population at large,
European and indigenous, to weigh in behind the workers.

Mobilising against La Vie Chère: Capitalising on the Cost of Living
Although the Left’s campaign to recruit, organise and mobilise workers met with a success
that was unprecedented in colonial Algeria, it remained primarily restricted to industrial
workers, who formed a minority of the European population and a tiny percentage of the
indigenous population. Efforts to rally other sectors of the workforce to the cause of labour
would centre on a campaign against the high cost of living. Here, even more so than in the
strikes, the rhetoric of the ‘moral economy’ of postwar society would have pride of place.
Colonial administrators themselves recognised that the deep-seated nature of popular
discontent about the ‘imbalance between the social classes’ was feeding support for the
Left.40 Socialists and trade unions would seek to capitalise on this popular anger to turn the
masses against capitalism.

The Left’s campaign against la vie chère begin in earnest in early 1919, when the Socialist
Party, the trade unions and the left-affiliated Ligue des Droits de l’Homme organised a
meeting to condemn the high cost of living in the city of Oran. The poster publicising the
meeting listed the difficulties facing ordinary oranais who, ‘despite the end of the war’,
remained at the mercy of ‘tricksters and speculators’.41 Saloman Tordjmann, the local
38
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secretary of the SFIO, opened the meeting by questioning why a government that had proved
so effective in mobilising millions of men to protect the wealth of the businessmen and
industrialists was now incapable of mobilising that same wealth to protect the families of the
fallen and the ex-combattants.42 Similar sentiments featured prominently on May Day, with
marchers in Algiers bearing signs with witty denunciations of those who profited from their
poverty:
« Aux nouveaux riches, la misère reconnaissante »
« Le pain n’est pas assez cher, augmentez-le »
« Nouveau riche ne rougis pas, d’autres pour toi ont rougi les tranchées ».43
Further east, in the port city of Bône (Annaba), the local trade union leader Giovacchini
addressed a meeting of white collar workers in the Bourse du Travail, couching his attempts
to win them over to syndicalism in terms that harshly condemned the profiteers and their
exploitation of those who had contributed to the war effort.44 For the Left in Algeria the
crusade against la vie chère offered an opportunity to broaden support outside of the small
industrial working-class by turning popular discontent around high prices and the longstanding hatred of profiteers into a more general condemnation of the operation of capitalist
society.

The most powerful symbolic weapon in the arsenal of those seeking to condemn an unjust
postwar order was the image of the poverty-stricken war amputee, a figure who was
universally understood to literally embody the injustice of the postwar order. An apocryphal
story entitled ‘The Hero’s Dinner’ that appeared in Demain and offered a harrowing account
of the postwar poverty of a disabled (and, unsurprisingly, European) veteran, is exemplary of
the Algerian Left’s use of this rhetorical strategy:
J’ai regardé, épinglée à la citation qui décore la muraille, verte et jaune, de la fourragère
minuscule que cette bonne nature de héros a gagnée en défendant, au front, les
mercantis de France et d’Algérie.45
The disjuncture between the service accorded by this man and the treatment he received from
the state was said to be emblematic of capitalism’s irredeemable amorality. However, as we
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shall see later, the Left’s attempt to mobilise the symbolic capital of the veteran would meet
powerful resistance, not least from the ranks of the emergent veterans’ movement.

In practical terms, the Algerian Left, conscious that the mass strikes of May 1919 had been
overambitious, adopted a strategy that emphasised the need for price controls as their central
demand. Trade unions and the Socialist Party participated in the foundation of local ‘comités
de vigilance contre la vie chère’ in town and cities across the colony. These committees
published detailed tables showing the hefty mark-ups being charged by suppliers to local
businesses on essential goods. The committees sought to win over small business owners to
the campaign against the unjust postwar social order.46 In Bône, the local trade unions rallied
1700 workers against the high cost of living ‘of which the working class is the sole victim’.
Their solution was simple: the replacement of the patrons who ‘make scandalous fortunes
while Frenchmen wallow in famine’ with ‘patrons ouvriers’.47 The boycotts and strikes that
swept across the ports and industrial centres further west were focused principally on the
reduction of the cost of essential goods.48 In late September, the 3500 dockers of the port of
Algiers, including an important indigenous contingent, refused to handle any alcohol
products until the price of wine was reduced.49 The campaign against the high cost of living
had succeeded in rallying workers of different classes and races behind the banner of the
labour movement.

For some within the movement, however, the primary goal of the campaign against the high
cost of living was not to win followers over from the centre-ground but rather to
fundamentally undermine the basis of capitalism, the right to private property. Writing in La
Lutte Sociale, Gaston Monmousseau, a prominent revolutionary in the metropole and
member of the Railwaymen’s Union, typified this approach. In contrast to the general
criticism of capitalism and the profiteer cited above, Monmousseau clearly identified the
principle of private property as the root cause for both slow rate of demobilisation and the
mass unemployment that were the driving forces of the crisis of postwar society:
La propriété est inviolable, voilà pourquoi on chôme, voilà pourquoi la vie est chère,
que règne la misère et qu’on ne démobilise pas.
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On ne démobilise pas, parce qu’on a peur de la misère, du chômage et des chômeurs ; et
pourtant, tout « mobilisé » est un chômeur qui, tôt ou tard, avec les autres, paiera le
temps perdu.
On ne démobilise pas parce que la démobilisation c’est le déclin de la force, que la
propriété s’appuie sur la force et l’Etat sur la propriété.50
This structural analysis of the daily struggles of the workers of Algeria sat uneasily with the
attempts of the campaign against the cost of living to build a broader alliance for the Left in
the colony. The extent to which Monmousseau’s message resonated in both the metropolitan
and Algerian labour movements would only become clear in early 1920.

The issue of la vie chère would be central to the Socialist Party’s campaign for the legislative
elections of November 1919 in Algeria. The approach of elections diverted attention and
energies away from industrial action and towards electoral campaigning.51 The party faced
into the elections with a certain optimism born of the growth the labour movement had
experienced since the end of the war. Its leaders believed that it was in a unique position to
capitalise on public anger about war profiteers and the cost of living. An article entitled ‘Les
Socialistes et les Elections’ that appeared in La Lutte Sociale three months prior to the
electoral contest highlighted what it perceived to be the Socialists’ advantage:
Le socialisme sort grandi de cette cruelle épreuve, mais les partis capitalistes, juchés sur
les tas d’or ramassés honteusement, vont s’effondrer lamentablement.52
The party’s programme was grounded in the restoration of economic justice to postwar
society through the economic intervention of the state and the punishment of the profiteers.53
Its moral argument was put into sharp relief in the days prior to the election, when Demain
published an article promising that a Socialist victory would see the war dead wreak revenge
on the war profiteers.54 The Socialists alone could ensure that the wartime ‘moral economy of
sacrifice’ would be respected.
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In the end, the Socialists’ campaign, built around the promise to restore the ‘moral economy’
to postwar society, failed to convince a majority of the (European-only) Algerian electorate.
Nevertheless, the Party achieved unprecedented results, with the Socialist lists receiving an
average of 15% of the vote in the departments of Algiers and Constantine, and over 20% in
the department of Oran.55 The Party had managed to capitalise on the popular discontent over
the perceived injustice of the post-war economic order, establishing, for the first time, a
significant electoral base in the colony’s main urban areas.
This relative success in the colony notwithstanding, the elections saw the victory of the Bloc
National and the granting of a near total monopoly of power to the conservative dominated
Chambre bleu-horizon. This result had a radicalising effect on both the labour movement and
their opponents in Algeria. 1920 would bear witness to a whole spate of strikes, some with
openly revolutionary goals, and the proliferation of organisations founded to counter the
labour movement. In this context, the campaign against la vie chère faded in prominence.
The pages of La Lutte Sociale and Demain, which had made constant reference to la vie
chère in 1919, turned their attention elsewhere in 1920 and the cost of living disappeared as
the central theme of socialist propaganda at a colony-wide level.

While the leadership of the labour movement may have shifted their focus, the population of
Algeria were still struggling with the high cost of living. The high price of bread in the port
city of Bône in mid-July 1920 gave rise to what was, perhaps, the most dramatic incident of
the campaign against la vie chère in post-war Algeria. A protest organised by the local
veterans’ organisation and the League of Large Families, both organisations firmly on the
right of political spectrum, descended into a bread riot which saw protesters attempt to
pillage grain supplies and successfully loot a bakery. Although the rally had no initial
connection to the labour movement, a group of female protesters went to the local labour
exchange, took a red flag and marched it down the Cours Bertagna, the city’s principal
thoroughfare.56 Violent clashes with the police followed.57 The events of this July day in
Bône demonstrate the continued revolutionary potential of the discontent that the postwar
economic and social order had cultivated among the urban, predominately European
working-class in Algeria. In particular, it highlights the mobilising power of prostests against
the cost of living among women and families that went largely untapped by the Left in
55
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Algeria. The local labour movement in Bône, which had failed to capitalise on these events,
moved quickly to place la vie chère at the heart of its discourse once more. In November
1920 the local Socialist Party put posters up around the city defending tax increases on large
businessmen by blending criticism of their wartime record with a more general attack on the
structure of capitalism.58 This general critique of industrialists was followed a week later by
a particularly inflammatory poster that targeted specific local business leaders, focusing yet
again on their alleged profiteering during the war.59 Thus, while the Left had largely ceased
to ground their attempts to win over mass support in the campaign against la vie chère at the
colony-wide level, local operatives in a least one important city were forced by the protests
of the masses to once more articulate a critique based on their vision of the moral economy
of postwar society.

The campaign against la vie chère represented an attempt on the part of the Algerian Left to
mobilise beyond its already limited base among the urban industrial working-class. By
evoking a sense, shared to some extent across class and racial boundaries, that the postwar
economic order was rewarding the least deserving and punishing the most, the Left hoped to
win support for its wider demand for a restructuring of the economy and of society. In
Algeria, where the colonial context had long militated against the spread of the Left, this
campaign met with some limited success. The Socialists’ electoral results were markedly
improved while, over the course of the period 1918-1920, the CGT doubled in size in the
department of Algiers and tripled in Oran.60 The campaign did, however, hint at the principal
pressures that would eventually stunt the growth of the Left. Firstly, the campaign, and
indeed all the activism of the Left in this period, provoked a virulent response from their
opponents, of which there were many in the colony. They not only condemned and organised
against the activities of the Left, but also proffered a counter-narrative that would resist any
attempt by the labour movement to monopolise popular discontent around the post-war
settlement. Alongside this external challenge, the labour movement was also hampered by
serious internal divisions. It remained, as ever, divided on the so-called “indigenous
question”, preferring to focus on the politics of class over an attempt to establish an agreed
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position on those of race. And yet, even the politics of class did not unite the Left in Algeria.
While party and union members may have initially rallied around the campaign against la Vie
Chère, they did not necessarily share a common view of what its strategic and ideological
goal should be. These tensions reflected wider divisions in the French and, indeed, the global
labour movement, divisions that would eventually spill over into open conflict, irrevocably
splitting the Left in Algeria and across the world. Before that could happen, the French labour
movement and its affiliated organisations in North Africa would embark on a mass strike
campaign in 1920 that would play a key role in both the radicalisation of its opponents and
the exacerbation of internal conflicts.

Reform, Revolution and Railwaymen: The Strikes of 1920
By the winter of 1919-20 the French state’s policy towards labour had shifted significantly.
Social reform to satisfy working-class aspirations and contain organised labour had been
tested to its practical limits through the eight-hour day. Overall employer hostility to the
measure was paralleled by strong parliamentary support for an end to economic controls.61
While victory in the elections had strengthened the resolve of conservatives to resist the
demands of the Left, it had, conversely, served to radicalise both the demands and the
strategy of the labour movement, now largely persuaded that change could not be achieved
through parliamentary action.62 The minorities within both the Socialist Party and the trade
unions that were committed to a more radical programme of socialism which, in some cases,
dovetailed with an admiration for Bolshevism, grew in strength.63 Even the majoritarian
leaders within the CGT moved to the left, no longer hoping to use their wartime participation
to negotiate a place for labour in the postwar state but rather seeking to impose their vision on
the postwar order through a campaign of strike action.64 In this climate, a confrontation with
the government seemed unavoidable.

In the end, it was the railwaymen who would, figuratively speaking, fire the first shot.
Traditionally, railway workers had been viewed as dependable, moderate workers, loyal to
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the strictly hierarchical and paternalistic rail companies.65 The extreme pressure placed on the
rail network during the war and the prohibition of any form of strike action for the duration of
the hostilities, when added to the general economic difficulties of the postwar period,
radicalised the workforce. The newly-founded Fédération Nationale des Travailleurs de
Chemins de Fer capitalised on this discontent, achieving a unionisation rate in the industry of
80% by late 1919 and counting over 350000 members in January 1920, making it the largest
union organised in any industry in France.66 Thus, the railway workers’ decision to go out on
strike in the spring of 1920 had significant implications for both the labour movement and the
government.

In Algeria, the railway workers had played an active role in the strikes of the summer of 1919
associated with the wider campaign against la vie chère. The staff of the Paris-LyonMéditerranée (PLM) company declared a strike in August of 1919 but were forcibly
mobilised by the military authorities and were subsequently compelled to return to work
having accepted an arbitration process. The colonial administration’s actions were bitterly
criticised in the pages of La Lutte Sociale, with the tactic of forced mobilisation coming
under particular attack in the light of their recent service during the war. Once more, the
postwar state’s betrayal of the worker was centre-stage, though in this instance it was the
specific case of the railway worker that was highlighted:
Ces braves poilus qui ont sauvé la France, ces brave cheminots sans lesquels, il faut
bien le dire, nous n’aurions pas eu la victoire, ces cheminots qui pendant les cinq ans,
avec des moyens de fortune limités, des auxiliaires inexpérimentés, ont assuré un
service des plus pénibles, ils ont bien mérité de la Patrie…
Seulement voilà, c’est d’hier cela, et c’est déjà terriblement vieux. Ces braves poilus
sont devenus, pour la plupart, des prolétaires… On n’a plus besoin du sang et de la
jeunesse de ceux-ci, et le dévouement et le surmenage de ceux-là ne sont plus de
circonstance, alors ?67
This denunciation of the abandonment of the wartime ‘moral economy of sacrifice’ was
accompanied by an appeal to railway workers to realise that the only true division in society
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was that of class and thus, embrace revolutionary internationalism.68 The radicalisation of the
railway workers had begun.

The outbreak of a mass strike among the railway workers of the PLM Corporation in the
metropole in late February 1920 offered the cheminots of Algeria their first chance to pursue
their new strategic and ideological agenda. What began as a local strike in the Parisian suburb
of Villeneuve-Saint-Georges in mid-February soon spread across the PLM network in the
metropole, with the Fédération Nationale finally declaring a general strike on February
28th.69 The CGT declared its support for the nationalisation of the railways as part of its wider
campaign for increased state intervention in the economy.70 In Algeria, the regional Union of
Railway Workers addressed an appeal to the public on February 21st condemning the French
state’s treatment of the worker who had fought to defend the Patrie. In a pre-emptive defence
of the coming strike action, the union once more sought to contrast the profiteering and false
promises of the ruling classes with the nobility of the poilu-ouvrier:
Il parait que la classe bourgeoise, qui nous faisait risette il y a quelques jours à peine,
quand il y avait du sang à verser, se repent aujourd’hui de son geste hypocrite.
Nous ne sommes plus le brave ouvrier, le glorieux poilu, le héros qu’ils glorifiaient !
Nous ne sommes plus que l’ouvrier, le sale ouvrier, l’ignoble miséreux, bon tout juste à
exploiter.
…aujourd’hui, ceux qui te couvraient de fleurs hier veulent t’arracher la journée de huit
heures… ils nous font voir qu’ils placent leur intérets, leur argent, au-dessus de tout, tu
entends bien, même de cette Patrie au nom de qui ils réclamaient ton sang et celui des
tiens.71
In this narrative, the strikers, far from betraying the Nation, were in fact saving it from the
profiteers and capitalists whose only goal was the accumulation of wealth. They alone held
the moral monopoly on the future of the Nation.

In the end, the radical rhetoric of the union’s Algerian branch was countered by the
pragmatism of the moderate majority in the Fédération des Cheminots, who signed up to a
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government brokered agreement with the employers. While the moderates in the Fédération
and in the CGT celebrated what they considered to be a victory, the growing radical wings in
both organisations were harshly critical of the decision to settle the strike.72 In the months
that followed, dissent spread among railway workers, culminating in the rejection of class
collaboration and the election of a radical majority under Gaston Monmousseau at the
national congress in late April.73 When the new revolutionary leadership of the Fédération
called for a nationwide strike on May 1st, the moderate majority in the CGT quickly declared
a general strike in an effort to take control of the movement.74 Thus, the Fédération, the CGT
and thousands of workers across France and the Empire embarked on a strike with the shared
goal of nationalising the railways but with radically different conceptions of where such a
nationalisation should lead and how it could be achieved.

On the ground in Algeria, the goals of the strike were also unclear. Although rail workers
across the colony responded in great numbers to the strike order, they did not present a
common programme of demands.75 The representatives of the 1037 striking railway workers
of Bône, a stronghold of the revolutionary radicals, combined demands for trade union
recognition, the eight hour day and the nationalisation of the railway with a call for the
nationalisation of the means of production, a normalisation of relations with Soviet Russia
and an end to colonial warfare in Syria.76 In contrast, the sous-préfet of Sétif claimed that
striking workers in his city had sent a delegation to assure him that their demands were
restricted to ‘the defence of their material interests’ and that they ‘refused to express
solidarity with revolutionary elements’.77

While confusion reigned among the strikers, the opponents of the Left in the colony
mobilised to smash the strike. Once more, the defenders of strike action evoked their recent
participation in the Great War to legitimise their cause and denigrate their adversaries. An
open letter that appeared in the pages of Demain on May 10th drew an explicit parallel
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between the striking workers and the heroic poilus, comparing the propertied classes to the
hated Germans:
Ce sont des cheminots, ils ont fait leur devoir de 1914 à 1918 sur le front comme à
l’arrière et ils sont aussi miséreux aujourd’hui qu’ils l’étaient hier, ils ont donné tout à
la France.
Puis là, voyez ces milliers aussi de propriétaires, de richissimes cultivateurs et
viticulteurs, les rois du bled et leurs amis, les gros commerçants, industriels.
… Ils oublient qu’ils ont été les profiteurs de la guerre…les boches n’ont pas fait pire.78
This attempt to mobilise the wartime participation of the rail workers and their proletarian
brothers highlights once again the understanding, shared across political divides, that the
Great War was the central font of political legitimacy.

The rhetorical flourishes of Demain were not sufficient, however, to counter the concerted
actions of the state and large swathes of civil society to crush the strike. The combination of
brutal repression and internal division led to the strike’s collapse by the end of May, a defeat
from which the Left in Algeria would not recover for over a decade.79 The strike further
exacerbated tensions within the labour movement, accelerating the split between the
Communists and the Socialists and the subsequent scission within the CGT. In the years that
followed, the embittered railway workers would form the backbone of the Algerian section of
the Communist Party, with the party’s local branches almost mapping directly onto the train
network.80 The strike would remain a bone of contention between the Socialists and the
Communists, both of whom blamed the other for the failure of the last great movement that
sought to radically change the postwar settlement.81

If the general strike of 1920 was a disaster for the labour movement in France and in Algeria,
it also represented a great success for the adversaries of the Left, who organised and
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mobilised to crush the strike action and maintain the integrity of the capitalist imperialist
state. The evocation of the Great War played an important role in this success, as the Algerian
Right rallied to defend the hard-won victory on the battlefields.
“Defending Victory”82: Opposing the Left’s Vision of Postwar Algeria
For the opponents of the Left in Algeria, it was the programme of radical reform supported
by the labour movement that represented the real betrayal of the fallen soldiers. While they
may have shared some of the concerns articulated by the Left about the postwar abandonment
of the ‘moral economy of sacrifice’, they most certainly did not share a commitment to the
solutions proposed by the labour movement in the colony. From the outset, the mainstream
press in the colony, leading political figures of the colonial administration and a whole range
of civil society organisations challenged the Left’s vision for postwar Algeria. They were
united in their belief that the Left’s programme constituted a grave danger for the future of
the colony and of France. The implication was clear: support for the radical programme of the
Left would see France and Algeria snatch defeat from the jaws of victory.

The mainstream press in the colony played a key role in articulating a vision of postwar
Algeria that refuted the class narrative promoted by the Left. In its opening editorial on
January 1st 1919, L’Echo d’Oran employed an argument that would become the central
rhetorical strategy of the Left’s opponents over the years that followed. Demanding an end to
the ‘hideous class struggle, the fratricidal struggle’, the article called for a future grounded in
the ‘collaboration and association of Capital and Labour’.83 A similar editorial in L’Echo
d’Alger in March of that year echoed this argument, asserting that 1919 represented a
crossroads for Algeria and that ‘an era of prosperity’ could only be secured by ‘uniting the
interests of Capital and Labour’.84 The demand for a perpetuation of the Union Sacrée, and
the subjugation of social claims to the necessities of national defence and reconstruction that
this implied, lay at the heart of the rhetoric of the opponents of the Left. Thus, even before
the labour movement had begun to assert itself in the ‘syndicalist spring’, the non-Socialist
press had developed a counter-narrative that sought to delegitimise the Left’s calls for reform.
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The events of the ‘syndicalist spring’ served to reinforce this counter-narrative. The hostility
of the press toward the labour movement was fuelled by the strikes and mass marches of mid1919 leading to an even more radical discourse of condemnation. The columnist Jules
Rouanet presented an idealised view of the social unity occasioned by the war and denounced
those who now seemed ready to betray it:
Ce qui fut admirable pendant la guerre, ce fut la fraternité d’armes.
Venus de toutes les catégories sociales et des milieux les plus divers, les soldats ne
connurent qu’un sentiment : s’aimer parce qu’ils étaient les enfants de la même Patrie,
s’aimer pour s’entraider…
Les triomphateurs ont mis bas leurs armes de guerre et voici que menacent de reparaitre
les luttes fratricides entre fils victorieux de la même patrie ; voici que renaissent les
conflits qui peuvent trahir la paix et compromettre l’œuvre sublime conquise sur les
champs de bataille.85
While the essential content of the argument had changed little from the editorials in early
1919, the tone had become much more violent. Rouanet not only denounced the labour
movement as potentially ‘betraying the peace’ but went on to describe ‘class struggle’ as a
‘crime’ that could ‘compromise five years of sacrifice’ and ‘rob France of the fruits of
victory’.86 Alfred Cazes, the principal columnist at L’Echo d’Oran, specifically attacked the
labour movement as the tool of Russian Communists, raising the spectre of the ‘political
strike’ led by the ‘men of Petrograd’. His vision of postwar society was one in which social
hierarchy remained firmly in place and the unity of the nation was guaranteed by the
perpetuation of the established order.87 The spirited defence of the Union Sacrée offered by
the columnists of the mainstream press in Algeria ignored the important role played by the
leaders of the Left in shaping industrial policy during the war and in securing limited
concessions for the working class. Instead, they presented the Left as the enemy of national
unity, arguing that its attempts to claim some form of compensation for the working-classes
were simply a cover for its desire to overthrow capitalism and imperil the hard won victory in
the Great War.
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Within civil society, it was the emergent veterans’ movement that led the charge against the
Left. The more conservative organisations aligned themselves with the Union Nationale des
Combattants (UNC) which had firmly opposed the Left from the early days of 1919.88 In
advance of May Day, the UNC issued an appeal to French workers, carried in the pages of La
Dépêche Algérienne, calling on workers and patrons to remain ‘united like at the frontlines’
and thus ensure that the ‘immense sacrifice of the living and the dead was not in vain’.89 At
the forefront of the veterans’ associations’ campaign stood their particular understanding of
the moral economy of postwar society, grounded in the “primacy of the veteran”, a topic
discussed in detail in Chapter IV. Thus, while they too preached the conciliation of workers
and patrons, they were more inclined to critique the post-war order and its failure to
guarantee a livelihood for returning veterans. The local UNC affiliated newspaper in the
department of Algiers, Joseph Asicone’s Le Mutilé de l’Algérie, acknowledged the
difficulties facing demobilised soldiers, particularly the high cost of living, and railed against
the injustice of a system that failed to reward those who fought to preserve it. However, its
central target remained the Left, which it claimed restricted the right to work by imposing the
‘obligatory strike’ on workers, a tactic that was judged ‘as ineffective as it is odious’.90 In
contrast, the more centrist associations, including the Amicale des Mutilés du Département
d’Alger, the central focus of Chapter IV, remained, for the time being, focused on the
demands of veterans and reserved their attacks for the war profiteers and their ‘scandalous
fortunes’.91 It would take the revolutionary strike wave of spring 1920 to rally these
organisations against the Left in Algeria.

Conscious of the threat that veterans’ organisations could pose to the collective action of the
labour movement, the Left’s propaganda attempted to court working-class veterans by
combining its calls for a new moral basis for the postwar economy with attacks on bourgeois
veteran leaders. As early as April 1919, La Lutte Sociale was warning veterans not to entrust
their future to bourgeois philanthropists whose good intentions could not affect the change
necessary for a just postwar order.92 Class struggle was the only solution. By late 1919, with
the ever-increasing sense that conservative veterans’ association constituted a bulwark of the
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established order against the Left, Socialists in Algiers issued a direct appeal to veterans to
reject associations that had become nothing more than a vehicle to ‘organise devotion’ to the
conservative political class. They asked veterans not to compromise their ‘just cause’ by
delegating their moral authority to ‘stooges who seek only to secure positions, resources and
even revenue for themselves’.93 For the moment, the Left’s attacks on the veterans’
organisations remained targeted at the conservative movements. It was only in 1920, when
the Socialists’ prediction seemed borne out by the mobilisation of veterans’ associations
across Algeria against the striking workers, that the veterans’ movement as a whole came
under attack from the Left.

As class tensions rose in both colony and metropole and the prospect of a conflict between
the government and the labour movement grew increasingly likely, a new column in the
pages of La Dépêche Algérienne sought to give voice to the fears of the middle-class. The
first in what would become a long-running series of articles under the title ‘Questions
Sociales : Lettres à un Ouvrier’ and penned by an author only identified as ‘un bourgeois’
was published on January 23rd 1920. In it, the author, a middle-class veteran described seeing
an old working-class friend from his Army days at a meeting in Algiers, ‘a superb Zouave’
who he considered ‘more than a comrade, than a devoted brother-in-arms, a friend, a true
friend’. Recalling the shared suffering of their wartime experience, he affirmed that ‘at no
moment in our trials and our suffering, did we worry about the other’s social origins’. But
now, returned from the front, his working-class comrade refused to use the familiar form of
address with a man he considered his class enemy.94 The author claimed that his former
friend had been led astray by the machinations of a trade union and vowed to use his column
to convince him and all those workers who had fought for France that the Victory could be
best safeguarded by respecting the status quo. He echoed the defence of the Union Sacrée
promoted in the mainstream conservative press in Algeria since early 1919. He specifically
invoked the military discipline that had successfully executed the defence of the Patrie,
arguing that workers should leave the direction of the economy and of society to those with
the appropriate expertise and authority:
Rappelle-toi là-bas. Il nous arrivait parfois de ne rien comprendre à ce que les chefs
nous demandaient… toute cette chose compliquée qu’est une bataille nous échappait.
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Et, pourtant, nous allions là où nous devions aller parce que nous savions que les chefs
avaient monté la machine avec l’interdépendance de tous les rouages.95
For the ‘bourgeois’, the survival and success of postwar society depended on the perpetuation
of the fraternity of the trenches, a form of class collaboration that did not challenge the
existing class (or colonial) structure.

Never one to miss an opportunity to engage in a polemic, the Socialist newspaper in Algiers,
Demain, published a direct response days later under the title ‘Questions Sociales : Réponses
à un Bourgeois’, written in popular, working-class dialect and signed by ‘un travailleur
syndiqué’. This unionised worker did not dispute his former comrade-in-arms’ account of a
friendship grounded in the common sufferings of the trench but argued that the inherent
injustice of the postwar order made the continuation of such a bond impossible. While the
bourgeois had returned from the war and took up his position at the head of a company, the
worker-soldier was left to wallow in poverty, waiting in vain for compensation from the
French state. The joy of victory was not sufficient to feed his family:
J’en suis revenu couvert de gloire, mais, mon vieux, la gloire, ça ne se mange pas, et si
j’avais attendu pour croûter la reconnaissance de la France, il y a belle lurette que je
serais clampsé.96
The trade union alone provided him with the means of survival. He declared himself
particularly ‘disturbed’ by the bourgeois’ use of the example of wartime military discipline to
defend a hierarchical capitalist economy, declaring that his former comrade had obviously
‘learned nothing from the war’. Like all workers, he had fought for ‘a better world’ and was
dismayed with the postwar settlement in which the ‘world was only better for one category’,
that of the bourgeois. The worker openly repudiated class collaboration:
On commence à se rendre compte que la collaboration de classes est un leurre et ne
peut que raffermir le régime capitaliste chancelant.97
Thus, although the worker recognised the reality of the “fraternity of arms” during the war,
he argued that this was and would always remain subordinate to class loyalty. The legacy of
the war was not the unity of all those who had fought in the trenches but rather the unjust
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distribution of compensation by the French state to those who had (or even had not) fought to
defend it. Once more, the conflict between Left and Right was framed as a clash between the
“fraternity of arms” and the “equality of sacrifice”.

The events of early 1920 provoked a mass mobilisation in the colony against the strikers that
deliberately recalled the mobilisation of 1914. Working together, the leaders of the
administration, the mainstream press and the vast majority of veterans’ associations organised
against the labour movement by arguing that the future of France, and in particular that of
Algeria, was in peril. Faced with the first railway strike of late February/early March, a group
of businessmen who had served in the war and were now organised in the Fédération des
Commerçants et Industriels Mobilisés built a broad coalition of veterans’ associations to
counter the threat from the Left. This new alliance, which incorporated supposedly centrist
organisations such as the Amicale des Mutilés du Département d’Alger, issued a ‘manifesto
of the Algerian patriotic groups’ under the title ‘Veterans and the Demobilised against the
General Strike’ that was carried in the pages of the mainstream conservative press. It
affirmed the ‘right and the duty’ of those ‘who had made supreme sacrifices’ for France ‘to
make their voices heard when the Patrie is under threat’. A general strike would, it affirmed,
‘ruin our industry and commerce under the mocking eye of the satisfied boche’, leading to the
‘decline of victorious France’. The actions of ordinary members of the labour movement
were, it argued, based on a misunderstanding of the true meaning of the great motto of the
Republic:
S’il n’y a pas un seul Français, digne de ce nom, qui n’ait pas son cœur imprégné des
idées de Liberté et d’Egalité, n’oublions pas que ces deux mots ne sont rien sans le
troisième, le plus grand : la Fraternité.98
For the veterans’ associations and the wider forces opposed to the Left in Algeria, the
“fraternity of arms” had to take priority over “the equality of sacrifice” if France’s glorious
victory was not to be thrown away.

This attempt by the veterans’ associations to monopolise the memory of the war and mobilise
it in defence of the capitalist system did not go unanswered by the Left in Algeria. The Oran
branch of the leftist Association Républicaine des Anciens Combattants (ARAC) attacked the
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manifesto as the work of organisations that ‘under a disguised form, are, for the most part
controlled by employers’, claiming that they served only to provide strike-breaking labour. It
asserted that the workers were simply seeking to realise their ‘just demands against the
rapacious companies’ who refused to countenance the nationalisation of the rail system. The
ARAC alone would protect the interests of those workers who had fought for France.99
Where the coalition of veterans’ associations had grounded their appeal in the language of the
Union Sacrée and class collaboration, the ARAC sought to mobilise the working-class
veteran by raising the prospect of a postwar order that enforced a version of the “wartime
social morality” that was distinctly egalitarian.

When Revolution seemed to be on the horizon, with the outbreak of the general strike of May
1920, the ‘patriotic groups’ quickly swung into action. Across France, business owners,
conservative politicians and veterans’ associations had begun to form Unions Civiques to
prepare the resistance to the coming strike. Up to forty such groups existed across the
metropole by the time the strike broke out.100 Two days after strike action began in Algeria,
an editorial in La Dépêche Algérienne cited the precedent of the ‘strike-breaking leagues’ in
metropolitan France, calling on the ‘citizens, friends of work and order’ to follow their
example and organise against the ‘antipatriotic, anti-Algerian revolutionary’ labour
movement.101 That evening an Assembly of Veterans met in Algiers with a view to forming
an organisation ‘that would provide ‘an army of civil volunteers’ to replace striking workers.
The motions voted by the Assembly were steeped in references to the Great War, as the
veterans declared themselves ‘ready to sacrifice our lives for France’ in order to ensure that
‘our victory will not be sabotaged’. They claimed total ownership of France’s success in the
Great War, ignoring the fact that many of the striking workers were themselves veterans of
the conflict.102 The Assembly even went as far as to draw a direct parallel between the
strikers and the Germans, asserting that they would remain ‘as united against the enemy
within as they had been against the enemy without’.103 The adversaries of the Left, with the
veterans’ associations at their head, were seeking to reproduce not so much the moral unity of
purpose of the Union Sacrée as its strictly hierarchical discipline.
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The foundation of the Ligue Civique d’Alger ‘under the auspices of various associations of
veterans of the Great War’ on May 3rd was soon replicated in all the major centres of
population across the colony. The declared goal of mobilising society, and in particular
veterans, to ‘once again save the Patrie’ was shared across the range of diverse organisations
that sprang up in towns and cities throughout Algeria.104 In the city of Blida, Joseph Ascione,
a key figure among right-wing veterans (see Chapter IV), presided over the local Ligue
Civique, issuing a call for striking workers to return to work ‘out of respect for the dead, for
the mutilated, for the war widows, the orphans, for your comrades who have returned from
the front and suffer’.105 The liguers of the town of Isserville (Boumerdès) condemned the
strike as the work of revolutionaries who had been ‘embusqués’ during the war and now
sought to ‘sabotage the victory’.106 In Tiaret, the local Ligue Civique was directed by a retired
officer who had played a key role in the repression of the 1916 revolt in the Belezma area of
the Sud-Constantinois. He showed a similar zeal for violence in his dealings with local
striking railway workers, leading 400 men in a vicious attack against them and driving them
out of the town.107 Indeed, in many of the smaller towns across the colony, where striking
workers were few in number and relatively isolated from their comrades, the mobilisation of
the civil population and especially ex-combatants took on a militaristic and often violent
character.108 The colonial context in which, as we shall see below, any threat to the existing
social order was also perceived as a subversion of European hegemony facilitated a greater
recourse to violence than would have been tolerated in a metropolitan setting.

In the colony’s capital, the Ligue Civique claimed to have recruited 6000 members by May
7th, who, it claimed, were drawn from all social and professional backgrounds.109 The group’s
first official meeting demonstrated, however, that one section dominated the group as a
whole: the veterans. Article Six of the Ligue Civique’s statutes stipulated that only veterans
who had seen action during the war could serve on the group’s Executive Committee.
Maurice Van Ghèle, the first president of the Amicale des Mutilés du Département d’Alger
was elected to preside over the Ligue. In his acceptance speech, Van Ghèle vowed that the
members of the Ligue would act as the ‘interpreters of the 1700000 dead poilus’, intervening
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when necessary to ensure the defeat of those who sought to ‘deprive the Nation of the
benefits of a victory so dearly bought with the blood of her children’.110 The meeting closed
with the formation of a ‘Garde Civique’, an auxiliary force that would use former
combattants to maintain public order in the city.111 The veterans of Algiers had appointed
themselves guardians of the security of the state, conferring the legitimacy their wartime
service had granted them on the repression of the labour movement in the colony.
By May 14th, the Ligues Civiques had federated at a colony-wide level as the Ligue Civique
Algérienne, claiming some 20000 members,112 a similar membership to that of the CGT in
the colony.113 This umbrella structure continued to shroud itself in the cloak of legitimacy of
the veterans, rejecting claims that it was a front for the interests of big capitalists:
Constituée et dirigée par les Mutilés et les Anciens Combattants restés fidèles à l’idéal de
droit et de liberté pour lequel ils ont lutté et souffert pendant la dernière guerre, la Ligue
Civique n’est à la solde de personne !114
It, and its affiliated organisations, had, however, received much support both from the
administrative authorities and the representative bodies of commerce and finance in the
colony. The Conseil Général of the department of Algiers voted on May 7th to grant a
subvention of 3000 Frs to the Ligue Civique to aid its ‘defence of the freedom to work’.115
That same day the Governor General issued a communiqué praising the Ligues Civiques as
the embodiment of the population’s ‘reprobation of the revolutionary movement’.116
Although it is beyond dispute that the Ligues succeeded in mobilising thousands across the
colony, veterans of the Great War in particular, the protestations of its leaders that they were
independent of both the interests of big business and the administration were, at best,
disingenuous.
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Unsurprisingly, the Left bitterly rejected the attempt of the conservative veterans in the
Ligues to monopolise the political legitimacy of the wartime sacrifice. An open letter
addressed to the colony’s veterans and authored by a ‘decorated veteran’ appeared in the
pages of Demain on May 8th denouncing the leaders of the Ligues Civiques as ‘a handful of
clowns’ who did not represent the ‘mass of veterans’. The ‘true veterans’, ‘who had learned
from the war’, emerged from the horrors of the trenches ready to fight not only those who
‘forced them into the carnage’ but also those ‘who had not denounced the profiteers of death’.
They were firmly on ‘the side of the exploited’.117 La Lutte Sociale echoed this attack,
dismissing Oran’s Union Civique as a ‘collection of cretins’ in the service of the Chamber of
Commerce and suggesting it should be renamed ‘Union Cynique’.118 The Union des
Syndicats du Département d’Alger, which bore the brunt of the coordinated action of the
Ligue Civique, launched a stinging attack on what it called the ‘League of Swindlers’, once
again challenging the ligueurs’ attempt to claim the symbolic capital of the Great War for
themselves alone. It roundly condemned the leaders of veterans’ associations as careerists,
affirming that ‘real veterans’ understood that the Left’s cause was just:
Une fois de plus on essaye de te tromper et, pour cela, on te parle de Patrie, de Devoir
on te parle de Combattants, de Mutilés (une poignée d’intrigants qui se servent de leur
association comme tremplin) …
Sache également que le combattant, le vrai, celui qui a souffert … est à nos côtés, car il
a compris que ces Patriotes nouveau style sont ceux pour qui le mot Patrie est
synonyme de Portemonnaie.119
The Left’s rhetoric, asserting that it represented the true interests of veterans, served a dual
purpose, seeking to simultaneously undermine the legitimacy of the Ligues’ leadership while
also highlighting the injustice of a postwar order that had disregarded the ‘moral economy of
wartime sacrifice’. Far from redressing the failings of postwar society, the Left argued that
the Ligues were working to preserve them, even expand them, by using a false new-found
patriotism to mobilise society in the defence of the property of the profiteers. This was the
ultimate betrayal of those who had served France.
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Although neither the Left nor the Right managed to completely impose their vision of the
Great War on the whole of Algerian society in the immediate postwar moment, it is clear that
it was the Right that emerged victorious from the conflict of 1920. There is little doubt that
the “fraternity of arms” grounded in class collaboration won out over the drive for a postwar
economy based on the “equality of sacrifice”. At a national level, a hostile government,
working in tandem with a mobilised and conservative civil society, took decisive action to
crush the labour movement. In this, they were facilitated by the internal divisions of the Left
itself. In Algeria, each of these factors were compounded for the Left by the reality of the
colonial situation. The ever-present ‘indigenous question’ would complicate the Left’s
attempt to build a coherent vision for a postwar Algeria while allowing the Right to expand
its claim to be defending the victory of France, to encompass 1830 as well as 1914. A call to
reconstruct society on a moral and egalitarian basis was all the more difficult to sustain in the
colonial context where even the European working-class enjoyed the perks of racial privilege.
The Left was then faced with the thorny question: Where did the indigenous population fit in
its vision of a new postwar Algeria?
Fraternity of Arms or Equality of Sacrifice: The Postwar Left and the “Indigenous question”
The place of the indigenous both within the movements and within the ideology of the Left in
colonial Algeria has been the subject of extensive research by historians. However, with the
notable exception of the work of Gilbert Meynier and Ahmed Koulaksiss, these studies have
largely focused on the period following the Congress of Tours, examining divisions between
and within the Socialist and Communist movements around the “indigenous question”.120
Thus, the Left’s position on the indigenous in the immediate postwar moment has hitherto
been largely overlooked.
In the dying years of the war, socialists in Algeria may have embraced the notion that the
social order was set to change radically, but they did not envisage such a transformation of
the colonial order. The pre-war SFIO’s programme had called for the abolition of the most
abusive elements of the colonial system, the expropriation of land and the Indigénat, while
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stressing the role education should play in “civilising” the indigenous masses.121 In light of
the mass participation of indigenous Algerians in the war, both as soldiers and as workers, it
seemed possible, even probable, that this programme of limited reform would be
implemented by a government nominally committed to colonial reform. An article in Le
Droit du Peuple Nord-Africain in March 1918 suggested that the ‘fraternity of arms’ between
indigenous and European should pave the way for a ‘social fraternity’ and ‘political
fraternity’.122 The concept of equality was studiously avoided. The article endorsed the
reforms proposed by Clemenceau in January 1918, the basis of the subsequent Loi Jonnart,
hardly a disavowal of European supremacy. As the events of the immediate postwar period in
Algeria would demonstrate, the Socialists, and especially their allies in the trade union
movement, understood ‘social fraternity and political fraternity’ in much the same way as
soldiers had understood the ‘fraternity of arms’: unity of action not equality of status. Here
the parallel with the Right’s rhetoric towards the working-classes is striking, with the broad
notion of fraternity taking precedence over the specific concept of equality.

This reticence of elements of the Left to embrace radical colonial reform notwithstanding, the
fringes of right-wing opinion in the colony were alarmed at the prospect of a Left-nationalist
alliance. The threat posed by the mobilisation of indigenous workers behind the banner of the
labour movement was raised as soon as wartime censorship was relaxed. While the
mainstream press, in line with its commitment to the “fraternity of arms”, continued to speak
of ‘nos frères indigènes’,123 the populist right-wing publicist Charles Collomb used his
journal L’Evolution Nord-Africaine to rail against a subversive alliance between the Left and
Muslim nationalists. In an article entitled ‘La CGT Islamique’, he described efforts to
unionise indigenous workers as the preparation ‘of a sort of war machine against the
Frenchmen of Algeria’.124 Collomb’s rhetoric was ahead of the curve in an immediate
postwar Algeria where the desire to perpetuate the Union Sacrée ensured that open hostility
to the indigenous was not employed by the mainstream Right. It did hint, however, at
rhetorical strategies that would subsequently be employed by the mainstream press and by
colonial administrators resisting the radical strikes of 1920.
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The irruption of the indigenous worker into the public consciousness in the colony came with
the mass mobilisation of May Day 1919. While indigenous workers had previously taken part
in May Days in Algeria, the large numbers who turned out across the colony on May 1st 1919
were unprecedented.125 The conservative press reported the indigenous participation with a
certain trepidation, while the more radical Right, including Charles Collomb and the Bulletin
du Comité de l’Afrique Française openly denounced the presence of ‘Arabs’ alongside
Europeans.126 The Socialist press stressed ‘fraternal’ nature of the marches, that grouped
together not just ‘Arabs’ and ‘Frenchmen’ but also ‘Jews and Spaniards’, indeed ‘all those
with calloused hands’. United in action, they abandoned any ‘hatred and prejudice’ they once
held in their hearts.127 Neither the ordre du jour adopted by the marchers in Algiers nor that
approved by their comrades in Oran specifically mentioned the demands of indigenous
workers, choosing instead to subsume them into the wider call for a more economically just
postwar settlement.128 In Oran, the crowd was addressed by three indigenous speakers. First
to speak was Saïd Façi of the Union of Primary School teachers, a naturalised French citizen
married to a Frenchwoman. He addressed the crowd in French. This was followed by
speeches in Arabic by the dockers Sahroui and Zétouni.129 Façi’s speech, the only one of
which a record remains, paid no special attention to indigenous grievances, denouncing in
general terms ‘social iniquities, the oppression of Capital’ and calling for unity in service of
the ‘common ideal’.130 In a striking parallel with the activities of the veterans’ movements,
who would become the sworn enemies of the labour movement in the years that followed,
specifically indigenous demands were obscured in the protests of May 1st 1919 in favour of a
wider discourse denouncing the government’s failure to provide for the working-class in
general (See Chapter IV).

Despite its symbolic importance, there is little trace in the sources of indigenous participation
in the strikes of 1919 and the campaign against la vie chère. The indigenous worker is
notable by his absence in the pages of the Socialist press throughout this period. The
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dominance of a “class struggle” narrative largely obscured any differentiation between
striking workers. Cases of class trumping race did occur. Famously the indigenous dockers of
Algiers refused to handle wine imports until the price of this European staple was reduced.131
The European-dominated Amicale des Instituteurs called for equal pay conditions for their
indigenous comrades. The dockers of Mostaganem, in contravention of the law of March 21st
1884, elected a majority of indigenous members to the central committee of their union, who
in turn voted to strike for the reduction of wine prices.132 This solidarity, however, was
neither universal nor permanent. In May 1919, indigenous workers in the mining town of
Mokta-el-Hadid, joined the strike of their European comrades, refusing to obey their caïd’s
order to return to work.133 Months later the Europeans, who enjoyed superior salaries and
working conditions, returned to work while the indigenous continued their strike,
condemning the ‘cowardice’ of their European colleagues.134 The employment of indigenous
workers as strike-breakers also had the potential to undermine cross-community solidarity.135
Thus, the primacy of the class struggle was neither a rhetorical invention of the Left nor an
accurate reflection of the complexity of the intersection between race and class in the
industrial unrest of 1919.

The language of claims-making adopted by the Left in this immediate postwar moment,
blending socialist internationalism with a discourse centred on the ‘moral economy of
wartime sacrifice’, was universal in its potential. It encompassed all those communities who
had contributed to National Defence. It also, however, allowed for the possibility that
communities whose wartime participation had been carried out differently could be rewarded
differently. Thus, while the trade unions pursued a campaign of class struggle that claimed to
unify European and indigenous workers, the political Left offered a vision of reform that did
not extend equality and citizenship status to the indigenous. The Socialist Party’s Oran
branch devolved “indigenous policy” to an exceptional indigenous figure, Saïd Façi.136 Façi,
whose citizenship differentiated him from the vast majority of indigenous Algerians, called
for the abolition of measures of exception and for the naturalisation within the personal status
of ‘all those who spilled their blood for France’ but insisted on the need to educate the masses
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before allowing them to accede to citizenship.137 This policy platform, an expanded Loi
Jonnart that allowed for a limited naturalisation within the status, allowed the Left to set
aside the “indigenous question” and focus on a class struggle that obscured the very real
racial discriminations facing indigenous workers.

The role of indigenous workers in the strikes of 1919 and the campaign against la vie chère is
difficult to assess. Under the provisions of the law of March 21st 1884, indigenous Algerians
were legally entitled to join (but not to lead) a trade union, a right not accorded to indigenous
subjects elsewhere in the Empire.138 However, the constant threat of punishment under the
Indigénat for a ‘hostile act against French sovereignty’ militated against indigenous
participation in union activity.139 Furthermore, the vast majority of the indigenous population,
tied to labour on the land, remained largely unaware of a labour movement that was, on the
whole, confined to large urban areas. Nonetheless, the colonial authorities were clearly
alarmed at the potential alliance emerging between working-class Europeans and the
indigenous. Any strike involving indigenous workers could potentially pose a threat to the
colonial system by replacing racial hierarchy with class struggle.140 As the situation in the
colony radicalised, the authorities and the opponents of the labour movement would move to
highlight what they presented as the unbreakable link between social revolution and anticolonial revolution in an effort to discredit the Left and legitimise the repression of the labour
movement.

The authorities’ attitude to indigenous involvement in the Left’s class struggle campaign
proved somewhat ambiguous. A series of monthly reports submitted to the Governor General
specifically discussing indigenous participation in the ‘mouvement social’ throughout 1919
and 1920 provides an insight into how this was understood by administrators. The report for
May 1919 described indigenous involvement in trade unionism as ‘passive’ and ‘without
political significance’. It expressed satisfaction that May Day had seen ‘no exclusively
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indigenous’ marches but worried about the presence of indigenous workers alongside their
European comrades in the marches of May 1st and in strikes throughout the month.141 Action
taken by indigenous workers alone was considered potentially subversive of the colonial
hierarchy. However, European trade union leaders, it was feared, could radicalise the
supposedly naive indigenous workers, converting them to the cause of revolution. Reports in
the months that followed underlined the continued support of urban indigenous workers for
the trade unions, increasing propaganda activity in the countryside and the role of returned
colonial workers in spreading radical ideas.142 In particular, as the municipal elections drew
closer, and with them the prospect of an alliance between the Left and the khalédistes,
colonial administrators looked with concern at the labour movement’s engagement with
indigenous workers.143 This was coupled with a fear that worsening conditions in the
countryside, where administrators were witnessing the first indications of the famine that
would afflict the colony from mid-1920 until 1922, were leading the indigenous to embrace
violence. Yet the widespread sense that indigenous workers ‘remained indifferent to the
political suggestions of certain European agitators’ meant that for colonial administrators the
real threat to European hegemony came not from the urban indigenous proletariat but rather
from the new indigenous elite.144 Conscious of the mobilising potential among the European
community of the image of the mass of indigenous workers and peasants challenging the
existing social and political structure, the colonial authorities and the wider opponents of the
Left in the colony would evoke this threat when faced with the revolutionary strikes of 1920.

The strikes of 1920 bore witness to the continuing cross-community solidarity among
Algeria’s working classes. Although indigenous workers joined their European comrades in
strike action across the colony in both February and May of that year, the pages of the
Socialist press made little express mention of indigenous involvement. The May Day
marches of 1920, which attracted larger crowds and a higher proportion of indigenous
workers than the previous years, are prime examples of the primacy of class over race in the
Left's discourse.145 The pages of La Lutte Sociale presented the class unity on display in
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Oran’s march as the direct result of the horrors of the war, which had proven to the workingclasses that ‘behind the mask of patriotism’ lurks the ‘insatiable appetite’ for profit of the
capitalists.146 Here, and indeed throughout the subsequent strikes, indigenous participation
was framed in terms of a wider class consciousness that drew heavily on the experience of the
war.

If the Left’s discourse around indigenous participation changed little between the ‘syndicalist
spring’ of 1919 and the revolutionary strikes of 1920, the same cannot be said for the
discourse of its opponents. Whereas in 1919, the evocation of the threat posed by indigenous
involvement in strike action to the colonial hierarchy had been confined to the margins of
political debate, the 1920 strikes saw the figure of the radicalised indigenous worker move
centre stage. In what would become a recurring trend throughout the interwar period (see
Chapter III), the opponents of the Left in Algeria combined metropolitan discourse,
condemning the strikes as a threat to the Nation’s postwar unity and survival, with a
specifically colonial reference to the menace the indigenous represented for the Empire’s
survival. The mainstream press denounced the striking workers as ‘traitors to France and
Algeria’ who were failing to meet their mutual obligation to the colonial state by abandoning
‘their duty to safeguard French supremacy’.147 L’Echo d’Alger suggested that the alliance of
the Left and the “Muslim nationalists” posed an even greater existential threat to France and
Algeria than the Germans had in 1914:
Le danger est aussi grand pour l’Algérie qu’il le fut pour la France à la déclaration de
guerre. Mais cette fois, il prend une acuité d’autant plus grave que l’ennemi est à
l’intérieur et qu’il peut entrainer dans son action antifrançaise les indigènes dont
l’attitude permet toutes les craintes.148
The Governor General echoed this parallel in his address to the Délégations Financières
during the strikes. Evoking a long history of sacrifice for victory encompassing not only the
‘harrowing ordeal’ of the Great War but also the struggle against ‘hostile nature’ in Algeria,
he expressed confidence that the European community would never surrender to ‘the Sirens
of Anarchy’.149 In Oran, the head of the Union Civique de l’Oranie denounced the ‘agitators’
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who, ‘in the two years since Victory’ had undermined France, declaring that his organisation
would ‘prevent anyone from compromising the hard work accomplished by French settlers in
this land of Algeria’.150 The threat posed by an imagined alliance of revolutionaries and
indigenous nationalists served to rally large sections of Algeria’s European community
behind the forces opposing the labour movement, simultaneously legitimising and reinforcing
the efforts to crush the strikes. The resulting alliance between sections of civil society, the
mainstream press and politicians and colonial administrators was framed as a continuation of
the Union Sacrée, defending Algeria against the dual menace of left-wing revolution and
indigenous nationalism. It is clear that the whole swathe of forces opposing the Left in
Algeria understood their actions in 1920 as a defence not only of the Victory of 1914 but also
of the Victory of 1830.

The defeat of the strikes of 1920 threw the Algerian labour movement into disarray. In the
recriminations that followed, the unity of the Left behind the cause of class struggle gave way
to bitter partisan divisions in which the “indigenous question” would play an important role.
Late 1920 saw the Algerian Left vigorously debate the Twenty-One conditions laid down by
the Comintern against the backdrop of a famine afflicting the rural indigenous population.
While the Left unanimously condemned the neglect of the indigenous masses and the
arbitrary rule of law in the colony, such unity was not evident in wider debates around the
“indigenous question”. The pages of Demain played host to a variety of views on the issue,
ranging from support for a limited extension of the franchise to veterans and elites to the
rejection of the ‘old barbaric patriotism, father of the Union Sacrée’, in favour of the
revolutionary emancipation of the indigenous.151 The subsequent support of a sizable
majority on the Algerian Left for the Communists at Congrès de Tours did not, however,
mean that socialists in Algeria wholeheartedly endorsed the Communist line on the colonies.
The Eighth Condition for membership of the Comintern may have committed every party to
active opposition to imperialism, including practical support for ‘all movements of liberation’
for the ‘expulsion of its own imperialists from such colonies’.152 Nevertheless, as Emmanuel
Sivan and Alison Drew have shown, many activists believed that the specificity of Algerian
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colonialism would exempt them from the embrace of anti-imperialism.153 In the years that
followed, as Comintern leaders moved to disabuse them of this belief and as the authorities
brutally repressed the party, the grip of the Communists on the shrinking Left in the colony
loosened and the Socialists began to experience limited revival. The “indigenous question”
became a key dividing point between the different wings of the Left, meaning that the kind of
“universal” rhetoric of class struggle grounded in the postwar moral economy that had
obscured such conflicts in 1919-1920 was no longer possible. The indigenous contribution to
the Great War did continue to feature in the rhetoric of reform promoted by both the
Communists and the Socialists, as we have seen in the Blum-Viollette debates in Chapter I,
but it was never the central prism through which either wing of the Left understood or framed
the “indigenous question”.

Conclusion
For the Left in Algeria, the postwar moment represented a unique opportunity. In what was
particularly hostile territory for the ideas of universal socialism, the persistent sense that the
working-class contribution to the war had not been sufficiently rewarded opened a new
political space for the Left. Activists, whether in the Socialist Party, the trade union
movement or the pages of the left-wing press, recognised the potential arguments grounded in
the postwar ‘moral economy’ had when it came to rallying the urban working-classes in
Algeria to the cause of Labour. They sought to prolong official wartime discourses centred on
the “equality of sacrifice” into the postwar moment, arguing that the capitalist system itself
represented a breach of this essential principle. Their rhetoric spurred thousands of workers
from different ethnic backgrounds out on to the streets on May Day of 1919 and on to the
picket lines during the ‘syndicalist spring’. The Left’s attempt to broaden its support base in
late 1919 saw this same political language adapted to appeal beyond the bounds of the
industrial working-classes in the form of the campaign contre la vie chère. Activists sought to
convince both the working-classes and the petite bourgeoisie that the Left alone could be
trusted to build a postwar economy and society that respected justice and equality, the
principles upon which victory in the Great War had been secured. The evocation of the war
and the new ‘social morality’ it engendered had granted the Left in Algeria an unprecedented
level of public support.
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However, both the message and the success it secured contained within them the seeds of the
downfall of Algeria’s Left. Although the Left as a whole was committed to the reconstruction
of society on the basis of the “equality of sacrifice”, its activists did not share a common
understanding of how this vision should be realised. The unity of the immediate postwar
moment soon disintegrated, as the different factions of the Left struggled to impose their
model of a just postwar moral economy on the movement. The Left’s limited success served
to stir up their adversaries in the colony, thus initiating a spiral of radicalisation that would
lead to the unsuccessful revolutionary strikes of early 1920. Whereas previous calls for a just
postwar moral order had either been simply dismissed or appeased by the granting of specific
concessions in terms of pay and conditions, the attempt of the Left in the colony to mobilise
for the end of the capitalist system in May 1920 would be brutally crushed. Appeals in favour
of the forced imposition of the just postwar order through revolutionary syndicalism could
not compete with the mobilisation of the administration and large swathes of civil society in
defence of the status quo.

The fact that the opponents of the labour movement also framed their actions in terms of the
legacy of the Great War undermined any attempt by the Left to monopolise the symbolic
capital of the wartime sacrifice. From the outset, the mainstream conservative press had
stressed the need for a perpetuation of the Union Sacrée, directly contradicting the Left’s call
for the postwar re-ordering of society. Throughout the ‘syndicalist spring’ and the subsequent
campaign contre la vie chère these two positions were debated, with no conclusive winner.
However, the events of 1920 would change this. If the Left’s call for a perpetuation of the
“equality of sacrifice” had resonated with a significant proportion of the wider public for
much of 1919, the Right’s defence of the “fraternity of arms” became dominant in the
revolutionary context of 1920. The veterans of the Great War were put front and centre stage
in the subsequent campaign, bestowing their unique political capital on the campaign to crush
the Left. The notion, promoted by the Right, that the social order, and with it the colonial
order, was under threat successfully mobilised thousands across the colony.

In the postwar moment, the Left struggled to reconcile its commitment the “equality of
sacrifice” with its ambiguous attitude to the indigenous population. The Left’s mobilisation
of European and indigenous side-by-side under the guise of the class struggle incorporated
indigenous workers into the labour movement while simultaneously erasing their specificity
and failing to address the particular issues that faced them. While the labour movement never
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brought its declared egalitarianism to its logical conclusion by endorsing legal equality for
the indigenous, it did provide a structure and a language through which working-class
indigenous Algerians could stake their claim for compensation. In the dying days of the war,
the Left in Algeria had expressed the desire to transform “the fraternity of arms” between
European and indigenous into a form of ‘social fraternity’ and ‘political fraternity’, an
ambiguous formula that is more notable for what it did not mean, total equality, than what it
did.154 Throughout the postwar moment, this ambiguity would ensure the Left could avoid
division over this most contentious of questions for a largely European movement operating
in the context of a settler colonial society. Nonetheless, the call to replicate the equality of the
trenches in any facet of postwar society opened the door to a fundamental challenge to
European hegemony. While such a challenge did not emerge from within the Left in the
immediate postwar period, the possibility that it might do so fuelled internal division and
strengthened external opposition. These would eventually lead to the movement’s collapse in
the colony. The Left’s deliberately vague attitude to where the indigenous fit in both its
rhetoric and in its vision of a just postwar society pointed to the pitfalls of using the language
of the Great War for any cross-community organisation in colonial Algeria.

For the Left, the potential polysemy of the Great War made it an attractive but
eventually unsustainable rhetorical strategy. The Left’s recourse to a language
anchored in the Great War may have contributed to temporarily swelling its ranks
but, in the end, its inability to control the multiple meanings that could be ascribed
to this most versatile of framing strategies fuelled the tensions that would lead to its
defeat. For its opponents, the Left’s attempts to monopolise the legitimacy to be
garnered from the Great War proved relatively easy to challenge. The victory of the
“fraternity of arms” over the “equality of sacrifice” in the immediate postwar
moment secured the Right’s almost uncontested monopoly over the evocation of the
Great War in social conflicts for the subsequent two decades. In the years that
followed, the emergent extreme right in the colony would capitalise on this as it
sought
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Chapter III: Communal Contributions and Racial Hierarchies:
The Great War in the Visions of Algeria’s Movements of the Extreme
Right
The interwar period in Algeria saw the rise of a number of extreme-right movements that
would play an important role in politics in the colony. While the political significance and
ideological inspirations of these movements varied over time and across geographical spaces,
they shared a particular historical vision of Algeria’s contribution to the Great War rooted in
their wider racial understanding of the colony’s past, present and future. This was
complemented by a common rejection of representative electoral democracy, the defining
feature of the global interwar extreme right. This chapter examines how the experience of the
Great War was mobilised not only by the various extreme-right movements to promote their
alternative visions for Algeria but also by those who sought to contest the politics of racial
exclusion. It considers the way in which the extreme right and its opponents struggled over
the political meaning of the communal contribution to the Great War of the three principal
cultural groups or, as the extreme right would say, “races”: the Jewish, the Muslim and the
European communities. The history of the extreme right in interwar Algeria shows once more
that the Great War was a key rhetorical strategy for debating, delineating, defending and
defying the politics of racial boundaries that underpinned the colonial project.

The existing historiography of both the interwar extreme right and the political evolution of
interwar Algeria have left little room for the Algerian extreme right. With the notable
exception of Samuel Kalman’s recent book French Colonial Fascism: The Extreme-Right in
Algeria, 1919-1939, the success of extreme-right movements in mobilising large numbers of
the inhabitants of interwar Algeria has not received the attention it merits. The predominance
of narratives focused on the rise of Algerian nationalism have obscured the significance of
the extreme right.1 The mass popularity of these radical groups among large swathes of the
European population and their attempts, with limited success, to rally indigenous Algerians to
their cause, is an essential feature of interwar politics in Algeria and requires much closer
analysis. In the historiography of right-wing extremism, the connection between the Great
1

Pascal Blanchard, ‘La vocation fasciste de l’Algérie coloniale dans les années 1930’ in De L’Indochine à
l’Algérie : la jeunesse en mouvements des deux côtés du miroir colonial 1940-1962, (eds.) Nicolas Bancel,
Dainel Denis and Youssef Fates, (La Découverte, Paris, 2003), 177-194, 178.
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War and the rise of the extreme right in interwar Europe has been a source of a lively
scholarly debate. But while scholars of the “Old Continent” slugged it out over Greorge
Mosse’s claim that the veterans emerged from the war primed for violent political action, the
so-called ‘brutalisation thesis’,2 events in the colonies were, once again, overlooked. The
huge numbers of extreme-right activists in Algeria were also largely absent from the
prominent theoretical debates around the existence of a “French Fascism”.3 This thesis, in an
effort to avoid these somewhat stale theoretical debates, eschews the loaded terminology of
fascism in favour of the more neutral “extreme right”. By adding to our limited knowledge of
Algeria’s inter-war extreme right, we can enrich and, perhaps, transcend these long-standing
debates while also moving beyond nationalist-centred narratives of Algerian history. Above
all, this analysis allows us to see, once more, the extent to which the evocation of the Great
War lay at the heart of political language in interwar Algeria.

Algeria: Fertile Ground for the Extreme Right
In those works that have studied Algeria’s extreme right, a clear narrative of Algerian
exceptionalism stressing the colony’s particular penchant for radical right movements is
evident. Where Pascal Blanchard speaks of Algeria’s ‘fascist vocation’,4 Samuel Kalman
asserts that ‘Algerian settlers were in reality deeply xenophobic and anti-Semitic, openly
favouring authoritarian government while rejecting republicanism altogether’.5 While such
broad assertions of the settler’s seemingly inevitable and unbreakable “fascism” obscure the
plurality of political life among the European community, there is an undeniable kernel of
truth in their analysis. The electoral victories and mass mobilisation achieved by the extremeright in the interwar period speak for themselves. It is clear that large sections of the
European population in the interwar period did indeed ‘eschew the political left, centre and
traditional right in equal measure’, favouring in their place the local chapters of metropolitan
movements or their Algerian home-grown counterparts.6

2

See George Mosse, Fallen Soldiers. Reshaping the Memory of the World Wars, (Oxford University Press, New
York, 1990), Antoine Prost, ‘Les limites de la brutalisation. Tuer sur le front occidental, 1914-1918’, Vingtième
Siècle. Revue d’histoire, Num. 81 (2004), 5-20 and Benjamin Ziemann, Contested Commemorations.
Republican War Veterans and Weimar Political Culture, (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2013).
3
For an incisive account of this and other crucial debates see Kevin Passmore, ‘L’historiographie du
« fascisme » en France’, French Historical Studies, Volume 37, No. 3, (2014), 469-499.
4
Blanchard ‘La vocation fasciste de l’Algérie coloniale dans les années 1930’ in De L’Indochine à l’Algérie.
5
Kalman, French Colonial Fascism, 2.
6
Ibid.
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Although the political history of Algeria’s European community cannot and should not be
read as inherently inclined toward the extreme right, the important precedents for the rise of
this form of politics in the colony must be recognised. Samuel Kalman proposes a form of
colonial “brutalising thesis” to explain Algerian exceptionalism, arguing that from the very
outset of French rule the racial violence that permeated the colonial state paved the way for
an embrace of the extreme right in Algeria.7 However, as he acknowledges, a commitment to
political violence and racial hierarchy did not necessarily imply support for the replacement
of the parliamentary regime with an authoritarian state.8 The French Republican colonial
state, far from being opposed to political violence and racial hierarchy, was actually
predicated on them. When, in the interwar period, it seemed as though the colonial state
might moderate its commitment to both racial hierarchy and the political violence necessary
to uphold it, the extreme right offered the ideal alternative.

The persistent political potency of anti-Semitism in Algeria contributed to the expanded
constituency for the extreme right The mass naturalisation of the children of European
immigrants in 1889 had created a whole new class of voters who felt insecure in their
‘Frenchness’ and sought to assert their claim to membership of the nation over their Jewish
neighbours. In the late 1890s, at the height of the Dreyfus Affair, this bitterness turned
violent, with vicious anti-Semitic spreading across the colony.9 This history of anti-Semitic
violence in the colony created an auspicious environment for the growth of extreme right
movements. They could capitalise on the grievances of Europeans and, to a lesser extent,
indigenous Muslims who felt that the Crémieux decree had unfairly granted rights and
political power to an undeserving and potentially subversive population. Among the
Europeans, the particular virulence of Algerian anti-Semitism was inextricably linked to
wider insecurities about potential Muslim uprisings. As Benjamin Stora has pointed out,
behind anti-Semitism in Algeria we can see the ‘denunciation of the “native” who had been
elevated to the status of French national’.10 The naturalisation of the Jews set a dangerous
precedent for the potential assimilation of the Muslim masses and the end of European
hegemony. Thus, the politics of exclusion of racial others was well established in Algeria
prior to the arrival of the extreme right.
7

Ibid, 10-11.
Ibid, 11.
9
Stora, Algeria 1830-2000, 10.
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Kalman, French Colonial Fascism, 10-11.
8
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This philosophy was embodied by a new school of literary and political thought that emerged
in early twentieth century Algeria, combining contempt for the Jew with open hostility to the
indigenous Algerians. The literary production of the algérianistes, including authors such as
Louis Bertrand, Robert Randau and Auguste Robinet (Musette), developed an allencompassing cultural and political vision centred on the formation of a new and vital
Mediterranean race through the interbreeding of European migrants and the French of
Algeria.11 This new literature both reflected and shaped the new identity emerging among
Algeria’s European community. The desire to forge a cultural defence of Algerian
exceptionalism would find political expression in the interwar extreme right.

The first attempts to politically organise the extreme right in the immediate aftermath of the
war met with limited success. The Action Française’s effort to establish a foothold in Algeria
had little resonance among the European population.12 Champagne magnate Pierre
Taittinger’s Jeunesses Patriotes fared little better in its attempts to woo the Europeans of
Algeria.13 The lack of success both groups experienced in attracting the support of Algeria’s
European population can be ascribed to their failure to adapt their discourse to the
specificities of the colonial political sphere.14

In the first decade of the interwar period, the extreme right’s success was largely confined to
the department of Oran, the most demographically European of Algeria’s three départements
and a one-time stronghold of the Left. The conquest of municipal power in the departmental
capital, the city of Oran, by the movement the Union Latines (UL) marked the high point for
the home-grown extreme right in the Algeria of the 1920s. The group’s leader, the
charismatic, Dr. Jules Molle blamed the Jewish community for his defeat in the 1924
elections, rallying his supporters to form the UL on a platform combining deep-seated antiSemitism with the celebration of latinité.15 The first article of the UL’s statutes left little
doubt to as to its political vision:

11

See Peter Dunwoodie, ‘Colonising Space: Louis Bertrand’s Algeria in “Le sang des races” and “Sur les routes
du Sud”’, The Modern Language Review, Vol. 105, No. 4, (October 2010), 998-1014, Patricia M.E. Lorcin,
‘Rome and France in Africa: Recovering Colonial Algeria's Latin Past’, French Historical Studies, Vol. 25, No.
2, (Spring, 2002), 295-329 and David Prochaska, ‘History as Literature, Literature as History: Cagayous of
Algiers’, The American Historical Review, Vol. 101, No. 3 (Jun., 1996), 670-711.
12
Kalman, French Colonial Fascism, 19-24.
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Ibid, 24-31.
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Notre but est de défendre la prédominance des traditions de pensée, de mœurs et d’idéal
des citoyens de race latine contre les visées politiques du bloc électoral israélite.16
From 1926 until Molle’s sudden death in 1931, the UL dominated politics in the department,
with its leader serving as Mayor of Oran and as a Deputy in the National Assembly. The
UL’s mouthpiece, Le Petit Oranais, its front-page bedecked with swastikas,

17

violently

denounced the Jewish population while fully endorsing the algérianiste vision of the new
Latin race. In this open conflict with the Jewish community, the experience of the Great War
would prove a contentious issue of debate.

The early 1930s saw the emergence of an extreme-right movement in Algeria that was
closely tied to the memory of the Great War. The Mouvement des Croix de Feu (CdF) had
initially been founded in the metropole as an elite veterans’ association in 1927. Following
the assumption of the leadership by the Colonel de La Rocque in 1930, the CdF soon
morphed into a movement of the extreme right.18 Its Algerian branch was registered in 1929,
initially focusing specifically on attracting support among veterans.19 By 1933, it had fully
embraced the politics of nationalism20 and by the following year was experiencing dramatic
growth in membership.21 In 1935, a sympathetic newspaper claimed that a rally held by La
Rocque in Algeria attracted around fifteen thousand supporters,22 while membership figures
for that year stood at 14000, a figure that would double the following year.23 The CdF’s
origins in the world of veteran politics meant that it would constantly turn to the Great War
for inspiration, including when it came to the development of policy and rhetoric in Algeria.

The rise of the political Left and its subsequent victory at the elections of May 1936 as the
Popular Front provided both new opportunities and new challenges for the extreme-right in
Algeria. The Popular Front’s commitment, however half-hearted and fleeting, to some form
16

Quotation: ‘Our goal is to defend the predominance of the philosophical traditions, the social mores and the
ideal of the citizens of the Latin race against the political machinations of the Jewish electoral bloc’. Note sur
l’Union Latine 24/02/1931, ANOM 92//95.
17
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18
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Seán Kennedy, Reconciling France against Democracy: The Croix de Feu and the Parti Social Francais 19271945, (McGill-Queen’s University Press, Montreal, 2007), 6-10.
19
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of indigenous reform had important implications for the extreme right in Algeria. On the one
hand, the perceived threat to European hegemony rallied large sections of that community to
the cause of the extreme right. On the other, as we have seen in Chapter I, the widely
acknowledged need to implement some form of indigenous reform, preferably without
conceding political rights, saw the extreme right reinforce its attempts to attract Muslim
support. The accession to power of the Popular Front, under a Jewish Premier, served to
escalate the rabid anti-Semitism that underlay the politics of the extreme right. In this context,
the memory of the War would feature as a means of contesting and asserting political
legitimacy.

In Oran, the threat from the Left contributed to the rise of one of the most interesting if
bizarre figures of Algeria’s home-grown extreme-right, the Abbé Lambert. A defrocked
priest from the Côte d’Azur, Lambert first rose to prominence as a water diviner who
successfully identified several sources to feed the city’s water supply. Running on a populist
platform, the Abbé successfully won the support of the Jewish community and was elected
mayor in 1934.24 His first years in power were marked by a blend of populism, clientelism
and a certain degree of authoritarianism. However, when his candidacy for the National
Assembly in the elections of 1936 split the conservative vote, allowing the socialist candidate
Marius Dubois to snatch victory from the Abbé and his CdF rival, he followed the precedent
set by Dr. Molle and blamed the Jewish community.25 The Abbé and his followers embraced
a particularly violent anti-Semitism and anti-communism, turning once more to the tropes of
latinité to defend a vision of an authoritarian autonomous Algeria predicated on a strict racial
hierarchy. He sought to rally the various constituent elements of the Algerian extreme right
behind this vision by organising a political umbrella group, the Rassemblement National
d’Action Sociale (RNAS).26 Its rhetoric blended the traditional tropes of French imperial
nationalism with a heavy emphasis on Algeria’s Latin identity.

The election of the Popular Front would spell the end for the CdF, banned under the antileague legislation. The new organisation which emerged to replace it, known as the Parti
Social Français (PSF), was more concretely committed both to participation in the electoral
system and to developing its social action programme as a means of anchoring its agenda
24
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26
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25
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solidly in French society.27 While historians differ over the extent to which the transition
from CdF to PSF represented a transformation of the movement,28 it is clear that the PSF’s
attempt to appeal to broader society involved complementing its evocation of the war and the
‘mystique’ of the CdF with other rhetorical strategies, particularly a focus on the ‘social’. In
Algeria, the PSF adopted an increasingly hostile attitude towards the Jewish community
while also stepping up efforts to attract the support of the Muslim community. By 1939, it
counted some 26000 members across the colony.29 The Algerian PSF’s attempts to promote
its vision of a ‘reconciled’ racial hierarchy would draw on complex and contradictory
understandings of communal contributions to the war.

The PSF’s biggest rival in Algeria had a rather different historical background. In early 1936,
onetime Communist youth leader and anti-colonial activist Jacques Doriot, founded the Parti
Populaire Français (PPF) in his electoral fief, the working-class suburb of Paris, Saint-Denis.
The PPF’s operations in North Africa were directed by another former Communist and close
associate of Doriot, Victor Arrighi. Under his stewardship, the PPF would expand rapidly in
Algeria, building a close alliance with Lambert in Oran and seeking to outbid the PSF in its
attempts to woo both the European and Muslim communities. With these potentially
contradictory goals in mind, the PPF combined a virulent form of anti-Semitism with a strong
defence of an imperial project based on the unity of races but not racial equality. By 1938, its
membership in Algeria had reached 20000.30 Like its rival and/or allies, the PPF would
attempt to articulate its racial programme in a language steeped in the experience of the Great
War.

This brief journey through the history of Algeria’s extreme right shows that the movements
that constituted this radical force were diverse, with their influence varying over time and
geographical spaces. Their political views were far from uniform and their competition to
attract the same electorate meant clashes were frequent, particularly between the PSF and the
PPF. Where fundamental differences of strategy, style and even policy divided these
movements, a commitment to an authoritarian Algeria governed by a strict racial hierarchy at
27
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the heart of a wider French Empire united them. It was in defence of this vision that the
various movements of the extreme right mobilised their particular narratives of the Great
War, narratives that would be bitterly contested by their opponents.

What if the Unknown Soldier were a Jew?’- Algeria’s Jews and the Extreme Right
Although the Crémieux decree of 1870 had unilaterally granted full citizenship to Algeria’s
Jews, the community’s integration into the national community was by no means secure by
the time the Great War broke out. The electoral anti-Semitism of the turn of the century was
the political expression of a wider and deep-seated hostility to the Jewish community among
sections of settler society. Within the Jewish community, the attempt to reconcile French
citizenship with the continued practice of traditional religion also proved contentious. The
fact that these debates took place in the context of a colonial society further complicated the
dilemmas facing Algeria’s Jews. As Joshua Cole has pointed out:
Constant reminders of their former status as indigènes hobbled Algerian Jews with a set
of temporal handicaps, a perceived inability to live authentically within the modern
world. 31
Service in the war, that most modern of experiences could perhaps overcome this perception
of backwardness, putting the citizenship of Algeria’s Jews beyond question.

As citizens of the Republic, Algeria’s Jewish community were subject to the same conditions
of conscription as their metropolitan compatriots and the Europeans of Algeria. Over the
course of the war, some 13000 Algerian Jews saw action in the French Army, with an
estimated 2800 paying the ultimate price.32 The wartime experience of Algerian Jewish men
at the Front was quite distinct from that of their metropolitan co-religionists. Most served in
colonial regiments, with comparatively few ever reaching the rank of officer.33 AntiSemitism was rife among the officer class of the Colonial Army and there were many
incidents of discrimination and open bigotry.34 The refusal of both the Jewish chaplaincy and
the Alliance Israélite Universelle to respond to the complaints of Algerian Jews would
eventually lead to an intervention by the leadership of the Consistory of Constantine, calling
31
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on the Governor General of Algeria to act against discrimination.35 Yet, this bigotry
notwithstanding, the Great War marked a great advance for the Jewish community, both in
the metropole and in Algeria. The spirit of the Union Sacrée that accompanied the war saw
an abandonment of open anti-Semitism among political elites and its exclusion from public
discourse.36 Even an anti-Semite of long standing like Maurice Barrès was prepared to
enthusiastically endorse the Jewish community’s contribution during the war, including the
Jews in his Les Diverses Familles Spirituelles de la France (1917).37 In parallel, the Jewish
leaders used their community’s contribution to the war to stress their co-religionists’
unquestionable loyalty to the Republic, presenting participation in the war as the final step in
the long quest for total emancipation and assimilation. Jews had proven their patriotism and
thus had, it seemed, definitively sealed their position in the national community as fullyfledged citizens.38

The spirit of racial and interfaith harmony that had characterised the language (if not the
practice) of the years of the Union Sacrée began to falter once the immediate threat to the
Nation disappeared. While anti-Semitism made its way back into public and political
discourse, Jewish participation in the war had fundamentally altered the form it took. Outside
of the most radical fringes of the extreme right, the old-fashioned language of racial and
religious hatred was replaced by what one Rabbi called a sanitised ‘antisémitisme de bonne
compagnie’.39 In this immediate post-war period, the recent memories of Jewish soldiers
falling in defence of the Patrie militated against the revival of the kind of national-populist
anti-Semitism that had been so widespread ever since the Dreyfus Affair. Nonetheless,
Jewish communities remained constantly alert both to the danger posed by a potential
resurgence of anti-Semitism and the role the evocation of the Jewish war record could play in
offsetting this. In the metropole, a high profile Commission historique de recherche de
documents sur les Israélites de France pendant la guerre had been founded in September
1916 under the presidency of Emile Durkheim with the stated aim of gathering evidence of
‘how Frenchmen of Jewish origin behaved in the war’.40 In 1920, the commission’s secretary,
35
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Albert Manuel, published the result of this research as a book entitled Les Israélites dans
l’armée française, 1914-1918, offering a detailed breakdown of Jewish casualties and the
citations issued to Jewish soldiers during the war.41 The community’s participation in the
war, now “scientifically” established under the aegis of France’s leading sociologist, could be
mobilised against any future resurgence of anti-Semitism.

Across the Mediterranean, two prominent activists in the Jewish community, the lieutenantaviator Léon Mayer and the doctor Henri Aboulker, drew on Algeria’s previous experience of
organised resistance to anti-Semitism to form the Comité algérien d’études sociales in
1915.42 Aboulker saw anti-Semitism as a political strategy, ‘the favourite weapon of the
parties who seek to attack the ideals and institutions of the Republic’.43 In response, he
considered that the evocation of the experience of the war was the most powerful defence at
the disposal of the Jewish community.44 In a parallel effort to the work of Durkheim’s
commission, the Committee gathered information about the participation of Algeria’s Jews in
the war, publishing the results in 1919 as the Livre d’or du judaïsme algérien.45 Where
Manuel’s introduction to Les Israélites dans l’Armée Française never explicitly addressed
the issue of anti-Semitism, opting instead to evoke Jewish service as a defence of the Zionist
project,46 the preface to the Livre d’or underlined the book’s importance in the struggle
against anti-Semitism. The book opened with a dedication to Léon Mayer. It claimed that the
young soldier, who later meet his fate on the battlefields of Macedonia, had proposed
publicising the community’s war record as the key weapon in the fight against what he
considered the inevitable future resurgence of anti-Semitism:
Vous n’ignorez pas les préjugés qui ont cours dans ce pays contre nous. Non seulement
nous sommes décriés, mais on va jusqu’à suspecter nos sentiments de patriotisme. Cette
guerre nous permet de prouver notre attachement à la France, de lui payer notre dette de
reconnaissance et de réduire à néant les légendes répandues sur notre compte. …
L’Union sacrée ne survivra malheureusement pas à la Guerre ; la lutte des races
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reprendra fatalement, il serait bon d’être armés contre nos détracteurs et de prouver par
des documents officiels et authentiques l’inanité de leurs accusations.47
The book would embody the sacred bond that now existed between the Nation and the Jews
of Algeria, ensuring that their position within the national community would never again be
called into question.48 The militant approach of the Committee would soon prove justified.

Within a year of the Armistice, Algeria witnessed an attempt to revive the colony’s longstanding tradition of political anti-Semitism. In 1920-1921, the city of Constantine, the most
proportionately Jewish of Algeria’s large cities, played host to a violent campaign by the antiSemitic press that saw pitched street battles between European and Jewish youths.49
According to a report to the Governor General, this outburst of organised anti-Semitism could
be traced back to an argument over women between some Jewish and Christian youths in a
café.50 The resurgence of popular anti-Semitism would be exploited for commercial gain by
the owners of a new bi-weekly publication, La Tribune which, at its peak, reached a
circulation of 6000 copies.51 A key element of La Tribune’s attack on the Jewish community
was the charge that they had not played their part in Great War. In June 1921, the newspaper
reported on a meeting held by its director, M. Amalfitano, in which he questioned the Jewish
contribution to the war and attacked their supposed constant trumpeting of Jewish
participation on the battlefield:
Leur grand mot est celui-ci : Nous avons été à la guerre ! Et les Français n’ont-ils pas
été à la guerre ? A les entendre, on se fulgurerait (sic) que c’est eux seuls qui ont
repoussé l’ennemi.52
He further contended that the only way to secure the future of the Patrie for which so many
Frenchmen fell was to reject Jews and their supposedly pernicious influence.53 The Jews were
portrayed as the agents of both anarchic disorder and international finance, in sharp contrast
to the selfless heroes who had fallen to save France from such forces. The sacrifice of Jews in
47
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the war was conveniently forgotten and the sacred memory of the war dead was mobilised to
attack a community portrayed as anti-national.

For those who rallied against this sudden upsurge of anti-Semitism, the war record of the
Jewish community seemed the most powerful counter-argument with which they could
defend the place of Algeria’s Jews in the national community. Jean Mélia, a relatively liberal
colonial administrator and journalist, condemned La Tribune’s campaign, invoking the
Jewish community’s ‘glorious actions’ during the war and asserting that the devotion and
courage shown by Jews proved that their naturalisation had been justified.54 These sentiments
were echoed in the columns of the centre-left Constantine-Echo where the editor denounced
La Tribune’s actions as ‘abominable agitation’ and ‘criminal efforts’ to destroy the unity
which had brought about victory in the war.55 The Jewish community’s counter-offensive
was even more firmly rooted in the evocation of the war. The fact that La Tribune’s
campaign coincided

with the first convoy of bodies repatriated from the battlefields,

including some Jewish soldiers, was highlighted to great effect by both the Jewish press and
Jewish political leaders.56 In an article celebrating the imminent repatriation of the war dead,
La Vérité, the leading Jewish newspaper in Algeria, vilified those behind the anti-Semitic
campaign as ‘troublemakers’ and the ‘henchmen of Maurras and Léon Daudet’, pleading that
‘France remain united in peace as she was in war’.57 This sentiment was echoed by a Jewish
councillor in Constantine, who evoked the image of the two corpses set to arrive in the city,
one Jewish, one European, to plead for the perpetuation of the Union Sacrée:
Après une guerre, la plus horrible de l’histoire, qui a bouleversé l’humanité, deux corps
de soldats morts pour la défense de leur pays, un catholique et un israélite, arriveront
demain pour être inhumés dans les cimetières de notre ville. Ne croyez-vous pas que cet
émouvant spectacle ne soit pas de nature à resserrer les sentiments de fraternité, à faire
naître la concorde entre les citoyens et pas à développer les violences et les haines ?58
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The place offered by the colonial authorities to the Jewish community in the nascent culture
of commemoration granted them a powerful counter-narrative with which to challenge the
hatred promoted by La Tribune and its supporters.

The resistance of the Jewish community was not, however, restricted to the rhetorical defence
of the war dead. Following the participation of a group of Jewish athletes from Constantine in
a ceremony at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in Paris, anti-Semites sacked the hall used
by the gymnasts and destroyed their equipment. In retaliation, a group of Jewish veterans
descended on the printing house that published La Tribune, smashing the press.59 Faced with
the undeniable presence of Jewish veterans, La Tribune temporarily switched tack, asserting
that the events at the printing house simply confirmed that Jewish veterans had, in fact,
fought the war for the ‘blue flag of Israel’60 and now sought to ‘threaten French citizens’.61
When the visibility of Jewish veterans undermined attempts to obscure the Jewish communal
contribution, the extremists rallied around La Tribune could easily reformulate their charge of
treachery by claiming Jewish participation was born of self-interest not patriotism.

In the end, the anti-Semitic incidents of 1920-1921 in Constantine petered out without
causing major disruption to the administration of the city or its Jewish population. La Tribune
failed to spark either the kind of persistent anti-Semitic campaigns the city had seen in the
past or the vicious and deadly anti-Semitic riots it would see in the not so distant future. The
traditional forces of political anti-Semitism in the city did not rally to La Tribune’s cause.
Emile Morinaud, a key figure in the populist anti-Semitism of the turn of the century, had, by
the early 1920s, built a close electoral alliance with the city’s Jewish community.62
Furthermore, La Tribune’s campaign coincided with the campaign by Morinaud and the rest
of the European political elite in favour of the restoration to colonial officials of full
disciplinary powers over the indigenous population, which had been suspended during the
war. This measure to protect European hegemony would require Jewish support.63 His
official response, published in the nationalist Le Matin, expressed support for the Jewish
community and sought to reassure them by claiming that ‘such a campaign, coming after a
59
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war in which everyone did his fraternal and patriotic duty, could have no effect on the
public’.64 The Muslim community were, with very limited exceptions,65 all but absent from
the public discourse around the campaign, as political anti-Semitism remained a strategy
employed in a competition between rival electoral lobbies among colonial citizens in the
city.66 Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the persistence of the memory of the Union
Sacrée and the Jewish sacrifice of the war, so clearly underlined in official commemorative
culture, not only reinforced the resistance of the Jewish community but also militated against
a resurgence of anti-Semitism in respectable political discourse.

As new political movements, with no connection to the Union Sacrée, began to emerge in
postwar Algeria, anti-Semitism crept back into the language of mainstream politics, no longer
confined to fringe groups like the supporters of La Tribune. In Oran, the rise of Dr. Molle and
his Unions Latines saw the return of anti-Semitism to the forefront of municipal politics. Dr.
Molle’s 1925 campaign embraced a virulent brand of electoral anti-Semitism,67 with some of
his opponents even claiming that he had plastered the town with posters predicting ‘a Jewish
Saint Bartholomew’s Day’ to follow his election.68 Jews were portrayed as a ‘caste apart’
whose ‘blind submission to their leaders’ compromised the republican electoral system.69
Against this caste stood the new ‘Algerian race’ formed by the ‘three Latin races of the
Mediterranean basin’, ‘the men of French blood, Spanish blood and Italian blood’.70 Dr.
Molle presented himself as the figure to unite this new race, with his mouthpiece, Le Petit
Oranais, interspersing appeals to latinité with virulent denunciations of the Jews. This did
not, however, represent a simple resurgence of the violent anti-Semitic electoral politics of
the turn of the century. Molle’s supporters recognised that the long-term viability of their
organisation as a political force was dependant on their ability to conduct an anti-Semitic
campaign within or just beyond the boundaries of Republican legality.71 In practical terms,
the UL and the municipal government it controlled avoided overtly violent actions against
64
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Jews, preferring ‘“legal” forms’ of discrimination such as economic boycotts and a refusal to
hire Jews for municipal jobs.72 In Molle’s Oran, the Union Sacrée seemed a distant memory.

When the Jewish community came to organise resistance against the UL’s anti-Semitism,
they turned to the memory of the war. In February 1928, members of the Jewish community
and their political allies formed the Club civique oranais with the aim of counteracting
Molle’s campaign.73 The Club supported those who pursued legal cases against Dr. Molle for
defamation while also seeking to convince the Governor General to ban the movement as
libellous and subversive.74 Le Petit Oranais columnist Roger Bonsens launched a stinging
attack on the Club on May 13th, denouncing the Jews as false republicans, asserting that they
‘vote mechanically as one man’.75 In its response, the Club civique defended the Republican
patriotism of the Jews in terms of the egalitarian experience of the war:
Leur « républicanisme » entre guillemets, ne les a d’ailleurs pas empêchés de faire leur
bon devoir, de Français et de Patriotes pendant la guerre, au même titre et dans les
mêmes conditions que leurs frères de race et de confession différentes.76
The article went on to evoke what would become one of the standard tropes of the campaign
against anti-Semitism in interwar Algeria (and the metropole):
Si par hasard, au cours de votre futur séjour à Paris, vous vous incliniez devant la dalle
sacrée du « Poilu Inconnu » qui dort sous l’Arc de Triomphe, ne pourriez-vous pas
alors, vous poser la question suivante : « Et si ce poilu inconnu était un Juif ? »77
The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier embodied the universality of loss: the anonymity of the
body interred underneath the Arc de Triomphe ‘guaranteed the heroism of all’.78 Thus, for a
minority group such as the Algerian Jews, the possibility that one of their own could have
been chosen to represent the fallen of the Nation as a whole was a powerful a symbol of their
integration into the national community, a symbol that their opponents could not easily
dismiss.
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Interestingly, the response issued by Le Petit Oranais made no mention of the Unknown
Soldier, publishing only portions of the Club Civique’s letter. While most of the newspaper’s
refutation of the Club Civique’s letter centred on the tropes of anti-Semitism, casting Jews as
an electoral lobby undermining republican democracy, the article did partially address the
issue of Jewish participation in the war. The author denounced the Jewish community’s
supposed exaggeration of its contribution to the war:
Quant au « bon devoir de Français et de patriote de guerre » il conviendrait peut-être de
le chanter plus modestement.79
This was qualified by a disingenuous commitment to honour those Jews who had indeed
played their part in the defence of the Patrie.80 This supposed willingness to honour the
Jewish war dead notwithstanding, the author claimed that those Algerian Jews who had
served had used their religious/racial connections to secure safe desk jobs away from the
Front. Thus, while the Latin men of Algeria ran the risk of death in the trenches, Algeria’s
Jews luxuriated in the warmth and safety of the Army bureaucracy. Even those who had
supposedly done their duty were, in reality, ‘embusqués’.81

While the Club civique waged an intensely political campaign against the outburst of antiSemitism in Oran, challenging their opponents in the courts and in the pages of the political
press, the leaders of Algeria’s Jewish community sought to counter the increasing hostility to
Jews across the colony without embracing confrontational political action. At the heart of this
strategy lay a new stress on the Jewish contribution to the Great War as the final phase of
Jewish assimilation. Armistice Day 1927 saw the inauguration of a monument aux morts in
the Jewish cemetery of Algiers. The ceremony, attended by leading figures of both the Jewish
community (Algerian and metropolitan) and the colonial authorities, stressed the indisputable
place of the Jews in the national community. The speech given by the Chief Rabbi of France,
Israël Lévi, offered a narrative of the history of Algeria’s Jews that underlined their
unshakeable allegiance to the France that had emancipated them:
Ils étaient les petits-fils de ceux qui, il y aura bientôt un siècle, avaient eu la joie de voir
le drapeau français apporter à cette terre la civilisation et la liberté ; ils étaient les fils de
ceux qui avaient eu le bonheur de recevoir le titre, tant souhaité par eux, de citoyens
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français, ils étaient jaloux de prouver à la France qu’elle n’avait pas trop présumé de
leur gratitude et ils étaient fiers de sceller de leur sang la charte de leur émancipation.82
The Great War was the zenith of this symbiotic relationship, a cataclysmic event that sealed
beyond all doubt the union between France and Algeria’s Jewish community. Faced with a
rising tide of anti-Semitism, the leaders of the Jewish community embraced the consensual
commemorative culture of the Republic, seeking to mobilise the memory of the war to
perpetuate the politics of the Union Sacrée.

Molle’s unexpected death in 1931 coincided with a period of transformation for the extreme
right in Algeria. A new style of politics was emerging alongside traditional forms of
municipal populist anti-Semitism. The nebulous political groupings such as the UL that had
been little more than a vehicle for the personal ambitions of local politicians, using antiSemitism to occasionally mobilise supporters, now gave way to more organised and
disciplined mass movements whose members were constantly primed for mobilisation.
Alongside these innovations imported from the metropole, the particularity of Algeria as a
colonial society also shaped the evolution of Algeria’s extreme right. The rise of indigenous
political movements in the wake of the Centenary celebrations changed the dynamic of racial
politics in Algeria, leading the extreme right to alternately, even simultaneously, court the
indigenous population and call for a reinforcement of the repressive machinery of the
colonial state.

These changes were paralleled in the Jewish community, where the institutional bodies (the
Consistoires) and groups of local notables saw their monopoly on the struggle against antiSemitism challenged.83 In 1928, a group of young Jewish activists in Paris, dismayed at what
they considered the passivity of official Judaism in the face of rising anti-Semitism, came
together to form the Ligue International Contre l’Antisémitisme (LICA), an organisation that
would seek to combat the political forces promoting hatred of the Jews.84 It would play a key
role in defending Algeria’s Jews throughout the 1930s.
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This blend of the old and the new in the politics of Algeria’s extreme right would manifest
itself most violently in the anti-Semitic riots that erupted in the city of Constantine in August
1934. In the late evening of August 3rd 1934, a drunken Jewish soldier got involved in a
heated dispute with a group of Muslims who he had insulted as they carried out their
ablutions in the washroom of the Sidi Lakhdar mosque. An angry mob gathered outside the
soldier’s house, throwing stones and shouting insults, with his Jewish neighbours, in return,
raining down projectiles on the mob. A rumour quickly spread that young indigenous man
had been severely or possibly fatally injured by a stray bullet.85 In the days that followed,
pitched battles raged across the city, often without any intervention by the police, leaving in
their wake twenty-five dead from the Jewish community and three from the Muslim
community.86 The riots in Constantine were remarkable both for their ferocity and for the fact
that it was the indigenous inhabitants of the city, and not the European population, who had
perpetrated most of the violence against the Jewish population.87 The distinct demography of
Constantine as a majority Muslim city with a large Jewish population may go some way
towards explaining this particularity.88 However, the key to understanding the exceptional
violence between the Jewish and Muslim community lies in the transformation of politics in
the years directly preceding the riots.

While Constantine had witnessed few incidents of violent anti-Semitism in the period 19301932, 1933 saw a sharp increase in the city of a form of anti-Semitic political action that
combined traditional Algerian populist anti-Jewish feeling with the strategies of mobilisation
of the new movements of the extreme right. 89 That year saw the arrival of Henri Lautier, an
anti-Semite polemicist from the metropole whose newspaper, L’Eclair Algérien, would play a
key role in stoking tension in the city. When Jewish and Christian youths from rival
swimming clubs clashed in May 1933, a police report held Lautier responsible for the climate
of conflict that had taken hold in the city.90 The local police force, however, was not
necessarily hostile to Lautier and his followers. Indeed, sympathy for anti-Semitism and the
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extreme right was a notable feature of local police forces across the colony.91 The head of the
city’s police force, in a report to the Prefect, described Lautier as ‘intelligent, agreeable and
extremely well educated’, claiming that his anti-Semitic diatribes were based on ‘serious and
precise documentation’.92 He found Lautier’s denunciation of Jewish shirking during the war
and their alleged post-war profiteering to be especially convincing.93 An undated special
edition of L’Éclair condemned the Jews, who, supposedly so absent in the trenches, were
omnipresent in the organisations that distributed financial assistance to veterans. The
insignificant sacrifice of the Jews had served only to entrench their dominance of the corrupt
political system, leaving the veteran community cowed and impotent.94 He further developed
these allegations in his book Le Ghetto, with a whole section dedicated to ‘Les Juifs et la
Défense Nationale’ in which he claimed Algerian Jews had ‘usurped the title of veteran’ and
‘had not died for France but rather they killed 1700000 Frenchmen in order to colonise us, to
pillage us, to subjugate us’.95

The Jewish community of Constantine did not remain passive in the face of this fresh
onslaught of anti-Semitism. Lautier’s slanderous accusations were met with particular
hostility by Jewish veterans, with one of their number approaching him in June of 1934 in the
nearby city of Souk-Ahras, presenting himself as a Jewish veteran and punching the
polemicist in the face.96 Official Judaism in the city continued to rely on the somewhat
unlikely alliance it had built with the former anti-Semite Emile Morinaud, who as city mayor
and deputy for Constantine, offered protection to his Jewish constituents.97 As we have seen,
the influence of local politicians had seen off an attempt by similar anti-Semitic polemicists
to provoke a pogrom in the early 1920s. The notables of the Jewish community hoped the
same strategy would prove successful in 1934.98 Unfortunately, for the Jewish community of
Constantine, the transformation of politics that Algeria had experienced in the early 1930s
91
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meant that the old logics of municipal politics no longer applied. Not only did the support of
the local authorities, the police force and the most powerful political leader, Morinaud, prove
to be somewhat half-hearted,99 it also held little sway over the mobs attacking the Jewish
quarter. There is no doubt that sections of the Muslim community that had remained
indifferent to the anti-Semitic polemics of the early 1920s had a radically different reaction in
1934. The new mass movements that emerged among the indigenous population dabbled in a
form of popular anti-Semitism that, at least in the aftermath of the riots, sought to blame the
Jews for many of the ills of the indigenous population.100 This growing hostility towards the
Jews on the part of politicised Muslims in Algeria was also connected to the rising tensions
between the Jewish and Muslim communities in mandate Palestine. This, in turn, was linked
to the world-view of the Islamic reformists of the AUMA who emphasised Algeria’s place in
a wider Islamo-Arab space, placing a particular stress on the Middle East and Palestine.101
Although Zionism attracted few recruits among Algeria’s Jews, certain sections of the
Muslim community, in particular those with access to the Middle Eastern press, imbibed the
growing hatred towards the global Jewish community and incorporated it into their political
rhetoric.102 Furthermore, the influence of the nascent extreme-right movements must be
recognised. The rise of these organisations, especially the CdF, had a dual effect on the local
political scene, both as a disciplined political force whose members embraced anti-Semitism
and were happy to spread it among the indigenous population and as a source of political
pressure on the uneasy coalition that underpinned Morinaud’s truce with the Jewish
population.103 In the end, the violence of the indigenous population against the Jew’s of
Constantine in 1934 was the product of the combined effects of anti-Jewish propaganda
linked to the Palestine question, the extreme-right’s anti-Semitic rhetoric, the longstanding
resentment of the perceived political and economic power of the Jewish community and the
newfound assertiveness of the city’s indigenous population. Although Algeria’s anti-Semites
would never again provoke a pogrom as deadly as the events of 1934 in Constantine, political
anti-Semitism had once more established itself as a force to be reckoned with, one that the
extreme-right hoped would transcend both class and racial boundaries.
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Reactions to the events in Constantine testify yet again to the potency and ambiguity of the
Great War as a symbol of racial and religious unity in the colony. In the immediate aftermath
of the riots, the leaders of Constantine’s Jewish community were not inclined to adopt a
language associated with racial harmony, opting instead to single out the indigenous
community as the guilty party.104 However, other political actors saw the potential of such a
conciliatory discourse. For certain municipal politicians, such as Morinaud105 and the mayor
of Oran, the Abbé Lambert,106 both of whom would soon embrace anti-Semitism, invoking
the war and thus defending the unity of Algeria’s communities was a safe way of
(temporarily) maintaining their electoral coalitions without over-indulging in a potentially
toxic philo-Semitism.

The evocation of the war by the activists of the LICA had an altogether different meaning.
Where Lambert and Morinaud stressed unity and discipline, the LICA placed the emphasis on
the mutual obligation of both the state and its citizens. In the wake of the riots, the front-page
of Le droit de vivre, the LICA’s newspaper, bore a striking juxtaposition of two images under
the title ‘Jewish blood has spilled in France’:

Image I: ‘August 1914… Foreign Jews go to volunteer and die for France… August
1934, in Constantine, French Jews die because of the authorities.’
104
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Le Droit de vivre, 08/1934.107
The heroic selflessness of the foreign Jewish volunteers who, though free of any legal
responsibility to enrol, had rushed to defend France is harshly contrasted with the failure of
the authorities in Constantine to meet their legal obligation to defend the citizens of the city’s
Jewish community. Le Droit de vivre’s response gave particular importance to the recently
formed LICA veterans’ association,108 which, as LICA President Bernard Lacache pointed
out, was led by an Algerian Jew whose service as a volunteer in the war had left him severely
mutilated.109 Writing on behalf of the veterans, J. Hadjhadj declared that they ‘could not
remain indifferent when faced with the painful events in Constantine’. Turning once more to
the notion of rights and obligations, he sardonically questioned the nature of the rights
enjoyed by the Jewish veterans of Constantine:
Ils pensent au nombre de combattants juifs algériens pour lesquels, comme pour tous
les autres on a prononcé la phrase « Ils ont des droits sur nous ».
Quels droits ? Celui, peut-être de voir égorger leurs femmes et leurs enfants, victimes
innocentes d’une meute arabe fanatisées par les soins de nos propres hitlériens.110
The state’s failure to meet its obligations to the Jewish community could, according to
Hadjhadj, only be remedied by a purge within the local administration and ‘the dissolution of
the fascist leagues’.111 The Jewish veterans were once more centre-stage in the fight against
anti-Semitism in Algeria.

Veterans were also centre-stage in the “fascist league” that was the principal target of
Hadjhadj and the LICA. More than any other movement on the extreme right, the CdF drew
its strength, in terms both of rhetoric and of membership, from the generation that had
participated in the war. This reliance on the war as the central reference point for political
action gave rise to a complex and controversial attitude towards the Jewish community. In his
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1934 treatise on the ideology of the CdF, La Rocque112 offered a conditional rejection of antiSemitism and other forms of racial hatred that openly evoked the Great War:
Comment, dans ces conditions, commettrions-nous l’erreur d’un exclusivisme
« raciste » ?... Ce serait à la fois se révolter contre l’ordre des choses, contre le bon
sens, contre la nature. Et, pour ne parler que de ceux de 1914-1918, nos Morts
protesteraient, du fond de leurs tombes héroïques, si des Gouvernements atteints de
folie osaient arracher à la communauté française ceux qui, lui ayant donné leur sang, ce
sont, du même coup incorporés à sa substance ... La qualité, la dévotion, françaises
seules importent, à condition qu’elles soient sincères, éprouvées, confirmées.113
The powerful image of the war dead speaking out from their graves against racial
discrimination seemed to indicate a strong rejection of policies such as anti-Semitism. And
yet, for all his denunciation of the politics of ethnic division, La Rocque’s universalist
message carries an important condition: a proven and sincere loyalty to his movement’s
vision of France. Jews who embraced the nationalist vision promoted by the CdF were
“proper Frenchmen”; those who did not were, it seemed, fair game. The CdF in Algeria found
it particularly difficult to reconcile the paradox at the heart of La Rocque’s attitude towards
the Jews. Tensions constantly arose between the movement’s cadres, who attempted to rein in
the open anti-Semitism of local activists. In the wake of the riots in Constantine, CdF
membership expanded dramatically across Algeria, most particularly in Constantine.114 In the
department of Oran, local sections were heavily involved in economic boycotts and violent
clashes with local Jewish communities, eventually leading to an official rebuke from party
cadres in the city of Tlemcen.115A letter from the organisation’s leader in Algeria,
Commandant Debay, to the Governor General acknowledged that ‘a good number are
inclined to be unsympathetic to the Jews’, declaring that the left-wing politics of the Jews
was to blame for this.116 Despite shifting the blame on to the Jewish community itself, he
112
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asserted that the movement was committed to preventing ‘comrades from making personal
comments that could engage the responsibility of the movement’.117 This was hardly a
forceful condemnation of the ideology behind these comments, but it is indicative of a desire
to distance the CdF from open anti-Semitism.

The notion that a “good Jew” would be welcomed in the CdF was central to its rejection of
allegations of anti-Semitism. In fact, the CdF did count numerous Jews among its
membership and never operated a policy that excluded members on ethnic or religious
grounds. In 1933, La Rocque had refuted claims of anti-Semitism posed by Bernard Lecache
by evoking the membership of the archetypal “good Jew”, the veteran:
En ce qui concerne les nombreux anciens combattants juifs enrôlés dans nos rangs, ils
peuvent vous dire que jamais le problème de la religion n’a été soulevé dans notre
association.118
Elsewhere, the CdF explicitly stated that religion or ethnicity was irrelevant; it was one’s war
record that determined your status as a good Frenchman.119

Key to this effort to use the war to counter claims of anti-Semitism was the CdF’s
commemorative service at Paris’ Synagogue de la Victoire. In his 1933 letter to Lecache, La
Rocque had declared that the CdF would participate every year in a ceremony in honour of
the war dead at ‘Notre-Dame, a Jewish temple and a Protestant temple’.120 When, in 1936,
the Grand Rabbi of Paris and war veteran, Jacob Kaplan, announced that he would welcome
the CdF into the synagogue, he provoked outrage, not least among Algeria’s Jewish
community. A series of as yet unclassed documents in the Archives of the Consistoire
Central testify to an intense campaign by an Algerian lobby made up of both the institutions
of official Judaism and more openly political activist groups against the presence of the CdF
in the synagogue. On June 11th 1936, M. E Yaffi, a representative of the LICA in Algiers,
wrote to the President of the local Consistoire to express his dismay at the invitation extended
to the CdF. He described the CdF as ‘clearly anti-Semitic in North Africa’, referring to its
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‘odious propaganda’ and its predominant role in anti-Semitic violence, before calling on the
Consistoire to send a formal protest to Paris.121 This request was successful and, the
following day, the President of the Algiers Consistoire, M. Kanoui, sent a telegram of protest
to the Chief Rabbi citing the ‘constant and well-known anti-Semitic actions of the Croix de
Feu’.122 The Chief Rabbi’s response bears testament to deep tensions within the Jewish
community around the attitude towards the CdF and the extreme right in general. He
suggested that the telegram had been motivated by the over-zealous action of the LICA and
defended CdF participation, pointing to the movement’s official rejection of anti-Semitism
and its attempts to crack down on anti-Jewish actions in Algeria.123 M. Kanoui’s response
contained a whole list of charges against the CdF, including its endorsement of openly antiSemitic candidates such as Morinaud, and declared that their participation, ‘under the pretext
of homage to our dead, sullied our sacred space’.124 While the pillars of institutional Judaism
and the activists of the campaign against anti-Semitism in the metropole clashed over the CdF
and its supposed commitment to the Union Sacrée, the Jews of Algeria now seemed united.
For them, the participation of the CdF was an insult to those who had fought to defend France
and the freedoms she guaranteed to the Jews. This unity would be much needed in the dark
days ahead.

The election of the Popular Front, a left-wing government under a Jewish Prime Minister
who was proposing to radically reform colonial rule in Algeria, would lead to a dramatic
increase in both the quantity and the diversity of anti-Semitic activity in Algeria. The
opponents of anti-Semitism, now reinforced by the support of the Popular Front and its
deputies in Algeria, vigorously opposed this wave of anti-Jewish sentiment. The Algerian
branch of the Parti Social Français, which had replaced the disbanded CdF following the
Popular Front’s anti-ligue legislation, proved even less hesitant than its predecessor
organisation, in endorsing political anti-Semitism.125 Faced with fierce competition from rival
movements of the extreme right, particularly Doriot’s PPF, the party cadres seemed more
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willing to give activists free rein in Algeria and this invariably meant an upsurge in antiSemitism.126 The distinction between the “good Jew”, typically represented by the Jewish war
dead whose death conveniently robbed them of the right to contest the PSF, and the “bad
Jew”, whose hostility to the PSF bore testament to his inherent treachery, did not completely
disappear from the new party’s discourse. In the first issue of the PSF’s North African
newspaper, La Flamme, the group’s leader in Constantine and deputy in the Assemblée
Nationale, Stanislas Devaud, addressed what he called the ‘irritating Jewish question’:
Le racisme n’a que faire dans la question juive en Algérie. Il suffit que les Israelites
aient vraiment l’âme française. … Songeons toujours aux Morts de la Grande Guerre
qui furent nos modèles. Ils n’étaient tous que des Français quelles que fussent leur race,
leur origine ou leur religion.127
So here, it seemed as though “loyal” Jews, particularly those who had fought in the war, were
welcome in the ranks of the Algerian PSF. However, elsewhere in the party’s discourse, the
increasing acceptance of a racial understanding of the Jew as irredeemably perfidious
suggested the contrary. Speaking at a meeting in Oran in April 1938, the PSF conseiller
général M. Sarocchi claimed to reject racism but openly endorsed an intrinsically racialised
conception of “The Jew”:
En Afrique du Nord, et à Oran particulièrement, la question juive n’a jamais cessé
d’influer sur les luttes politiques. La question juive n’est ni une question de religion ni
une question de race. Mais une question de mentalité et d’esprit. L’esprit juif se
manifeste par trois caractères : idéalisme, orgueil et inquiétude, auxquels s’ajoutent le
gout de revanche et le désir du pouvoir. Le juif est révolutionnaire de naissance et veut
transformer la société par la révolution.128
Sarocchi had dispensed with the concept of the “good Jew”, suggesting that Jews were
biologically incapable of loyalty. In October 1938, the Congress of the Constantine
Federation of the PSF, under the stewardship of Devaud and in the presence of La Rocque,
would officially come out in favour of the boycott of Jewish businesses in the city.129 Even
La Rocque, who was more reticent to fully endorse anti-Semitism, was forced to distance
himself as much as possible from the Jews when his rivals in the PPF sought to rally support
126
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by connecting him to the so-called Jewish lobby.130 He issued a statement to the Algerian
press refuting allegations that his wife was Jewish and insisting that no Jews sat on the
Comité Central of the PSF, before, paradoxically, rejecting anti-Semitism as ‘cowardly’.131
Regardless of La Rocque’s ambiguous attitude towards anti-Semitism, his party had come to
fully endorse it in Algeria by the late 1930s. Even the limited concessions it had made to the
possibility of Jewish loyalty, centred on the communal contribution of the Jews to the Great
War, were increasingly abandoned in favour of a deeply racialised conception of the Jew. If
the “good Jew” ever had existed, he had died on the battlefields of Northern France.

The PSF’s major rival on the political scene, the PPF, had not initially endorsed antiSemitism and counted some Jewish comrades from Jacques Doriot’s days in the Communist
Party among its most prominent members.132 Nevertheless, the movement’s leader in Algeria,
Victor Arrighi recognised that the party’s earlier rejection of anti-Semitism alienated large
swathes of the European population and moved to incorporate anti-Jewish policies into the
party’s platform by 1938.133 The party’s rhetoric rarely acknowledged Jewish participation in
the Great War. In an address to the Second North African Congress of the PPF, on
November 12th 1938, Arrighi spoke in glowing terms of the previous day’s veterans’ parade,
lauding the armies of the colony, before going on to call for the revocation of the Crémieux
Decree to save France from the ‘permanent blackmail of this racist bloc’.134 Unlike the CdF
and its successor, the PSF, for whom the Great War would always be a central reference
point, the PPF largely avoided the problematic “good Jew”/”bad Jew” dichotomy by simply
obscuring Jewish participation in the war and all that it implied for nationalist politics.

The parties of the Popular Front, the LICA, local councillors and local organisations set up to
challenge anti-Semites turned constantly to the Great War to refute claims of Jewish
treachery. In 1936 in Algiers, the Comité algérien d’études sociales, which had disbanded in
1921 as anti-Semitism in Algeria seemingly abated, was resurrected by a new generation of
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Jewish notables as the Comité juif d’études sociales. Once more, the war was to be its central
weapon in the fight against anti-Semitism:
Plus que jamais nous sentons la nécessité de faire face à une odieuse campagne de
calomnies et de haine …cette propagande …nie les sacrifices que la Grande Guerre a
imposé à tous les citoyens et la fusion dans l’« épreuve du sang » de tout ce qui
constituait les ignobles et anciens préjugés antijuifs.135
These sentiments were also echoed at a local level in Oran, where the Jewish municipal
councillor M. Gighi responded to the Abbé Lambert’s rejection of racial unity by evoking the
‘496’ Jewish oranais who now ‘lie in eternal sleep on the battlefields of France’.136

At an Algeria-wide level, it was once again the LICA and its political allies that led the
charge against the anti-Semites. Alarmed at the rise of anti-Semitism among the Muslim
population, stoked by the extreme right, the LICA and local Jewish elites sought to build
alliances with Muslim leaders. In the wake of the Constantine riots, attempts were made by
religious and secular leaders from both communities to foster dialogue and minimise conflict,
notably through the foundation of groups such as Le Comité d’Union Sémite Universelle and
the Union des Croyants Monothéistes.137 While divisions over the Palestinian question
proved an important obstacle to the creation of a Mulsim-Jewish united front against the
extreme right,138 the shared experience of the Great War was seen as a potential rallying point
for Jews and Muslims alike. This is clear in the discourse employed by LICA president,
Bernard Lecache, on his tour of Algeria in March 1937. Throughout his visit, Lacache
referred to the war as a moment of racial unity that proved, beyond doubt, the loyalty to
France of Algeria’s Jewish and Muslim populations:
Quand nous montions dans les wagons vers les tranchées, nous étions unis, musulmans,
chrétiens, libres penseurs et juifs. Les obus et les balles avant de pénétrer dans nos
poitrines, ne demandaient pas de quelle confession nous étions.139
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Lacache employed the war in direct attacks against the political actions of the extreme right.
In Oran, he condemned the Abbé Lambert’s exclusion of Jews from commemorative
services, contrasting the discord sown by his administration with the unity that had reigned
during the war.140 In Algiers, at a joint meeting with the AUMA leader Cheikh El-Okbi he
attacked those who were scare-mongering about the unity of Jews, Muslims and Europeans
under the Popular Front as traitors to the memories of the war dead.141

Lecache’s vision of a renewed Union Sacrée, a progressive force of racial unity, was echoed
on the ground by local militants. In Oran in May 1938, activists erected posters of an appeal
from the LICA Veterans’ Association denouncing the threat of fascism and calling for a
return to the unity of the trenches.142 In Algiers, the local Popular Front deputy and LICA
member Marcel Régis launched a stinging attack on anti-Semites who questioned the loyalty
of the Jewish community, echoing a classic argument of the defenders of the Jews:
Qui vous dit que le Grand Inconnu qui dort sous la dalle sacrée n’est pas un Juif ? Le
corps a été solennellement recueilli à Verdun, où les troupes nord-africaines ont perdu
la majeure partie de leurs effectifs…
Allons laissons le dormir en paix, le Héros Immortel… ce qu’a voulu la France, c’est ne
jamais savoir s’il appelait Paul… Mohammed ou Jacob.143
For Régis, the LICA and the Jewish supporters of the Popular Front, the war embodied their
vision a racially united Algeria, sharing a common struggle for the Republican values of
liberty, equality and fraternity. The fact that members of all Algeria’s communities had
fought and died together belied the notions of division promoted by the extreme right and
cast their attempts to row back on the citizenship of Jews as treacherous. By evoking the
Jewish war dead, the opponents of the extreme right challenged their self-proclaimed
monopoly on patriotism and undermined their claim to the heritage of the Great War.

But how successful was this attempt to mobilise the war against the anti-Semites?
Undoubtedly, the actions of the Algerian Jewish community, whether through local
140
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committees, official institutions or an activist organisation like the LICA, did not halt the
advance of the extreme-right movements among large sections of the European population in
the late 1930s. Their record in the 1920s is more mixed, with a degree of success in
Constantine, in part due to the alliance with Morinaud, but a failure to destabilise Molle in
Oran. However, the policy of putting the war centre-stage had two important legacies. Firstly,
the ardent defence of the war record of the Jews pushed direct attacks on the Jewish
communal contribution to the margins of extreme-right discourse by the end of the period.
The principal actors on the extreme right avoided the kinds of numerical debates that had
previously been favoured by anti-Semite polemicists. Indeed, in many cases they avoided
referring to the Jewish contribution to the war altogether. One could even argue that the
Algerian Jewish community’s constant reference to the war successfully challenged any
attempt by the extreme right to monopolise the symbolic capital of the Great War. While, as
we shall see, the war was a favoured reference in extreme right attempts to win over the
Muslim population, it was not frequently employed when addressing the European
population. The memory of the participation of the Jews, who had fought as citizens with the
same status as their European compatriots, made any attempt to articulate an anti-Semitic
vision of European supremacy in terms of the glory of the war extremely problematic.

Secondly, the Jewish trumpeting of their war contribution may go some way to explaining the
policies enforced in Algeria under the extreme-right Vichy regime. Vichy was, after all, a
regime led by the most famous war veteran and saw the veterans as one of its key support
bases. Jewish veterans were exempted from certain restrictions in the metropole. When the
Vichy regime moved to fulfil the long-standing demand of Algeria’s anti-Semites and revoke
the Crémieux Decree, it specifically excluded certain veterans and victims of the Great War,
who remained citizens of France.144 The official protests addressed by the Jewish community
to Maréchal Pétain condemned the abolition of the Decree by invoking their ‘glorious war
dead and war-wounded’.145 A delegation of Jewish veterans even met with Xavier Vallat,
Vichy’s Commissioner for Jewish Affairs, in August 1941 attempting, in vain, to convince
their fellow veteran to undo the restrictions on the Jewish community.146 The memory of the
war remained a central framing strategy for those seeking to defend the Jewish community
144
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against anti-Semitism, now enshrined in the laws of Vichy. Although clearly unsuccessful in
general terms, it did allow some veterans to escape the full brunt of Vichy discrimination,
while others could, at least, make their voice heard (even if this was in vain).
Fraternity or Hierarchy in the Trenches: Muslims, the Great War and the Extreme Right
The Algerian extreme right’s principal issue with the territory’s Jewish population, their
allegedly undeserved status as citizens, did not apply to the colony’s indigenous Muslim
community. Over the course of the interwar period, the attitude of Algeria’s extreme right
towards the indigenous evolved from a combination of indifference, occasional open hostility
and restrained paternalism towards a guarded attempt to woo this increasingly politicised
constituency. The Muslim communal contribution to the Great War lay at the heart of
extreme-right discourse around the indigenous population. The colonial authorities’
development of a commemorative culture that celebrated racial unity and reconciliation, even
while reproducing European hegemony, made tribute to the Muslim fallen almost a
prerequisite for political respectability in Algeria.147 Nonetheless, as we have already seen in
Chapter I, certain opponents of the proposals for political reform in the wake of the war were
happy to minimise the number of Algerian war dead and thus undermine their claim for new
rights. Once the controversy surrounding political reform passed and the final project left
European hegemony largely unthreatened, these polemics faded from the foreground. In the
language of the new extreme right that was emerging at a local level in Algeria, the
indigenous is mainly notable by his absence.

Although the Latinist philosophy adopted by Dr. Molle and his supporters was inherently
racist, promoting both a historical narrative and a political agenda that sought to relegate the
indigenous mass, figuratively and practically, to the background, their fire, as we have seen,
was largely concentrated on the Jewish population. The indigenous were simply absent from
their vision of Algeria, past and present. Coverage of commemorative ceremonies centred on
disputes with the Jewish community and simply did not reference the indigenous.148 In the
Latinist tradition, the Union Sacrée had been portrayed as the coming together of the various
European populations in Algeria under the French tricolour, actively excluding the Jews. The
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Muslim population seemed to stand completely outside it.149 In his speech at the inauguration
of Oran’s monument aux morts, Dr. Molle only referred to the specific contribution of the
indigenous to the war in passing, dedicating more time to highlighting his municipality’s
financial contribution to the monument.150 The duties of public office bound Dr. Molle and
his equivalents elsewhere in Algeria to honour the indigenous war dead in the
commemorative discourse promoted by the colonial authorities. Nevertheless, the indigenous
contribution to the war never became a point of reference in their everyday language of
politics.

The new movements of the extreme right in the 1930s would, in contrast, place the
indigenous contribution to the Great War at the heart of their political discourse. In the
context of a rapid process of politicisation among the indigenous masses, these movements
could not simply ignore the indigenous, seeking instead to co-opt them into their wider
political vision of Algeria and her place in the Empire. The Great War would be a key point
of reference in this campaign, a discursive strategy that was met with varying degrees of
hostility and enthusiasm among indigenous political actors.

The first extreme-right movement to undertake a significant recruitment campaign among the
indigenous population was the Croix de Feu. In its early years, the CdF had specifically
targeted indigenous veterans, subjecting prospective members’ morality and political
opinions to close scrutiny and often accepting them only on recommendation from a former
comrade-in-arms.151 The Algiers branch participated in commemorative services at the
Grande Mosquée and Muslim veterans were encouraged to express themselves at the group’s
meetings.152 By early 1934, however, these efforts had met with little success and the colonial
authorities estimated the indigenous membership in the whole of the colony at below one
hundred.153 The growing appeal of anti-Semitism to sections of the indigenous community
and the rapid expansion of the CdF in the wake of the Constantine riots of August 1934
would see an intensification of indigenous recruitment. In 1935, the Paris leadership officially
invited indigenous veterans to sign up to the movement, a policy that provoked mixed
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reactions among the European leadership of the organisation at a local level in Algeria.154
Certain indigenous members, most notably Maître Iba Zizen, a Kabyle lawyer, Catholic
convert and naturalised French citizen, rose to prominence within the organisation, leading
the charge for indigenous members. Iba Zizen spoke of the need to recreate the unity of the
dark days of the war, calling on European members to help educate his fellow Muslims to
shun the revolutionary manoeuvres of the Communists and nationalists.155 This sort of
paternalist discourse did not seem to resonate with many indigenous, and despite the attempts
to couple references to the Great War with political anti-Semitism and an increasing social
activism on the part of the female members of the CdF, recruitment remained extremely
limited, largely confined to veterans living in major urban centres.156

With the recruitment drive making little headway among the indigenous population, the CdF
sought to expand their influence through constructing alliances with indigenous political
leaders. In 1935, the President of the Algiers federation of the CdF invited Mohamed
Benhoura (Abou-al-Hak), an ally of the AUMA, the editor of La Justice and a veteran of the
Great War, to lead a new Section indigène.157 Benhoura’s newspaper was, as we have seen in
Chapter I, permeated with references to the Great War and the CdF seemed, initially to hold
much attraction for this ambitious activist. An article in La Justice spoke of the ‘utility and
importance of this project’ as a means of renewing the unity of the French and the indigenous
who had not hesitated ‘to offer themselves up as a sacrifice when the Patrie was in
danger’.158 By the end of 1935, Benhoura’s growing impatience with the movement was
evident. In an article entitled ‘Muslims and the Croix de Feu’, he outlined what he perceived
to be the common vision shared by the indigenous community and the CdF, rooted in a
celebration of military culture and a reactionary anti-Semitism, and lamented that their
alliance was only held back by the CdF refusal to embrace equality for indigenous
subjects.159 He would eventually endorse the Popular Front, despite his commitment to
reactionary politics, asserting that only ‘the socialo-communists’ had included indigenous
demands in their programme.160
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Other prominent indigenous political figures who initially had been receptive to alliances
with the CdF would follow the same path towards rupture as Benhoura. The powerful leader
of the Fédération des Elus Musulmans de Constantine, Dr. Bendjelloul built a temporary
alliance with the CdF at a local level that benefited both sides electorally in the short term.161
Again, once the Popular Front government laid out its concrete proposals for reform and the
CdF rejected them outright, Dr. Bendjelloul renounced any alliance with a force he now
considered opposed to indigenous reform.162 For Samuel Kalman, the key to understanding
the indigenous reformers’ flirtation with the CdF lies in the reforming potential that was
implied in the rhetoric of the fraternity of the trenches, a central element of the movement’s
discourse from 1932 on.163 There is a kernel of truth in this analysis. However, a more
cynical historian might also suggest that skilled political operators like Bendjelloul and
Benhoura had much to gain from a potential alliance164 and were willing to use the CdF’s
seeming commitment to a Union Sacrée to window-dress what was essentially a marriage of
convenience. Either way, the CdF had established a model for recruiting indigenous
members, combining the unifying and reconciliatory language of the Great War with the
partisan polemics of anti-Semitism and anti-Communism and practical assistance in the form
of social aid. This model, which left European hegemony firmly intact, would be replicated
and expanded on by other extreme-right movements in the years that followed.

The CdF’s successor movement, the PSF, intensified efforts to recruit members from the
indigenous community. Colonel de La Rocque himself would play a more active role in
appealing to the indigenous community. On a tour of North Africa in the summer of 1937, La
Rocque addressed the indigenous at rallies in the cities of Bône (Annaba) and Sidi-BelAbbès, using the smattering of Arabic he had learned as a colonial officer in the Southern
Oranais and Morocco. In both cases, the message was the same; the PSF’s goal was to
recreate the Union Sacrée between Muslims and Europeans:
Le PSF, leur dit-il, est l’ami des musulmans ; il veut réaliser avec eux aussi cette
fraternité que la guerre a connue.
161
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… Frères nous avons été avant la guerre et dans le combat. Frères nous le demeurerons
toujours dans le Travail et dans la Paix, dans notre France, dans notre belle Algérie. 165
These sentiments were echoed by those charged with directing the recruitment campaign on
the ground. Iba Zizen, newly appointed the chair of the PSF Commission des affaires
indigènes,166 once again adopted the discursive model he had helped to shape in the CdF,
blending denunciations of Jews, nationalists and Communists with evocations of the glorious
racial unity of the war years.167 These calls to rally to the ‘generosity and benevolence’168 of
France offered a vision of an “enlightened” racial hierarchy in which solidarity was founded
not on civil, political and racial equality but rather on the common experience of the war.

In policy terms, the PSF would anchor its rejection of the Blum-Viollette in its commitment
to the indigenous community’s contribution to the war. As we have seen in Chapter I, the
Project’s failure to extend citizenship to all veterans became a central point of attack for the
opponents of the Popular Front, including the PSF. The PSF’s rival project envisaged the
naturalisation of all veterans once they renounced the personal status, a requirement that had
proven historically toxic to the vast majority of indigenous Algerians. The cause of
indigenous veterans was increasingly promoted by the organisation as a means of attacking
the Popular Front’s failure to bring material and moral relief to those most loyal indigenous
Algerians.169 While the PSF cloaked the extremely limited extension of political rights
contained in its counter-project in the language of the Great War, what it really sought was a
return to the unity of the war, when indigenous Algerians fought in the trenches for France,
not on the streets of Algeria for the Popular Front and even the nationalists. This nostalgic
vision of a peaceful and strictly hierarchical colonial society was promoted by the party’s
newspaper La Flamme, most notably in an article for Armistice Day 1938 entitled ‘Sous le
signe du sang versé en commun : chrétiens et musulmans d’Algérie, comprenez-vous’:
Voici vingt ans prenait fin l’holocauste où, fraternellement se mêla votre sang,
européens et musulmans d’Algérie pour une même et sainte cause.
Est-il heure plus opportune pour examiner sa conscience pour se demander si la marée
des égoïsmes, des préjugés, des particularismes n’a pas, en ces vingt ans, submergé la
165
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fraternité si chèrement apprise, si le zouave et le tirailleur de Verdun, rentrés dans leurs
foyers, ont fait ce qu’il fallait pour maintenir, propager l’âme commune née sous les
déluges du feu aux antichambres de la mort ?
Cette question, les survivants de la tourmente groupés avec leurs cadets sous le signe de
la Croix de Feu, l’ont, pour leur compte posée et résolue « Toutes âmes sont égales ».170
For the PSF and its predecessor, the CdF, the souls of the fallen were equal, but not the rights
of the living. The memory of the Great War and the unity of forces, political and racial, that
supposedly had defined it, were mobilised to justify the PSF’s refusal to contemplate the
possibility of full citizenship for any section of the indigenous community.

In contrast to the PSF, the PPF placed imperial policy at the centre of its political programme,
asserting that the renewal of France would come from the strength of her ‘Empire de cent
millions de Français’.171 Its vision of the Empire granted more political representation to the
indigenous while leaving European hegemony wholly intact.172 It is hardly surprising, then,
that the PPF campaign to rally indigenous actors to its cause proved much more vigorous and
ultimately more successful, with the PPF the only extreme-right party to secure a significant
indigenous membership (circa 20%).173 The movement’s leader, Jacques Doriot, had
extensive experience of North Africa and of strategies of appealing to indigenous
communities from his days as the Communists’ expert on colonial issues. In the early days of
the party in his stronghold of Saint-Denis, Doriot had attracted a number of Algerian
immigrants to the movement.174 In Algeria, his role in supporting Abd-el-Krim’s uprising in
Morocco was highlighted to indigenous audiences to demonstrate his sympathy to the
indigenous cause,175 much to the scorn of the PSF.176 The party produced bilingual
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propaganda in Arabic and French.177 A number of high profile figures from the indigenous
community were recruited at an early stage and would subsequently lead efforts to expand the
party’s base among the indigenous community. Their campaign would make much use of the
memory of the Great War.

Chief among these indigenous activists who rallied to the PPF was a man whose connection
to the Great War was most evident: Dr. Djilali Bentami. Dr. Bentami, a member of a
prominent family of indigenous notables,178 had studied medicine in the metropole before
going on to serve in the Great War. Elected to the municipal council of Mostaganem in 1935,
he had initially allied himself with the CdF and used his position as President of the city’s
Association des Anciens Combattants Musulmans to promote a conservative vision of
indigenous reform in veteran circles.179 He was instrumental in pushing the PPF to develop a
range of policies for the indigenous community, policies the party would frame as a renewal
of the Union Sacrée. Bentami explained his support for the PPF and its rejection of the
Project in terms that evoked the Great War:
Je viens vous demander de vous souvenir qu’en 1914-1918 vous avez laissé sous leur
garde vos femmes et vos enfants et que ces indigènes ont continué à vous servir et à
être vos collaborateurs fidèles.… Nous musulmans préférerions rester des sujets sous
les plis du drapeau tricolore que des citoyens libres sous la botte allemand ou russe.180
Bentami and other indigenous figures181 repeated a standard claim of the French extreme
right that the sacrifice of the war dead could be best honoured by fighting the forces of
subversion that threatened the Patrie but also insisted that this struggle should be
complemented by reforms that would both reward the past loyalty of the indigenous masses
and ensure its continuation in the future.

In this, they were echoed by senior figures of the party from the European community. Doriot
himself asserted that attempts by the Communists to drive the indigenous away from France
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would fail, turning once more to the trope of the Unknown Soldier to argue that the war had
bound France to her Muslim subjects:
Des liens sacrés unissent les Français et les Musulmans, c’est la guerre de 1914-1918
où tant d’Arabes moururent auprès des Français.
Qui sait ? Le Soldat inconnu qui dort sous la dalle sacrée est peut-être un des vôtres.182
The party’s counter-project, unlike that of the PSF, proposed extending the franchise to the
whole of the adult male indigenous population. The leader of the Oran PPF, Gaston Vidal
declared that the war sacrifice granted ‘rights’ to the ‘indigenous masses’, rights which the
Blum-Viollette Project had restricted to the elites.183 However, while PPF outstripped its PSF
rival in both its propaganda in favour of reform for the indigenous and its engagement on the
ground with the indigenous community, the same nostalgic yearning for the Union Sacrée as
a moment of national unity that respected racial hierarchy lurked behind its rhetoric. In a
speech that evoked the Muslim contribution to the war, Victor Arrighi declared that what was
lacking above all else in Algeria was a leader, one who could inspire both love and discipline
in the indigenous population:
Quand il y avait un chef, les Musulmans nous aimaient. Quand il n’y a plus pour nous
gouverner qu’une coalition de juifs et d’incapables, ils nous haïssent.184
While the PPF acknowledged the necessity of reform, it believed that what was most
imperative in Algeria was a restoration of authority. The renewal of the fraternity of the
trenches would require a restoration of a military-style discipline predicated on the racial
hierarchy of the colonial state.

For all their talk of political reform and representation for the indigenous community, the
colonial policies of these extreme-right movements were founded on a desire for an ‘intimate
hierarchy’, a kind of paternalist authoritarianism where indigenous development would take
place under the strict stewardship of French citizens.185 The experience of the Great War, in
which indigenous troops had fought alongside but subordinate to European troops, embodied
the kind of loyal and subservient collaboration that defined the imperial vision of movements
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such as the CdF, PSF, and the PPF.186 Where supporters of radical reform for the indigenous
framed the war as a moment of republican equality giving rise to citizenship rights, their
opponents on the extreme right saw the war as a moment of unity and discipline, in which
collaboration across racial lines did not compromise the colonial hierarchy. In fact, as Rick
Fogarty’s history of indigenous troops has shown, both analyses held a grain of truth.187 The
complex mix of egalitarianism, paternalism and racial hierarchy that had shaped experiences
of the Great War made it an essential point of reference for any movement discussing
indigenous reform in interwar Algeria, regardless of its ideological or ethnic makeup. Yet, the
nostalgic vision of an Algeria united racially behind a strong militaristic imperial regime held
little appeal for most of Algeria’s indigenous community. With the exception of a limited
number of reactionary évolués and certain groups of veterans, even those who shared
elements of the extreme-right agenda and were susceptible to propaganda citing the war were
eventually driven away by the refusal to contemplate any form of equality in political rights.
Indeed, when the extreme right eventually came to power in Algeria, any extension of
political rights to the indigenous slipped off the agenda, with an authoritarian paternalism
steeped in references to the communal contribution to wars past and present dominating the
Vichy colonial state’s indigenous policy. Once more, the glory of the fallen would be
mobilised to avoid the equality of the living and to safeguard the primacy of the European
community.

Settlers and Soldiers: Algeria’s Europeans, the Great War and the Extreme Right
For the extreme right in Algeria, it was this non-Jewish European community who would
always constitute both their principal constituency and the dominant force in their vision of
Algeria, past, present and future. In the metropole, the experience of the war was a key point
of reference for the extreme right in its appeals to the mass of French citizens. As we have
already seen, it was also widely mobilised by these movements in their appeals to indigenous
Algerians. Surely then, it would lie at the heart of attempts to win over the Europeans. In the
immediate aftermath of the war, European political leaders in general and those on the
extreme right in particular celebrated the Great War as the moment that marked the total
integration of the various European populations into the French nation. The participation en
masse of the “néo” population, primarily Spaniards, Italians and Maltese who had been
186
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naturalised under the 1889 Nationality Code, was the concrete representation of the
algérianiste ideal of a new and powerful Latin race formed in Algeria under the French
flag.188 An article in Le Petit Oranais in September 1920 celebrated this unity under the
telling title ‘L’Union Sacrée en Algérie : Les Étrangers’.189 Behind the notion of the unity of
the European population, regardless of national origin, lay the imperative to present a united
front to ensure continued European hegemony. The wartime Union Sacrée, conceived as the
unity of the European population in this narrative, would have to be maintained to fight
attempts to radically reform the political structure of the colonial system.190 Multiracial
solidarity was trumped by the need for an alliance to protect European superiority and this
political reality directly shaped visions of Algeria’s Great War.

The focus on the unity of Algeria’s European community across boundaries of national origin
would persist throughout the rest of the 1920s, shaping the attitude of the extreme-right
municipalities in the latter half of the decade. In Dr. Molle’s Oran, the attempt to “Latinise”
the memory of the Great War proved particularly controversial. In the vision of his Unions
Latines, the Europeans’ communal contribution outshone that of any other community,
solidifying its position at the heart of the French nation:
A cette œuvre de sacrifice et d’abnégation … qui a consisté à nous battre pendant
quatre ans contre un ennemi implacable, les éléments latins de ce pays, plus que tout
autre, ont contribué, et cette constatation proclame à elle seule leur qualité de bons
Français. 191
This commitment to the celebration of a Latin vision of the Great War was visually
communicated in the Unions’ participation in commemorative ceremonies in the city, where
the wreaths laid by the movement were often decorated with ribbons representing the Spanish
and Italian flags.192 On the occasion of the inauguration of the city’s monument to the victims
of submarine attacks, the movement’s wreath, decorated with the national colours of Italy and
Spain, was violently condemned by a member of the audience. A Mr. Darot claimed that
Spain bore part of the responsibility for the sinking of a French ship, the Medjerda, and thus
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it was unacceptable that the Spanish national colours appear in the ceremony. The UL’s reply
stressed the Latin character of Algeria’s war sacrifice, while condemning Darot and his
associates for their links with the treacherous Jews:
Dans l’intention de ses promoteurs, ce monument avait pour but de rappeler la mémoire
de toutes les victimes de la guerre sous-marine quelle que fut leur nationalité. Il ne
pouvait donc y avoir aucune contradiction à faire figurer sur une couronne les couleurs
de nations étrangères telles que l’Italie et l’Espagne.
. …M. Darot et ses amis judaïsants accusent leurs adversaires d’arborer les couleurs
d’un pays voisin, mais ces derniers sont en droit de leur répondre en les confondant
dans les rangs des batillions d’Israël.193
Where the memory of European unity had been mobilised in the early 1920s against the
threat of indigenous reform, in the Oran of the late 1920s it was against the imagined power
of the Jews that Latin solidarity was evoked.

However, as we have already seen, the Jewish community in the city, and indeed across
Algeria, fought back against any attempt to diminish their claim to the legitimacy of the war.
Their campaign undoubtedly served to complicate the municipality’s effort to monopolise the
memory of the Great War. Instead, Dr. Molle and his supporters opted to anchor their
legitimacy in a historical narrative that was more suited to their exclusionary philosophy of
latinité, largely avoiding the potential pitfalls of the transcommunal narrative of the war. It
was to the glory of Ancient Rome and her dominance in North Africa, not the heroism of the
trenches, that Molle et al turned for historical legitimation of their project.194 The reference to
Rome not only served to reinforce the notion of a Latin race being at home in Algeria but also
could be mobilised against the Jewish community, perceived as foreign, while effectively
erasing the indigenous community:
Il nous est facile, quand nous vous parlons de vous faire comprendre, à vous
travailleurs latins, héritiers de la grande civilisation latine que la France, l’Europe, sont
attaquées une fois de plus par les Barbâtes, par des tribus nomades venues du fond des
steppes asiatiques, les mêmes qui il y a 18 siècles submergèrent l’Empire romain. A
notre époque cette invasion ne se traduit pas, sans doute, par l’irruption de guerriers,
193
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qui font trembler la terre sous leurs pas, mais par une autre attaque, souterraine, celle-là
ci silencieuse mais plus dangereuse encore et qui est constituée par le flot montant de la
puissance financière juive.195
Whereas it was difficult to assimilate the Jews to the Germans, who they had undeniably
helped to defeat, comparing them to the hordes of Barbarians that toppled Rome made perfect
sense for the proponents of latinité. Moreover, the kind of populist authoritarianism favoured
by Dr. Molle and his followers sat much more comfortably with the political model of the
Roman Empire than it did with the potentially emancipatory French Republic and its citizen
armies.

The emergence of the CdF in the early 1930s in Algeria saw a new attempt by an extremeright movement to employ the sacrifice of the war as a key element of their political
language. It is hardly surprising that a group whose origins lay in the veterans’ movement and
whose initial primary support base came from former combatants would constantly refer to
the war. Nevertheless, as Samuel Kalman has convincingly demonstrated, for a movement of
the extreme right to be successful among Algeria’s European population, it had to adapt its
political discourse and practice to the local environment.196 For the CdF and its successor the
PSF, this would mean Algerianising its evocation of the Great War. Colonel de La Rocque
led the way in this endeavour by constantly prefacing his speeches, permeated with
evocations of the war, with references to his pre-war military service in Southern Algeria and
his loyalty to the principles of Lyautey, an idol among the Europeans of North Africa.197 The
movement’s leaders on the ground went even further, placing the war squarely within a wider
narrative of French history that incorporated, even prioritised, the conquest of Algeria:
Dans les trois couleurs de nos drapeaux, couleurs qui ont flotté séparément ou unis
entre elles au-dessus des jours fastes ou néfastes de notre histoire, c’est la France
immortelle que nous voyons vivre : La France de Clovis, de Charlemagne et de Saint
Louis, de Jeanne d’Arc, de Richelieu et de Louis XIV, de la Révolution et de Napoléon,
195
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la France de Bouvines, de Fontenoy, de Valmy, d’Austerlitz, la France de Sidi-Ferruch,
celle surtout de Verdun et des deux Marne.198
Here it is the landing of the French Army at Sidi-Ferruch that receives pride of place, cited in
the same breath as Verdun and the Marne. Speaking at CdF’s first major mass meeting in
Algeria in June 1935, the group’s leader in North Africa, the Commandant Debay stressed the
continuity between the soldiers of the conquest, the settlers and the Europeans who had
fought in the trenches:
Servir ! C’est votre mot d’ordre, c’est celui des Français d’Algérie depuis cent ans.
…C’est ce qu’ont fait sur cette terre les soldats de Charles X, puis les colons et les
fonctionnaires. Puis les soldats d’Afrique à Charleroi, les Croix de Feu aujourd’hui.199
The European contribution to the Great War was, he argued, to be partially understand in
terms of latinité. And yet, as these quotations indicate, the CdF discourse largely maintained
a hierarchy in which the conquest and construction of a French Algeria was at best equal, if
not inferior, to the sacrifice of the Great War.

In the years that followed, with increasing competition on the extreme-right and the massive
expansion of the PSF far beyond veteran circles, this hierarchy would be reversed, and the
Great War would fade as a central point of reference. La Rocque would continue to evoke
both the Great War and his personal connection with Algeria, but local leaders began to
favour a historical narrative in which the poilu was rivalled, even overshadowed, by the
colon. In Oran, Gatuing, himself a decorated veteran with significant injuries from the war,
continued to reference the war and to address the veterans as an interest group,200 but also
increasingly evoked the conquest, both military and agricultural. When Gatuing introduced
La Rocque to a large crowd in Oran in 1937, he spoke of Algeria as ‘this land made by the
blood of our ancestors’.201 La Flamme, the PSF newspaper in North Africa was particularly
vocal in its praise of the pioneer colons, ‘men of diverse national origins who had fertilised
198
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the land with their labour’.202 In March 1939, the newspaper published an article advocating
the elevation of the colon in commemorative culture to stand alongside the soldier, as a hero
of Algerian history:
C’est précisément la gloire de ces colons- rudes pionniers chez qui nos vertus raciales
s’accusaient jusqu’à l’héroïsme- d’avoir transformé, charrue en mains et l’arme à la
bretelle, en un immense domaine d’une richesse incalculable, ce cloaque, tombeau, aux
dires de ces défaitistes.
Tout leur espoir est dans un mot : tenir, comme il le sera, plus tard, en 1870, en 1914 et
toujours, quand notre honneur national le commandera.
… L’œuvre qu’ils ont accomplie à travers la souffrance et la mort les a sacrés Héros.
A côté du soldat, le colon a sa place au pied des cénotaphes.203
In this narrative, the colon’s struggle to tame the inhospitable land of Algeria and make of it
the prosperous colony that France so treasured was at the very least as worthy of official
praise as the heroism of the frontline soldiers of the Great War. This discursive shift
represented a concession by the PSF to the political culture of Algeria’s European
community, so deeply tinged with latinisme. While the PSF would happily evoke the Great
War in its addresses to the Muslims, a narrative focused on the glory of the colon alone, and
not the colony’s racial others, was essential to extend its support base beyond veterans and
into the European community at large.

In the political discourse of the PSF’s principal rival, the PPF, the glory of the colon had
always predominated over any fleeting evocation of the poilu. Speaking at a PPF meeting one
month after the party’s foundation in Algeria, a local activist set the tone for the party’s
discourse in the colony:
Les Français d’Algérie qui ont versé leur sang et leur sueur pour la faire prospérer ont
encore un devoir à accomplir : faire partie du Front Populaire Français pour
réconciliation générale et combattre eux-mêmes pour arriver à ce but.204
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‘France’, La Flamme, 30/09/1938.
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The message was clear: for the contemporary European Algerian to follow in the footstep of
his heroic ancestors, he must join the PPF. The dominance of the colon in the party’s
symbolic discourse is most clearly represented in the contrast between the PPF’s North
African newspaper, Le Pionnier, and that of the CdF/PSF, La Flamme. The CdF/PSF
newspaper clearly pointed to the memory of the Great War with its reproduction in the
masthead of the eternal flame that marked the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.

Image II: Masthead of La Flamme.205
In contrast, the PPF paper’s recurring image of farmers toiling the fields of Algeria flanked
by an Arab sitting under a palm tree and a growing industrial city played to the notion of the
colon as the essence of Algeria.

Image III: Masthead of Le Pionnier.206
This was constantly reinforced by the party’s leader in North Africa, Victor Arrighi.
Addressing a party meeting in February 1937, Arrighi contrasted the cosmopolitan Jew and
his obsession with money with the heroic colon who had built Algeria with his blood and
205
206

La Flamme, 18/09/1937.
Le Pionnier, 11/11/1937.
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sweat.207 While the movement and its Algerian leader Arrighi did occasionally evoke the war
and war veterans, particularly around large commemorative events,208 it is clear that the PPF
did not see the Great War as an essential part of its political language. The party had neither
the symbolic capital nor the political desire to rival the CdF/PSF when it came to evoking the
Great War. Rather, it hoped that the myths surrounding the colons, which sat comfortably
with the party’s anti-Semitism and celebration of Empire, would prove an effective means of
mobilising the European community.

For the other principal movement on the extreme right in interwar Algeria, the Abbé
Lambert’s RNAS, the Spanish Civil War proved a far more important point of reference than
the Great War. Largely based in the department of Oran, home to some 63000 Spaniards in
1936, the RNAS and the municipalities it ran ardently defended the Francoist cause against
the partisans of the Spanish Republic. 209 In the departmental capital, the Abbé Lambert,
sought to rejuvenate the city’s latiniste spirit by tying his political movement to the Fascist
regime in Italy and to the Nationalists of the Spanish Civil War. His rallies were bedecked
with Spanish and Italian flags and ended in cries of ‘Viva Franco! Arriba España!’.210 While
the Abbé would engage in political tourism in both Rome and Berlin, it was his tour of
Nationalist Spain and address on Radio Sevilla in 1937 that received the most prominence in
RNAS propaganda. 211 The Abbé was increasingly identified as the representative of the
Spanish rebels in the colony and used the platform his position as mayor gave him to call for
the replication of the nascent Francoist state’s conservative Catholic and nationalist order in
Algeria.212 The RNAS’ close alliance with the PPF allowed that movement to share in some
of the political capital to be gained among the extreme right constituency from the Abbé’s
close association with the Francoist regime. The CdF, in contrast, struggled to compete with
the RNAS’ strength in the Oranie. Its attempts to adapt its traditional mobilising tactics,
developed around the commemoration of the Great War, to counter the Abbé’s successful co207
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option of the Spanish Civil War met with limited success. In 1939, as the Abbé publically
celebrated the French government’s recognition of the Francoist government, the CdF
organised a commemorative mass to honour the members of the movement who had fallen in
the ranks of the Nationalist forces.213 These efforts notwithstanding, the Abbé remained the
figure most closely associated with the Francoist’s struggle and this was a key element of his
success in rallying the majority of Oran’s European electorate behind him. The Alcazar of
Toledo proved a more relevant, and perhaps more potent, political symbol than the heroic
defence of Verdun.

From this analysis, it is clear that the Great War lost out in the extreme right’s narrative of the
European community’s history to other historical points of reference that proved less
potentially problematic. The celebration of ancient Rome, the pioneering colons and/or the
anti-Communist crusade of the Spanish Nationalists did not carry with them the same
troublesome political baggage as the Great War. These narratives excluded Jews and effaced
Muslims from Algeria’s history, allowing movements of the extreme right to assert European
hegemony in a way the Great War could never do.

Conclusion
The history of the evocation of the Great War by Algeria’s extreme right speaks to three of
the central themes of this thesis. Firstly, it highlights the potential polysemy of the war as a
point of reference, not only between the discourse of different political movements, but even
within the discourse of a single movement. The various movements of the extreme right not
only offered rival (if often closely aligned) visions of the Great War to potential constituents
outside the party, but they also offered distinct visions of the war to the “racial”
constituencies within their movements. Furthermore, the war would also be mobilised by the
opponents of these movements, most effectively in the case of Algeria’s Jewish community,
whose interpretations of the same historical event, had radically different political
implications than those promoted by the extreme right. The sheer variety of experience that
defined the Great War made it a common language between political foes.
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Le Commissaire Divisionnaire Chef de la Police Spéciale Départementale à M. le Préfet Cabinet d’Oran
08/03/1939, ANOM 92//70.
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Secondly, the story of the interwar extreme right in Algeria in general, its evocation of the
Great War in particular, bears testament to the difficulties faced by political movements that
attempted to apply metropolitan discourses directly to the colony. Even a symbolic reference
point as supposedly universal as the sacrifice of the Great War was charged with potential
meanings that complicated its use in Algeria. The heightened anti-Semitism of Algerian
political discourse, the particular strength of the Jewish community and the dominance of a
colonial system that granted extremely limited rights to the majority indigenous population
all conspired to make a direct application of the “veteran mystique” of the metropolitan
extreme right untenable in Algeria. Instead, the narrative of the Great War would have to be
adapted, even abandoned, to fit with the political realities of the colonial context.

Finally, the story of the place of the Great War in the language of the extreme right testifies
to the different levels of agency of those actors who made up the multi-ethnic patchwork that
was colonial Algeria. In this chapter, I have particularly underlined the capacity of the Jewish
community, marginalised by the ubiquitous anti-Semitism but protected by their citizenship,
to contest the narrative of the extreme right in the public space. It is not beyond reason to
suggest that their intervention was a key to undermining the attempts of extreme-right
movements to mobilise the war in defence of their agenda. The indigenous community also
played a role in shaping the extreme right’s public discourse, whether acting within the
organisations, in short-lived alliances with them or in open opposition to them. Extreme-right
discourse in the 1930s may well have mobilised a conservative and racially hierarchical
vision of the Great War in its appeals to Muslims, but at least it acknowledged their place in
Algeria, past, present and future. Finally, members of the European community demonstrated
an impressive capacity to impose both their agenda and their language on the political
movements of the extreme right, ensuring that Algerian political culture always trumped that
of the metropole.

In the debates surrounding the extreme right’s vision of an Algeria based on a strict racial
hierarchy, the evocation of the Great War played an important if often contradictory role. It
was employed as a justification for such radically opposed policies as total equality and racial
segregation. The Great War could be all things to all men. And yet, as Bakhtin underlined
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‘not all words for just anyone submit equally easily to...appropriation’.214 This chapter has
clearly shown that the Great War could also be quickly dispensed with as a framing strategy
when it either compromised a movement’s potential popularity or seemed to favour the
argument of political opponents. Thus, the place of the Great War in the language of claimsmaking of the extreme right in interwar Algeria varied widely depending on the constituency
being targeted and on the resistance encountered.

Veterans from both the indigenous and European communities were a particularly important
potential constituency for the extreme right in the colony. As we have seen in Chapter II, they
had been crucial in the defeat of the Left in the immediate postwar period. However, like
their metropolitan comrades,215 veterans in Algeria never embraced extreme-right politics en
masse. Rather, the majority remained focused on imposing their primacy on the democratic
republican order, a task that would, as we shall now see, prove extremely difficult in the
colonial context. Their leaders, like so many other political actors in interwar Algeria, would
struggle to reconcile their rhetoric with the realities of practicing politics in a colonial society.
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PART II:
Reconciling Rhetoric
and Reality
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Chapter IV: ‘They Have Rights Over Us’, Veterans’ Associations and the
Quest for Primacy in Colonial Algeria
On November 20th 1917, the newly appointed Prime Minister Georges Clemenceau declared
solemnly to the National Assembly ‘Ces Français que nous fûmes contraints de jeter dans la
bataille, ils ont des droits sur nous’.1 The struggle to establish exactly what these rights were
and who ought to enjoy them was one of the defining features of the interwar period in
metropolitan France and across the belligerent countries. In Algeria this task was further
complicated by the context of a colonial society faced with the rise of mass politics. There it
would prove even more difficult to reconcile rhetoric with reality. This chapter traces the
attempt to secure pride of place for the veteran in the postwar colonial order by analysing the
development and discourse of Algeria’s veterans’ movement. Its central focus will be on the
moderate and cross-community Amicale des Mutilés et Anciens Combattants du Départment
d’Alger, exploring how it sought to reconcile the quest for the primacy of the veteran with the
existing primacy of the European inherent to the colonial system. Where in Part I of this
thesis we saw competing political actors attempting to monopolise the legitimacy gained
from participation in the war for a particular ethno-religious and/or political community, this
chapter focuses on an organisation that drew members not only from diverse ethnic and social
backgrounds but also from a recruiting pool whose compliance with the ‘moral economy of
sacrifice’ was beyond question. Within the veterans’ movement, it was not so much the
legitimacy granted by wartime participation that was contested but rather to what end it
should be mobilised. Over the course of the interwar period, as this chapter will demonstrate,
the moderate sections of the veterans’ movement in Algeria would struggle to deal with the
claims of its increasingly vocal indigenous members. The discursive strategies employed by
the movement to frame its claims and their unintended consequences would play a key role in
shaping this struggle.

1

Quotation: ‘Those Frenchmen we were forced to throw into the heat of the battle, they have rights over us’.
Georges Clemenceau, ‘Intervention de M. Georges Clemenceau, président du Conseil des ministres, ministre de
la guerre pour une déclaration du Gouvernement, à l'occasion de son investiture’, 20/11/1917, Annales de la
Chambre des Députés available at http://www.assemblee-nationale.fr/histoire/clemenceau/clem3.asp. Accessed
21/05/2015 at 16:09.
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Although post-World War I veterans’ movements are the subject of extensive historical
research in Europe,2 their presence in colonial historiography has been relatively limited. In
the cases of the British and German Empires, the history of the colonial veteran has largely
been subsumed into wider histories of colonial military service and/or narratives of postwar
nationalism.3 Scholars of French colonial history have more enthusiastically embraced the
study of the veteran but their focus has hitherto mainly been confined to one colony: French
West Africa.4 West African veterans have proved a far more popular topic of research than
their equivalents elsewhere in the colonies, a reflection, perhaps, of the endurance of the
tirailleurs sénégalais as a trope in French colonial culture.5 In North African historiography,
Driss Maghraoui and Thomas DeGeorges have explored the complex history of veterans in
Morocco and Tunisia respectively. Maghraoui has largely focused on notions of historical
memory and not on veterans’ movements per se.6 DeGeorges has explored the experience of
indigenous veterans and their movements in interwar Tunisia (and to a very limited extend
Algeria), identifying the lack of French provision for indigenous veterans as a source of
disenchantment that facilitated the rise of nationalism.7 While this approach has deepened our
understanding of conditions for indigenous veterans in the interwar period, it remains
resolutely state-centred, with the role of veterans’ movements’ as intermediaries largely
obscured. Samuel André-Bercovici’s 2014 Masters thesis on veterans’ movements in Algeria
2
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is an impressive piece of research, but remains limited in both the depth of its analysis and
the breadth of the timeframe, focusing solely on Algerian veterans after 1940.8 Finally,
Belkacem Recham’s Les Musulmans Algériens dans l’Armée Française (1919-1945) is an
important source for understanding both the practicalities and the politics that surrounded
indigenous military service in the interwar period, but remains resolutely focused on serving
soldiers, with a limited examination of ex-combatants and little mention of collective action
by indigenous veterans.9 Thus, this chapter, through its detailed analysis of the tensions at the
heart of the veterans’ movement in interwar Algeria, seeks to fill a gap in the existing
historiography while also reinforcing the wider argument of this thesis.

Algeria’s Veterans Emerging from the Great War
In Part I of this thesis, we saw the transformative effect Algeria’s participation in the Great
War had on the language of high politics in the colony. Although individual veterans from
both the European and indigenous communities played prominent roles in the debates
surrounding issues of colonial reform (Chapter I) and when it came to demanding and
contesting social reform (Chapters II and III), the war’s great transformation for them was
first and foremost, personal. The ex-combatant, more than any other member of society, had a
deep personal understanding of the social contract they had forged with the state through their
participation in the war. While veterans’ expectations of compensation from the state varied
widely, dependant on their political and legal status, their social class and their personal
experiences of the war, they shared a collective sense that participation in the war entitled
them to priority in postwar society. For the most politically aware of them, and in Algeria of
the early 1920s this largely, but not solely, meant members of the European community, the
best means of achieving this primacy would be to organise collectively.

Although indigenous veterans may have failed to organise collectively in the aftermath of the
Armistice, hardly surprising given the repressive and exclusionary nature of politics in the
colony, this does not mean that they did not seek to mobilise their participation in the war in
pursuit of economic, social and even political goals. As Chapter V will demonstrate
indigenous veterans and their families often proved tenacious in their pursuit of their just
reward. Furthermore, a series of reports in the months and years following the Armistice
8
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bears testament to a fear on the part of the colonial authorities that the indigenous veteran,
with his newfound sense of entitlement, could pose a threat to the established colonial order.
A report from the Service Central des Affaires Indigènes in May 1919 lamented the
‘bitterness’ of indigenous ex-combatants and factory workers who had returned from France,
claiming that their demands for compensation ‘outweigh their commitment to discipline’ and
lead them to actions that are ‘regrettable, sometimes dangerous’.10 These concerns were
echoed in the September 1919 report, which described the ‘rebellious spirit’ of returned
indigenous veterans who increasingly contested the authority of local indigenous leaders and
even colonial administrators.11 These documents testify to the concerns of the administration
around the capacity for individual or even collective action among indigenous veterans that
their near total absence from veteran activism in the early post-war years occludes.

The formation of the first association of the war-wounded in Algeria, the Amicale des Mutilés
du Département d’Alger, dates back to April 1915.12 Although the Amicale was by no means
the only movement established to represent the war-wounded and, later, veterans of the Great
War, —Algeria, like the metropole, witnessed an explosion in such organisations in the
interwar period— its relatively large membership placed it at the centre of political action for
the génération du feu. Its membership constantly expanded over the course of the interwar
period, as seen in the chart below:

Membership of the Amicale
3448
2964

3652 3586

3126

2196

1045 1149
875 924

1234
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1527
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188
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Chart I. Membership of the Amicale as reported in La Tranchée, 2nd Fortnight, 02/1935. 13
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Furthermore, the Amicale’s central position within the various umbrella organisation that
united veterans at a local and regional level gave it a disproportionate weight in veteran
policy in Algeria. The Fédération Départementale d’Alger, founded in 1932, would be
dominated by figures from the Amicale throughout its existence. By 1940, under the
Presidency of Joseph Kerdavid, long-time head of the Amicale in the interwar period, the
Fédération Départementale’s membership reached 15648.14 Similarly, the Interfédération
Nord-Africaine des Victimes de la Guerre et Anciens Combattants, founded in 1923 and
counting over 50000 members by 1938, would serve to extend the Amicale’s policy influence
far beyond the borders of the department of Algiers.15 The moderate political orientation of
the Amicale had the dual effect of creating close links with the administration while also
forcing the organisation’s leaders to build consensus within its ranks concerning controversial
issues, most particularly those surrounding the legal and political status of indigenous
veterans. The Amicale’s affiliation with the Union Fédérale des Associations Françaises
d’Anciens Combattants, a national umbrella group of a solidly republican and left-of-centre
political orientation,16 reinforced its moderate impulses. In this regard, the contrast with two
other prominent veterans’ movements in Algeria is telling.

The Amicale’s first competitor came in the form of a newspaper, Le Mutilé de l’Algérie,
founded in 1916. The newspaper’s founder and editor-in-chief Joseph Ascione, a key figure
in the movement against the Left in the immediate postwar period (see Chapter II), would go
on, in 1923, to organise his own movement, the Association Générale des Victimes de la
Guerre du Département d’Alger.17 The membership of this movement, though by no means
insignificant, never reached the levels enjoyed by the Amicale. Affiliated to the other
principal national federation, the Union Nationale des Combattants, the organisation was
extremely conservative with a dubious commitment to republican legality. Over the course of
the interwar period, it increasingly allied itself with the extreme right, particularly the Croix
de Feu,18 and Ascione became a persona non grata for the administration.19 The political

14

Rapport de la Sûreté Départementale Alger 31/05/1940, ANOM 91/1K701.
Rapport de la Sûreté Départementale Alger 31/05/1940, ANOM 91/4I/54, dossier 16C.
16
See Millington, From Victory to Vichy.
17
Rapport de la Sureté départementale Alger 31/05/1940, ANOM 91/1K/701.
18
See for example ‘Manifestation du 11 novembre des Croix de Feu et des Briscards de la Section de Médéa’,
Le Mutilé de l’Algérie, 24/12/1933.
19
Several examples of this distaste for Ascione can be seen in the administration’s internal correspondence. See
for example Lettre du Préfet d’Alger à M. le Minsitre de l’Air, 04/10/1938, ANOM 91/1K/701 in which
15
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extremism of the movement meant that internal contradictions in its discourse could be
readily ignored and the kind of complex attempts to build consensus, which defined the
Amicale, were avoided. At the other end of the political spectrum stood the Algerian branch
of the Communist-leaning Association Républicaine des Anciens Combattants (ARAC),
which, as we have seen in Chapter II, was active in the colony as early as 1919.20 The ARAC
had a significantly smaller membership than the other two organisations and pursued the antiimperialist agenda of the French Communist Party.21 It conceived of the veterans’ campaigns
as just one plank of a wider struggle against capitalism. In contrast, the Amicale, though it
was no stranger to political commentary,22 remained focused throughout the interwar period
on promoting policies to better the conditions of veterans rather than calling for the total
transformation of the institutions of the State. Hence, by virtue of its moderation, the
discourse of the Amicale is the most interesting for the historian; among the veterans’
organisations, it alone attempted to grapple with the contradictions inherent in translating
metropolitan strategies into a colonial context.

Providing for Veterans in a Colonial Society
The legal and institutional framework of provision developed by the government and the
emergent associations de mutilés in the immediate aftermath of the Great War altered in
small but significant ways when it crossed the Mediterranean. The law of March 31st 1919,
which ushered in a new pension regime, is an example of how discrepancies in provision
would sow the seeds of discord further down the line.

The legislative provisions for

indigenous war-wounded, veterans and dependents of the dead embodied ‘the idioms of
mutual if uneven obligation’23 that were to define official attitudes towards the Great War in
interwar Algeria. The interplay between the strong experience of grief and loss shared across
communal divisions in the colony, political and military conceptions of the fraternity of the
trenches and the basic racial discrimination that underpinned Empire combined to shape
provisions that simultaneously embraced, embodied and rejected republican ideals of
egalitarianism. The indigenous war-wounded, the most visible reminder of the war, were
Ascione is described in the following terms: ‘l’intéressé a eu dans le passé une attitude très équivoque et est
encore loin de jouir d’une bonne réputation’.
20
Ce Lerouge, ‘L’Association Républicaine des Anciens Combattants’, La Lutte Sociale, 08-14/10/1919.
21
Membership in 1939 stood at 792, Lettre du Préfet d’Alger à M. le Gouverneur Général 03/07/1939, ANOM
91/1K/701.
22
See for Example the article ‘Soyons France et République’, La Tranchée, 1st Fortnight, August, 1936 which
opposed any intervention in the Spanish Civil War.
23
Mann, Native Sons, 65.
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assimilated almost fully into the privileged ranks of the génération du feu: it was difficult to
dispute that the loss of an arm or an eye was no less incapacitating for an indigenous veteran
than for his European counterpart. In this way, the wartime ‘moral economy of sacrifice’
could be upheld in public through the patronage of the state.

However, when it came to the provision for the dependents of the dead and the establishment
of a programme to reserve jobs for veterans, the particularity of indigenous culture and legal
codes trumped universalism, a phenomenon discussed in detail in Chapter V. Polygamy, it
was argued, made the extension of equal pensions to indigenous widows intolerable while
certain jobs, particularly the operation of cafés for the indigenous population (café maures),
were thought more suited to the ‘physical and intellectual aptitudes’ of indigenous veterans.24
Alongside this legislation which emerged directly from the Great War stood a whole complex
of

pre-existing compensatory measures for serving and retired indigenous soldiers that

denied any form of financial parity between European and indigenous. The equality
embodied in the pensions of the war-wounded contrasted sharply with the inferior rates for
the pensions d’ancienneté accorded to indigenous soldiers who had served for a minimum of
fifteen years.25 Ironically, Article 42 of Law of April 14th 1924 reforming the pensions
d’ancienneté, extended a nominal equality of conditions but not of rates to indigenous troops,
exactly the opposite of the provisions that governed thewar disability pensions.26 This
discrepancy is indicative of the ‘conflicting impulses’ that shaped the colonial state’s
inconsistent policy around the compensation of the wartime service of indigenous
Algerians.27 Just as the indigenous of Algeria were legally members of the French Nation
(nationaux) but not citizens, so too the veterans, the dependents of the war dead and, to a
lesser extent, the war-wounded were second-class rights-holders among Algeria’s génération
du feu.

Early Responses to Inequalities in Provision by the Amicale
In the years immediately following the Armistice, the Amicale, in line with the mainstream
metropolitan movements, pursued a policy of pressurising the government into recognising
the primacy of the veteran. When specifically referring to the colonial context in which
24

La Tranchée, 1st Fortnight, March, 1933.
For a description of the range of laws that governed these pensions see Pierre-Rodolphe Dareste de La
Chevanne, Traité de droit colonial, Tome I, (Paris, 1932), 606-607.
26
Article 42, Loi du 14 avril 1924, Journal Officiel, 15/04/1924, 3499.
27
Fogarty, Race and War, 272.
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Algeria’s veterans found themselves, the Amicale’s newspapers often evoked the notion of
inequality, focusing not on the difference in conditions between indigenous and European
veterans but rather on the disparity between European veterans in Algeria and their
metropolitan equivalents. Time and again the papers denounced laws that applied only to the
metropolitan veterans but not to their North African counterparts, with a particular focus on
Article 64 of the March 31st 1919 Law, granting free healthcare to the war-wounded. The
Amicale articulated its opposition to this perceived injustice in terms that highlighted the
discrepancy between the narrative of the French state, which declared Algeria to be an
integral part of the Republic, and the reality experienced by veterans. The discursive strategy
employed by the Amicale echoed and/or foreshadowed the tactics used by indigenous
reformists and, later, Algerian nationalists. When the Amicale’s newspaper, L’Algérie
Mutilée, protested the absurdity of the inapplicability of Article 64 in Algeria, the language it
employed bore a striking similarity to that mobilised by indigenous political reformists from
Emir Khaled to Ferhat Abbas:
Il est inconcevable de constater que telle loi est applicable en France et ne l’est pas en
Algérie.
Ne sommes-nous pas revenues mutilés ou malades pour la même cause ? Ne pouvonsnous pas prétendre aux mêmes droits que nos camarades métropolitains ?28
The Amicale’s challenge to officially articulated conceptions of the relationship between
Algeria and France was at its strongest in an article from July 1923, provocatively titled
‘L’Algérie est-elle bien le prolongement de la France?’:
L’Algérie est-elle bien le prolongement de la France ? Nous finissons par trouver la
comédie de mauvais gout… Encore une loi qui vient d’être promulguée et qui n’est pas
applicable à l’Algérie.29
Here the kind of argument often privileged in colonial historians’ analysis of organisations of
indigenous reform, indigenous labour movements or even early national liberation
movements was employed by an organisation for whom the existence of an Algeria outside of
France was inconceivable. The hypocrisies and contradictions in French republican colonial
discourse were fertile territory not only for those whose primary political goal was the reform
or even the destruction of the colonial system; they could also be mobilised by groups who
were resolutely opposed to a fundamental change to the power structures of colonial rule.
28

Quotation: ‘It is inconceivable that such a law is applicable in France and not in Algeria. Did we not return
home sick or mutilated for the same cause? Can we not aspire to the same rights as our metropolitan
comrades?’, Le Cri des Mutilés, 01-15/03/1922.
29
Quotation: ‘Is Algeria really an extension of France? In the end, we find this farce to be in bad taste... Yet
another law that has just been approved is not applicable in Algeria’, L’Algérie Mutilée, 16-31/07/1923.
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The language of equality in the discourse of the Amicale did not only refer to the differences
between veterans in Algeria and their metropolitan counterparts; it also challenged what it
perceived as the arbitrary distinctions made by the state in its provision for different
categories of rights-holders. The refrain, shared across the veterans’ movement, ‘Equal
pensions for equal injuries’, featured strongly in the discourse of the Amicale in the early
period of its existence.30 The egalitarian ethos of the veterans’ movement can be clearly seen
in this campaign to ensure that rank was not a factor in the setting of the rates for the
pensions of the war-wounded.31 Nevertheless, in line with the movement’s deep commitment
to the primacy of the veteran, the point of departure for the campaign to ensure equality in
state provision of pensions was not some sweeping Republican notion of égalité but rather
the “equality of sacrifice” so central to the wartime moral economy. The veterans railed
against the granting of pensions at the same rate to certain wartime administrators or factory
workers, who ‘sheltered from the bullets and shells, earned high salaries’ while the troops
‘bore the weight of death’s shadow on their shoulders’.32 In the Amicale’s discourse the
“equality of sacrifice” was completely reconcilable with the two forms of primacy that the
leaders of Algeria’s veterans’ movements thought should define their society: the as yet
unattained primacy of the veteran and the already existing primacy of the European. The
inequalities in the power relations inherent in the colonial system were so entrenched that it
did not occur to the European leadership of this trans-communal organisation that building a
discourse around “equality” could potentially undermine the European monopoly on power.
There was, for the European leadership of the Amicale, no contradiction between a discourse
centred on the “equality of sacrifice” and support for a colonial regime predicated on
inequality.

The concerns of the indigenous members of the Amicale seemed to weigh little on the minds
of the organisation’s leadership throughout the 1920s. The organisational structure of the
Amicale militated against the involvement of indigenous veterans. The statutes of the
organisation declared that ‘indigenous Algerians who served France during 1914-1918 are
considered Frenchmen’ and thus eligible for membership.33 Unlike the European members,
30

See for example Le Cri des Mutilés, 07/1920, 10/1920.
Le Cri des Mutilés, 07/1920.
32
Le Cri des Mutilés, 10/1920.
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Article 5.1, ‘Statuts de l’Amicale’, Le Cri des Mutilés, 01-15/06/1922.
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their “Frenchness” was not recognised a priori but, rather, it was predicated on their
participation in the war. Only indigenous veterans were Frenchmen. Furthermore, in a
regulation inspired by the system of local government in Algeria, the number of seats that
could be occupied by indigenous Algerians on the Executive Committee of the organisation
was limited to a maximum of a third of the total.34 Such regulations reflected a much wider
and almost automatic restriction, even exclusion, of the indigenous from the Amicale’s
discourse. While a long campaign was waged about the inequalities instanced by Article 64
of the 1919 law, those inherent in Articles 73 and 74, which affected only the dependants of
the indigenous war dead, were completely absent from the organisation’s newspapers in this
period.35 Those motions passed in congress that did refer specifically to indigenous concerns
were few and far between.36 Indeed, the indigenous veterans’ near total absence from the
concerns of the Amicale’s leadership was visually expressed by the organisation’s official

logo in this period, which showed an injured European zouave (identifiable by his uniform)
receiving assistance from a Red Cross nurse:

34

Article 7, Ibid.
Le Cri des Mutilés, 07/1920- 01-15/10/1922, L’Algérie Mutilée, 16-31/10/1922-15-31/12/1923, and La
Tranchée, 01-15/01/1928- 16-31/12/1929.
36
‘Vœux du Congrès des Victimes de Guerre Tunis, le 7 janvier’, L’Algérie Mutilée, 16/01-31/01/1923 and
L’Algérie Mutilée, 01-15/02/1923.
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Image IV: Brochure for a concert organised by the Amicale des Mutilés du Département
d’Alger on July 5th 1917.37

In this period, the priority of European veterans over their indigenous colleagues was
occasionally openly stated as the official policy of the Amicale. This attitude was most
evident in the organisation’s efforts to regenerate the settlement programme in Algeria,
probably inspired by the various veteran settlement policies in place in the British
Dominions.38 The Amicale and other North African veterans associations, gathered in the
Interfederal Congress in Tunis (January 1923), called for the government to prioritise
veterans in its existing settlement programme, which excluded the indigenous population,
while suggesting the government might ‘study the possibility of creating small plots for
settlement by indigenous war-wounded and veterans’.39 Such an approach is hardly surprising
in light of the study of settlement policy composed by the Amicale’s President, Joseph
Kerdavid, in September/October 1921.40 Kerdavid, who would remain the dominant figure in
the Amicale for the rest of the interwar period, presented a vision of the Algerian countryside
that drew on the heavily racialised metanarratives of history deeply embedded in colonial
culture. The classical figure of the pioneer settler toiling in harsh conditions to render the soil
productive and to civilise the land was contrasted with the violent and savage indigenous.
The war had not only depleted the ranks of these brave settlers but also inversed racial and
gender hierarchies by drawing the virile European men off the land and into the trenches,
only to be replaced by women, children and even the indigenous. The only solution was to
reinforce European settlement with the best and bravest of the nation, the veterans.41 Here the
motifs of the fraternity of the trenches and Franco-indigenous brotherhood that were
omnipresent in public, political and memorial discourse in the immediate aftermath of the
war were replaced with the more traditional tropes of Algeria’s European community, in
which civilisation was constantly under threat from the barbarous indigenous. Nevertheless,
the Amicale in this period never fully subscribed to the anti-indigenous discourse that was
deeply rooted in Algerian politics. If anything, the dominant characteristic of its attitude
towards the indigenous was indifference.
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Although the indigenous rights-holders were obscured as a collective within the Amicale, the
individual figure of the indigenous veteran did occasionally feature in the organisation’s
wider language of claims-making. In the late 1920s in particular, space was periodically
given to the concerns of indigenous veterans in the Amicale’s newspaper (by now renamed
La Tranchée). These individual cases served a dual purpose: the condemnation of the
government’s failure to recognise the priority of the combatant in general and the reassertion
of the transcendent nature of the entitlement of the veteran. The case of Mohamed Akoun, a
veteran working in the postal service is illustrative. Unable to secure a loan to which his
status as a veteran entitled him, Akoun addressed his complaint to a meeting of the Amicale
in February 1929. President Kerdavid assured him that the rejection of his application was the
result of bureaucratic incompetence before pledging to intervene on his behalf. He then used
the opportunity to highlight the Amicale’s commitment to the “equality of sacrifice”:
Pendant la guerre, quand il s’agissait de défendre le patrimoine national commun aux
Français et Indigènes on n’a jamais regardé à quelle race appartenait le sang versé. Il
est donc juste et tout naturel que la même confusion subsiste aujourd’hui. Les Anciens
Combattants doivent fraterniser aujourd’hui comme aux heures les plus sombres de la
guerre. Le traitement qui est appliqué aux uns doit être appliqué aux autres et les
avantages accordés sans distinction de race, ni de religion.42
Kerdavid’s address exemplifies the Amicale’s approach to indigenous issues in the latter
half of the 1920s: a tokenistic acknowledgement of aspirations for equality coupled with
the co-option of indigenous grievances to a wider campaign against government
ineptitude. The parity of pensions established by the law of 1919 provided for a
rudimentary and by no means complete form of equality between the war-wounded
regardless of race and thus allowed the European-dominated movements to assert that
they, like the law, recognised all war-wounded as equal. Such a discursive strategy
permitted these organisations to largely ignore the particular problems facing the
indigenous war-wounded, widowed and orphaned by simply incorporating them into their
wider defence of a supposedly universal but inherently European vision of the rightsholder. The difficulties of dealing with a complex and arbitrary bureaucracy were often
denounced in these organisations’ newspapers, but again the added obstacles faced by the
indigenous were rarely acknowledged. The indigenous exercised little to no influence over
42

Quotation: ‘During the war, when it came to the defence of the Nation shared by the French and the
indigenous, we never considered to which race the spilled blood belonged. It is thus just and absolutely natural
that the same lack of differentiation should continue today. Veterans should fraternise today as they did in the
darkest hours of the war. The treatment applied to one group should be applied to the other, and all advantages
should be accorded without distinction of race or religion’. La Tranchée, 1st Fortnight, February, 1929.
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policy formation within the Amicale. When questioned about the lack of an indigenous
presence on the organisation’s Executive Committee, Kerdavid asserted that those who
had been appointed ‘always showed no interest in their mandate and had to be removed’.43
No connection was drawn between their supposed disinterest and that of the Amicale in
the fate of their comrades. Racial stereotypes continued to inform the attitude of the
leadership towards the indigenous and the voice of the indigenous struggling with an
unjust system could only be heard when it was reflective of a general injustice.

The exclusion of indigenous actors is all the more significant when we consider the way in
which the organisation of provision evolved throughout the interwar period. France, in
stark contrast to Britain and Germany, accorded a primary role to veterans’ associations
within the new bodies charged with the organisation of provision.44 The veterans’
organisations themselves had begun to organise provision before the state moved to cater
for the war-wounded and other veterans.45 Thus, when the state belatedly entered the field
of provision, it was forced to integrate the pre-existing structures of the veterans’
associations into the newly formed Office National des Mutilés.46 Veterans’ organisations
were entitled to elect members to the boards of these organisations who then coordinated
the state’s networks of patronage for the veterans, war-wounded and dependents in the
dead. While this system successfully integrated veterans into the management of their own
provision in the metropole, in Algeria it further skewed patterns of provision in favour of
European veterans and against the specific needs of indigenous veterans.

It is clear that in the period from 1917 to 1930 indigenous claims were either ignored or
subsumed into the wider demands of the veterans’ movements. The fact that these
movements mobilised a language predicated on notions such as the “equality of sacrifice” did
not significantly impede the perpetuation of European hegemony. In this first period, the
occasional tokenistic acknowledgement of the rights of the dependents of the indigenous war
dead, restricted in number and politically unimportant, in no way suggested a conflict within
43
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the discourse of the veterans’ movements between the primacy of the European community
and that of the génération du feu. However, as indigenous participation in mass politics
increased significantly over the following decade and, crucially, as the web of patronage
extended dramatically through the granting of the retraite combattante in 1930, the essential
ambiguity that characterised notions of universalism in the discourse of the veterans’
movement would leave a space in which competing visions of who was entitled to which
rights would be pitted against each other.

Indigenous Veterans and the Rise of Mass Politics 1930-1936
If 1930 was the year of the great victory of the veterans’ movement in the metropole with the
granting of a general retirement pension to veterans, in Algeria it would be remembered for
the festivities of the Centenary of the French invasion. For the veterans’ organisations, the
Centenary, with its strong military flavour, presented an excellent opportunity to stake their
claim to primacy in the colony. Unsurprisingly, in a narrative focused on integrating the
primacy of veterans into the celebration of the glorious achievements of French colonialism,
the indigenous was at best an ancillary figure. The visit of a delegation of veterans from
Algeria to the Paris Municipal Council on January 3rd 1930 was indicative of the wider tone
surrounding the Centenary. In his address to honour the occasion, the Vice-President of the
Council began by highlighting how the representatives of the citizens of Paris had
acknowledged the primacy of the veterans by offering them the first reception of the
Centenary year.47 He then went on to draw a clear link between their service on the
battlefields of France and their ancestors’ service to the great civilising mission of the Patrie,
binding the pioneering settler and the heroic poilu together in the continuity of the eternal
French nation.48 Finally, he presented the role of the European soldiers during the war as ‘the
most appropriate interpreters’ to ensure the ‘liaison with the indigenous contingent’ as a
microcosm of the privileged position of the European community in the Empire as the
intermediary between the colonial power and its subjects.49 In this romanticised presentation
of the veteran as the colonial settler par excellence, the figure of the indigenous veteran all
but disappeared.
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La Tranchée, 2nd Fortnight, February, 1930.
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Nevertheless, the leaders of the veterans’ movement were well aware that, on the ground, the
indigenous veteran, far from disappearing, was becoming ever more assertive. The extension,
in early 1930 of limited pension rights, in the form of the retraite combattante, to all those
who had served at least three months in active combat endowed the indigenous veteran with
new financial resources and enhanced political capital. The legal privileges previously
offered by the Loi Jonnart represented an abstract political status that was all too readily
ignored by colonial administrators on the ground. Pensions, however, were a concrete
measure that both acknowledged and reinforced the special position of the indigenous
veteran.50 The fact that the retraite was to be equal for Europeans and indigenous veterans in
the Maghreb (but not elsewhere in the Empire)51 further strengthened the claims of Algerian
indigenous veterans to a wider and far-reaching equality.

In early March, just weeks before the adoption of the retraite combattante, Kerdavid
addressed a meeting of veterans from both communities declaring that, on the occasion of the
Centenary of the French invasion, the European veterans wanted to demonstrate their
‘fraternal sentiments to their indigenous comrades who had loyally fought for France’. They
vowed to help them achieve ‘an ever greater improvement of their lot’.52 The concrete result
of this commitment came in May of that same year when the National Interfederal Congress
of the Veterans and War-Wounded met for the only time outside of the metropole, in Oran, to
mark the Centenary. In a notable first, the Congress adopted resolutions specifically
concerning the indigenous community. A motion was approved condemning article 74 of the
1919 law, which restricted pension rights for the dependents of the indigenous war dead.53
The Congress seemed content to establish the equality of the dead through the provision of
equal pensions for their dependents, a group limited in number and political influence.

The commitment to the equality of the living, however, was much more meagre. The Oran
Congress did not endorse the equalisation of general pension rights for veterans, though the
possibility was raised for some undefined point in the future.54 Instead, the Amicale in
particular and the Congress in general denounced the failure to recognise the primacy of
50
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indigenous veterans within indigenous society. Motions were passed demanding priority for
veterans in the indigenous posts of the civil service and for the implementation of the laws
reserving café licences for veterans against other indigenous enjoying official patronage.55
Throughout this period, the moderate veterans’ movements, chief among them Kerdavid’s
Amicale, remained committed to the establishment of the equality of the dead without ever
endorsing equality for all those who had served France. They favoured a form of what I have
called “segregated primacy” in which indigenous veterans were prioritised within an
indigenous society that remained subordinated to the European community, which, in turn,
was to reserve a privileged place for the European veteran. This policy represented the
concrete expression of Gregory Mann’s ‘idioms of mutual if uneven obligation’,56 as the
European leadership of the veterans’ movement sought to recompense their indigenous
brothers in arms without challenging the existing colonial hierarchy.

This policy was a direct response within the movement around contentious issues of wider,
political reform. In the early 1930s, indigenous veterans began to assert their claims more
vocally both within the existing framework of the moderate veterans’ movement and in new
alternative associations run by and catering to indigenous veterans alone. These nascent
organisations, analysed in more detail below, would challenge the cross-community discourse
promoted by moderate groups such as the Amicale and compete with them in an effort to win
over the increasingly politicised indigenous veterans.

In 1934, at the fourth quarter General Assembly of the Amicale, a strong indigenous
attendance insisted on special attention for their demands, with one of their number, Ali
Hamdad, addressing the assembly. The response of President Kerdavid was telling:
Kerdavid signale la partie délicate des revendications en ce qui concerne le statut des
indigènes, mais il s’engage à défendre énergiquement toutes les questions d’ordre
matériel ou moral concernant les victimes de la guerre.57
Unwilling to support any political project which would be anathema to its European
membership, the Amicale committed itself more wholly to addressing the other concerns of
indigenous veterans in a less tokenistic manner than in the past. Wielding its significant
55
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influence in the umbrella organisation, the Interfédération Nord-Africaine, it promoted the
improvement of conditions for indigenous veterans no longer as a niche issue but rather as
one of the central planks of the North African veterans’ movements’ common programme.
For the first time, the movements pledged support for the equalisation of pension rights for all
veterans as well as for the dependents of the dead.58 The commitment to financial equality
was not replicated in the political sphere. Here the notion of “segregated primacy” remained
intact.

Although still largely dominated by the European community, the administrative bodies and
newspaper columns of the organisation were gradually opening up to indigenous veterans.
Tahar Aouidad, a schoolteacher, veteran and naturalised French citizen married to a
Frenchwoman became the key expert for the Amicale on indigenous issues, serving in
prominent positions on committees and writing combative articles in the newspapers.
Another important figure Nait Kaçi, a public transport entrepreneur, addressed the third
quarter General Assembly of 1937 with an intervention that was indicative of the policy that
the Amicale would adopt in order to balance the potential support of indigenous members for
the Blum-Viollette project with the hostility of the European members. Rather than openly
endorsing the Popular Front’s proposed reform, Nait Kaçi proposed a motion stating that
‘whatever the solution adopted by the metropolitan government’ to the thorny issue of the
political rights of the indigenous, indigenous veterans must be given ‘a place of priority’.
Unlike the indigenous elites, who owe their position to the generosity of France and are thus
‘debtors of France’, the veterans who defended her are ‘creditors’ and thus ‘should benefit
from a particular recognition’.59 Here a prominent indigenous member evoked the wartime
‘moral economy of sacrifice’ to assert the veteran’s claim to priority in the indigenous sphere
over both the évolués and the favoured collaborators of the colonial system. Securing the
primacy of the veteran was presented as more important in itself than ensuring the extension
of civil and political rights to at least some members of the indigenous community. In such a
schema, indigenous veterans suffered discrimination not because of the inherently prejudicial
racial order established by the colonial state but rather because the patronage of the colonial
state unjustly favoured less deserving sections of the indigenous population.
58
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The Emergence of the Indigenous Veterans’ Associations
The arrival on the scene of a new set of indigenous veterans’ movements in the mid to late
1930s made it increasingly difficult to avoid a serious engagement on the issue of civil and
political rights.60 These associations were far from uniform in nature and political orientation.
Some remained firmly within the orbit of the moderate European veterans’ associations,
particularly the Amicale, with a significant overlap both in terms of membership and of
programme. The aims of the Amicale des Anciens Combattants Musulmans du Département
d’Alger, founded in 1938 under the presidency of Tahar Aouidad, directly echoed those of its
sister organisation.61 Aouidad was joined in the organisation by other prominent indigenous
members of Kerdavid’s Amicale, including Ali Hamdad serving as an ‘assesseur’ and Nait
Kaçi as vice-president.62 While these types of organisations closely echoed the discourse of
the moderate cross-community associations, they were not simply puppets of the European
leadership but rather gave a powerful voice to indigenous veterans who believed concessions
could be secured through moderation.
Not all of the indigenous veterans’ associations that emerged were as inclined to conform to
the programmes advanced by the moderate cross-community organisations. The indigenous
veterans of Oran were the vanguard of this contestatory movement. As early as 1929, a group
of around eighty indigenous veterans organised a petition invoking their service in the war in
defence of some form of parliamentary representation for the indigenous population.63 The
following year they founded the Ligue des Anciens Combattants Musulmans de l’Oranie
(LACMO),64 an organisation which was to play a key role in challenging the refusal of the
cross-community veterans’ organisations to endorse political rights for the indigenous. At its
inaugural conference in September 1930, the League paralleled the public discourse of
leading figures of the indigenous reform movement in contrasting the triumphalism of that
year’s Centenary celebrations with the reality of life for the indigenous in general, the
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veterans in particular. The Executive Committee called on the authorities to transform the
rhetoric of fraternity surrounding veterans into concrete steps towards meeting their demands:
Puisse le Centenaire ne point décevoir les espoirs qui naissent en nous, consacrer
l’union indissoluble des vainqueurs de la Grande Guerre et traduire cette fraternité par
des réalisations conformes à nos aspirations !65
The body of the Congress issued an even more radical cry for political reform. Addressing
itself directly to the ‘People of France’, the Congress painted an exaggerated vision of
indigenous participation in the war, evoking the ‘250000 mobilised’ and ‘150000 who did not
come back and now sleep eternally far from their land of their childhood’. In light of this
great sacrifice in defence of the ‘ideal of liberty’, the indigenous troops had believed that they
would finally be freed from the measures of exception in force in the colony. The reality of
their postwar experience in Algeria was bitterly disappointing:
Or il ne fut rien. Les Anciens Combattants constatent avec peine que, quel que soit leur
degré d’évolution, quel que soit leur honorabilité, ils restent soumis au régime et que
leurs mutilations de guerre n’auront servi qu’à leur préparer une mort prématurée.66
The only way to end this injustice that ‘seemed incompatible with their sacrifice and with the
essence of republican principles’ was to grant indigenous veterans full citizenship rights.67
The League’s leadership was clearly aware that such a dramatic rupture with the pre-existing
politics of veterans’ movements in Algeria would prove controversial and specifically sought
to rebuff allegations of nationalism, declaring their commitment to ‘the most basic justice that
would be granting equal rights to those who have had equal duties’.68 Indeed, the reference to
‘leur degré d’évolution’ suggested that the LACMO had not fully broken with the French
policy of assimilation. Nevertheless, they demanded citizenship as the sole means of
complying with the ‘wartime moral economy of sacrifice’ while denouncing the injustice of
postwar society in the colony, where racial hegemony was prized over wartime service. The
Congress posed a rhetorical challenge to the people of France, asserting that ‘the sacrifice of
one’s life for the Patrie is the most beautiful act that a citizen worthy of this title can fulfil’
and asking if ‘we the veterans, have we not fulfilled this?’ Surely, the Congress argued, the
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Quotation: ‘Let the Centenary not disappoint the hopes which it inspires in us, let it consecrate the
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people of France, who are ‘the apostles of liberty and equality’, could not tolerate a postwar
order in which ‘Algerians long considered good enough for the trenches are treated worse
than citizen deserters, rehabilitated traitors, worse than the enemies of yesterday?’69 Although
the League’s radical political agenda clearly represented a challenge to the colonial
authorities and the cross-community veterans’ organisations, in the early years its audience
was extremely limited. There is little chance that its ‘Appeal to the People of France’ found a
public outside the Muslim quarters of the city of Oran.

While the veterans of Oran sought to organise collectively on a local basis, the first calls for
the articulation of a specific discourse on behalf of indigenous veterans on an Algeria-wide
basis would come in the newspapers of indigenous reform movements four years later. In
July 1934, an article appeared in La Défense, a newspaper close to the AUMA,70 expressing
the discontent of indigenous veterans with the wider political situation in Algeria. The author,
identified only by the initials M.S.L and by his service as ‘combattant volontaire, mutilé de
guerre’, adopted rhetorical strategies combining metropolitan veteran discourses with the
vocabulary of the movements of indigenous political reform, in a language which prefigured
the highly politicised claims-making of the indigenous veterans’ organisations, yet to come to
the fore outside of Oran. He began by attacking the ‘arabophobes’ who had minimised the
contribution of the indigenous troops to the French war effort, before offering his own vision
of this contribution: ‘250000 troops…43540 dead, thousands of consumptives, cripples,
victims of gas attacks’. This was followed by a passage in which he evoked the impôt du
sang, declaring that that the ‘fact that the indigenous Algerian has been subject to
conscription and fulfilled his military duties gives him an incontestable moral right, in the
absence of legal recognition, to consider himself a Frenchman’.71 The use of the impôt du
sang by this indigenous veteran as a justification for a distinctly political argument places
him firmly within the claims-making tradition of indigenous movements for reform from the
Jeunes Algériens of the 1910s to his contemporaries in the Fédération des Elus Musulmans.
In fact, he openly identified himself with the growing demand for reform among the
indigenous population, approving of the efforts of indigenous activists to highlight their
69
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participation in the Great War. If the political justification for his claims owes much to the
rhetoric of indigenous movements, his intervention in the political arena was legitimised by
comparison with the metropolitan veterans’ movements:
Il est bon qu’on sache à l’heure où la génération du feu s’apprête à descendre dans le
Forum pour imposer au pays une politique de rénovation, que nos milliers de
combattants musulmans qui sont restés sur le champ de bataille, que les cohortes de
mutilés qui endurent encore le martyre, se sont offerts en holocauste pour préparer à
leur descendance un avenir où l’égalité de tous devant les lois du pays ne doit pas être
un leurre.72
Here we see an intersection between the language of claims-making of the veterans’
movements, transplanted from the metropolitan to the colonial setting, and the political
claims of the indigenous movements of reform. These two elements would define the
rhetoric of the indigenous veterans’ movements’ forays into the political sphere.

The following year the indigenous press played host to several voices from the new
indigenous veterans’ movements, pointing to a willingness on the part of indigenous
veterans to engage in collective action of a specifically political nature.73 In April of that
year, La Défense published a letter to the Minister of the Interior from the LACMO that
combined the traditional demands of the veterans’ movement, both colonial and
metropolitan, with the claims of the indigenous political movements, simultaneously
evoking the priority of the veteran and the impôt du sang.74 The most striking contribution
was to come, however, in November of that year from the Ligue des combattants et
victimes de guerre indigènes d’Algérie, a group based in the town of Fort-National
(Larbaâ Nath Iraten) in Kabylia. This article, which appeared in both La Défense and the
Bendjelloul-affiliated newspaper L’Entente Franco-Musulmane, quite pointedly asserted
the right of the indigenous veterans’ associations to engage in political campaigns while
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also implicitly attacking the restricted programme of the cross-community veterans’
associations:
En s’offrant en holocauste pour la sauvegarde de l’intégrité nationale, le poilu indigène
était en droit de compter, dans la paix, sur une ère de réelle fraternité et de franchise,
compatibles avec l’évolution de l’Algérie Musulmane. On s’étonne que notre action ne
se soit pas bornée à quémander des décorations, subventions, cafés maures ou autre
faveur de minime importance et qu’elle eut la prétention de viser plus haut et plus loin
que certaines satisfactions immédiates.75
This refusal to restrict the agenda of the veterans’ movement to those issues directly
concerning veterans alone and not the indigenous community at large, a key source of
conflict with the cross-community veterans, was stated clearly and concisely. The author
regarded the granting of specific rights, primarily of an economic and social nature, as just
one step down the road to progress for the whole of indigenous society, considering the
‘veteran question’ to be ‘ephemeral’ while ‘that of the social order is eternal’.76 The
veterans had a moral responsibility to build a just postwar order for all of indigenous
society. If the cross-community organisations proved reticent to endorse any of these
demands at the North African Congresses, it was hardly surprising given the fact that these
questions had largely gone untouched prior to the intervention of the indigenous veterans’
associations.77 These issues could no longer be ignored. The radical indigenous veterans’
movements had clearly moved into the overtly political sphere.

In the advent of the election of the Popular Front, the more radical indigenous veterans’
movements became part of the wider coalition of civil society and political organisations
supporting the Blum-Viollette project. The Congrès Musulman included the veterans as
one of the special interest groups to be represented on its committees78 and ensured the
presence of a veteran, the war amputee and vice-president of the Association des Anciens
Combattants Musulmans du Département de Constantine, Bakir Benkalaya, in its
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delegation to the Popular Front government.79 At a local level, indigenous veteran
movements became increasingly vocal in the debate surrounding political reform. The
example of the Cercle des Anciens Combattants Musulmans in the town of Batna is
representative of this trend. Founded in late 1936,80 the organisation immediately
dedicated itself to political action, sending telegrams in January 1937 to both Blum and
Viollette expressing its ‘profound gratitude’ for the project and denouncing the campaign
against it.81 Months later a meeting of around 100 indigenous members, addressed by the
now president of the Association des Anciens Combattants Musulmans du département de
Constantine, Mr. ‘Benkalha’ (alternative spelling of Benkalaya), called for reform not
only in those areas traditionally targeted by veterans’ associations (pensions, reserved jobs
etc.) but also in the social (indigenous housing) and political fields.82 Directly referring to
the Blum-Viollette Project, Benkalaya followed a well-worn strategy of both the
metropolitan veteran organisations and indigenous reform movements by contrasting the
promises and rhetoric of wartime leaders with the practice of the post-war administration:
Parlant du Projet Viollette, il a voulu voir dans son vote prochain la réalisation des
paroles et promesses faites aux troupes d’Afrique par le Général Joffre le 4 février 1916
qui voyant les tirailleurs prendre les lignes à Verdun leur dit « enfants adoptifs
aujourd’hui, la France victorieuse fera de vous ses fils légitimes ».83
The use of a framing strategy shared by both veterans’ associations and the indigenous
movements of political reform reflects the constitution, both in terms of ideology and
membership, of these new organisations.

Official reports from the department of Constantine constantly highlighted the alleged
political links between the indigenous veterans’ organisations, springing up across the
region, and the various indigenous movements of reform. In the commune mixte of
Chateaudun-du-Rhumel (Chelghoum Laïd), the authorities suspected the founders of the
local Cercle des Anciens Combattants Musulmans of operating with ulterior motives, both
morally and politically suspect. The administrator’s report suggested that the cercle was to
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serve as a front for both an illegal gambling ring and a political centre for the AUMA, who
had supposedly furnished the sum of 6000Fr to acquire the building.84 The importance of
the AUMA notwithstanding, Constantine was the stronghold of the Fédération des Elus
Musulmans and its charismatic leader, Dr. Bendjelloul,85 a figure authorities believed to
exercise political control over many of these nascent organisations.86 A 1937 report from
the Commissaire de Police of Batna to the Prefect is representative of the suspicion with
which local authorities regarded the influence of Bendjelloul over indigenous veterans’
movements, asserting that these groups were fronts for the electoral campaign of the
Fédéraion des Elus in the department.87 In the city of Constantine, the veterans’ leader
Benkalaya served as one of Dr. Benjelloul’s closest lieutenants.88 Under the aegis of Dr.
Bendjelloul, Benkalaya would seek to enter local politics, running in a by-election for a
place on the city’s Municipal Council in January 1937 on a platform that played heavily
on his experience as a veteran.89 Such close ties, however, belie the complex nature of
mass activism in Algeria: often, indigenous veterans’ movements would include members
from a number of different political groups on their central committee.90 Police reports
assigning certain political views to board members should not be taken at face value, while
the blurred boundaries between civil society and political movements make open
assertions about the political affiliations of these associations problematic.

The indigenous veterans’ adoption of the rhetorical strategies of the political leaders of their
community was not a one-way process. The presence of articles from the indigenous
veterans’ movements in the newspapers associated with political groupings, particularly the
AUMA-affiliated La Défense and to a lesser extent the Fédération des Elus-affiliated
L’Entente Franco-Musulmane, exposed activists in these organisations to the language of
claims-making of the veterans’ movement. The cause of the veteran was integrated into the
programme of the indigenous movements while the participation of veterans in organisations
84
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such as the Congrès Musulman lent force to the assertion of the loyalty of the indigenous
community to France. Occasionally political leaders would directly evoke the language of the
veterans’ movement to legitimise their wider programme, with, for example, Ferhat Abbas
citing the metropolitan veteran leader Col. Pichot to call the government to action on the
Viollette project:
Nous reprenons pour notre compte les paroles de M. Henri Pichot adressés aux Anciens
Combattants « Le temps des déclarations généreuses et sans lendemain est passé. Il n’y
a plus de place que pour l’action ».91
The tropes of the veterans’ movement had been incorporated into the political rhetoric of
the movements of indigenous reform.

For the nationalists of Messali Hadj’s PPA, the indigenous veterans’ endorsement of the
Blum-Viollette project ruled out the possibility of any direct political alliance. Nonetheless,
the PPA did engage with the cause of the veteran, attacking in harsh terms both the agenda of
the cross-community organisations and the attempts of the authorities to undermine the
political claims of indigenous veterans. It mocked the Algerian press’s ‘discovery of a sudden
affection and concern for Muslim veterans’ that centred on minor financial injustices and
contrasted this with their constant attacks on indigenous political activists who struggled for
the rights for which indigenous Algerians had fought and died in the Great War:
Entre des pamphlets et parmi les appels à la répression et les proclamations haineuses
des élus algériens, on trouve ça et là quelques protestations contre le retrait d’une
licence de café maure ou d’un permis de chasse. Comme si c’était pour de telles
bagatelles que les musulmans se sont battus en 1914 !92
Even a movement whose principal aim was the separation of Algeria from France, a
political goal that sat uneasily with the indigenous veterans’ movements’ constant
proclamations of loyalty to France, saw that political capital could be garnered by evoking
the cause of the veterans.

Alongside their close relationship with political organisations, the indigenous veterans’
movement also used their position in the umbrella organisations of the veterans’ associations
in North Africa to advance their cause. It was in his capacity as a member of the Fédération
91
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Départementale that Abdallah Nourreddine Bendjelloul (normally referred to simply as
Nourredine), leader of the LACMO, succeeded in pushing his organisation’s radical political
agenda through the Amicale’s own newspaper. In January 1937, La Tranchée published a
letter from Nourreddine that reproduced, almost verbatim, the ‘Appeal to the People of
France’ issued by the League several years earlier.93 Nourreddine would prove particularly
adept at manipulating and adapting the pre-existing structures and language of the veterans’
movement in Algeria in an openly political campaign on behalf of the indigenous population.
This challenge, as we will discuss below, was to have practical implications for the Amicale’s
efforts to impose its policy on the umbrella organisations, which had long served as a proxy
for Kerdavid and the group’s leaders to control the wider veterans’ movement. The
authorities, both military and civil, that had hitherto happily devolved the social control of
indigenous veterans to the moderate veterans’ associations, grew increasingly alarmed at the
perceived radicalisation of indigenous veterans. Something would have to be done.

The Intervention of the “Colonial-Military Complex”
Somewhat fortuitously for the authorities, and perhaps suspiciously so, the Algerian-born
hero of the Balkan Front, Maréchal Louis Franchet d’Espèrey stepped into the breach. By
1933 the Maréchal and other senior figures associated with both the colonial regime and the
military had begun to discuss the possibility of a semi-official body to coordinate provision
for indigenous veterans.94 In 1934 the Council of Ministers was informed of the plan and with
its approval secured, the Amitiés Africaines was officially founded the following year.95
While not legally a state organisation, the Amitiés relied on state funding in the form of
subventions offered by government departments and local authorities.96 At a time when
indigenous political agitation was on the rise and the cross-community veterans’ movements
were struggling to reconcile their commitment to the primacy of the veteran with the colonial
commitment to the primacy of the European, the Amitiés allowed the military and colonial
authorities to exercise a more direct social control over the veterans. From its conception, the
Amitiés had two quite distinct goals. In public, the Maréchal described its mission as follows:
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Il s’agit de donner vie et force à la famille militaire franco-indigène et de lier à nos
victoires comme à nos destinées nationales, tous les indigènes qui ont servi sous nos
drapeaux ou combattu à nos côtés un peu partout.97
In an echo of official commemorative culture, the Amitiés asserted that its aim was the
perpetuation of the sacred bond formed between the indigenous and France on the battlefields
of the Great War and beyond. An internal document from 1935 eschewed the flowery
language of unity, offering a much more pragmatic justification for the foundation of the
organisation:
But : assurer la paix intérieure dans l’Afrique du Nord…En milieu indigène lorsque
l’esprit et le moral sont devenus mauvais le pire peut surgir inopinément…
Aussi soustraire les militaires et les Anciens Militaires indigènes aux propagandes
nocives sévissant autour d’eux et exalter leur loyalisme, préparer les populations à leurs
devoirs envers la France, ne pas se laisser surprendre par les multiples problèmes
moraux et matériels résultant de troubles d’une mobilisation ou de la guerre…A l’égard
des militaires libérés tous ses efforts tendront à ce que la défense de leurs intérêts ne
soit plus abandonnés à n’importe quel groupement ou agitateurs.98
In realpolitik terms, the Amitiés Africaines was intended to cater for the needs of indigenous
veterans in a politically sound environment. Security concerns were as much a driving force
behind the project as any commitment to the welfare of the ‘Franco-indigenous family’.

Co-operation between the authorities and the Amitiés was extremely close from the
beginning. The military assigned staff members to work on social projects for the Amitiés as
early as 1936.99 On the ground, the Amitiés set about building a network of dar-el-askri (pl.
diar), an indigenous equivalent of the maisons du combattant run by the veterans’
associations. Here indigenous veterans could gather socially, safe from the malign influence
of agitators. While direct control of the dar rested with the local committee of the Amitiés, its
activities were organised ‘following the directives and the instructions it receives from the
military authorities’.100 Furthermore, the diar were to be ‘put at the disposition of the military
97
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commander who provides both the management and the technical organisation’.101 The
collaboration between the Amitiés and the authorities was so close as to require an official
rebuttal from the administrative committee to the attempts of the military inspectorate to
extend its remit to the network of diar-el-askri.102 While the local committees included
indigenous dignitaries, it was in reality the military, working in tandem with the local civil
authorities and the senior Amitiés officials that dictated policy at all levels of the organisation.
The services previously provided by veterans’ associations, such as assistance with dealing
with the state bureaucracy and educational measures to ensure veterans were aware of their
entitlement were co-opted by the Amitiés and stripped of any potentially disruptive political
agenda. The civil authorities even sought to prioritise the Amitiés in this field by granting the
organisation a legally defined advisory role in the allocation of the emplois résérvés in
1938.103

Alongside these activities traditional to the veterans’ movements, the Amitiés also sought to
provide basic social services to indigenous veterans. By 1939 there were forty-eight local
committees in place across North Africa,104 largely focused on the operation of the diar-elaskri. The dar-el-askri served as a doctor’s clinic where veterans and their families could
receive medical care, a policy designed not only with a view to maintaining the loyalty of the
veteran but also in line with the wider agenda of social hygiene practiced in both metropole
and colony. Furthermore, the dar-el-askri sought to alleviate the food shortages that were
chronic among both the rural and urban poor, providing food to veterans and their families
and thus countering the highly emotive and effective image of the decorated veteran beggar, a
leitmotif of the propaganda of indigenous movements of reform. In April 1937, the Amitiés
claimed to be providing almost 20000 meals and providing medical care to 500 veterans and/
or their dependants every day.105 This ‘action sociale’ was to operate in collaboration with,
but subordinate to, ‘official services’ provide by the State and/or the Army.106 Armand
Guillon, Frenchet d’Esperey’s successor at the head of the association and a former ResidentGeneral in Morocco, is clear in his assessment of the goals of this social intervention:
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L’ancien militaire prend ainsi la place à laquelle il a droit dans la société musulmane.
La retraite qu’il touche lui donne de nouveaux moyens de vie. Son prestige, appuyé sur
ses galons, ses décorations, grandit. Il prend place dans les assemblées locales, ses
conseils sont écoutés, son influence prolonge et appuie celle de la France.107
Here we see the Amitiés Africaines co-opting another central plank of the programme and
practice of the cross-community veterans’ associations: “segregated primacy”. The
indigenous veteran was to be granted a place of priority within the indigenous sphere from
which he could guarantee that the interests of the authorities were supported. His enhanced
prestige would secure his election to the limited representative bodies of the indigenous
community, and thus ensure that these institutions remain dominated by the acolytes of the
colonial regime. However, the master plan of the Amitiés Africaines, like so many of the
developmental projects that would follow in years to come, failed to acknowledge both the
capacity of actors in the indigenous community for political action and the increasing
indivisibility of social, economic and political claims.

Despite the rapid expansion of the Amitiés Africaines in the four years following its
foundation, the organisation had not reached sufficient strength to challenge the predominance of trans-communal veterans’ associations in catering for indigenous veterans. The
organisation’s heyday was to come in the wake of the Second World War, with its expanded
network of 177 diar-el-askri catering to some 330000 veterans by 1953.108 Nevertheless, the
foundation of the Amitiés, with some form of official approval at the very least, shows the
extent to which the Amicale and its sister organisations were perceived as having lost control
of the indigenous veterans. The deeply paternalistic ethos of the Amitiés fundamentally
misunderstood the nature of the political action being undertaken by the indigenous veterans.
Economic and social concessions were supposed to quell unrest in the ranks of the indigenous
veterans and convert them into a loyal clientele base for the regime. Yet, as the activism of
indigenous veterans, both within the cross-community associations and in the new
indigenous-led organisations, had shown, the key demands of indigenous veterans were not
purely related to patronage but also centred on issues of equality. Indigenous veteran leaders’
conception of equality extended beyond pension rights to their right to participate in the
shaping and application of policy, both within the veterans’ movement and within the wider
107
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political system. The hierarchical structure of the Amitiés excluded indigenous veterans from
decision-making, indeed often sacrificing them to the economic needs of the colonial system
as evidenced by the controversial recruitment of veterans as labourers for private enterprise in
the metropole.

109

While indigenous veterans did partake of the services offered by the

Amitiés, often in large numbers, this does not necessarily signify that they willingly adopted
the role the Amitiés hoped to assign to them, as a loyal pillar of the regime. The continued
existence of the indigenous veterans’ groups, many of whom were vocal in their demand for
the extension of citizenship rights, is testament to the failure of the Amitiés to monopolise the
indigenous veteran. The notion of “segregated primacy”, long promoted by the crosscommunity veterans’ associations, was enforced as official policy through the Amitiés,
becoming in practice what it had always been in theory: a (largely unsuccessful) attempt to
buy off the indigenous veterans.

Indigenous Veterans’ Associations and the Umbrella Organisations
The gradual usurpation of the veterans’ associations’ role by the Amitiés Africaines was
largely overshadowed within the moderate veterans’ movement by the increasing
assertiveness of the more radical indigenous veterans’ groups. The indigenous veterans were
now central players in the umbrella organisations that sought to federate veterans across
North Africa. Furthermore, indigenous members within the cross-community organisations
were now seeking to impose a more pro-reform agenda. By 1939, the proportion of
indigenous members within the Amicale stood at somewhere between one quarter and one
fifth, as seen below:
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Ethnic Composition of the Amicale Membership 1939

862
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3115
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Chart II: The Ethnic Composition of the Amicale Membership in 1939.110
The knock-on effects of the new weight of indigenous veterans in veteran politics in colonies
could be seen in the image the cross-community Interfédération sought to present to the
public. The contrast with the one-time emblem of the Interfédération’s most important
member, the Amicale, is striking. Where once the figure of the wounded Zouave was
accompanied by a European Red Cross nurse, now the European soldier stood alongside his
indigenous comrade-in-arms:

Image V: Lottery Ticket for the Interfédération Nord-Africaine, 1938.111
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However, the leaders of the indigenous veterans’ movements would not be content with a
simple acknowledgement of their presence: they wanted radical change.

In March 1937, Nourreddine and the LACMO organised a congress in Oran, drawing
together the indigenous veterans’ movements of North Africa. Delegates from across Algeria
spoke out against government neglect and demanded full support for the Blum-Viollette
project.112 Later that year at the Interfederal Congress in Casablanca, Algeria’s indigenous
veterans presented a united front, blocking an attempt by the Amicale to have its policy
regarding the Blum-Viollette project adopted universally. The indigenous veterans wanted an
unambiguous endorsement of the scheme, asserting that the Amicale’s policy of noncommittal put ‘obstacles’ in the way of a project they very much supported.113 At the
following year’s Interfederal Congress in Algiers, the question of indigenous rights would
once more prove extremely problematic. Tasked by the Congress with reporting on the
indigenous question, Tahar Aouidad was harshly critical of government neglect of indigenous
veterans, comparing the fate of their claims to the fable of the Rock of Sisyphus.114 In an
attempt to rally wider support for the realisation of indigenous demands, he framed the
campaign in terms of national security, pointing both to the threat of foreign influence in
North Africa and the necessity of indigenous troops for national defence.115 This rhetoric
notwithstanding, Aouidad remained committed to the moderate agenda of the Amicale,
stopping short of any endorsement of the Blum-Viollette project and presenting a motion
calling for priority for veterans in any reform plans.

However, the leaders of the more radical indigenous veterans’ movements were not willing to
rubber stamp this extension of the Amicale’s longstanding policy to the Interfederation as a
whole. Once more, Nourredine challenged the cautious agenda dictated by the crosscommunity organisations, declaring himself willing to temporarily renounce his claim to
citizenship rights to support the provisions of Blum-Viollette, a statement that provoked
agitation in the audience.116 His colleague from Constantine, Bakir Benkalaya, called for a
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motion of support for the government and the rejection of Aouidad’s proposition.117
According to the official report of the Congress, ‘an extensive discussion’ ensued.118
Speaking on behalf of the cross-community organisations, Kerdavid articulated his rejection
of the endorsement of the Blum-Viollette project in terms of the primacy of the veteran:
Je prends la responsabilité ici, de demander la priorité en faveur des anciens
combattants indigènes…
Si nous avons pensé à demander des droits d’électeur en faveur de nos camarades, c’est
parce que nous estimons nous, Anciens Combattants, qui les avons eus à nos côtés
pendant la guerre que même que ceux qui vivent dans les gourbis, les plus éloignés –
seraient-ils les plus ignorants- ont un droit de priorité sur les autres possédant même
une instruction supérieure.
L’ancien combattant indigène a versé son sang pour la France, avec nous, pour nous, il
est Français… Les autres doivent être servis après.119
Interestingly, Kerdavid acknowledged that without the intervention of the indigenous
veterans’ organisations, the cross-community groups ‘would never have thought of dealing
with the question of electoral rights for the indigenous’.120 While his rejection of BlumViollette had long been couched in terms of the primacy of the veteran, Kerdavid’s next
comment offered an insight into another, undoubtedly more important, reason for his
reticence to commit the Amicale and the Interfédération to support of the Project:
Respectueux de toutes les opinions politiques, car l’Interfédération groupe des
camarades aux nuances les plus diverses, nous n’avons pas à nous ranger à un projet ou
à un autre.121
Unwilling and, perhaps, unable to rally the majority of his members to support a project that
was roundly rejected by most of the European-led political movements in Algeria, Kerdavid
and the Amicale pushed for the adoption of a motion calling for priority to be given to
veterans in any reform of the political status of the indigenous. In the end the motion was
approved, with the official Congress booklet reporting ‘the motion was adopted unanimously
except for three votes’.122 The Amicale had imposed its agenda on the Interfédération but had
not succeeded in convincing the indigenous naysayers.
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The following year, the Congress of the Interfédération Nord-Africaine, meeting in Tunis,
offered another opportunity for the Amicale to promote its agenda. Aouidad presented an
extensive set of resolutions detailing the reforms necessary to ensure indigenous veterans
enjoyed that to which the law entitled them while also endorsing the equality of pension
rights wholeheartedly.123 The report highlighted the ammunition that existing inequalities and
abuses gave to ‘agitateurs’, stoking fears of the rising tide of nationalism.124 The Congress
fully supported this element of Auoidad’s programme, committing itself to specific measures
designed to improve the conditions of indigenous veterans and to establish full equality of
pensions. On the issue of civil and political rights, in a preliminary report in preparation for
the Congress Aouidad had proposed a motion that echoed, word for word, the position
outlined the previous year. The absence of this motion or any specific comments regarding
the political status of the indigenous in the Congress’ final report suggests that the Amicale’s
efforts to impose its approach on this issue were stymied, presumably by the indigenous
veteran leadership.125

Interestingly, two almost identical versions of Auoidad’s final report exist in the archives: the
official booklet of the Congress126 and a pamphlet issued under the same title as the section
containing the report in the booklet.127 The sole difference is the following passage, excluded
from the official booklet but present in the pamphlet:
La vieille formule « des besoins moindres » qui semble consacrer à jamais le sort de la
majorité des autochtones. Il est vrai aussi que les Colonies n’attirent l’attention que
lorsque les revendications se font tumultueuses et pressantes ou à l’occasion de périls
extérieurs. Alors, on prononce des discours, on fait des promesses, on fait naitre de
grands espoirs qui laissent ensuite vite place à de vastes déceptions.128
While we can only speculate as to the explanation for this discrepancy, it seems reasonable to
suggest that the censorship of the most virulent of Aouidad’s criticism exposes the extent to
which the still overwhelmingly European leadership of the veterans’ movements was
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sensitive to radical critiques of its attitude towards the “indigenous question”. This
discomfort reflects an awareness on the part of the leadership that its pre-eminence among
organised veterans in Algeria was no longer guaranteed. Likewise, it was clear that the
essential ambiguity of its attitude towards political reform was fast becoming untenable.
Once a means of maintaining unity through avoiding conflicts over political reform, the idea
of “segregated primacy” had been fundamentally undermined by the failure to ensure priority
for the indigenous in his own sphere. Moreover, the rise of mass indigenous politics, feeding
off and contributing to a growing sense that injustice was inherent to the colonial system,
challenged the separation between political rights and social and economic rights. It now
seemed contradictory to campaign for equal pension rights but not equal political rights. Not
only was “segregated primacy” as yet largely unrealised after a decade of (often half-hearted)
campaigning, it was now increasingly undesired by a population whose expectations had
grown at a faster pace than the reform agenda within the veterans’ movements.

The parallels between the Amicale’s indigenous policy and that of some of the principal
actors discussed in Part I of this thesis is striking. The most obvious convergence can be seen
in the policy of the Amicale and that of the extreme right movements discussed in Chapter III.
The path of the Amicale from an almost total effacement of the indigenous toward a
paternalism that embraced enhanced economic, social and limit political rights for indigenous
veterans almost directly mirrors the evolution of the extreme right over the interwar period.
However, the dilemmas faced by the Amicale in dealing with this “indigenous question”
resonate beyond the extreme right and its rhetoric aimed at war veterans. The struggles faced
by the Left in the immediate postwar period over indigenous policy and its decision to
delegate this to an exceptional indigenous figure, a naturalised citizen and school teacher,
clearly foreshadowed the Amicale’s policy in the 1930s. Indeed, a direct comparison can be
drawn between the postwar Left’s vision of ‘social and economic fraternity’, the extreme
right’s ‘fraternity of arms’ and the Amicale’s “segregated primacy”, with each representing
an attempt by European political leaders to counter demands for political reform with a
combination of economic and social concessions and an imagined ‘intimate hierarchy’.129

These policies left little room for the agency of indigenous actors. For Nourreddine Abdellah
Bendjelloul of the LACMO, his political activism, both on the local scene in Oran and within
129
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the wider veterans’ movement, proved too much for the colonial authorities. His implacable
enemy, M. Oger, the head of the Office Départemental des Anciens Combattants, had long
supported his removal, claiming that the LACMO, once ‘rid of Nourreddine’, would ‘enjoy
universal sympathy and could take on the form of a real veterans’ association’.130 The Prefect
echoed these sentiments in his correspondence with the Governor General.131 In 1939, the
authorities moved against Nourreddine, arresting him for fraud arising from alleged financial
irregularities in the operation of the LACMO. He and his organisation were expelled from the
Interfédération and his reign over the most radical of the indigenous veterans’ associations
was brought to an end.132 Months later, the courts would dismiss the case against Nourredine
for lack of evidence, but his control over Oran’s indigenous veterans had been fundamentally
undermined133 Never again would a radical indigenous veterans’ organisation emerge in
Algeria to challenge European hegemony in both the wider veterans’ movement and in
colonial society at large.134

The case of Nourredine Abdallah Bendjelloul is illustrative of both the potential and the
limitations of political action framed in terms of participation of the Great War in colonial
Algeria. His story shows that indigenous veterans in Algeria, contrary to the prevailing
wisdom in the existing historiography, did in fact ‘organize into particularly effective or
disruptive groupings’.135 Rick Fogarty is right to point out that they did not represent a
‘violent challenge to the postwar political order’,136 but they did pose a sufficient threat to
provoke an intervention by the colonial state and military to ensure that these ‘unruly clients’
did not morph into something altogether more dangerous.137 Although their failure to secure
political rights has largely obscured their successful campaigns for financial and social rights,
perhaps their greatest achievement lies in their wresting back of control of their own
representation from the European leadership of the cross-community organisations.
Participation in the Great War was their ticket into the ‘monde du contact’, with all its
130
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possibilities and constraints. They used the contradictions inherent in the discourse around
wartime service promoted by both the cross-community veterans’ movement and the French
colonial authorities to push for the financial, social and political empowerment of indigenous
veterans. When their radicalism was perceived as a threat to European hegemony, both within
the veterans’ movement and in society generally, the colonial authorities moved to stifle
opposition. In the most extreme case, that of Nourredine, the European leadership of the
cross-community veterans seemed only too happy to facilitate his expulsion from the
veterans’ movement. His war record and use of a rhetorical strategy that valorised loyalty to
France could not insulate him from the reality of politics in a colonial sphere where racial
hierarchy trumped all other concerns. Although the language of the Great War facilitated
negotiation of the relationship between subjects, citizens and administrators in the colony, it
could not change the fundamental rules governing politics, and indeed everyday life, in the
colony.

Conclusion
If the focus in this chapter has been on conflict and contradiction, this has been at the expense
of a broader analysis of the Amicale’s success, in influencing public policy in Algeria and in
attracting members from both communities. As a moderate veterans’ movement, it offered
guidance to those confronting an elaborate bureaucracy while also providing a non-overtly
political forum for veterans to vent their frustration in relative freedom. Nevertheless, the
study of the rhetoric of the Amicale offers an insight into the complex and plural meanings of
the Great War in the language of politics in interwar Algeria. It exposes the dilemmas facing
“moderate”, supposedly apolitical, movements attempting to employ metropolitan strategies
to frame demands in a colonial context. In particular, it demonstrates that the potential
polysemy of the Great War as a legitimising discourse could serve to both subsume subaltern
demands and elevate them into a radical critique of the existing colonial order. If the story of
the Amicale cannot and should not be reduced to the contradictions that underlay its
discourse, neither can it be understood without an analysis of the role the ‘tensions of
Empire’ inherent in its language played in shaping its policy. Chief among these was the
ambiguity inherent in the concept of “primacy”.
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Undoubtedly, the notion of primacy was far from uncontested within veterans’ movements in
the metropole: the war-wounded often asserted their entitlement over veterans while political
and ideological disputes undermined the universality of claims for the primacy of the
génération du feu. These clashes notwithstanding, the fundamental concept of primacy
remained much the same: the veteran should be first among equals; he should have priority
above all others. How then, could a moderate organisation apply this logic to a colonial
context? Who could countenance an indigenous veteran being treated on equal terms with a
European veteran, particularly if this would grant him primacy over non-combatant
Europeans? The Amicale initially chose to ignore the indigenous veteran, excluding him and
other indigenous rights-holders from its discourse in the years immediately following its
foundation. Subsequently, the organisation attempted to subsume the claims of the
indigenous, paying lip-service to equality and half-heartedly pursuing his primacy in the
indigenous sphere. The rise of mass politics in the wake of the centenary rendered this policy
unsustainable; a solution would have to be found to meet some of the demands of the
indigenous veterans without challenging the colonial status quo. In the period 1930-1936, the
Amicale began to develop the policy of “segregated primacy”, campaigning to end abuses, to
promote priority for indigenous veterans in the indigenous sphere and to establish parity of
pensions for the dependents of the dead while remaining mostly silent on possible reforms
towards equality, financial and political, for the living. Finally, faced with the challenge of
the Blum-Viollette project and the rise of the indigenous veterans’ organisation, the Amicale
embraced the equalisation of pension rights and redoubled its efforts to promote “segregated
primacy” in the political sphere. Even its non-committal stance on the expansion of
citizenship was dressed in the language of primacy, holding that reform projects were only be
legitimate if they respected the pre-eminence of the veteran.

Where Part I of this thesis underlined the transcendent nature of the Great War as a rhetorical
strategy mobilised across political and communal boundaries in defence of a whole variety of
rival causes, the case of the Amicale demonstrates the transformative power of the Great War
as a point of reference within a single and supposedly transcommunal organisation. While the
veterans’ movement had a particularly powerful claim to the legitimacy of the Great War,
framing their demands in terms of their wartime service was not without its risks. The
movement’s evolution over the course of the interwar period clearly illustrates that the
European leadership failed to grasp the revolutionary potential of the egalitarian message that
they were promoting. If the shared experience of the Great War initially brought veterans
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from both communities together in a common organisation driven by the demand for
recompense, differing opinions over how compensation should be doled out within the
bounds of the colonial system would eventually drive large sections of them apart. The
rhetoric of the Amicale, firmly imbedded in notions of the ‘moral economy of sacrifice’ and
mutual obligation, could not escape the shadow of the wider metanarratives that shaped
political language in colonial Algeria. The movement’s tacit endorsement of the image of the
pioneer settler, and its inevitable counterpart, the ignorant and savage indigenous,
undermined its proclaimed commitment to a “colour-blind” vision of veterans’ rights. The
internal structures of the movement reproduced the restrictions and discriminations of the
wider colonial system in Algeria, meaning that for most of the interwar period, the
indigenous were absent not only from the Amicale’s discourse but also from the ranks of its
cadres. The organisation’s construction of a discourse that denounced inequalities between
the metropole and Algeria, a common thread in European-dominated political organisations,
legitimised forms of political contestation that questioned the nature of the relationship
between France and Algeria.

Above all, however, it was the Amicale’s failed attempt to adapt the egalitarian discourse
constructed by the metropolitan movements to a colonial setting that would spell trouble for
the European leadership. By providing indigenous veterans with a legitimising language
predicated on notions of equality, the cross-community veterans’ movement sowed the seeds
of its own downfall. Whether indigenous veterans chose to employ this framing strategy
internally, within the forums of the cross-community organisations, or externally, in new
indigenous-dominated veterans’ organisations, the European leadership could no longer
ignore wholesale the claims of their indigenous comrades. The concept of “segregated
primacy”, both as an aspiration of the Amicale and a practice of the Amitiés, fundamentally
misunderstood the central demand of the indigenous veteran: that his voice should count,
both within the veterans’ movement and within wider Algerian society. The provision of
social services, the campaign for pension equality and the calls for the priority of indigenous
veterans in the state sector were by no means unimportant advances made on behalf on the
indigenous veteran community. However, they left intact the very hierarchy that indigenous
veterans increasingly sought to challenge. Unlike their European counterparts, indigenous
veterans could not shape the services and privileges to which their status as veterans entitled
them because they exercised no direct influence over the authorities who provided them.
Indigenous veterans came to realise that the only way to safeguard their interests was by
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securing real political power, both within the veterans’ movement and within wider society.
Reference to the war not only helped them recognise this salient fact of life in the colony but
it also empowered them to fight against it.

Nevertheless, membership of a veterans’ association was just one facet of the veteran
experience. Indeed, in most belligerent countries, the majority of veterans did not join any
form of collective organisation. Even in France, where veterans’ associations were at their
strongest, an estimated one in two veterans remained unaffiliated.138 It is probable that this
figure was much higher for the indigenous veterans in Algeria. They would largely be left to
their own devices when it came to the complicated task of claiming their postwar
entitlements. In spite of the many obstacles placed in their way, their persistence in pursuing
their claims would, as we shall now see, put pressure on the colonial authorities to account
for the gaps between rhetoric and reality in veteran policy.
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Chapter V: Pensions, Posts and Petitions: Claiming “Just Reward” for
Wartime Service
In December 1921, Zoub Ben el Kamba, a veteran from the city of Biskra, wrote to the
Governor General denouncing the administration’s failure to compensate him for his
participation in the Great War. As the intellectual and political elites in Algiers rallied around
the Emir Khaled to call for political reform, a veteran four hundred kilometres away in the
South Constantinois offered his own critique of the colonial administration. His obvious
frustration with the complex and slow-moving bureaucracy that regulated pensions in the
colony resonated in his plea for the French colonial state to meet its obligation to him:139
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Je suis un pauvre malheureux, je fais aucun travail, je regarde à vous et au bon Dieu,
j’avais versé mon sang pour la France et j’espère que maintenant elle ne me laissera
mourir de faim.140
This chapter examines the case of Zoub Ben el Kamba and so many other indigenous actors
who, often distant from political power centres, mobilised their vision of the ‘moral economy
of sacrifice’ to claim their “just reward” from the colonial state. Their correspondence with
the colonial and pension authorities bears witness to a striking capacity to navigate a complex
and often hostile bureaucracy as they sought to transform the colonial state’s generous
rhetoric into reality.

This chapter also considers the attempts of the colonial state to define and, often, minimise,
its duties to colonial rights-holders. It explores the colonial authorities’ strategies to limit the
financial burden of compensation through both legal regulation and administrative practice.
With a focus on individual rather than institutional interactions, it underlines the importance
of intermediaries who exploited the lack of legal clarity in the postwar provision system and
the extensive power of discretion granted to colonial officials to manipulate the system in
favour of their clients. By examining the interactions between colonial rights-holders, their
intermediaries and the colonial administration, we can see how the monde du contact
operated outside or alongside the structures of formal politics and organised civil society.
Where, in Chapter IV we explored the tensions at the heart of the interactions between
indigenous veterans as a collective, their European counterparts and the colonial
administration, here we will consider how these same tensions were played out on a personal
level, with the high political drama of veterans’ congresses giving way to the sometimes
mundane, often tragic, pleas of indigenous rights-holder for financial compensation from a
colonial state whose stated commitment to rewarding the service of indigenous veterans was
not always reflected in its policies. They would combine the evocation of their service with a
whole other range of rhetorical strategies in an effort to pressure the colonial state into
honouring its wartime promises to compensate those who fought and/or died for the defence
of the Patrie.
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Finally, this chapter contributes to our wider understanding of the interaction between the
expanding modern state, in this case an oppressive, racially-hierarchical colonial state, and
the population over which it governed. The correspondence between indigenous rightsholders and the colonial administration, often mediated through intermediaries, paints a
complex picture of the encounter between officialdom and the swathes of the indigenous
population that seem to have been simultaneously subject to and beyond the reach of its
control. The case of these indigenous rights-holders lies at the intersection of two intertwined
concepts that underpin the modern state: legibility and eligibility. Here I draw inspiration
from the work of the noted anthropologist and historian of Southeast Asia, James Scott.
Throughout his work, Scott has highlighted the importance of the imposition of a form of
‘legibility’ for the expansion of the modern state.141 From the creation of permanent last
names to the mapping of landholdings, the apparatus of the emergent nation-state ‘took
exceptionally complex, illegible and local social practices and created a standard grid
whereby it could be centrally recorded and monitored’.142 In the face of the encroachment of
the repressive state, the agrarian masses, in Scott’s schema, expressed their resistance through
a combination of ‘irony, petty acts of noncompliance, foot dragging, dissimulation... the
steady, grinding efforts to hold one's own against overwhelming odds a spirit and practice
that prevents the worst and promises something better’.143 In the polarised colonial state, he
asserts, such resistance was embodied in ‘wilful and massive noncompliance’ on the part of
the colonised.144 Fred Cooper has challenged the application of Scott’s theory to colonial
Africa, stressing the ‘complexity of engagement of Africans with imported institutions and
constructs’.145 The evidence presented in this chapter would seem to support Cooper. While it
is true that large numbers of indigenous rights-holders (how many is impossible to quantify)
did not seek to vindicate their rights by engaging with the colonial state, it is also undeniable
that a significant proportion did seek to do so, optimising their eligibility by making
themselves legible to the colonial state. The fact that rights-holders engaged in the long,
complex and potentially expensive process of assembling the myriad of documents required
by the French colonial state demonstrates their understanding that legibility was a
141
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precondition to eligibility, even if their conception of both often differed from that of the
colonial administrators who adjudicated their cases. Thus, the process of post-war claimsmaking, through the applications of indigenous rights-holders for financial and social
compensation, became a means by which the monde du contact was expanded and reshaped.
Indigenous claimants learned to employ, manipulate and challenge the language of the state,
which, in this instance, was a language permeated with references to the Great War.

Legislating for Mutual Obligation
In the immediate aftermath of the war, French society, like all the belligerent societies,
debated how the postwar order could best reflect the wartime ‘moral economy of sacrifice’.
As Chapters I and II demonstrated, these debates often centred on divisive and deeply
ideologically issues connected to colonial and social reform. However, it was the practical
and largely non-political question of how the state would cater for and compensate those who
had fought and/or died to defend France that was the most pressing for the legions of
veterans, war-wounded, widows and orphan across metropolitan France and the Empire. As
we have seen in Chapter IV, the first major piece of legislation that emerged in the aftermath
of the Great War to cater for those who had fought on the battlefields of France seemed to
guarantee a form of financial equality for the indigenous of North Africa. The Loi Lugol of
31st March 1919 sought to provide for the significant number of war-wounded, widows and
orphans left in the wake of the horrors of the war, granting them a right not just to recognition
by the state but, crucially, a right to reparation. The new law aimed to compensate, in
financial terms, the soldier who had lost his arm, the widow who had lost her husband and the
child who had lost a parent.146 When the project was presented before the Assemblée
Nationale, the Deputies Marius Moutet and Henri Doizy, long-time supporters of colonial
reform, evoked the republican concept of the impôt de sang to justify the law’s extension to
indigenous populations in the colonies where conscription was enforced.147 However, their
proposal did not go uncontested. In the Senate, Dominique Delahaye, a Catholic monarchist
and extreme nationalist, attacked the proposal with two principal arguments. Firstly, he
asserted that the amendment, by singling out colonies in which conscription was in operation,
would unjustly privilege one group of colonial subjects over another. Secondly, he turned to
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an argument that was a constant in the discourse of those who sought to limit the rights of
colonial subjects, asserting that the indigenous lifestyle required less financial resources than
that of the European and thus, it would be ‘immoral to provide for the indigenous beyond
their needs’.148 Delahaye’s amendment proposed that the rate for pensions granted to
indigenous rights-holders across all colonies should be set at exactly half the rate enjoyed by
French citizens.149 A lively debate ensued in which the President of the Commission on
Pensions asserted that administrators from North Africa were anxious that the indigenous
population be granted the financial compensation they had been promised during the war.150
In the end, the text presented by the government and endorsed by the Assembly as Article 73
of the Law of March 31st 1919, seemed to embrace financial equality for North Africa:
Les tarifs de pensions fixés pour les militaires français sont applicables aux militaires
indigènes de l’Algérie et des colonies ou pays de protectorat dans lesquels le
recrutement s’opère par voie de conscription.151
Nevertheless, by adopting this amendment, the Assembly rejected the sweeping
egalitarianism advocated by Moutet and Doizy, opting instead for a nominal equality of rates,
which masked a wider inequality of conditions.

This inequality was most blatant in Article 74, which regulated the provision for the
dependents of the war dead. Once again a nominal equality was maintained, with the same
sum of money supposedly granted to the widow of an indigenous soldier as was conferred on
her European equivalent. Nevertheless, whereas this sum was reserved exclusively for the use
of the European widow, the indigenous widow had to share her pension with the other
dependents of the war dead. The distribution of the pension among the dependants would be
decided by ‘the local authority, inspired by indigenous custom’.152 Thus, while the childless
indigenous widow would receive the same sum as her European equivalent,153 the indigenous
widow with a large family would have to struggle to survive with this same amount
(theoretically divided between her and her children), with no entitlement to separate
additional payments for the children, as enjoyed by European widows. The prospect of
compensating the dependents of a polygamous indigenous soldier was employed to justify
148
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this limitation of the financial entitlements of indigenous rights-holders. But, as CharlesLouis Valentino, a director at the Pensions Ministry pointed out, the wording of Article 74
applied this provision to all ‘Muslim’ families in North Africa, not just the small minority
who engaged in polygamy.154 The use of polygamy to prevent the extension of equality to the
families of the indigenous war dead was by no means an isolated phenomenon. Indeed, the
history of post-war provision across the Empire is marked by the evocation of the cultural
particularisms of indigenous populations by colonial administrators in order to minimise the
financial burden that would fall on colonial authorities.155 However, as we shall see,
indigenous intermediaries, working within the colonial system, would play an important role
in disregarding the colonial authorities’ vision of how indigenous familial pensions should be
distributed.

While polygamy was mobilised to justify the principle of limiting widows’ rights, some of
the other restrictions inherent in the legal framework around postwar provision for indigenous
rights-holders seem to have had no specific justification. Indigenous widows in Algeria
automatically lost their entitlement to a pension when they remarried, unlike French citizen
widows, who had only to renounce part of their benefits following their remarriage.156 In
North Africa, the age at which indigenous war orphans lost their entitlement to a pension was
set at eighteen, while the orphans of French citizens enjoyed a pension until the age of
twenty-one. Similarly, female indigenous orphans who married lost their right to a pension, a
provision that did not apply to European orphans.157 These injustices, which seem relatively
minor but had a serious impact on indigenous rights-holders, passed under the radar,
attracting little to no attention in the National Assembly. Once more, colonial administrators
mobilised their understandings of indigenous family structure to minimise the potential
financial strain that compensating indigenous rights-holders would represent.

Indigenous rights-holders were also affected by the failure of legislators to specifically
outline the applicability of aspects of the pension law to North Africa. The principal
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controversy to emerge as a result of this legislative gap centred on the applicability of the
“majorations” or pension supplements accorded to the war wounded for each of their
children. As Article 73 had extended equality of rates but not of conditions to the indigenous
war wounded, it seemed they were precluded from enjoying the benefits of the majorations.
This was the impression given by a top military pensions official in Algeria to the Governor
General.158 And yet this interpretation was not shared by all administrators, with the Minister
of the Interior defending to the Governor General the applicability of the law to indigenous
rights-holders.159 While confusion reigned among administrators, indigenous rights-holders
would, as we shall see, consistently challenge this discrimination.

The other principal plank of postwar provision, the reserved jobs scheme, was particularly
compromised by a blend of cultural particularism and administrative inadequacy. The vast
majority of positions reserved for indigenous rights-holders were in the unskilled category,
with posts such as road mender, railway labourer and, above all, café operator, considered, as
the Amicale would later put it, ‘suited to the physical and intellectual aptitudes’ of indigenous
veterans.160 While undoubtedly this was the product of a mind-set that saw the indigenous as
ignorant and less capable, it also reflected the failure of the colonial state to educate its
subjects, even those who served in its armies. Positions in the two skilled categories, as
various forms of administrative assistants, required an ability to read, write and speak
French161 at a time when illiteracy rates among military recruits were between 75 and 85%.162
In any case, posts in the skilled categories were few and far between; in interwar Algeria,
licences to operate a café maure were the principal means of realising the emplois réservés
programme. Once more, the system that developed to regulate the distribution of these
licences proved wholly inadequate, leaving indigenous rights-holders to struggle to optimise
the reward they could reap from the state while attempting to minimise the state’s
interference in their lives.
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The legislation of post-war provision reflected a wider lack of understanding of the
difficulties that would face both administrators and indigenous claimants in Algeria. While
the legislative framework was adjusted to recognise the “cultural particularity” of indigenous
Algerian families (and thus, minimise the state’s duties), the administrative and
infrastructural inadequacies of the colonial bureaucracy in Algeria were barely taken into
account. Indigenous claimants were required to provide the administration with a wide range
of documents to justify their applications. What was already a complex task for citizenveterans in the metropole, would become a struggle for subject-veterans in the colonies, with
Gregory Mann asserting that, in French West Africa, ‘becoming a veteran could itself be a
full time occupation’.163 Securing the documentation necessary to pursue a claim was a timeconsuming and potentially expensive process. This was compounded by the colonial state’s
own administrative shortcomings, with an under-resourced and ill-equipped bureaucracy
struggling to render the colony’s indigenous population legible. Thus, the colonial state’s
capacity, not to speak of its willingness, to meet its self-declared obligations to those of its
indigenous subjects who had served in the Great War was in doubt from the very outset.
Nonetheless, as the chapter will show, certain indigenous rights-holders managed to negotiate
this complicated process, maximising their legibility to the colonial state, thus enhancing
their eligibility for pensions.

Breaking through the Bureaucracy: Applying for a Pension
On March 12th 1925, the career soldier and veteran of the Great War Cheikh ben Koudier ben
El Ala passed away, leaving behind three orphans and a young widow. Over the four months
that followed, the soldier’s widow and his brother, who was granted legal guardianship over
the orphans, set about securing the documentation necessary for a pension application. Their
dossier, submitted on July 28th of that same year, consisted of a total of thirty-two distinct
documents. Alongside the pension application form, the birth, death and marriage certificates,
it also included certificates of non-remarriage, certificates of “collective life” and proof of
guardianship.164 Despite the thorough paper trail provided to authorities, their application had
still not been processed by early 1926, leading the deceased’s brother to write to the Minister
of Pensions to request a speedy resolution to avert ‘the crises of poverty’ which would affect
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the orphans and fully ‘compensate them for the services given by their father’.165 His request
went unanswered. Undaunted by the slow-moving and unresponsive bureaucracy, the
claimants secured an intervention on their behalf by the local Deputy (and long-time
opponent of indigenous reform) Pierre Roux-Freissineng, who was assured by the Minister of
Pensions that their application would soon be granted.166 A definitive pension was
subsequently granted, though this did not mean the family’s trials with the colonial
bureaucracy were finished. The subsequent remarriage of the widow required a redistribution of the pension, as did the marriage of one of the orphans. Over the course of the
two decades that followed the death of Cheikh ben Koudier ben El Ala, his family had
significant, if intermittent, contact with the pensions’ authorities, amassing a thick file of
documents that testified to their existence as subjects and rights-holders in the colonial state.
For this family, claiming their rights turned into a long, complicated and, presumably,
expensive process, but one they would follow through to the very end. The family of Cheikh
ben Koudier ben El Ala, and many other indigenous rights-holders, would, despite the many
obstacles that were placed in their way, display an impressive capacity to vindicate their
postwar rights.

The first, and perhaps the greatest, obstacle that faced potential claimants was the struggle to
gather the documents necessary to make an application for a pension or an emploi résérvé. As
the dossier of indigenous veteran pension claims recently compiled by the Service Historique
de la Défense shows, the vast majority of claimants born in Algeria before 1893 had no birth
certificate, as the colonial state had not yet compiled a civil register for indigenous
subjects.167 Instead, they had to apply for a document which estimated their age at the date at
which the civil register had been opened in their territory. The situation for widows and
orphans was particularly complex as they, unlike the men who had served in the army, had
little prior interaction with the administration and, thus, often had few or even no official
papers. The birth of children in indigenous families in rural areas was not always reported to
the authorities and birth certificates would have to be produced in these cases years after the
event for a successful pension application.168 Furthermore, the range of documents required
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for an application for a widow’s and/or orphan’s pension, as we have seen in the case of the
family of Cheikh ben Koudier ben El Ala, was extensive and went far beyond the already
problematic requirement for birth certificates. The only specific reference in the Law of 1919
to the potential difficulties of indigenous claimants, given their distinct relationship with the
colonial bureaucracy (or indeed lack of same), covered the absence of a marriage certificate
allowing for the legal recognition of an act of marriage signed by a judge from the local
Islamic court (qadi).169 The onus was placed on the indigenous rights-holder to fill any other
documentary lacunae themselves. Thus, even putting together an application was no mean
achievement. More often than not, indigenous veterans and other rights-holders, the vast
majority of whom were illiterate, would have to engage the services of translators and/or
public scribes in order to vindicate their rights. This would, as we shall see, have important
implications for the shape that their correspondence with the authorities took. Initially,
however, it was the cost and hardship involved that was most significant for claimants,
representing an important obstacle to the successful pursuit of a claim. Writing in 1917,
Governor General Lutaud attributed the low numbers of indigenous applying for pensions
during the war to a combination of ignorance of the law, the delays and costs of translation
and local corruption.170 In 1919, the new Governor General, Jean-Baptiste Abel, clarified that
there was no legal entitlement to free translations for claimants, claiming that local officials
and military translators would share the burden together as volunteers.171 The combination of
these administrative obstacles and a whole myriad of other difficulties militated against
indigenous veterans and rights-holders who sought to claim their due. By March 1921 for the
25000 indigenous killed or missing during the war, the families of only 12000 had
established pension claims.172 And yet, over the course of the interwar period significant
numbers of claimants did undertake the arduous and costly process of vindicating their rights.

While the collection and submission of a whole range of documents to the state can be
understood as an effort to achieve eligibility through legibility, the path to legibility was not
without its bumps. If, as James Scott claims, the assignation of second names was a key
component of the creation of the legible subject, the indigenous Algerian bears testament to
the pitfalls faced by a colonial state in this regard. During the war, both the military and civil
169
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authorities had struggled to deal with the difficulties posed by the unfamiliar transliterations
of indigenous names, often resulting in the failure to notify families when soldiers were
killed.173 In one particularly touching letter, an indigenous mother wrote to the authorities in
June 1921 to ask if they ‘could please do the necessary to find out if my son is dead, alive or
a prisoner’.174 The claims pursued by indigenous rights-holders in the postwar period would
once more be complicated by the issue of the transliteration of indigenous names. Frequently,
the documents presented by claimants carried many different versions of the same name. This
would require the production of an acte d’individualité, a document that would list the
variations in name and declare that they all referred to the one claimant.175 This was not
always sufficient to dispel the confusion among those administering pensions. In one case, a
pension was issued to a veteran under a name that was completely different to his official
name on the civil register and was only changed when he himself notified the authorities.176
In another, a pension was granted to a veteran under his deceased brother’s name and at a rate
in line with his brother’s much shorter service.177 Indeed, the constant confusion that seemed
to reign throughout the bureaucracy dealing with pensions’ applications indicates just how
little knowledge the colonial authorities had about their subject populations.

When it came to assessing the changing conditions and entitlements of rights-holders, the
authorities were largely grasping in the dark. Charles-Louis Valentino openly admitted that it
was ‘practically difficult’ for the French state to assess when a widow had remarried.178 This
ignorance meant that indigenous widows could attempt to enter a new marriage without
automatically losing their entitlements. When such an arrangement was discovered in the
case of the widow of Mohammed Nedder in the commune mixte of Zemmora the local
pension authorities simply decided that the widow should be considered remarried, even
though no legally-recognised marriage had taken place. The Commission Locale de
Répartition des Pensions, which met a year and a half after Nedder’s death, ruled that the
pension was only valid until September 30th 1940, the date on which she supposedly
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remarried.179 The Local Administrator of the commune mixte disputed the existence of a new
marriage, asserting that her new situation should be considered a form of concubinage that
did not impact her rights under pension legislation.180 The case continued to puzzle the
authorities in Paris as late as 1946, with the Ministry of Finances writing to the Ministry of
Veterans seeking further clarification.181 Whether such a clarification was ever forthcoming is
not revealed in Nedder’s file. What is clear, however, is that the colonial state was often
incapable of and, perhaps, uninterested in, strictly controlling the personal information, and
by extension, the personal lives of its subjects.

The case of the widow living in cocubinage or, as may well have been the case, in a secret
remarriage, shows that gaps in the state’s knowledge could also prove beneficial to claimants.
The bureaucracy charged with allocating pensions was ill-equipped to prevent indigenous
claimants from using the state’s ignorance of their situation to claim benefits to which they
were not entitled. Many indigenous claimants, whether unsure of their rights or completely
aware of their ineligibility, proved reluctant to move to transform the temporary allocations
they had been granted during the war into a definitive pension, subject to a greater degree of
scrutiny.182 The nature of the documentary evidence available to the historian, emanating
almost solely from the archives of the colonial administration, makes it impossible to track
and quantify the cases of successful fraud by indigenous claimants. Nevertheless, it is clear
that there was great potential for the optimisation of compensation beyond the boundaries set
by the law, allowing indigenous claimants to exploit the weaknesses of the colonial state.
Thus, the process of applying for a pension presented many challenges, but also some limited
opportunities to indigenous claimants.

There is no doubt, given both the legislation governing pensions and the underlying structures
of rule that defined colonial society, that the power relations between the indigenous claimant
and the pension bureaucracy were weighted in favour of the latter. By ruling an application
invalid for any number of reasons, a bureaucrat in the pensions’ administration could deny a
179
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family its only source of income. Conversely, by taking a less strict approach to the
application of discriminatory provisions in the legislation or a more flexible attitude towards
non-standard documentation, pension officials could ensure the financial survival of an
indigenous rights-holder. While we have seen here how indigenous claimants could, in
certain cases, use the colonial bureaucracy’s own shortcomings to ensure they secured some
form of compensation from the state, the most popular and perhaps effective means of
optimising their benefits was to win the ear of a sympathetic official or person of power.

Winning Favour through Correspondence
The rich correspondence of indigenous claimants with the pension authorities offers a
fascinating window into the complex act of petitioning in the colonial state. From the very
beginning of French colonial rule, members of the indigenous elite had used petitions as a
means of negotiating their position within the new political order.183 In interwar Algeria,
petitions may be most readily associated with the moderate reformism of the Fédération des
Elus or even with the Emir Khaled’s famous petition to the League of Nations. However, the
letters addressed by individual indigenous rights-holders to officials are more representative
of the act of petitioning as a day-to-day reality in colonial society. They offer an insight,
albeit a heavily mediated one, into how rights-holders understood their entitlements and,
crucially, what strategies they, or the intermediaries who assisted them, believed would
optimise their compensation. In doing so, they expose another, and often overlooked, facet of
the much debated monde du contact: the role of crucial intermediaries such as local
indigenous officials, interpreters and public scribes (écrivains publics). Above all, they show
how indigenous rights-holders themselves mobilised the wartime notions of the ‘moral
economy of sacrifice’ and mutual obligation to frame their demands for compensation, with
varying degrees of success.

Assessing the extent of the correspondence between claimants and those charged with
organising provision for rights-holders is no easy task. For the individual pension dossiers
available at the Service Historique de la Défense, it seems relatively straight-forward: of the
102 dossiers pertaining to indigenous veterans of the Great War from Algeria, exactly half
(fifty-one) contain some form of supplementary correspondence that goes beyond the simple
183
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pension application. However, this cannot necessarily be taken at face value, given that there
is no reason to suppose that these files represent a complete record of the interaction between
the claimants in question and the authorities. The records of letters between claimants and the
Governor General’s office, available at the Archives Nationales d’Outre-Mer, would suggest
that correspondence sent to those officials not directly involved in the specific administration
of pensions was not incorporated into the personal dossiers. Moreover, the correspondence
around the emplois réservés, considered in further detail below, was also not integrated into
these dossiers. Thus, an estimate of 50% for the level of additional correspondence between
claimants and the authorities may be considered rather conservative.

Before we turn to the content of this correspondence, we must first understand what the act of
corresponding with the colonial authorities entailed for the average indigenous claimant.
Given the extremely low literacy rates, it is probable the vast majority of correspondence was
written by third parties, particularly the écrivains publics. This explains why the same file
might contain a pension application form signed with a thumbprint and a long hand-written
letter making an extensive case for the granting of a pension. Direct evidence of the use of a
public scribe appears on occasion, with some letters signed illettré.184 One of the most
striking aspects of the correspondence of claimants with the pension authorities is the
frequency with which indigenous widows commissioned and sent letters to further their
cases. If illiteracy was extremely high among male claimants, it was almost universal among
war widows. This made women particularly reliant on both third-party intermediaries and
sympathetic colonial officials. The mediating role of these public scribes, and indeed other
intermediaries, is crucial to understand the process that translated the plea of the indigenous
rights-holder into a form of language considered legible and eligible by the colonial
administration.

The agency of such public scribes is, perhaps, most famously addressed in Natalie Zemon
Davis’ account of “pardon tales” in sixteenth-century France, Fiction in the Archives.185
Zemon Davis argues convincingly that, despite the mediation of the scribe, the narrative
voice of the supplicant remains largely intact. The petition was the result of ‘a collective
184
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effort’ that reshaped, reformulated, but also, reflected the supplicant’s original intention.186 In
the colonial context, Raman Bhavani’s account of petition-writing in South India under the
East India Company underlines its social function as the legitimate form of contestation of
colonial injustices, or as she calls it ‘proper dissent’.187 Furthermore, she underlines the
disciplinary nature of the form of the petition, with the strict rules that governed what
constituted a legitimate, or indeed legible and eligible, petition acting to prescribe the
boundaries of acceptable behaviour for the indigenous actor.188 Contestation of the colonial
authorities could only come through skilled mediators.189

In a twentieth century context, Francis Cody considers petition-writing in the same area of a
now post-colonial India.190 He argues that, much like applying for a pension, submitting a
petition:
also means yielding directly to the state bureaucracy and more specifically to what
Foucault identified as governmentality: those infrastructures of circulation and
classification that enable the modern state to produce and manage populations.191
In developmentalist and democratic India, the petition is used to school the claimant in how
to behave as a proper citizen with the rights and responsibility that status entails, something
that was obviously not the case in colonial Algeria. Nevertheless, Cody’s analysis of the
mediating role of the public scribe is most enlightening. The task carried out by the scribe, he
points out, does not simply entail translating a claim from one language to another but also,
crucially, from one register to another. This would imply that, for example, in Algeria
claimants used the service of a public writer not only to translate their claim from dialectical
Arabic into French but also into what they perceived to be the correct and appropriate French
for such a claim.192 Alongside their role as facilitators of legibility, public scribes also act as
assessors of eligibility, filtering through the emotive grievances of the claimant to find the
information deemed ‘relevant’ and worthy of compensation by the state.193 In the process,
they replace the supplicatory pleas of emotion with the rights-based discourse of the modern
state. The contrast with Natalie Zemon Davis’ early-modern scribes is clear. Whereas in the
186
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“pardon tales” of the sixteenth century the supplicant’s narrative survived mediation, in postcolonial India the scribe sacrifices the claimant’s voice on the altar of relevance. As Cody
puts it, ‘in the struggle over relevance in discourse... the state wins because it has written the
very rules of the game’.194 As we shall see from our consideration of the correspondence of
indigenous claimants with the pension authorities, the role of the public scribe in interwar
Algeria lay somewhere between these two positions.

It is hardly surprising, given the substantial power exercised by the écrivains publics that
colonial regimes regarded them with great suspicion.195 In colonial Algeria, the écrivains
publics were portrayed as unscrupulous. In his report on the condition of the indigenous
veteran in post-World War II Algeria Serge Barthélemy, a young stagiaire from the
prestigious Ecole Nationale d’Administration, characterised public scribes as ‘venal and
incompetent intermediaries’,196 a view widely held in administrative circles. The Amitiés
Africaines, from its foundation in 1935 until the end of French rule, sought to offer an
alternative to public scribes, providing assistance to claimants in the network of diar-elaskri.197 In the interwar period, however, the extremely reach of the Amitiés meant that,
whether the colonial officials liked it or not, public scribes would be the principal mediators
of pension applications. Colonial officials may have failed to appreciate the extent to which
this mediation was beneficial to them, not only in its transformation of tales of grievance into
legible applications but also in its moderating effect on the discourse of the aggrieved. But if
scribes and their clients largely avoided the language of confrontation, what then was their
favoured framing strategy to optimise compensation from the colonial state?

Supplication and the Evocation of Sacrifice
The most dominant leitmotif evoked by indigenous claimants in their correspondence with
colonial officials was the situation of poverty in which they found themselves. Repeatedly
194
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throughout the interwar period, war widows, orphans and veterans, writing in the vast
majority of cases through the mediation of a public scribe, presented their cases in bleak
terms in a bid to secure the sympathy of officials. They married calls for the intervention of
the colonial state grounded in the wartime ‘moral economy of sacrifice’ to more general
appeals that insisted on the immediate gravity of their situation. Where the veteran Brik
Mohammed ben Ramdane informed the Minister of Pensions that he was ‘poor and the head
of a large family which are a heavy burden’ in 1921,198 his former brother-in-arms Bouaris
Ali ben Messaoud, writing in 1930, spoke of his ‘heart broken by the pain of the precarious
situation’ of his family in his letter to the local Chief-Medical Officer.199 These pleas for
intercession by powerful officials reflect an understanding of post-war provision rooted not
primarily in rights but rather in clientelism or even charity. It also draws on the longer
tradition of petitioning that stretched back into the pre-colonial and early-modern period200
and reflected the experience of claimants with customary/Islamic courts, which showed a
flexibility in ‘closing breeches in social relations’ over the ‘imposition of clear norms and
rules’.201 In the arbitrary world of the colony, where rights-holders (and even colonial
officials) were often unsure of the rules governing pensions, securing the sympathy of a
powerful administrator could be the key to a successful application.

Widows in particular had recourse to a language of supplication grounded in their assigned
gender role as dependents. Given the limits placed on the action of indigenous women by
both the gender and the ethnic restraints imposed by the society in which they lived, the
degree to which they engaged in the potentially expensive and complicated act of petitioning
represents a striking example of their all too often ignored agency. Although petitions to the
pension authorities fall outside the remit of what has traditionally been considered political
action, the attempt of indigenous women to hold the colonial administration to account
testifies to their capacity to shape their own futures.202 Petitions were one of the only means
available to indigenous women living under a colonial regime to challenge and shape the
198
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structures, both societal and political, that governed their lives.203 While women used
petitions to assert their claims in what was essentially a political act, they did so in a manner
grounded in traditional gendered conceptions of society. Their petitions stressed how the
death of their husband left them ‘without resources’ and pleaded with the state to offer some
form of financial security. Throughout their petitions the emphasis is placed on the risk of, as
one widow put it, ‘total destitution’204 unless the state intervenes. In cases where widows had
children, their role as mothers, stripped of the “natural” head of the family was also pushed to
the foreground. Mme Kaced Kiltieuna simply informed the Director of Pension Services ‘I
am an unfortunate mother of three... we no longer have any support’,205 while the widow
Fatma bent Mohamed Tekir offered a detailed account of her predicament:
… décédé le 03/06/1937, mon mari et retraité et réformé au taux de 100% et me laissant
trois enfants vivants tout jeune aucun ne peu travailler, j’ai l’honneur de vous vous
demander M. le Ministre des Pensions que je désire être bénéficier d’une pension pour
mes trois enfants orphelins, ainsi moi la veuve mère, pour vivre.206
In fact, this kind of gendered language that underlined the weakness and dependence of
women, contradicted to a certain extent by their capacity to petition the authorities, had been
key to the historical emergence of the widow’s pension as a form of entitlement. As Kirstin
A. Collins has shown in the case of the widows of the American Civil War, women
petitioners ‘drew on a language of contemporary notions of domesticity’ and ‘their
understanding of their rights as wives’ to push for and eventually establish their legal right to
pensions.207 Thus, the supplicatory language on the behalf of that most subaltern figure, the
indigenous widow, was potentially as subversive as it was submissive. What counted in the
end was securing a pension and for many widows, and the intermediaries who wrote their
correspondence with the pension authorities, stressing their dependence was the best strategy.
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Certain veterans and rights-holders felt that their cases would be best served by interventions
on their behalf by third-party figures with some degree of influence over the pension
authorities. Unsurprisingly, letters from veterans’ associations appear in the dossiers of
pension claimants, including both cross-community208 and indigenous-only groups.209
Perhaps more interesting is the series of interventions by elected officials from the European
community. In 1921, Alim Ammar, a veteran with 19 years’ service living in the village of
Castiglione (Bou Ismaïl), had a local municipal councillor, M. Gonthier, plead his case
directly to the Governor General.210 In the late 1930s, the Radical-Socialist Deputy for
Algiers and member of the Popular Front Jean-Marie Guastavino wrote several letters to the
Minister of Pension on behalf of the widow of the veteran Hafrad Said Hassen, ensuring that
administrative errors in her application were corrected and she was granted a pension.211
Even such staunch opponents of political reform in favour of the indigenous as the Deputies
from the department of Oran Pierre Roux-Freissineng and Paul Saurin could be convinced to
intervene on behalf of indigenous rights-holders. Their letters played a role in speeding up the
claim process for the claimants in question.212 In a system which extremely limited their
political rights, indigenous rights-holders still managed to use their participation in the Great
War to acquire the support of powerful political figures who could help further their personal
claims.

Despite these attempts by indigenous claimants to win over colonial officials, the bedrock of
the post-war pension regime remained rights-based provision. While colonial officials may,
on occasion, have recommended that relief be extended to those without a legal entitlement to
compensation213 or to those who had not properly formulated their applications,214 pensions
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were not granted to those not legally eligible for them. The sympathetic intervention of
colonial officials was often key to overcoming the obstacles on the path to eligibility but
could not in and of itself abolish the conditions of eligibility. Thus, the correspondence of
claimants would have to complement the emotive language of supplication with a clear
attempt to vindicate legal rights.

Indigenous Claimants Assert their Rights
In their quest to achieve eligibility, claimants would combine maximum legibility with the
language of mutual obligation. Generally, letters formed part of a wider documentary
package, with claimants providing official certificates that backed up their claim to a legal
entitlement to compensation. In the majority of cases, this was reinforced within the letters
themselves, where claimants detailed their service or that of their departed loved one. Often,
the letters then went on to draw a direct connection between their service and the
compensation owed to them by the state, in language not unlike that employed by indigenous
political leaders. More often than not, claimants showed an understanding of eligibility
grounded in both their legal rights born of participation in the war and their moral right to
assistance. When the veteran Omar ben Larbi Yahiaoui wrote to the Minister of Pension in
April 1924 requesting an increase in his pension, he justified his demand by simply stating:
Je viens vous prier de vouloir bien m’augmenter ma pension, comme ancien soldat
pendant 18 ans de service.215
Yahiaoui had no legal right to demand an increase, but he felt his service gave him the moral
right to do so. Other rights-holders would seek to bolster their claims by blending an
insistence on their legal rights with an appeal to a moral right to assistance not necessarily
born of the war. The letter of Mme Meriem bent Mohammed to a local military pensions
official is a revealing example of this:
Mon mari le nommé Yaliyaoui Omar engagé volontaire pendant 16 ans du 1er spahis à
Médéa il a fait la guerre de 1914 jusqu’à l’armistice. Je pense M. l’Intendant que j’ai
droit à la pension de mon mari car je suis une jeune malheureuse, et mère de 6 enfants à
bas âge que mon mari m’a laissé orphelin et qui n’ont personne à leur secours.216
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Thus, it is clear that while indigenous claimants and their intermediaries thought the
benevolence of the colonial authorities had a bearing on the success of their applications, they
also understood that service in the war had conferred rights that had to be recognised by the
state and they were not afraid to assert these rights.

The assertion of rights made by indigenous veterans in their correspondence with colonial
officials would contribute to a reshaping of the pension law in their favour. As we have
already seen, much confusion existed in Algeria as to whether the provision of the Law of
1919 covering increases in pensions per child born (majorations) applied to the indigenous
population. Almost immediately after the law was adopted, individual veterans began to write
to colonial officials to demand the majorations to which they believed they were entitled.
Often detailing their extensive service, numerous veterans asked why they were not receiving
the majorations granted to their European comrades-in-arms.217 The volume of
correspondence from indigenous veterans and their assertion of their right to the majorations
forced the issue. The colonial authorities turned for guidance to the Conseil d’Etat, which
ruled in favour of the indigenous veterans, arguing that while the text of the law did not
suggest an entitlement to majorations for indigenous veterans, the law’s spirit most certainly
did.218 Through their challenge to administrators and their assertion of rights, individual
indigenous veterans and their mediators had brought this injustice to public attention,
winning a significant victory.

Nevertheless, most correspondence was focused on challenging the slow-moving and
byzantine bureaucracy that governed pensions rather than calling for an end to legal forms of
discrimination. Indigenous claimants used their own correspondence and interventions by
third parties to inquire about the progress of their dossiers and even to criticise the constant
delays that deprived them of their rights. Here once more the language of supplication was
used interchangeably and often simultaneously with the assertion of a legal right to
compensation. The veteran Brahim Benmara criticised the administration’s delay in granting
him the majorations to which he was entitled by stressing his legal right to the payment,
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making no reference to his own financial situation.219 In contrast, Mme Rali Reira, the
grandmother and legal guardian of two war orphans, underlined their poverty in her enquiry
about the progress of her pension application, made two years earlier, asking to be given the
means to ‘feed the children of my son’.220 In September 1920, the veteran Ahmed Slimane
wrote to the Minister of Pensions to denounce the fact that he had yet to receive the pension
to which his service entitled him. After recounting his military record in detail, he
complained ‘while almost all retired soldiers have received their pensions, increased for extra
service and for children, I have received nothing’. Alongside this rights-based argument,
rooted in a comparison with the treatment given to his peers, Slimane evoked the situation of
poverty in which he, the head of a young family, found himself.221 This same dual approach
was adopted by Talieb Abdelkader, the guardian of his deceased brother’s children, who
wrote five different letters complaining about the slow-moving bureaucracy.222 Thus, in their
complaints, as elsewhere in their correspondence, indigenous claimants combined distinct
strategies in their aim to secure a speedy and successful application for compensation.

It is difficult to assess to what extent these complaints, whether stressing rights or
emphasising financial precarity, were successful in speeding up individual applications. On
occasion, they would lead an official to take a more pro-active role in the examination of the
claimant’s application. The literate veteran Saïd Guerroui-Mérouani, writing to the Minister
of War without the mediation of a public scribe, denounced the delays that plagued his
applications and declared himself to be on his ‘knees’ pleading for a pension to compensate
his ‘zealous and devoted service to the adoptive Fatherland’ so he would no longer have to
‘beg for bread on the streets’. 223 His constant complaints resulted in an order from the UnderSecretary for Administration that the requested payments be made.224 The veteran Bouaris
Ali ben Messaoud’s letter to a local pension official led to a full report into his case that
ensured he had received all monies due to him and resulted in an increase in the rate of his
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disability pension.225 However the response received by the veteran Brahim Benmara telling
him to ‘wait for the ministerial decision’, was far more typical.226

An intervention by a third party, particularly a politician was, perhaps, the best way to ensure
a renewed interest in an application. Deputy Paul Saurin’s intervention on behalf of the
widow Meddah Kheira bent Mohammed led the Minister to commit to taking a personal
interest in the case and to request more information from local officials in Oran.227 A letter
sent by Algiers Deputy Henri Fiori saw the Minister commit not only to informing himself
about the case of the widow Touache Keltani but also to ‘sharing the benevolent interest’ the
deputy had expressed on her behalf.228 Whether correspondence from claimants or
intermediaries acting on their behalf did much in concrete terms to further their cases is hard
to establish. What is clear, nonetheless, is that claimants believed that correspondence with
the authorities was the only means they could ensure attention was paid to their claim and
could thus favour a positive outcome. They were willing to spend time, effort and money on
correspondence with no guarantee of achieving the desired result.

In those cases where applications did not achieve the desired result and pensions were not
accorded or were granted at a lower rate than expected, some claimants went further than
simple correspondence, opting to appeal in the courts system. Under the pensions legislation,
claimants had the right to pursue an appeal to the Tribunal Départemental des Pensions and
subsequently to the Cour Régionale des Pensions.229 Of the 102 dossiers studied in
Vincennes, fifteen resulted in a rejection of some form and of these, ten were appealed. If this
proportion seems startlingly high, it is possibly because files that simply contained a rejection
and no further information may have not been preserved. The very exceptionality of the cases
in question could be the main factor in explaining their continued availability in the archives.
Nonetheless, the fact that indigenous claimants were willing to pursue their claims in the
court system is interesting in and of itself. Engaging in some form of legal action would
normally require the employment of third parties to prepare the case, meaning more money
225
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spent on écrivains publics and on legal advice. Given that the court was held in the
departmental capital, it would also mean the expense and hardship of travel for those living
outside the large cities. This undoubtedly explains the failure of certain litigants to follow
through with their application for appeal230 or to even turn up when they secured an appeal
hearing.231 Claimants represented themselves before the court, arguing with the assistance of
a court interpreter.232 In these circumstances, it is hardly surprising that most appeals were
based on a sense of grievance with the original decision, with claimants failing to produce
documentation that proved eligibility and thus giving no legal substance to their appeal.

The ruling in the case of Mme. Veuve Chikhi Boudina ben Ali is exemplary in this regard.
The widow was contesting the refusal to grant her a war widow’s pension as the illness that
killed her husband was not connected to his service.233 When her case was unsuccessful
before the Departmental Tribunal, she appealed to the Regional Court in Algiers. The court
dismissed her application in the following terms:
Attendu que l’appelante ne produit à l’appui de son action aucun moyen ni document
nouveaux susceptibles de modifier l’appréciation des premiers juges et les motifs de
leur décision. Qu’au surplus, il a été fait une saine appréciation des faits de la cause et
une juste application de la loi ; qu’il convient en conséquence de confirmer la décision
déférée par adoption de motifs : Infondé.234
In fact, none of the appeals pursued by the claimants whose dossiers I have studied were
successful. Courts were unmoved by arguments for a right to compensation grounded in tales
of woe and poverty, and appellants were unable to provide the documentation necessary to
prove eligibility. The belief of indigenous claimants that stressing their grievance and their
precarity, a belief undoubtedly fuelled by the flexibility and consensus that underpinned the
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practice of Islamic law in the colony,235 clashed directly with the “rational” and rules-based
justice of the French court system. The evocation of the ‘moral economy of sacrifice’ may
have proved successful for some claimants in their correspondence with administrators, but it
held no legal weight in their court actions. Thus, while the possibility of appeal not only
existed but was also pursued by certain indigenous claimants, it did not seem to offer a real
means of undoing perceived injustice.

Indigenous claimants may have shown an understanding of their right to compensation, but
this understanding did not necessarily align with that of colonial administrators or the French
court system. It is clear from their correspondence that the concept of a moral right
predominated over that of a legal right dependent on specific conditions of eligibility. Here
once more we can see an expression of Gregory Mann’s ‘idioms of mutual if uneven
obligation’ where different conceptions of what the state owed to those who served it lead to
misunderstandings and disappointments. It also underlines the state’s struggle to impose its
formulation of bureaucratic justice even on those who sought to make themselves legible and
eligible. Its rigid application of a supposedly rational form of justice clashed not only with
pre-existing indigenous legal traditions but also with the arbitrary nature of much of what
passed for governance in the colony. Indeed, the insistence on a normative rules-based
adjudication of cases within the pension system contrasted sharply with the practice of those
elements of the system that had been devolved to the local (usually indigenous)
representatives of the colonial state and the colonial Muslim law courts. In these areas, a
flexible approach to the law would often disregard the strict interpretations of those who
directed the pensions administration, stressing moral imperatives over legal rights.

Distributing Pensions: Muslim Law and Moral Rights
Under the provisions of the Law of March 31st 1919, the dependents of a deceased soldier
were to share one familial pension between them. The process of allocating the shares of the
pension was devolved to local committees sitting as Commissions de Répartition de Pensions
at a communal level. The commissions would include two indigenous members, the qadi, or
Islamic judge and the caïd, or local chief, who would ensure the division was realised in
235
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accordance with Islamic Law. In larger settlements where the European population was
bigger and the powers of local government more extensive (communes de plein exercice), the
caïd could be replaced by an elected indigenous municipal councillor. One European
representative would also sit on the commissions, with the Mayor fulfilling this role in the
communes de plein exercice, the Administrator in the communes mixtes and military officials
in the militarised territories of the South.236 The decisions taken by these local commissions
belied the French state’s commitment to a strictly rational system for the adjudication of
pension claims, showing once more that the universal and equal application of the law, a
supposedly essential republican principle, simply did not apply to the indigenous population
of Algeria. The introduction of a discretionary element to the pension distribution system also
meant that the certain categories of rights-holders could benefit from the longstanding goal of
traditional justice: ‘closing breeches in social relations’.237 Local administrators proved
willing to prioritise the state’s moral duty to compensate those who had served during the war
over the claimant’s duty to fulfil the requirements of eligibility.

According to the “expert” advice offered to the pensions’ administration, Islamic Law was,
like French law, codified, rational and fixed and would, thus, give rise to a specific pattern of
distribution of familial pensions. Marcel Morand, a professor of Muslim Law in Algiers and a
key figure in the creation of indigenous legal codes in the colony, presented a detailed report
to the Ministry of Pensions outlining how he thought Islamic succession law would dictate
the sharing out of the pension.238 He set out a clear schema for each of the potential rightsholders, which he asserted was based on the practices of the Maliki school of Islamic Law,
predominant in Algeria. Widows without children would receive one quarter of the pension,
while those with children would receive one eighth. The father and mother of the deceased
would each receive one sixth. The one eighth traditionally paid to the relevant state authority
in Islamic succession law should be divided among the various rights-holders, with Morand
proposing a complex formula to achieve this. Finally, the orphans should receive the
remainder, with male orphans entitled to a share double that of female orphans.239 The most
striking aspect of this proposed distribution was the clear gender discrimination, both against
female orphans and against the widow, whose claim on the pension of her husband was
236
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minimal. During the Great War the Governor General had rejected the direct application of
Muslim succession law, in particular the inclusion of the deceased’s parents in the
distribution of the pensions, arguing that it would exacerbate the ‘already precarious
situation’ of the indigenous woman in Algeria.240 In fact, as we shall see, the practice of local
commissions varied widely, often diverging from the supposedly standard interpretation in
ways that benefitted women in particular.

Initially, government consultation seemed to suggest that the interpretation of Islamic Law
offered by Marcel Morand was being followed. Four reports submitted in early 1921 by
military administrators in the Territoires du Sud affirmed that their local commissions were
distributing pensions strictly in line with this particular version of Islamic succession law.241
One such report even offered a table with the various permutations of distribution possible
among adults (male orphans were to receive twice as much as female orphans):
Veuve
Père et mère vivants Père seul vivant Mère seule vivante
Sans
Avec
Père
Mère
enfants enfants
1/4
1/2
1/4
1/4
3/4
1/2
1/2
4/6
1/6
1/6
5/6
1/6
5/6
1/6
Table II. Distribution of Familial Pension among adults in the Cercle de Touggourt,
24/02/1921.242
Whether this application of Islamic Law was also enforced in civil territory in Algeria is
impossible to establish for this early post-war period given the lack of sources. Nevertheless,
it is clear that the parents of the deceased or ‘ascendants’ were benefitting widely from this
schema of distribution, so much so that the authorities decided action would have to be taken.
While the colonial state was reticent to alter the perceived injustice of a distribution that left
widows without resources, the prospect that indigenous ascendants could potentially receive
more money than their European equivalents was unacceptable. With this in mind, the
240
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Conseil d’Etat issued a ruling on May 9th 1922 stating that ‘in no case could indigenous
ascendants receive more than the rates given to their metropolitan equivalents’.243 Thus, the
strict adherence to a particular version of Islamic law, which the colonial state refused to alter
in order to assist widows, was completely discarded when it was found to challenge European
supremacy.

In any case, many local commissions in the late 1920s and throughout the 1930s would move
away from the strict interpretation of succession law and opt instead for a social approach to
the distribution of pensions. Ascendants all but disappeared from their rulings, reflecting both
the natural decrease in their number over time and the effects of the Conseil d’Etat’s ruling.
Of the sixty-six dossiers from the Servrice Historique de la Défense that include the
deliberations of a local commission de repartition in Algeria, only two granted an allocation
to an ascendant, and in one of these cases the ascendant was also the legal guardian of the
orphans as the widow was dead.244 This meant that widows without children became the sole
claimants on the familial pension. Of the nineteen widows who had no children in the sample,
every single one received the whole pension, even in cases where there was a claim from
ascendants.245 Thus, these widows received the same amount as their European equivalents
(though this equality only applied to war widow pensions and not the separate pensions for
long service). Furthermore, the distribution patterns followed in cases where widows had
children rarely followed the models outlined by Morand. Only seven of the thirty-six
commissions that dealt with widows with children assigned one eighth of the familial pension
to the widows, the share they would supposedly receive under Islamic succession law.246 A
further five cases followed the general principles outlined by Morand, allotting widows an
equal share to female orphans, half that allocated to their sons.247 Elsewhere, local
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commissions opted for an equal distribution between orphans and widows in a total of four
cases.248 In the rest of the dossiers, twenty out of the thirty-six, widows were granted the
largest portion by the local commission, with their share even reaching a proportion of seven
eighths of the pension in three cases.249 Thus, local commissions in their majority disregarded
the narrow interpretation of Islamic succession law defended by the “experts”, opting instead
for patterns of distribution that reflected the place of the widow as the head of the family and
sought to compensate her accordingly. The local commissions also proved reticent when it
came to discriminating between female and male orphans. According to Morand’s theory,
male orphans should receive exactly double the sum allocated to their sisters. Of the twentyfive cases in the dossiers studied where a pension was divided between orphans of different
genders, only eleven followed this pattern. In the remaining fourteen cases, female orphans
received a share equal to that granted to their brothers. Once more, many local commissions
had prioritised their own understandings of the moral right to a pension over a strict legalistic
approach. Their stress on the moral right underpinning pension distribution, coupled with a
practical understanding of the functioning of indigenous family units which had lost their
dominant male figure, made them more sympathetic to the plight of widows. Unlike the
bureaucrats who ran the pensions’ administration, local commission members, both European
and indigenous, looked beyond simple rules of eligibility, incorporating social and moral
justifications into their rulings.

The story of the local commissions not only underlines the role of local intermediaries in
responding to the needs of indigenous rights-holders but it also demonstrates the lack of
interest shown by the colonial authorities and the pension administration in ensuring a just
distribution of compensation for indigenous claimants. While individual voices within the
colonial regime may have expressed concern about potential breaches of the ‘moral economy
of sacrifice’, an intervention was only staged when European supremacy was put into
question. Once responsibility for the distribution of the familial pension had been devolved to
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the local commissions, the pension administration largely washed it hands of this element of
provision for indigenous rights-holders. A bureaucracy that proved so zealous in monitoring
eligibility and ensuring respect for the law seemed totally unconcerned with the varied and
arbitrary patterns of distribution followed by local commissions. Indeed, it is most significant
that the administrators of a programme based on the fundamental principle of a universal and
legal right to compensation showed little to no interest in how this compensation was divided
up among indigenous rights-holders. As was often the case, universalism did not apply to the
indigenous subjects of Algeria.

Emplois Résérvés: Posts, Petitions and Preferential Treatment
When it came to the other principal system of post-war provision, the granting of reserved
jobs, the notion of any form of universal right to consideration for a post was completely
undermined by the colonial state’s failure to invest resources, energy and political capital in
the scheme. With little oversight from the metropole, the legal framework of the scheme was
constantly disregarded and decisions were often made arbitrarily at a local level. While,
above, we have seen the positive potential of local devolution, arbitrary decisions by colonial
officers were, at very best, a double edged sword. Where there was paternalism or even
humanitarianism, there was also often favouritism and politically motivated discrimination.
For these reasons and more, the reserved jobs scheme came to embody the serious
shortcomings that defined the colonial state’s efforts to compensate its indigenous subjects
for their participation in the Great War.

The first piece of legislation to deal with the reservation of jobs for indigenous veterans of the
Great War came in the form of a decree issued on January 11th 1916. It established a list of
appropriate jobs that were in the gift of the colonial state, specifying that these posts should
be reserved for indigenous veterans at a proportion of no less than five sixths.250 An
instruction issued in March 1917 offered a detailed plan for the programme, clearly stating
the eligibility requirements for claimants. Candidates were dependent on the support of their
regimental superiors and local officers who could vouch for their ‘irreproachable morality’, a
phrase that had much to do with political as moral discipline.251 Thus, the rights of
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indigenous veterans to receive a reserved post were restricted from the outset. The instruction
of March 1917 also set out in detail the quantities and types of posts involved and the
administrative structure that would govern their distribution. Posts in the first category
required candidates to be fully literate in French and in Arabic and to have ‘notions of
arithmetic’.252 They would have to sit an exam that included dictations on subjects as diverse
as ‘Picturesque Algeria’ and ‘The Farmer’s Love for the Land’ as well as mathematical
problems drawn from daily commercial life in Algeria.253 While a comprehensive structure
was outlined for the allocation of these jobs, it was also acknowledged that very few such
posts would be made available. A paltry twenty-five positions as ‘adjoint indigène’254 were to
be reserved while the availability for other jobs in this category was judged to be
‘variable’,255 or ‘rare’.256 The second category, which required literacy in French and Arabic
and consisted largely of lower administrative positions, suffered from a similar dearth of
available posts.257 The vast majority of claimants, however, would fall into the third category,
where positions offered included various forms of manual labour and the granting of licences
to operate cafés maures. The military alone bore local responsibility for assessing eligibility
in the third category.258 This left the majority of veterans, and those most likely to be illiterate
and disinclined from challenging authority, largely at the mercy of local military officers and
their arbitrary decisions.

As the legislation around the project developed over the interwar period, its scope and its
complexity increased. The Law of January 30th 1923 opened up the reserved jobs to other
rights-holders such as widows and orphans, placing ever more pressure on the extremely
limited number of posts available in Algeria.259 A presidential decree in August 1930
facilitated the programme’s application in Algeria by specifying a clear process for the
acceptance and rejection of offers of reserved jobs. Those who received an offer were given
thirty days (or in the case of isolated Saharan regions sixty days) to respond in writing and
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failure to do so within the time limit would be considered an automatic rejection. Once they
had accepted the post, candidates had twenty days (forty days for Saharan regions) to take up
the position or else it would be automatically revoked.260 No financial support was offered to
make the trip to wherever the post was available, although the law did evolve to allow
candidates to turn down posts outside their region without losing their place on the panel for
upcoming jobs.261 This provision reflected an ongoing problem for the authorities, who, for
lack of positions in large population centres, tried to coax applicants into accepting posts in
distant regions of the colony, a policy which, as we shall see, was a dramatic failure.

The 1930 decree also dealt with one of the most controversial aspects of the programme’s
application in Algeria: the role of colonial officials in assigning jobs. The decree specified
that no position reserved for a veteran could be granted to a civil candidate as long as a
military candidate was available.262 It further ordered that all nominations must be approved
by the Ministry of Pensions whether they were ‘exceptional’ or routine nominations.263 This
reflected a well-founded concern on the part of the Ministry that local officials were not
scrupulously respecting the rules in the colony and were granting positions to favoured local
elites over indigenous rights-holders, thus breaching the law’s commitment to respect the
‘moral economy of sacrifice’. Nowhere was this truer than in the colonial authorities’
assigning of café licences for the cafés maures.

The café maure had a long historical heritage in Algeria that predated the arrival of the
French. The number of cafés expanded greatly as Algerian society urbanised in the interwar
period. In urban centres, cafés served as a key lieu de sociabilité for the indigenous
community, a place where discussion and debate flourished. Unsurprisingly, this meant that
they attracted much interest from the authorities.264 Placing veterans who had demonstrated
their loyalty to France in charge of these cafés was seen as a doubly beneficial policy as it
would help the colonial state meet its responsibility to compensate indigenous rights-holders
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while also keeping the cafés out of the orbit of potential agitators.265 Thus, rather than simply
vindicating the right of a veteran to a position, the granting of a café licence was also a
political act that sought, not always with success, to mobilise the retired soldier in a form of
non-military defence of the colonial order.

Control over the granting of café licences would become a key dispute between the colonial
authorities and the directors of postwar provision in the metropole. A decree issued by the
Governor General in February 1918 bestowed the authority to grant licences on the Prefects
of the three departments of Algeria. It specified that a proportion of five sixths be reserved
for veterans and the remainder of the licences be distributed among other rights-holders and
‘civil candidates who had served the administration’.266 A further decree in August 1930
reduced the proportion available for indigenous veterans to two thirds, allowing for the
remaining third to be distributed again amongst ‘civil candidates who had served the
administration’.267 This provision allowed the colonial authorities to use the licences as a
form of political patronage to enhance their authority among local elites. Throughout the
interwar period, indigenous veterans, whether collectively or individually, constantly
condemned the colonial authorities’ alleged failure to give them priority of access to the
licences. The cross-community organisation the Amicale was persistent in its calls for an end
to local favouritism in the distribution of licences268 while the ever active LACMO in Oran
protested vocally against arbitrary patterns of patronage.269 Writing in 1929 to the Prefect of
Constantine, the veteran Lakdari Lauri ben Ahmed criticised his local authority for granting
positions to those who had been ‘sheltered from the dangers of the war’.270 His former
comrade in arms Saïd Mahia wrote to the Minister of Pensions in August 1939 alleging that
officials in the commune mixte of Maillot had given a ‘helping hand’ to local indigenous
leaders to ensure their families received café licences.271 A powerful sense that the moral (not
to mention legal) duty to provide posts to indigenous rights-holders was being sacrificed to
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shore up an increasingly contested colonial regime took hold not only among rights-holders
themselves but also among some colonial administrators.

Senior officials in Algeria dismissed these claims, with Governor General Le Beau asserting
that ‘café licences are attributed under fixed conditions’ and assuring the Minister of the
Interior that the correct proportion of licences went to veterans.272 He further asserted that
indigenous officials rarely received licences in the share that was allotted to civilian
applicants.273 Nevertheless, the internal correspondence between officials and, indeed, their
proposals for reform to the government in Paris seem to belie these claims. In 1934, the then
Governor General Jules Carde wrote to the Minister of the Interior, calling for a centralisation
of the distribution of licences in his hands. Affirming that ‘cafés maures are of great
importance from a political point of view’, the Governor General argued in favour of
concentrating the power to allocate licences in a colony-wide committee under his control in
order to guarantee an equitable distribution in line with both the spirit of the law and the
interests of the colonial authorities.274 His letter expressed alarm about cafés maures
operating as dens of sedition and criminality and highlighted the need to ensure that the
licence-holders were cooperative with police surveillance efforts. This co-operation, he
argued, was sometimes undermined by the fact individuals were granted licences ‘for
considerations of a purely local order’.275 This assessment was shared by the Deputy for
Oran, Henri Brière, who denounced the actions of ‘Prefects who were not sufficiently distant
from local influences’. The whole system, he argued, was undermined by local patterns of
patronage.276 The Governor General’s plan, eventually approved by the government in
Paris,277 sought to supplant the influence of the local and personal relationships of colonial
officials not with a strict rights-based pattern of allocation but rather his own politicallymotivated programme of licence distribution.

The implications of a local patronage system can be seen in the scheme’s operation in the
Southern Territories, where the military was in total control and responsibility for the
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distribution rested with local military commanders. In 1938, Lieutenant-Colonel Texeire,
Commander of the Military Territory of Touggourt, turned down the application of a veteran
to transfer his licence to tribal outpost of the Ouled Djellal, his homeland, opting instead, for
political reasons, to grant the licence to a local marabout. The marabout had, in total violation
of the rules, sublet the café to a third party. Nonetheless, the commander argued that his past
services to the local colonial administration should guarantee him the right to a licence.278
Texeire’s prioritisation of the local colonial administration’s political interests over the
‘moral economy of sacrifice’ embodied the problematic nature of the programme’s
application in the colony. He was simply using his extensive power as a military ruler to
carry out the policies that the civil authorities elsewhere wished to enforce.

In the late 1930s, the civil colonial administration, alarmed at the growing political unrest,
redoubled efforts to harness the potential power of the café licence as a tool of patronage to
reinforce the colonial state. In January 1936, Governor General Le Beau, who had previously
refuted allegations that the colonial state was favouring local allies over indigenous rightsholders, wrote to the government in Paris asking for a reform of the distribution system for
café licences. Given ‘the growth of indigenous political movements’, it would be ‘useful’, he
argued, ‘if the colonial administration could freely dispense more of these sorts of jobs’.279
Claiming that the loyalty of those currently entitled to licences (i.e. veterans) was not always
guaranteed he called for a reduction of the proportion of licences reserved for veterans to one
half. Finally, he requested the return of distribution powers to the Prefects, rowing back on
his predecessor’s drive for centralisation and asserting that devolved distribution would make
best use of officials’ knowledge of the local political terrain.280 The proposals faced stiff
opposition from Paris, where the Minister for War in particular raised concerns about the
possible impact it would have on future recruitment of indigenous troops.281 He rejected the
insinuation that the veterans’ loyalty was questionable and asserted that no other social group
formed such a large reservoir of patriotic and irreproachably loyal indigenous subjects. Far
from reducing the proportion of licences reserved for veterans, the state should, he argued,
increase it. His forceful opposition notwithstanding, the Minister of War seemed to share an
278
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interpretation of the café licences as some form of slush fund to curry favour with indigenous
constituencies:
J’estime, d’accord avec le Gouverneur Général de l’Algérie, que les emplois réservés
doivent être accordés en s’inspirant du double souci de récompenser les services rendus
et d’employer dans un intérêt politique des hommes d’un loyalisme éprouvé.282
In the colonies in general and in Algeria in particular, post-war provision for indigenous
populations was always as, if not more, concerned with upholding the colonial system as it
was with compensating those who had fought for the Patrie.

The negative effects of this politicisation of provision for indigenous claimants were
compounded by the extreme inadequacy of the system set up to provide and distribute the
emplois résérvés and the café licences. The scheme’s most dramatic failure lay in its inability
to provide anywhere near enough jobs to meet demand, particularly at a local and even
regional level. In contrast to pensions, which were funded centrally by the French state, the
reserved jobs scheme was to be funded at a local level out of the budgets of the various levels
of administration in the colony.283 A report on indigenous recruitment for the Direction de
l’Infanterie in 1936 exposed the minimal proportion of posts made available to veterans. It
claimed that the number of reserved jobs provided to indigenous claimants over the preceding
five years averaged less than one hundred a year. Even in those years where they did exceed
one hundred, 1935 and 1936, the percentage of posts made available compared to the total
number of claimants on the waiting lists stood at 5.65% and 4.08% respectively.284 This
dramatic shortage had serious implications both for the operation of the scheme and the
thousands of veterans who hoped to benefit from it. It also made it all the more galling for
veterans when posts were gifted to local allies of the colonial regime.
One step taken by colonial officials to ease the massive backlog of applications was to grant
posts and café licences to veterans in regions far from their homes, particularly in the desert
regions of the South. This too proved disastrous, with veterans often illegally subletting their
cafés to locals or simply abandoning their posts so as to return home. The officials charged
with administrating the emplois réservés and the café licences constantly complained that
282
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veterans would refuse to take up positions offered to them outside their own regions.285
Veterans, who had been languishing on waiting lists for long periods, would often accept a
licence in a distant region and then seek to secure a transfer to their home region, a complex
process that involved expensive travelling to and from their café and writing many letters in
the hope of finding a sympathetic figure within the administration. The case of the veteran El
Oukal Ben Chaa Ben Henni is illustrative in this regard. In 1933, after twelve years on the
waiting list, El Oukal was finally assigned a café licence in the town of Laghouat, some four
hundred kilometres away from his home in Oran.286 Travelling to Laghouat, he established a
sublet agreement before an Islamic judge with a third party who would exploit the café on his
behalf. When this was discovered by the authorities, he was given one month to regularise his
situation. He never returned to Laghouat and on October 24th 1934 his licence was
revoked.287 El Oukal did not, however, give up his claim to a café licence. Firstly, he
contacted the LACMO, which unsuccessfully appealed the decision on his behalf.288 He then
wrote to the Prefect of Oran, claiming that illness had prevented him from taking up his post
and asserting that he believed that the legal approval of the qadi had been sufficient to justify
the transfer of the licence to a third party.289 The Prefect proved sympathetic and wrote to the
Governor General’s office asking that El Oukal’s case be re-examined as he was a father of
five of ‘good behaviour and morality’.290 The administrator charged with distributing the café
licences replied that there were no vacancies available in Oran.291 El Oukal secured further
interventions on his behalf not only by the LACMO292 but also by the Interfédération Nord-
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Africaine d’Anciens Combattants293 and the local deputy (and staunch opponent of the BlumViollette Project), René Enjalbert.294 Eventually, the Governor General decreed on June 20th
1939 that El Oukal’s licence be transferred to Oran, though even then it is not clear if this
ruling had an immediate effect.295 El Oukal, a veteran who, being based in a large city, had
access to and made use of several different channels through which he could pursue his
claim, still only enjoyed the benefits of the café licence for a total period of less than one year
in the whole interwar period.

The petitions of other licence holders seeking a transfer show once more the variety of
strategies pursued by indigenous claimants. In their correspondence with colonial officials,
claimants stressed the difficulty of uprooting or abandoning their families to move to distant
regions. The veteran Bachir Belkacem requested a transfer of his café licence from the
southern town of Ghardaïa to his home region of Bou-Saada (some four hundred kilometres
away) on the basis of the financial and emotional distress that it would cause his family of
nine children.296 The Prefect of Algiers urged the Governor General to reject his application
as he believed that there were already too many cafés operating in Bou-Saada.297 One veteran
denounced the huge costs entailed in making what he claimed was a 912 kilometre journey to
the location of his new café, asserting transport alone for the nine members of his family
would come to 1350 Frs.298 Many claimants emphasised the challenges of adapting to new
climates. The veteran Abdelkader Ben Mostefa Ben Mohamed abandoned his café in the
mountainous region of Djelfa in the hope of securing a transfer to ‘a warmer region’,299 while
his former comrade-in-arms Rabai Amar ben Saïd fled the ‘desert’ of the South, declaring ‘it
is impossible for me to live in the South, for me and for my family’.300 The veteran Bouzid
Embarek combined both concern for his family and complaints about the climate in his
application for a transfer from the southern town of Touggourt: ‘the Saharan climate is totally
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unbearable and I do not even earn enough money to support my family’.301 Given that
transfers required a freeing up of the already extremely limited places available in larger
cities, they were rarely granted, leaving veterans either forced to travel great distances at
great expense or to simply turn down offers and risk losing their place on the waiting list.
Applicant

Location of Licence

Requested Transfer

Distance

El Oukal Ben Chaa Laghouat
Ben Henni

Oran

384 kms

Hanini Abderramane Constantine

Oueld Djellal

254 kms

Mabourk Bouzid
M’Raïer
Belgacem
Ould Messaad
Menouer

Batna
Zemmora

235 kms
300 kms

Said Mahia

Commune Mixte de Maillot 315 kms
(M'Chedallah)

Laghouat

Table III: Sample of five cases where claimants requested a transfer of a café licence. The
geographic distance does not reflect the difficulty of internal travel in the colony.302

Map I. Distance between café licences granted and transfers requested in a sample of five
cases. Map created on Google Maps, 04/02/2016.
The evident injustice of a system that made claimants so dependent on administrators gave
rise to a fascinating blend of the language of almost servile supplication and that of
exasperation in their correspondence with the authorities. In 1939, a letter sent by the veteran
301
302

Lettre de Bouzid Embarek à M. le Gouverneur Général, 24/01/1938, ANOM GGA/3H/20.
See ANOM GGA/3H/20 for details of specific cases.
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Saïd Mahia addressed the Minister of Pensions in fawning terms, as a child to a father, before
launching a stinging attack on the administration in Algeria. He began the letter by declaring
he ‘bowed before’ the Minister and closed by assuring him that he was ‘your child, mutilated
in the war of 1914-1918’. The body of the letter, however, railed against an unfair system of
patronage that reflected the wider injustice of the colonial regime where ‘the law of Algeria,
the big eats the small’, reigned supreme.303 As was the case for claimants in the pension
system, potential licence holders and their intermediaries had to walk a tightrope between
ingratiating themselves with the colonial official whose near absolute power was crucial for a
successful resolution to their case and angrily raising their grievances in an effort to battle the
apathy that had a hold over many of these officials.

The application of the emplois réservés scheme in interwar Algeria is symbolic of the
potential pitfalls that accompanied any attempt to extend the politics of postwar provision
from

the

metropole

into

the

colonies.

A

combination

of

administrative

inadequacy/indifference, the scarcity of financial resources and the desire, on the part of
many colonial officials, to maintain the networks of political patronage that underpinned the
colonial system, served to undermine even the most limited attempt to grant a right of priority
of employment to indigenous veterans. The internal debates within the colonial regime
around the distribution of jobs highlighted the enduring tension between the dual mission of
post-war provision in the Empire: the rewarding of past loyalty and the ensuring of future
loyalty. While this principle, which qualified the right to compensation of the indigenous on
the grounds of political expediency, was universally shared across the administration, its
implications for policy were contested. For many local officials, the continued security of the
regime was dependent on low-level patronage that would require diluting the rights of
veterans in favour of the rights of indigenous elites. For the military in Algeria and for many
officials in Paris, guaranteeing the rights of past veterans was key to securing recruits for the
future defence of the Empire. In both cases, the right of the veterans themselves was only a
secondary consideration.

The scheme as it emerged in Algeria showed a colonial state unwilling to mobilise the
financial, political and human resources to grant some form of employment-based
compensation to indigenous veterans. The sheer dearth of positions and the spatial
303
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distribution of those few that were available meant that the beneficiaries of the scheme
among the indigenous veterans were few and far between. While their frustration with a
confusing and confused bureaucracy parallels that experienced by claimants in the pension
administration, they did not even have the certainty that legibility and eligibility would reap
the much desired reward. Where the number of pensions that could be granted (and paid by
the metropolitan government) was, at least in theory, unlimited, the amount of positions made
available by the colonial state in Algeria was extremely restricted. Even when posts were
available, the power to shunt a veteran from one side of the country to the other in pursuit of
a poorly paid job lay squarely in the hands of minor colonial officials. Thus, the stakes of
correspondence with colonial officials were much higher, with their future employment often
hinging on a successful appeal to either the sense of charity or the sense of injustice of a
certain colonial official.

Yet, indigenous claimants were not simply pawns in the politicking of colonial officials. As
in their pension applications, some indigenous claimants managed to secure important
interventions by influential third parties. Individual claimants, veterans’ associations and
even politicians contested the tendency of certain local officials to disregard the ‘moral
economy of sacrifice’, favouring over veterans those with an inferior moral right to a
reserved job. Significantly, individual veterans themselves displayed an impressive wiliness
when it came to “playing the system”. Many claimants accepted offers of positions they knew
they could never take up, hoping to either sublet them illegally or use them as a bargaining
chip to gain a better deal from the colonial authorities. The scheme’s application in Algeria
dealt indigenous veterans a very bad hand, but veterans tried to play it as best they could. The
results, which were slow to come, if they came at all, were often disappointing. Nevertheless,
the story of the emplois réservés scheme in interwar Algeria is as much about the persistence
of certain indigenous veterans in attempting to vindicate their rights as is it as the reluctance
of a parsimonious and politically-biased colonial state’s effort to undermine these rights.

Conclusion
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More than any other element of the post-Great War settlement in Algeria, the system of
provision for indigenous veterans and other rights-holders had a dramatic and daily impact on
the lives of a large cross section of the indigenous community. While by no means divorced
from the important political debates around notions of citizenship and subjecthood, the
regulation, administration and extension of pensions and reserved jobs to indigenous rightsholders represented a tangible and potentially transformative legacy of the war which would
shape the interaction between state and subject in many complex and contradictory ways. The
rich sources this interaction left behind bear testament to a monde du contact that extended
beyond political elites, where illiterate veterans, widows and orphans, through the mediation
of public writers and other intermediaries, corresponded with colonial officials. Both the
forms that shaped this correspondence and the results it secured underline once more the
importance of understanding the monde du contact as a space characterised as much, if not
more, by its limitations, its imbalanced power dynamics and its commitment to European
hegemony as by its facilitation of transcommunal solidarity and dialogue. Indigenous
claimants and their intermediaries could, as we have seen, employ a variety of strategies to
effectively vindicate their rights and hold colonial officials to account. Nevertheless, to a
varying degree across the system of post-war provision, power rested with the colonial and/or
military officials who assessed eligibility and allocated pensions and jobs.

Many indigenous rights-holders and their intermediaries proved to be impressively aware of
their power within the system and where its limitations lay. They showed at least a basic
understanding of their right to compensation and the fact that legibility was a precondition for
the vindication of this right. Achieving legibility was a complex and costly process that was
not without its pitfalls, but one that many claimants pursued to an ultimately successful end
within the pensions system. This example highlights how even in that most repressive of
modern polities, the colonial state, legibility was not simply imposed top down through
coercion but the state also incentivised a bottom-up drive for standardisation through the
concept of eligibility. Charging indigenous rights-holders with the responsibility for their
own legibility may have constituted a serious financial burden but it also offered them a
chance to shape their own interaction with the state by withholding or even falsifying certain
information. Certain claimants, and the intermediaries assisting them, proved adept at
manipulating gaps in the state’s knowledge to their own benefit while for others, these same
gaps would delay or even invalidate their claims in intrinsically unjust ways. The story of the
system of pension provision, and in particular its poorer cousin, the emplois réservés scheme,
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expose an under-resourced, ill-informed and often indifferent colonial state that exercised
limited control over its indigenous subjects.

If colonial officials exercised little control over indigenous subjects’ lives outside this system,
once these subjects embarked on the long process of securing some form of compensation for
their contribution to the war, the goodwill of colonial officials became an essential
commodity. In the pension system, the sympathy of a colonial official had an important
bearing on the speed at which an application was resolved. In the case of the emplois
réservés, the discretion of colonial and/or military officials ruled over every stage of the
scheme from the assessment of eligibility to the allocation of jobs and the granting of
transfers. Indigenous claimants and their intermediaries acknowledged this, adopting a
supplicatory form of language that stressed their dependence on the generosity of the colonial
official to save them from poverty. This was particularly true of female claimants, who
played on gender stereotypes in an effort to optimise their compensation. Their
correspondence reflected an understanding of the colonial political system grounded both in
traditional forms of provision and in the arbitrary rule of local officials.

Nevertheless, indigenous claimants also understood the essential rights-based nature of postwar provision. The notion that the ‘moral economy of sacrifice’ had engendered a right to
compensation, which so permeated political discourse as we have seen in the Part I of this
thesis, also filtered down into the language of indigenous claimants. The extent to which their
conception of their moral right to compensation corresponded directly with the legal right
extended by the colonial state varied widely. When claimants felt that their moral entitlement
was not being met, whether this was through insufficient pensions or the inadequate provision
of reserved jobs/café licences, they would often evoke the language of rights. Not only did
the legal framework that shaped provision blend elements of equality with significant
measures of discrimination, but also the inconsistent and often incompetent application of the
law left indigenous rights-holders at a distinct disadvantage compared to citizen claimants.
Although individual figures within the colonial regime acted, on occasion, in favour both of
indigenous claimants and wider principles of rights-based provision, policies on provision
remained driven by political interests, above all the desire to maintain the integrity of the
structure of the colonial regime. The right to compensation was secondary to the necessity to
shore up loyalty to an increasingly contested colonial regime.
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The story of the interaction between indigenous claimants and the system of post-war
provision in interwar Algeria offers insight into the intricate web of contacts that shaped daily
life of the colony. At the heart of this web, lay the common notion that the Great War had
transformed the relationship between the state and the subject that served it. The exact nature
of this transformation and the rights, moral, legal and financial, to which it gave rise were
often unclear to colonial administrators, indigenous rights-holders and the various different
intermediaries. This lack of clarity opened a space of conflict, of disappointment and of
opportunity to the various stake-holders involved in postwar provision. From this space
emerged an indigenous rights-holder who was simultaneously a client, collaborator and
contester of the colonial state.

The ambiguous position of the indigenous rights-holder is illustrative of a much wider feature
of political action in the colony in this period. By anchoring the rights, both existing and
prospective, of the indigenous in their wartime service, political actors had accepted, whether
openly or tacitly, that these rights were conditional on loyalty to the French state. This
dynamic manifested itself in different forms across political life in the colony, encompassing
the postwar Left, the extreme right, the veterans’ movements and the veterans themselves.
However, what many indigenous actors failed to realise was that as long as these rights were
conditional, they could never be equal to those extended to the Europeans. It was in the
context of the metropole, where the intermingling of Frenchmen and indigenous elucidated
the gap between the rhetoric of equality and the reality of discrimination, that indigenous
political actors would come to recognise this. The nationalist movement would, as we shall
now see, embrace a political language that largely rejected the evocation of the Great War
and with it the notion that France would ever grant equal rights to the indigenous. While this
paved the way for the development of a discourse that would eventually win the majority of
the Algerian population over to the nationalist cause, in the short-term it yielded the
evocation of the Great War to the proponents of strict control of the indigenous migrant
population. Their cynical use of the indigenous contribution to the war would see the
discrepancy

between

rhetoric

and

reality

reach

new

heights
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Chapter VI: Memory and Mutual Obligation in the Metropole:
Algerian Immigrants in Paris and the Evocation of the Great War
While indigenous political elites and individual rights-holders sought to improve their
situation in the colony by evoking their wartime participation, many of their compatriots
believed that their hopes for a better future could best be realised in the metropole. In the
wake of the Great War, mobilisation gave way to migration. Although the war left important
institutional legacies that would shape both the forms migration took and official responses to
it, in this chapter I am primarily interested in examining the place of the war in the debates
surrounding the highly contested interaction between Algerian migrants and the French state.
I will consider how a variety of political actors, whether indigenous Algerian or metropolitan
French, migrant worker or municipal politician, mobilised participation in the war to
legitimise rival visions of the relationship between indigenous subjects in the Paris region and
the authorities that governed them. I will begin with an exploration of the rhetorical role of
the Great War in the emergent movements that sought to monopolise political action among
Algerians in the Paris region. Turning subsequently to the right of Algerians to migrate to the
metropole, I will examine the campaign of the partisans of free circulation against efforts to
restrict migratory flows by evoking the wartime contribution of Algerians and the response
this elicited from the authorities. Finally, I will analyse the French authorities’ evocation of
the Great War to legitimise the infrastructure they developed to provide for and discipline
indigenous Algerians in the Paris region, while also considering how activists mobilised their
vision of the war to counter this. I will seek to highlight both the contrasts and the
commonalities with the place of the Great War in political discourse across the
Mediterranean as explored in the rest of this thesis, underlining the constantly shifting
meaning of the war as it moved across temporal and geographical spaces.

Before turning specifically to the rhetoric surrounding Algerian migrants in the metropole,
we must first briefly examine the migratory phenomenon itself. While the Mediterranean
space has long been defined by migratory flows, the pattern of migration for the first eight
decades of French rule in Algeria was largely unidirectional, with the thousands of settlers
pouring into the territory far outweighing any outward migration towards the metropole. The
initial shift in this trend came in the years leading up to the Great War, with the first
significant if still relatively limited migration of indigenous Algerian subjects to the
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metropole.1 The onset of the war would have a transformative effect on the migratory flows
across the Mediterranean. In practical terms, the mobilisation of thousands of Algerians to the
frontline and the war factories brought the barriers between metropole and colony crashing
down. Thousands of Algerians witnessed the prosperity and experienced the relative freedom
the metropole had to offer, while also building personal and emotional links with places and
people that could facilitate a potential future return. Post-war patterns of migration would
often see indigenous workers return to the factories, mines and cities where they had carried
out their wartime work service.2 The militarisation of indigenous Algerians, largely of
peasant origin, in the ranks of the army or in the war industries played a key role in instilling
in them the work practices of modern capitalist production.3 Finally, the long-term economic
consequences of the war rendered survival in the traditional rural economy increasingly
difficult and saw long-standing patterns of internal migration, particularly among Kabyles,
reoriented towards the French metropole.4 Thus, the war played a crucial role in providing
both the push and pull factors necessary for the emergence of mass migration from Algeria
north across the Mediterranean.

Over the course of the interwar period, the changing regulation of trans-Mediterranean
migration, discussed in detail in this chapter, coupled with the varying economic fortunes of
both colony and metropole meant that, as the statistics from Algerian ports show, migration
came in ebbs and flows.

1

Neil MacMaster estimates the Algerian immigrant population in 1912 at 5000, overwhelmingly consisting of
Kabyles. Neil MacMaster, Colonial Migrants and Racism: Algerians in France, 1900-62, (Macmillan, London,
1997), 54.
2
Ibid, 64.
3
See Larbi Talha, Le Salariat immigré dans la crise : La main-d’œuvre maghrébine en France (1921-1987),
(Editions du CNRS, Paris, 1989), 64-78.
4
See Omar Carlier, ‘Créativité associative et contrainte politique : la dynamique de l’immigration algérienne en
France dans l’entre-deux-guerres’, 1901-2001 Migrations et vie associative : entre mobilisations et participation,
Migrance, No. Hors-Série, (2001), 13-31, 17.
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Chart III: Departures and Returns of Indigenous Migrants from Algerian Ports to
Metropolitan France.5
Migration remained a largely temporary experience for indigenous Algerians who would
often return home after a few years, having earned enough money in the metropole to buy
land and get married.6 The predominance of low-skilled manual labourers and low-level
street hawkers among Algerians in the Paris region militated against the possibility that the
traditional political elites or even the emergent évolué elites would monopolise political
action on behalf of the community.7 Thus, the mass politics of the Algerian community in the
metropole, especially in Paris, would develop in a radically different manner to that emergent
in the colony itself for much of the interwar period.

Radicals and Revolutionaries: Indigenous Politics in the Imperial Capital
In the early years of indigenous Algerian migration to the metropole, the extremely limited
forms of political action within the community were dominated by the Communist party and
the organisations in its orbit. In the wake of the split at the Congress of Tours, the new French
5

Figures for the graph come from L. Muracciole, L’Emigration Algérienne : Aspects Economiques, Sociaux et
Juridiques, (Librairie Ferraris, Alger, 1950) who used figures from the Service de la Sécurité Générale. The
figures fail to differentiate between the small numbers of elite indigenous tourists or members of delegations
and the mass of migrants. Furthermore, they counted journeys and not individual passengers and thus may count
the same migrant several times over the course of the two decades. Nevertheless, they reflect the wider trends in
migration flows over the period.
6
For a detailed analysis of the changing cultural, social, economic and political practices that shaped both the
migration flows and the lives of Algerian migrants themselves see the works of the Algerian sociologist
Abdelmalek Sayad, esp. Abdelmalek Sayad, L’immigration ou les paradoxes de l’altérité, (Editions De BoeckWesmael, Brussels, 1991) and Abdelmalek Sayad, The Suffering of the Immigrant, (Polity Press, Cambridge,
2004) First Published in French as La double absence : Des illusions de l’émigré aux souffrances de l’immigré,
trans. David Macey, (Editions du Seuil, Paris, 1999).
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Communist Party (PCF) adopted a radically anti-colonial policy, extending its recruitment
drive to the colonial immigrant population in the capital. With a view to complying with the
eighth of the Third International’s famous ‘Twenty-One Conditions’, the requirement to
support the anti-colonial struggle, the party set up the Comité d’Etudes Coloniales in June
1921.8 This was followed by the foundation, in August 1921, of the Union Intercoloniale, an
organisation under the patronage of the PCF that would bring together indigenous migrants
from across the Empire and of varying levels of commitment to nationalist and leftist causes.9
Although the members of the Union Intercoloniale were aware of its close connections to the
PCF, not all were necessarily committed to the Bolshevism. Thus, the Union and its
mouthpiece, Le Paria, complemented Leninist anti-imperialism with an alternative
internationalism grounded in the shared colonial experience of the Great War. In its first
issue, Le Paria set out this vision of a solidarity stemming from the common suffering and
betrayal of indigenous subjects in the Great War, placing it alongside the traditional
Bolshevik programme of world revolution:
Le Paria est né de l’ardente communion de camarades de l’Afrique du Nord, de
l’Afrique Occidentale française, de l’Afrique Equatoriale française, de Madagascar, de
l’Indochine, des Antilles et de la Guyane. Il est le fruit des fallacieuses promesses de
liberté, de justice formulées au cours de l’effroyable tuerie de 1914-1918. Et démurées
sans réalisation après l’apaisement de l’orage.10
The same blend of Communist internationalism and reference to the Great War can be found
in the ‘Appeal to the Indigenous of the Colonies’ issued by the Union’s close ally, the PCF’s
Comité d’Etudes Coloniales, in 1924. The tract, which was to ‘be reproduced in indigenous
languages’, acknowledged that its target audience was ‘doubly exploited: as workers and as
indigenous subjects’. Evoking the wartime service of indigenous subjects, it underlined the
injustice of their mobilisation:
Pendant la guerre, les jeunes gens de votre pays ont été arrachés de leurs foyers, soit par
des promesses menteuses, soit par les menaces et les brutalités et on les a conduits ainsi
à la boucherie que fut la guerre pour défendre les intérêts et les rancunes des mêmes
hommes riches, qui ont conquis votre pays. Beaucoup sont morts, d’autres sont pour
toujours invalides. On n’a pas tenu les promesses faites, pendant la guerre, de vous
concéder les droits entiers de l’homme et du citoyen.
8

Rabah Aissaoui, Immigration and National identity: North African Political Movements in Colonial and
Postcolonial France, (Tauris Academic Studies, London, 2009), 14-15.
9
Le Préfet de Police à M. le Ministre des Colonies, 16/05/1922, ANOM FM/3SLOTFOM/3.
10
Quotation: ‘Le Paria was born of the intense communion of comrades from North Africa, French West
Africa, French Equatorial Africa, Madagascar, Indochina, the Antilles and Guiana. It is the fruit of false
promises of freedom and justice formulated over the course of the appalling massacre of 1914-1918, which
remained unrealised after the end of the storm’. ‘Appel !’, Le Paria : tribune du prolétariat colonial, Organe de
l'Union Intercoloniale, 02/04/1922.
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… Ils nous ont envoyés comme vous à la guerre, afin que ceux-ci défendent des
richesses qui ne nous appartiennent pas.
…. C’est pourquoi nous avons formé, comme dans toutes les parties du monde, un
grand Parti Communiste qui lutte pour la délivrance de tous les travailleurs.11
Here the solidarity of colonial and metropolitan workers, often former soldiers, organised
together in the ranks of the Communist movement, is presented as the only means of undoing
the betrayal of the war and its aftermath. The reference to the Great War served to
complement the appeals to revolution, furnishing those anti-colonial activists less enthusiastic
about the message of revolutionary Communism with a rhetorical justification for their
participation in the Union and in the anti-colonial project.

In 1926, with the approval of the PCF, indigenous Algerian activists moved to found their
own organisation, the Etoile Nord-Africain (ENA). From the outset, the ENA developed its
own nationalist discourse. An article in an early edition of the movement’s newspaper,
L’Ikdam Nord-Africain, offered a new narrative of Algerian history, stressing the armed
resistance of indigenous Algerians to French occupation over the communal contribution to
French military campaigns. Expressly condemning the strategy of the moderates from the
Fédérations des Élus, who used the Great War as proof of indigenous loyalty, the ENA
rejected the notion that the indigenous owed any loyalty to a foreign colonial occupier.
Rather the movement used the failure of the French state to fulfil even the limited promises
made to the indigenous Algerians who had defended it as proof of the colonial system’s
contempt for the indigenous:
« La fédération des élus musulmans de l’Algérie, dit ce manifeste, représente le
nombre, mais elle ne revendique ce nombre que pour mieux l’incliner devant la patrie à
laquelle elle s’est ralliée pour jamais…à la défense de laquelle elle fit le serment de
sacrifier, comme en 1870-1871 et en 1914-18, la vie de ses enfants ».
Ainsi, donc, ce sont ceux-là mêmes qui se prétendent les représentants du peuple
algérien qui oublient si effrontément que ce peuple, conquis et asservi par la force des
armes, ne considère pas encore la France comme sa patrie …
Trente années de luttes implacables pendant lesquelles les Algériens ont fait à leur
patrie un rempart de leurs corps, quatre grandes insurrections qui ont marqué depuis la
11

Quotation: ‘During the war, the young people of your country were torn from their homes, either by false
promises, or by threats and brutalities and they were sent to the slaughterhouse that was the war to defend the
interests and the grudges of the same wealthy men who conquered your country. Many died, others are disabled
for the rest of their lives. The promises made during the war to grant you the full human rights and the rights of
the citizen were not fulfilled... They sent us as they sent you to the war to defend wealth that does not belong to
us... That is why we founded, across the world, a great Communist Party that struggles for the deliverance of all
workers’. Tract à reproduire dans les langues indigènes et à répandre partout, 1000 exemplaires, Le Comité
d’Etudes Coloniales du Parti Communiste, ANOM FM/3SLOTFOM/3.
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conquête la volonté d’indépendance du peuple algérien, ne sont certes pas les indices
certains que ce peuple voit aujourd’hui en la France « une patrie à laquelle il s’est rallié
pour jamais ».12
The Great War had represented the culmination of the repressive exploitation of Algerians,
teaching them, for once and for all, that the empty promises of the French could never
bring freedom. Only the indigenous Algerians, acting through the nationalist movement,
could secure the liberty for themselves that they had secured for the French on the
battlefields of Europe:
L’expérience de la dernière guerre, expérience douloureuse pour le peuple algérien, lui
a révélé que rien ne pouvait l’intéresser à la défense d’un sol qui n’est pas le sien et que
les grandes idées pour lesquelles on a prétendu se battre cachaient, en définitive, des
intérets mesquins et des buts difficilement avouables.
… Les droits du peuple algérien ne peuvent relever que d’une Assemblée Nationale
Algérienne Souveraine.13
The nationalists were disinclined to employ the evocation of the Great War in their political
language as anything other than a symbol of betrayal. Unlike their rivals in the movements of
indigenous reform, the nationalists were not fighting primarily for political, social and
economic rights within the Empire but rather for the right to leave the Empire and, thus, were
less likely to understand participation in the war as a quid pro quo for enhanced participation
for the indigenous in the political system of the Empire.

The rupture between the ENA and the PCF came in November 1927, when those loyal to the
Communists staged a walk out following the ENA’s adoption of a motion endorsing national
independence as the movement’s principal goal.14 The newly independent ENA maintained
large elements of the structure and the language of the Communist movement, adapting them
to its now firmly nationalist political agenda. Within its new discourse, the place of the Great
12

Quotation: ‘The Fédération des Elus, according to this manifesto, represents the masses, but it only evokes
them to better prove their subservience to the fatherland to which they have rallied for eternity… in whose
defence they swore to sacrifice the lives of their children, as in 1870-1871 and in 1914-18. Thus, it is those same
people who declare themselves the representatives of the Algerian people who forget so brazenly that this
people, conquered and subjugated by force of arms, still does not consider France to be their fatherland... Thirty
years of unyielding struggle during which the Algerians gave their bodies to their fatherland as a rampart, four
great insurrections which have marked, since the conquest, the will to independence of the Algerian people, are
not evidence of a people who today considers France ‘a fatherland to which they are eternally rallied’’. ‘Contre
la représentation au Parlement Français pour un Parlement Algérien’, L’Ikdam Nord-Africain : Organe de de
l’Etoile Nord-Africaine, December, 1927.
13
Quotation: ‘The experience of the last war, a painful experience for the Algerian people, revealed to them that
they have no interest in the defence of a land that is not theirs and of grand ideas for which it was claimed we
fought but that concealed petty interests and goals that could hardly be considered be honorable… The rights of
the Algerian people can only be realised by a Sovereign National Algerian Assembly’. Ibid.
14
Kaddache, Histoire du nationalisme algérien, Tome I, 170.
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War was somewhat ambiguous. Given the ENA’s adulation of the Emir Khaled as a
nationalist hero, it is hardly surprising that the group’s newspaper, L’Ikdam Nord-Africain
would seek to echo his policies in evoking Wilson and defending self-determination as a right
secured by the participation of the indigenous community in the Great War.15 Yet, this
reference to Wilson was fleeting. Later in the interwar period, as the so-called “Wilsonian
moment” seemed ever more distant and the prospect of France willingly granting some form
of self-determination even less likely, El Ouma, the successor to L’Ikdam Nord-Africain,
dismissed the hope once vested in Wilsonian principles as naïve: if Algerians wanted
independence, they would have to win it for themselves.16 This new belief that Algerians
were the masters of their own destiny was both reflected in and reinforced by the party’s
narrative of the past, described by Omar Carlier as ‘between Nation and Jihad’. The ENA’s
historical vision of Algeria was centred on a blend of military resistance to French occupation
through insurrection and socio-cultural resistance through Islam.17 In this narrative, the
indigenous Algerian war dead were not morts pour la Patrie who had secured or potentially
could secure rights for the indigenous within the Empire but rather victims of French colonial
oppression. Algeria’s future lay in the mobilisation of the nation politically, and if needs be,
militarily. A quote ascribed by police services to Messali Hadj in 1934 may well be
apocryphal but it does reflect the ENA’s belief in both the right and the duty of Algerians to
win back their own sovereignty:
Nous voulons devenir les maîtres absolus de notre pays que vous avez pris par la
force… les soldats musulmans doivent être nos soldats et non les vôtres.18
In such a narrative, the figure of the indigenous soldier fighting under the French flag was at
best a tragic hero, at worst an inconvenient reminder of Algerian submission.

Rival political movements among the Paris region’s indigenous Algerians tried, with little
success, to offer an alternative to the ENA’s nationalist vision of Algeria’s past, present and
future. The PCF persisted in its attempt to integrate the colonial oppression experienced by
indigenous Algerian on both sides of the Mediterranean into its wider narrative of imperialistcapitalist exploitation and international solidarity. However, the Communists’ outreach to
15

L’Ikdam Nord-Africain quoted in Kaddache, Histoire du nationalisme algérien, Tome I, 175.
Abdel-Moumen, ‘Les Crimes Impérialistes aux noms de : Missions civilisatrices’, El Ouma, May-June, 1939.
17
Carlier, Entre Nation et Jihad, Passim.
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Quotation: ‘We want to become the absolute masters in our country that you took by force… Muslim soldiers
should be our soldiers and not yours’. Rapport de la Direction des Affaires Indigènes de la Résidence Générale
de la République Française au Maroc sur la Situation Politique et Economique du 1-15/10/1934, ANOM
GGA/3CAB/41.
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indigenous Algerians suffered badly from the split with the ENA, and by the early 1930s,
even figures within the PCF acknowledged the ENA’s dominance of political life among the
capital’s indigenous Algerian community.19

The only group to pose a genuine, though ultimately unsuccessful, challenge to the ENA’s
dominance in the Paris region was a movement whose main point of reference lay squarely
outside the republican traditions of military service, citizenship rights and the Great War: the
AUMA. The AUMA only began to organise in the Paris region in 1936, with a leading
Islamic scholar, Si Foudil, leading the group’s campaign to promote a reformed and pure
Islamic lifestyle among the immigrant community. In the wake of the ENA’s opposition to
the Blum-Viollette Project and its subsequent dissolution by the Popular Front government,
the rivalry between the nationalists and the Islamic reformists morphed into an open political
conflict.20 At its height, in 1937, the AUMA attracted 1500 indigenous Algerians to its
Arabic language and Islamic culture classes across the city and its suburbs.21 The AUMA was
also one of the driving forces behind the ultimately failed attempt to found a branch of the
Congrès Muslman in Paris.22 The call for the establishment of a committee of the Congrès in
Paris that appeared in the AUMA newspaper La Défense saw the association and its allies
endorse the Project, evoking the communal contribution to justify the new rights it would
accord:
…Depuis la fin de la guerre, les Musulmans algériens qui, comme les autres Français,
ont répondu à l’appel du pays envahi en 1914, attendent l’octroi par le gouvernement
d’un certain nombre de libertés élémentaires solennellement promises.23
Nevertheless, the failure of the Congrès in Paris meant that the metropolitan branch of the
AUMA was even less inclined than its equivalents in the colony to speak in a language of
rights that relied, in part, on the evocation of the war. The AUMA’s relative success
compared to other organisations that sought to rival the ENA, limited and short-lived though
it may have been, can be ascribed to its embrace of what Neil MacMaster calls the ‘inchoate

19

Réunion de la Section Coloniale du 08/09/1933, Archives du Parti Communiste Français aux Archives
Départementales du Seine-Saint-Denis (hereafter APCF), 3 Mi 6/95, Séquence 624.
20
Ibid.
21
Note d’information du Directeur Adjoint, Chef du Service des Affaires Indigènes Nord-Africaines,
20/10/1939, Archives de la Préfecture de Police (hereafter APP), BA/1676.
22
See Rapport sur le Congrès Musulman à Paris, 14/01/1937 and Rapport sur l’action Front Populaire
musulman à Paris, 22/02/1937, ANOM GGA/3CAB/42.
23
Quotation: ‘Since the end of the war Algerian Muslims who, like other Frenchmen responded to the appeal of
the invaded country in 1914, have awaited the granting by the government of certain basic freedoms solemnly
promised’. ‘Comité Parisien du Congrès Musulman’, La Défense, 12/02/1937.
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Algerian-religious identity’,24 the blend of religious, cultural and political activism that was
also the driving force behind the ENA. Although the AUMA tepidly endorsed the concept of
a differentiated imperial citizenship, even evoking the Great War in its defence, they, like the
ENA, never sought their central source of legitimacy in the politics of either French
republicanism or Communist internationalism.

The embrace of a nationalist narrative of the past did not mean that the ENA and its
successor, the PPA, sought to erase the Great War from political discourse, rejecting outright
the notion that it had changed relations between the imperial state and its indigenous subjects.
We have seen in Chapter I how the ENA mobilised past participation in the Great War when
faced with the prospect of possible future participation in a global conflict in a failed attempt
to convince France to grant Algeria independence. It is clear that the nationalists were more
than happy to evoke the war when it best suited their agenda. However, in contrast to the
movements for indigenous reform in Algeria, the war was never a central reference point in
their narrative of Algeria’s past nor was it one of the key sources of legitimacy for their
political programme. Furthermore, unlike the Communist movement, the nationalists did not
frequently evoke the war as the moment par excellence of shared suffering between colonial
subjects and metropolitan workers. The foundational moments in the nationalist’s narratives
of history were located on the battlefields of nineteenth century Algeria, not at Verdun or the
Chemins des Dames. This is somewhat ironic given that the social and political conditions
that facilitated the emergence and expansion of the nationalist movement were a direct result
of the extension to indigenous Algerians of the right to free movement in exchange for their
wartime service.

Return to the Land of the Battlefields: Free Movement of Indigenous Subjects
For the duration of French rule in the Maghreb, the authorities would pursue a variety of
formal legal and informal administrative measures to regulate and control the flow of North
African migrants across the Mediterranean. The first legislation to facilitate a form of
migration by indigenous Algerians to the metropole came in the wake of the defeat in the
Franco-Prussian war. The decree of May 16th 1874 established a permis de voyage which
allowed indigenous Algerians to travel and work in the metropole. As Nedjma Abdelfettah
highlights, there is a direct correlation between the relative liberalism of migration policy and
24
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the proximity of a military conflict, with the colonial authorities conscious of the need to
promote and reward loyalty among the indigenous population.25 As the threat of external
conflict recedes, so too does the freedom of movement granted to indigenous subject. Thus,
the 1874 regulation was repealed in 1904 by Governor General Jonnart with the backing of
settler leaders whose fear that mass migration would increase labour costs outweighed any
national security concerns at the higher levels of the colonial administration.26 Some form of
freedom of movement would only be re-established as France, once more, faced an
impending conflict in the knowledge that she would have to call on indigenous troops.

In the wake of the debates around the conscription of indigenous Algerians, freedom of
circulation for indigenous Algerians was one of the limited concessions extended to the
Jeunes Algériens in return for their acquiescence with the campaign for military recruitment.
The decree of June 18th 1913 abolished the restrictions on travel between the colony and the
metropole for indigenous migrants.27 This was followed by the more comprehensive
measures contained in the Law of July 15th 1914. While the law’s central reform related to
the modification of the Code de l’Indigénat, one of its less discussed provisions established
total freedom of circulation for indigenous subjects, allowing them to reside in metropolitan
France without any restriction.

28

In the context of the strictly controlled mass mobilisation

and transport across the Mediterranean of thousands of indigenous Algerians to contribute to
the war effort in the metropole, this measure was largely symbolic. The majority of
indigenous Algerians in the metropole during the war years found their lives closely
controlled, either by the direct authority of the military if they were soldiers or by the various
organisms set up to regulate and discipline colonial workers in the war factories.29
Nevertheless, the Law of July 15th 1914 created a legal right to freedom of movement that
would, in the years following the war, facilitate the development of mass migration across the
Mediterranean. The establishment of this right had been closely bound to the indigenous
25
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Algerian’s duty to serve the defence of the Patrie, thus ensuring that on the many occasions
on which the law would be contested, indigenous participation in the Great War would by a
key weapon in the arsenal of its defenders.

In the immediate aftermath of the war, the metropolitan and colonial authorities were keen to
ensure that demobilised soldiers and munitions workers were repatriated across the
Mediterranean. While the military administration sought to return all the demobilised
indigenous troops and workers under its control to their homeland, many indigenous
Algerians slipped through the net. Caught in a form of legal limbo between the status of
citizen and that of foreigner, indigenous Algerians in the metropole enjoyed neither the full
freedom of citizens nor the consular and treaty protections guaranteed to most foreign
workers.30 Extensive police raids organised in the major cities in 1919 were supposed to
round up those who had avoided the automatic repatriation that followed demobilisation. In
practice, they also illegally targeted large numbers of Algerians who had emigrated
voluntarily to the metropole during the war and were thus not subject to military authority.31
The expulsion of unemployed Algerians who had a legal right to live in France had become
unofficial policy, with internal instructions issued to the Paris police force in 1919 calling for
the widest possible application of forced repatriations.32 The head of the Interior Ministry’s
Service des Affaires Algériennes was fully aware that forced repatriations were illegal but
urged the police to ‘find a way to get rid of undesirables’ and offered to pay the costs of any
“voluntary” repatriations the police could organise.33 This blatant disregard for the legally
established right to movement of indigenous Algerians would be a consistent feature of
immigration policy for much of the interwar period. Yet, the immediate postwar moment was
the only period in which metropolitan and colonial abuses of this right went largely
uncontested in public discourse. In the early postwar years, indigenous migrants were largely
absent from the concerns of the movements of contestation led by the indigenous political
elites. In Algeria, the khalédiste campaign for reform paid little attention to the plight of
Algerian migrants in France and the many breaches of the right of freedom to travel, focusing
rather on the extension of political rights in the colony itself. In the metropole, migrants
remained a disparate group with almost no political representation and a limited capacity to
30
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oppose government efforts to repatriate them, even when this was done in contravention of
the law of July 15th 1914.

As the number of migrants making the journey across the Mediterranean began to rise
dramatically in the early 1920s, the liberal provisions of the Law of July 15th 1914 came
under attack from political and administrative figures on both sides of the Mediterranean. In
Algeria, the colon lobbies expressed alarm that mass migration was threatening the cheap,
indigenous labour force necessary to sustain agricultural production while also exposing
indigenous migrants to dangerous, subversive ideas. Prominent colon leaders went as far as to
describe the limitation of migration as a ‘matter of life and death’ for the colony.34 The
provisions of the Law of July 15th 1914 were by now almost universally condemned by the
European political class in the colony.

Across the Mediterranean, concerns about the cost of labour in Algeria held little sway but
arguments about the medical and social dangers of mass migration were increasingly fuelling
anti-migrant sentiment, particularly among political leaders in Paris. The influential deputy
for the Marne and chair of the Customs Commission, Ernest Haudos, wrote a stinging attack
on the liberal immigration policy, claiming it was responsible for rising criminality in Paris.
Describing indigenous Algerians as ‘a ‘childlike people’, incapable of adapting to the ‘adult’
environment of the metropole, he claimed that time spent in the metropole would only give
rise to a ‘dangerous mentality’, including a perverse and dangerous sexual obsession with
French women. Haudos’ hysteria both fed off and fed into a growing moral panic around the
supposed inherent criminality and sexual deviancy of indigenous Algerian men. At the root of
this threat, according to Haudos, lay an overly-lax immigration regime whose origins lay in a
misplaced generosity born of the wartime experience:
Après la guerre, lorsque l’âme victorieuse de la France était toute à sa gratitude pour
tous ceux qui avaient pris une part quelconque à la victoire, on n’a su témoigner cette
gratitude aux indigènes algériens que par des cadeaux dont ils n’étaient pas capables de
se servir. Dans le nombre fut la suppression des règlements qui limitaient naguère pour
eux la possibilité de s’éloigner de leur résidence originaire.

34

This sentiment was expressed by both M. Vallet and M. Dromigny at the meeting of the Délégation des
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…Certes, ceux qui ont donné aux indigènes toute liberté pour venir en France et
contribué à les attirer, n’avaient pas envisagé de pareilles conséquences. Cela n’est pas
une excuse.35
Haudos was a long-standing member of the Radical-Socialist party and, as the policy of the
Cartel des Gauches government would soon make clear, he was far from alone in his
opinions on Algerian migration.

While figures like Haudos and the deputies from Algeria spearheaded the demand for reform
from within the Parliament, their claims were echoed and amplified by other influential
figures in civil society and, particularly, in local politics. The municipal council of Paris
would become one of the driving forces behind policy dealing with the assistance to and
surveillance of indigenous Algerians in the metropole. Under the stewardship of municipal
councillor Pierre Godin, a former colonial administrator in Algeria, it would blaze a trail to
be followed by other municipalities by elaborating specific repressive structures of provision
for and control for indigenous migrants. Godin and his allies played a key role in whipping
up fear of the indigenous population. While a police report from 1923 described the
Algerians of Paris as ‘serious, sober and calm’,36 the proponents of stricter immigration
control promoted a negative vision of the Algerian community’s impact on the city. The
murders of the Rue Fondray, when in November 1923, a young Kabyle man, apparently
motivated by the rejection of his romantic advances by a French woman, stabbed two women
to death in the Grenelle district, was the spark that lit the fire of moral panic. The proponents
of strict control of Algerian immigrants were only too happy to fan the flames. The Comité
d’Action Franco-Musulmane de l’Afrique du Nord, a colonial lobbying organisation presided
over by the prominent Radical politican Edouard Herriot, joined Godin and his associates in
evoking the murders to call for stricter regulation of migrants in the metropole.37
Interestingly, both Godin and the Comité did not believe that the government would
challenge the principle of free movement established in 1914, and rather called for the
35
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imposition of identity cards and the development of special administrative structures to deal
with migrants in the metropole:
La liberté absolue de l’indigène algérien a fini par lui être reconnue pendant la guerre
en récompense de son attitude loyaliste, voire son héroïsme, à la fois en Afrique et sur
le front. Les pouvoirs publics ne remettront pas cette mesure libérale en question.
…Autre chose est à faire…. Proposition qui n’offense aucun amour-propre, ne
violentent aucun droit acquis et, discrètement, introduit la discipline indispensable dans
l’anarchie actuelle.38
It seems as though Godin and the partisans of stricter immigration controls believed that the
revision of the 1914 law on indigenous freedom of movement was all but impossible in light
of Algerian mass participation in the Great War. But, as indigenous Algerians across the
Mediterranean were well aware, the rights sercured by their communal contribution to the
defence of the Patrie were never immutable.

The election in May 1924 of the Cartel des Gauches government would spell the end for the
decade-old liberal migration regime. The outgoing Bloc National government had, in March
1924, set up a Commission drawing together experts from various ministries and the
municipal council of Paris to propose solutions to the increasingly politically explosive issue
of Algerian migration. The reports submitted to the Commission openly acknowledged the
illegality of any move to restrict the right to freedom of movement of indigenous Algerians.39
Nevertheless, the new Minister of the Interior, Camille Chautemps, saw the adoption of some
form of restrictions as the only solution to the migrant “problem” and issued a number of
circulars instructing administrators to implement new immigration controls. Potential
Algerian migrants would now have to present state-approved labour contracts, medical
certificates and an identity card with a photograph. As the travails of the indigenous rightsholders explored in Chapter V have demonstrated, securing legibility from an over-stretched
and under-developed colonial bureaucracy represented a significant obstacle for indigenous
subjects. The whole package of restrictions constituted, in effect, an almost total ban on travel
38
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and resulted in an immediate and dramatic decrease in the legal migration of indigenous
Algerians to the metropole (See Chart III, p.253).40 Ten years, almost to the day,41 since
France had called on her Algerian subjects to defend the Patrie, she was now effectively
prohibiting them from entering the metropole.

The new policy of restriction adopted by Chautemps and the Cartel des Gauches seems, at
least on the surface, a counter-intuitive action for a self-proclaimed government of the centreleft. Why was the Cartel des Gauches so eager to undermine the provision of the Law of July
15th 1914 when the centre-right Bloc National had left the regime of free movement
untouched throughout its tenure? Chautemps framed the new restrictions in the language of
colonial humanism, claiming that it was ‘above all the interests of the indigenous workers’
that motivated his decision to introduce restrictions.42 This type of paternalistic discourse had
a long history in the colonial policy of the French centre left. However, as Clifford Rosenberg
convincingly argues, the control of colonial migration in the interwar period was the product
of an alliance between the colonial humanists of the centre left and the old colonial hands
around Pierre Godin on the Paris municipal council. This ‘colonial consensus’ brought the
representatives of the Socialist, the Radical and the Radical-Socialist parties into a coalition
with conservatives from the colonial lobby, motivated by a shared desire both to prevent
indigenous Algerian migrants from embracing dangerous political ideologies such as
Communism and nationalism and to limit the potential medical and criminal threat posed by a
community of colonial subjects left to their own devices in the metropolitan capital.
Rosenberg contends that Godin and his fellow arch-colonialists succeeded in winning the
support of the centre-left by integrating supposedly “progressive” elements into their
programme, stressing indigenous welfare and pushing for funding through taxes on
business.43 Although he offers a compelling analysis of the dynamics of this alliance, he
provides no explanation as to why the Bloc National government had refused to introduce
restrictive measures that would have sat more easily with its prevailing ideology than that of
the centre left.
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Perhaps the answer lies in the different sources of legitimacy that underpinned each
government. While the Cartel des Gauches found it necessary to integrate “progressive
welfarism” into its restrictions on colonial subjects in the metropole to buttress its legitimacy
as a humane government, the Bloc National drew its authority from the victory on the
battlefields of the Great War and thus, was less inclined to tamper with the rights legally
granted in return for participation in the defence of Patrie. Furthermore, the experience of the
wartime organisation of colonial labour had set a precedent of industries coordinating their
migrant labour needs directly with the Ministries concerned. Both the government and its
allies in industry preferred to maintain this informal approach to policy than to subject their
dealings to closer parliamentary scrutiny.44 When it suited the interests of government and
enterprise, as was the case in the immediate aftermath of the war, the Bloc National had
blatantly disregarded the right to migrate by organising illegal forced repatriations.
Nonetheless, it never sought to legally undermine the provisions of the Law of July 15th 1914,
which simultaneously enhanced its image as the guarantor of the rights won in the war and
furnished it with a pool of cheap labour. The Cartel des Gauches felt no such compunctions
about undermining the rights given to indigenous subjects in return for participation in the
war, as long as such alterations could be presented as socially progressive.

If the partisans of immigration control were able to build a ‘colonial consensus’ among the
ruling elites in Paris, they did not prove capable of enforcing such a consensus among
indigenous Algerians on both sides of the Mediterranean. In the metropole, the first
generation of Algerian political activists, operating in the orbit of the PCF, protested the
government’s decision to limit their freedom of movement. In late 1924 the Party issued a
bilingual pamphlet in French and Arabic on the occasion of the inaugural ‘Congress of NorthAfrican Workers of the Paris Region’. The pamphlet recalled the horror of the Great War,
presented as the product of capitalist exploitation, and drew a direct contrast between the
praise heaped on colonial troops and workers during the war and the opprobrium that now
awaited them in the metropole.45 This was followed by a condemnation of the new migration
law, denouncing the ‘obstacles’ it placed in the path of potential migrants and the ‘famine
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wages’ it forced them to accept.46 The stress, however, was not so much on the failure of the
state to respect the rights won on the battlefield of the Great War but rather on the inherent
injustice and exploitation of the capitalist system in which rights, particularly for colonial
subjects, had no real meaning. The suffering of the war and the abolition of the right to free
movement were both the by-products of a voracious and violent capitalist system whose
oppression of workers was universal.
The indigenous elites in Algeria would forego any such radical attacks on the colonial
system in which they themselves were partially invested, opting instead to protest in a
language rooted in the legacies of the Great War. In June 1924, months before the
Chautemps circulaires, the Kabyle section of the Délégations Financières vigorously
contested any effort to restrict emigration, pointing not only to the rights born of wartime
participation but also to the transformative effect the conflict had on the rural economy,
making ‘the freedom to emigrate a vital necessity for Kabylie’.47 Indigenous elites
accompanied this rhetorical plea for respect for rights won on the battlefields with a legal
challenge to the contents of the Minister’s circulars. In December 1924, three indigenous
elected officials, Belkacem Bentami, Larbi ben Bealid Deham and Ahmed Ben Ali Saadi,
brought a case before the Conseil d’Etat arguing that the circulars breached the freedom of
movement established under the Law of July 15th 1914. The Conseil d’Etat would
eventually rule in their favour, asserting that Algerians as French nationals could not be
deprived of their rights by decree and that the Law of July 15th 1914 had included freedom
to travel within these rights.48 As we shall see, this would prove a somewhat Pyrrhic
victory as the judges based their ruling on a technicality which the government could
easily circumvent.49 Nonetheless, indigenous Algerians had used the institutions of the
Republic to, at least temporarily, safeguard the rights won through participation in the
Great War.

Although the circulars of 1924 initially led to a steep decline in the number of migrants
crossing the Mediterranean (see Chart III, p.253), potential migrants soon adapted to the new
situation, with the use of forged documents and clandestine forms of migration ensuring a
steady flow of Algerians towards the metropole. The advent of illegal migration served to
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increase the pressure from both the colon lobby in Algeria and the advocates of strict control
in the metropole for a more pro-active intervention by the government. The “catastrophe du
Sidi-Ferruch” of May 1926, when a group of Algerian stowaways suffocated to death in the
hull of the Sidi-Ferruch ferry, further polarised the debate. Indigenous activists in Algeria
rallied around the tragedy as a symbol of the ‘disastrous’ consequences of this ‘inhumane
regulation that is fast becoming criminal’.50 Both the Kabyle and Arab sections of the
Délégations Financières used the occasion of the tragedy to reiterate their call for the
abrogation of the circulars of 1924 and the reinstatement of a total freedom of circulation.51
Those on the other side of the debate, however, ascribed the tragedy to the laxity of
enforcement of immigration controls and called for an even stricter regulation of
immigration.52 The Conseil d’Etat’s striking down of the 1924 circulars in the months
following the tragedy offered the Cartel des Gauches government an opportunity to clarify
the direction of its immigration policy. Its response would leave little doubt as to where the
authorities stood on the issue: strict immigration control was to remain a defining feature of
government policy.

Using a legal technicality contained within the Conseil d’Etat’s judgment, the Cartel des
Gauches government introduced new, even stricter immigration controls in late 1926, setting
a basic policy of restriction that would remain in force until the election of the Popular Front
a decade later. The new regulations required Algerians to provide evidence that they had the
resources to pay for their own repatriation with further legislation in 1928 requiring them to
lodge this money with the French government, redeemable only when they left the
metropole.53 Throughout this period debate continued to rage between defenders of the
freedom of movement and advocates of harsher controls. Consecutive governments resisted
pressure from both sides, opting to largely maintain the status quo. Government officials
countered any attempt to further limit migration by acknowledging the already dubious
legality of the existing measure applied to indigenous migrants:
Les décrets du 4 août 1926 et du 4 avril 1928 sont, en effet, d’une légalité discutable, en
ce sens qu’ils apportent des restrictions aux libertés concédées par la loi du 15 juillet
1914.
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Mais, ces textes sont passés dans l’usage et le silence s’est fait heureusement autour
d’eux.
C’est là une raison majeure pour ne pas soulever de nouveau cette question délicate et
courir le risque de provoquer des recours au Conseil d’Etat qui seraient
vraisemblablement jugés contre l’administration.54
Administrators wanted to avoid drawing attention to laws they understood to be potentially
constitutionally unsound. Indigenous activists on both sides of the Mediterranean would do
their best to complicate this task.

The period of strict immigration control, from the Cartel des Gauches government to the
advent of the Popular Front, coincided directly with the emergence of indigenous mass
politics in both metropole and colony. For the ENA, immigration controls were just another
cog in the wider machine of colonial oppression. Although the movement was vocal in its
critiques of the policy, the specific right of the indigenous to travel freely, granted in return
for participation in the war and guaranteed by the Law of July 15th 1914, was rarely the
centre-point of such criticisms. Rather, immigration control was framed in terms of the
inherent injustice and racism of the whole colonial apparatus. In particular, the ENA’s
newspaper El Ouma highlighted the irony of metropolitan fears of an ‘invasion’ of
indigenous Algerians when these potential migrants had to live with the dire consequences of
the French invasion of the previous century.55 For the ENA and its allies/rivals on the
extreme left, the focus of the condemnation of state policy towards migrants was not so much
the freedom of movement but rather the institutions of assistance and surveillance set up by
the authorities in the metropole, especially in Paris. As migrants quickly mastered the
strategies necessary to either comply with or evade immigration controls, these controls
simply became part of the migration process and, while not accepted by the political
opponents of government policy, increasingly faded from prominence as a political issue.

Across the Mediterranean, indigenous elites vigorously protested against the reestablishment
of restrictions on migration rights that they had successfully challenged before the Conseil
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d’Etat.56 Alongside these elite critiques, nascent veterans’ groups attacked the decision,
mobilising their particular symbolic capital to defend rights won in the war. In 1929, the
Ligue des Anciens Combattants Kabyles Victimes de la Guerre, one of the first indigenous
veterans’ movements in Algeria, called on both the Governor General and the President of
the Council of Ministers to reinstate freedom of movement for all veterans.57 In its appeal to
the President of the Council, the League pointedly underlined the injustice in a decree that
prevented them from visiting the land which they themselves had helped to liberate:
Nous constatons, non sans amertume, qu’après avoir contribué à la libération du sol
français de l’envahisseur, qu’après avoir subi tant de souffrances dont nous portons
encore les stigmates pour le salut de la mère Patrie, on nous rende difficile, et
impossible pour beaucoup d’entre nous, l’accès du sol français que nous avions
pourtant arrosé de notre sang.58
Within the colonial administration a certain sympathy was expressed for this point of view,
but the Governor General was warned that extending additional rights was always
problematic as should it be necessary to revoke these in the future this ‘would be extremely
difficult’. In any case, it was by no means clear that all the members of this organisation (and
perhaps veterans in general) were equally worthy.59 Even when the calls for the exemption of
veterans were repeated by the Interfédération Nord-Africaine, a much larger and more
influential grouping, which enjoyed a close relationship with the administration, the
authorities chose not to alter the regime in favour of indigenous ex-combatants.60 With no
prospect of even a minor reform of migration regulation in favour of as “worthy” a group as
veterans, freedom of movement soon became just another demand on the chartes
revendicatives issued by new civil society and political organisations in the colony.

The election of the Popular Front government raised the prospect that the demands of
indigenous political and civil society organisations might finally be realised. While, as we
have seen elsewhere in this thesis, the Popular Front largely failed to meet the hopes of
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indigenous activists, it did successfully re-establish the freedom of movement of indigenous
Algerians. Its abolition of specific restrictions on the migration of indigenous Algerians, by
the decree of July 17th 1936,61 was not preceded by any debate on the right to freedom of
movement but rather was presented as an initial element of a wider reform programme,
centred on the Blum-Viollette Project. Thus, the link between the right to migration and the
indigenous communal contribution to the Great War, as embodied in the Law of July 15th
1914, was obscured, with this concession subsumed into the wider agenda of colonial reform
for Algeria.

The connection between wartime service and a liberal migration regime would re-emerge
once more before the end of the interwar period. The Popular Front’s liberalisation of the
migration regime, coupled with the effects of the economic crisis and demographic pressure
in Algeria, had seen a surge in the number of migrants crossing the Mediterranean.62 Given
the high levels of unemployment in the metropole, large numbers of migrants failed to find
jobs and were forced to rely on state assistance. Many municipalities resented the additional
burden that Algerian migrants represented for their already stretched budgets and moved to
limit the rights of indigenous claimants. Local authorities turned once more to the illegal
practice of repatriation, with the final years of the Popular Front government witness to
widespread expulsions that echoed those of the immediate postwar years.63 However, in the
shadow of impending conflict, the central authorities soon realised the dangers of a
restrictive, if not repressive migration policy. As war with Germany looked increasingly
likely and the nation moved to a war footing the authorities in the metropole sought to shore
up the loyalty of their indigenous subjects with a view to recruiting them as soldiers.
Unwilling to grant the political rights of citizenship traditionally associated with military
service, the government sought to guarantee the social rights of indigenous Algerians resident
in the metropole. An interministerial circular on February 15th 1938 instructed all
unemployment offices to include indigenous Algerians in local assistance programmes.64
Where for much of the interwar period indigenous activists had fought for freedom of
movement by evoking their participation in the war and the state’s legal recognition of this
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contribution through the Law of July 15th 1914, it would be their future participation in war
that would motivate the Daladier government to optimise the rights of indigenous Algerians
in the metropole.

Thus, immigration policy seemed to have come full circle over the course of the twenty-five
years between 1914 and 1939. In both of these years, the prospect of the mass participation of
indigenous troops in the defence of the Patrie motivated the French authorities to actively
promote freedom of movement between the metropole and the colony for indigenous
subjects. The history of migration controls in the interwar period demonstrates that once the
threat of conflict had receded, the right to free movement was not guaranteed, with potential
migrants subject to the political whims of governments in Paris, local administrators and
custom control officers. While no government openly disavowed the right to migration
guaranteed in the Law of July 15th 1914, for more than half of the interwar period, the legal
restrictions enforced by governments on the majority of indigenous Algerians, including the
majority of those who had participated in the war, fundamentally undermined this right. The
efforts of indigenous Algerian activists on both sides of the Mediterranean to oppose this
breach of their rights met with limited success. The protest of indigenous elites in Algeria,
grounded in the language of mutual obligation and articulated in the form of a rights-based
legal challenge, exposed the government’s illegal actions but failed to fundamentally alter its
policy. Likewise, the pleas for reform of the veterans’ movements elicited sympathy but no
concessions. For the radical activists of the Communist and nationalist movements in the
metropole, imperial capitalism was inherently incapable of guaranteeing abstract rights to its
proletarian colonial subjects. Their attacks simply incorporated the failure to grant freedom of
movement into a wider critique of the colonial system. Although the Popular Front’s colonial
policy was predicated on an alliance between the indigenous elites and the Left, including the
Communists, it was the latter’s narrative on the freedom of movement that won through, with
migration policy disentangled from wartime participation and the rights this guaranteed,
predicated instead on a liberal policy of colonial reform. As this policy proved increasingly
problematic, local municipalities who contested the spirit of colonial reform chose to
disregard it and embrace exclusion and repatriation. It would take the threat of an impending
conflict to restore the full rights of Algerian migrants. Thus, interwar migration policy
highlights how, for indigenous Algerians, their rights were contingent on the temporal
proximity of their meeting their military duties. Theirs was a short-term social contract, in
which military service secured rights that were both limited in scope and in duration.
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If the national and municipal authorities in Paris chose not to recognise the right to freedom
of movement as an unalienable quid pro quo for indigenous participation in the Great War,
this does not mean they completely eschewed the language of mutual obligation. In fact, over
the course of the interwar period, the municipal authorities in the imperial capital and their
allies in government would use the concept of mutual obligation to defend elements of the
particular structures of provision and surveillance that they developed for the indigenous
Algerian community in the Paris region. In particular, administrators and politicians in Paris
sought to mobilise the memory of the Great War to legitimise three major projects
emblematic of their “indigenous policy”: the Paris Mosque, the Service des Affaires
Indigènes Nord-Africaines (SAINA) and the Hôpital Franco-Musulman. The fierce debate
that surrounded them offers deep insights into how the communal contribution to the Great
War shaped policy not just in the colony but also in the metropole.

The Paris Mosque: Mobilising the Dead for “la politique musulmane”
The idea of constructing a mosque in the imperial capital had been circulating among
indigénophiles and colonial enthusiasts long before the outbreak of the Great War. The first
proposal dated back to as early as November 1849 with the earliest detailed project drawn up
in 1895.65 Nevertheless, there was neither the finance nor the political will in a France riven
with battles over clericalism to fund a centre of Islamic prayer and learning in the capital. The
campaigns waged by the likes of the journalist and academic Paul Bourdarie and his Revue
Indigène fell largely on deaf ears.66 It was only in the advent of the outbreak of the Great War
and the mobilisation of large numbers of Muslim soldiers from the colonies that the idea of
constructing a mosque in Paris won favour among political elites.

The metropolitan army’s attempts to cater for and control Muslim troops from the colonies
have been the subject of comprehensive research elsewhere.67 In the years leading up to the
Great War, the metropolitan government had formed the Commission Interministérielle des
Affaires Musulmanes (CIAM) tasked with building a coherent French policy towards the
“Muslim World”, a nascent concept that covered both those French colonies with a Muslim
65
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population and non-French territories dominated by Islam.68 It was the CIAM that suggested
in late 1915 that the French state construct a mosque in the Paris area for its Muslim soldiers,
a move that was as much about countering German propaganda as it was about ensuring
Muslim troops could practice their religion.69 The Germans, in alliance with the world’s
principal Islamic power, the Ottoman Empire, had attempted to mobilise Islam against the
French, constructing a mosque at its Muslim prisoner-of-war camp at Zossen.70 With this
threat in mind and with a view to enhancing French prestige in the Middle East, the CIAM’s
proposition was rapidly endorsed by the government. Funding was secured from the
Ministries of War and Foreign Affairs and from a popular subscription among Muslims in the
colonies.71 The Mosque, constructed in the Jardin Colonial in Nogent-sur-Marne, opened for
prayer on April 14th 1916 and was staffed by imams under the authority of the military
government of Paris.72 The same site was also home to a special hospital for Muslim troops
who were supposed to provide a congregation for the mosque. In practice, most worshippers
avoided the officially sanctioned place of prayer and chose to worship outside, in the grounds
of the hospital.73 This obvious failure notwithstanding, the Mosque was considered the
centrepiece of the emergent politique musulmane during the war years.

When the war ended, the Mosque became the commemorative focal point for France’s
Muslim indigenous troops, with the authorities staging ceremonies there ‘thanking Allah for
France’s triumph in arms’74 and honouring those who had ‘spilled their purest blood’ for the
alliance of ‘French civilisation and French Islam’.75 With the closure of the hospital on May
1st 1919, the fate of the Mosque became uncertain.76 Military officials dismissed as
impractical proposals to dismantle the Mosque and transfer it to a city centre site for re-
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erection and instead endorsed the construction of a permanent Mosque in the city.77 Their
proposal met with enthusiastic approval from Clemenceau, who praised the ‘perfect loyalty’
of North Africans during the war and declared that the construction of a Mosque in the capital
would be ‘a mark of our benevolence towards them, a measure of good policy’.78 The
temporary military mosque in Nogent-sur-Marne had finally paved the way for the
construction of a mosque at the heart of the imperial capital.

Although the political establishment had now endorsed the Mosque project, the government
was still faced with the thorny question of who exactly should be responsible for the
construction and operation of an Islamic religious and cultural centre in a proudly secular
state. The intersection between religion and state in the mosque at Nogent-sur-Marne had
been questioned but the exceptional circumstances of the war had precluded a wider
controversy.79 No such cover existed for the open intervention of the state on behalf of the
Paris Mosque project in the wake of the war. In order to avoid potential attacks on the
project, the government turned to another of the principal innovations of its wartime politique
musulmane: the Société des Habous et des Lieux Saints de l’Islam. The Société, founded in
1917, was charged with the acquisition and operation of boarding houses for French subject
pilgrims in Mecca.80 Si Kaddour Ben Ghabrit, an experienced diplomat in the colonial
administration in Morocco and a key figure in the history of the Paris Mosque, was chosen to
preside over the society. Led by an all-Muslim executive committee, the society served a dual
purpose for the French authorities, maintaining a barrier between the secular state and
religious activities while also giving the impression that Muslim subjects were shaping and
directing French Muslim policy. In the wake of the war, it was this dual function that would
lead the proponents of the project to extend the remit of the Société to include the
construction and operation of the Paris Mosque.
Clearly, the post-war project to construct a mosque in Paris drew heavily on the institutional
legacies of France’s wartime Muslim policy. However, the main contribution of the war to
the Mosque lay not so much in the practical models it supplied but rather in the compelling
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justification it offered for the substantial investment of political will and financial resources
by national, colonial and municipal authorities in a project that had, hitherto, been considered
marginal. The proponents of the project successfully mobilised the participation of Muslim
subjects in the war effort to win over a previously sceptical political elite. In doing so, they
used the state’s obligation to those who had fought and died in defence of the Patrie to
enhance French power and, thus, often limit the freedom of indigenous subjects in the capital.

From the outset, the project of the Mosque was presented as the central means by which the
French state would express its recognition of and gratitude toward its Muslim subjects who
had participated in the defence of the Nation. For Paul Bourdarie, the war provided an
indisputable justification for finally transforming his long-standing dream into reality:
Nous ne pouvons plus oublier. Il y a dette. Si l’idée d’ériger à Paris une mosquée
pouvait rencontrer des objections avant la guerre, elle n’en peut plus soulever,
désormais, que pour la mise à exécution.81
While economic, social and political reforms would require time, extensive resources and
political capital, the Mosque provided a relatively simple, uncostly and clear symbol of
France’s commitment to its Muslim subjects. As long-time supporter of the project, colonial
enthusisast and grandee of the Radical Party Edouard Herriot put it in his address to the
Chamber of Deputies:
La création de cet institut répondra non seulement à un vœu que ces musulmans ont
maintes fois exprimé, amis à un intérêt national.
Si la guerre a scellé, sur les champs de bataille, la fraternité franco-musulmane, et si
plus de 100000 de nos sujets et protégés sont morts au service d’une patrie désormais
commune, cette patrie doit tenir à honneur de marquer, au plus tôt et par des actes, sa
reconnaissance et son souvenir.82
The Mosque was to stand as a monument to France’s commitment to those Muslims who had
died in the line of duty, an embodiment in brick and mortar of the relationship of mutual
obligation that existed between the Muslim subject and the Imperial state.
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However, from its conception, the project of the Paris Mosque was driven by a variety of
motivations that often had little to do with the commemoration of the Muslim war dead.
Writing in 1919, Paul Bourdarie set out his vision of how the project should proceed now that
government support had been secured. While he framed the project as a form of
compensation for the communal contribution of the Empire’s Muslim subjects, Bourdarie’s
main focus was on how the Mosque could best advance French influence and power. He
argued that it should be paired with a ‘Muslim university’ whose central goal would be ‘the
rapprochement between France and Islam and the maintenance of French prestige in the
whole of the Muslim world’.83 This centre of learning would train the indigenous elites who
played such a key role in administrating the Empire. Bourdarie expanded on his vision in his
1920 pamphlet ‘L’Institut Musulman et La Mosquée de Paris’, suggesting that the Mosque
should fulfil a dual role, firstly catering to all the religious and intellectual needs of Muslims,
who were passing through Paris and, then, secondly, ‘commemorating the admirable devotion
of French Muslim troops’.84 It was hardly surprising that a mosque should have the role of
providing a place of prayer and refuge for Muslims in the capital, but the fact that it would
remain under state control, albeit through the mediation of Si Kaddour Ben Ghabrit and the
Société des Habous, meant that the Paris Mosque would become the cradle for a specific
form of state-sponsored Islam. Through the Mosque and the educational centre the French
state hoped to regulate and control the practice of Islam in the metropole while also
projecting an image of how Islam and the Republic could and should be reconciled.85 Even
before construction of the complex began, the memory of the fallen Muslim soldiers was
being effaced in favour of a celebration of France’s glorious politique musulmane.

Bourdarie’s proposal won wide support not only from the ranks of government, but also from
indigenous elites in North Africa. An open letter sent to the government by ‘Algerian Muslim
dignitaries’ in October 1919 endorsed the project of a ‘mosque-university’, claiming that it
would ‘crown, in the way they would have wanted, the glory of our brothers who fell for
France’.86 Similar sentiments were subsequently expressed by the indigenous delegations of
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both the Conséil Général of Algiers and the Délégations Financières.87 The attitude of nonelite indigenous Algerians, far less likely than their elite counterparts to benefit from the
services of the Institut Musulman, is harder to assess. The campaign to collect donations for
the construction of the Mosque and the Institute led by Ben Ghabrit in the early 1920s was
relatively successful, though nationalists would subsequently claim that pressure was
exercised on poor indigenous Algerians, forcing them to contribute what little money they
had.88 It is perhaps reasonable to suggest that ordinary indigenous Algerians, reeling from the
consequences, economic, social and personal, of the Great War, were largely indifferent, and
quite possibly unaware, of a project in a faraway land that was unlikely to impact their lives.

The practical difficulties of securing both the funds and the site necessary for the construction
of the Mosque and the Institute altered the project in ways that would significantly impact its
commemorative mission. After much wrangling over funding between different departments
and the Paris municipal council, the city donated a site free of charge to the Société des
Habous within the grounds of the Hôpital de la Pitié in the 5th arrondissement.89 Originally,
Bourdarie had hoped to secure a site near Les Invalides, so that the Mosque could be built ‘in
the shadow of Napoleon’s tomb’ and thus underline its mission of military commemoration.90
The Director of Public Works in Paris had considered the purchase of land close to Les
Invalides but the municipal council ruled it too expensive.91 Instead, the site in the 5th
arrondissement, close to the city’s intellectual heart in the Latin Quarter, shifted the emphasis
away from the memory of the wartime contribution of Muslims and onto the educational and
cultural mission of the Institut Musulman.92 Furthermore, Bourdarie’s proposal for a ‘Muslim
museum’ to ‘commemorate the war and the role that French Muslims played it in’ was
nowhere to be seen in the final project.93 What had originally been conceived as ‘a veritable
commemorative monument to the heroism and the sacrifices’94 of Muslims soldiers was fast
becoming the showpiece for France’s politique musulmane.
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Nowhere was this transition more evident than in the contrast between the ceremonies that
marked the beginning of construction in 1922 and the subsequent inauguration of the Mosque
in July 1926. At the ground-breaking ceremony on March 1st 1922, presided over by
Maréchal Lyautey, all of the dignitaries referred to the project’s commemorative goal in their
speeches. At this early stage of the project, where large sums of money were being invested
in construction costs, particular stress was laid on the obligation of Paris and its citizens to
the Muslim troops who had defended the city in its hour of need. Si Kaddour Ben Ghabrit,
acknowledged the many difficulties faced and costs borne by the municipal administration in
advancing the project, commending the citizens of Paris for recognising their obligation to
the Muslim fallen.95 The President of the Paris Municipal Council highlighted the special
place reserved for Muslim troops in the memories and hearts of Parisians as a result of the
Moroccan division’s role in holding off the German advance in September 1914. By
contributing to the ‘installation in Paris of an intellectual and spiritual home for them’, the
city was ‘doing nothing more than paying off a debt dear to the hearts of all Frenchmen’.96
His sentiments were echoed by his colleague on the Municipal Council Paul Fleurot, who
asserted that the complex’s proximity to the Pantheon would enhance its status as a war
monument to the fallen, a somewhat less convincing argument than that proffered by
Bourdarie when arguing for a site near Les Invalides.97 The government’s representative at
the ceremony underlined his vision of the fusion of commemoration and religious practice
that the Mosque would facilitate, honouring both the war dead and the commitment of France
to Islam:
Ils se rappelleront tournés vers La Mecque, les milliers de tombes de braves
Musulmans morts pour la Patrie. Alors, ils salueront ce monument avec piété et
reconnaissance, comme le témoignage d’une amitié indissoluble entre la France et
l’Islam.98
Thus, while the project was increasingly moving away from its original commemorative
goals, the public discourse around it remained solidly anchored in the obligation of the
imperial state and its capital to the Muslim troops who had fought and died to defend the
Patrie.
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By the inauguration ceremony of 1926, the war had receded in the public discourse
surrounding the Mosque, overshadowed by the omnipresent celebration of France’s politique
musulmane. The government would use the occasion to celebrate publicly France’s
commitment to the elites that were so central to sustaining both her rule in her North African
and Middle Eastern colonies and her prestige in the wider Muslim world. The central
protagonist in the ceremony was the Sultan of Morocco who travelled to Paris for the event.
The Sultan’s presence was all the more notable in the context of the very recent French
victory in the Rif War, a conflict that had been the subject of much propaganda among
indigenous communities on both sides of the Mediterranean. The timing was no coincidence
as the Sultan’s former chief diplomat, now the head of the Paris Mosque, Si Kaddour Ben
Ghabrit specifically suggested that the inauguration be held as a sort of unofficial celebration
of the victory of the alliance between the Sultan and France.99 Both Ben Ghabrit and the
Sultan made no mention whatsoever of the Great War in their speeches, focusing their
attention instead on the benevolence of France’s policy towards its Muslim subjects and the
Islamic world.100 Speaking on behalf of the Municipal Council, Pierre Godin, acknowledged
the role played by the war in bringing Muslims and Frenchmen together, but reserved his
greatest praise for ‘the heroism deployed by France in the lands of Islam’, which would
ensure ‘a future of glory and prosperity’ for her Muslim subjects.101 For the President of the
Republic Gaston Doumergue, the Mosque’s commemorative mission remained important, but
its real legacy, and that of Muslim participation in the Great War, should be an everdeepening alliance between Muslim elites and the French administration.102 The project’s
original justification had been eclipsed by the desire of the French government to solidify and
publicise its partnership with indigenous Muslim elites. Wider notions of mutual obligation
articulated around the ever-problematic relationship between citizenship, subjecthood and
military service, were abandoned in favour of a narrow form of obligation based on the
patronage extended by the colonial state to collaborative elites.

The operation of the Mosque reflected its dual mission of celebrating the close collaboration
between the Republic and Islamic elites and controling the Islam practised by migrant
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communities. The ceremonies that took place within the Mosque presented a “folklorised”
vision of the practice of Islam through performative acts of politics that were, to a certain
extent, stripped of their religious significance. The celebration of French patronage and the
exoticism of Islam took priority over the sacrality of religious practice.103 Throughout the
interwar period, the cultural and religious life of the majority of the Muslims living in the
Paris region took place outside the confines of the Paris Mosque.104 Muslim migrants avoided
the Mosque, motivated by the desire not only to practice their religion and culture on their
own terms but also to minimise their contact with the structures of state assistance and
surveillance, of which the Mosque was one of the central lynchpins. The Mosque’s religious
and charitable missions were subservient to its wider goal of reinforcing France’s politique
musulamne, whether this meant theatrically staging religious practices or furthering the
knowledge and disciplining capabilities of the police. With the exception of the occasional
memorial service, the Mosque’s commemorative mission was largely forgotten. If honouring
the Muslim war dead had been the central justification for constructing the Mosque, shaping
and controlling the Muslims living in the Paris region had become its principal mission.

From the outset, indigenous political activists in the metropole had dismissed the Mosque as
a tool of French coercive power over Islam and over Muslim subjects in the metropole. In the
early years of the project, opposition came from indigenous activists within the Union
Intercoloniale. The Union’s newspaper Le Paria set the tone for protest against the Mosque
for the rest of the interwar period. In an article entitled ‘Who is paying for the Paris
Mosque?’, one of the newspaper’s contributors contrasted the great fanfare that surrounded
the announcement of the construction of the Mosque with the silence surrounding what it
claimed was the brutal expropriation of funds from indigenous Algerians to pay for the
project.105 He further attacked Ben Ghabrit and those charged with the operation of the
Mosque as ‘traitors to their race’ and claimed that the financial burden it imposed on
Muslims showed that the French government was content to allow indigenous Algerians
starve as it wanted their ‘complete extermination like the American Indians’.106An article
appearing two months later in the same newspaper condemned the increasing hostility to the
indigenous Algerians in Paris, suggesting that the state’s wartime obligation to the ‘heroes of
103
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Charleroi’ would be better met by improving conditions for the indigenous community than
by building a mosque that was, for all intents and purposes, a shrine to imperialism.107 The
presence of the Sultan of Morocco at the inauguration ceremony was presented in the pages
of the Communist sponsored Al-Alam Al-Ahmar (The Red Flag) as symbolising the
acquiescence of indigenous elites in the subjugation of the Empire’s Muslims. The graphic
cartoon, seen below, portrayed the Sultan as an Atlas lion, the traditional symbol of the
Moroccan royal family, on a chain leash being led by Maréchal Lyautey with the Paris
Mosque in the background:

Image V: Cartoon from Al-Alam Al-Ahmar, August 1926. The Arabic caption reads: ‘The
treacherous Sultan, held by the throat, follows his French master’.108
For indigenous Algerian activists in the orbit of PCF, the Mosque was simply another
coercive tool of the capitalist-colonial state, albeit masquerading as a monument to the war
dead. The colonial state’s action on both sides of the Mediterranean, through its questionable
fundraising schemes in North Africa and its hostility towards indigenous residents in the
metropole, exposed the Mosque and, indeed the wider edifice of colonial rule, as inherently
tainted with repression.
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As the ENA came to almost monopolise political activity in the indigenous community, it
reproduced and reformulated the Communists’ denunciations of the Mosque project. On the
occasion of the inauguration of the Mosque, the newly founded ENA launched a stinging
attack on the alliance of the French authorities and the Sultan of Morocco that had resulted in
the deaths of thousands in the recent conflict in the Rif:
Frères musulmans ! Une sinistre comédie se prépare. On va inaugurer la mosquéeréclame. Les pantins, le Sultan Moulay Youssef et le Bey Si Mohammed vont
banqueter avec les Lyautey, les Steeg [Governor General of Algeria] etc. Les uns et les
autres ont encore les mains rouges de nos frères musulmans.109
The group’s newspaper, L’Ikdam Nord-Africain, ridiculed the suggestion that the Mosque
somehow represented a form of compensation for the Muslim dead of the Great War,
drawing a parallel between the forced military contribution during the war and the forced
financial contributions that were collected to fund the Mosque.110 These attacks on the
Mosque would remain a constant of the nationalist movement throughout the 1930s.111
Interestingly, and in contrast to the political language dominant across the Mediterranean,
these attacks were articulated through a general critique of colonialism and not through the
condemnation of a specific breach of rights. Rather, the Union Intercoloniale and
subsequently the ENA condemned the Mosque as a betrayal of the war dead in the same way
that colonial rule in general was a betrayal of democracy, freedom and justice.

The project to commemorate the war dead with a mosque was inherently elitist from the very
beginning but as it evolved it strayed ever further away from any but the most fleeting
commitment to the memory of the fallen. Instead, the notion of France’s obligation to the
Muslim community arising out of their contribution to the Great War was mobilised as a
justification for the expenditure of time, money and political will on a project whose end goal
had little to do with compensating, rewarding or even commemorating the Muslim war dead.
The Mosque became the centrepiece of France’s politique musulmane, shoring up alliances
with elites in the Empire and further afield while exercising control and discipline over Islam
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and Muslim subjects in the metropole. Not for the last time, the authorities in Paris evoked
the sacred memory of the war dead to legitimise the specific structures developed to
simultaneously provide for and repress indigenous Algerians in the metropolitan capital.

Provision and Supervision: The Service des Affaires Indigènes Nord-Africaines
While the Mosque project was of central symbolic importance to France’s politique
musulmane in the interwar period, it was the Service des Affaires Indigènes Nord-Africaines
(SAINA) that was charged with the task of providing for and disciplining the indigenous
North African community in the Paris region. Like the Mosque, the SAINA drew on several
precedents dating back to the war. It replicated many of the services that had been carried out
by the Service d’Organisation des Travailleurs Coloniaux and the special police organisation,
the Bureau des Affaires Indigènes, both created in 1916.112 In the wake of the Armistice, the
justification for these exceptional structures no longer existed and they were disbanded, much
to the dismay of certain administrators in both the colonies and the metropole.113 Their efforts
to re-establish specific structures for providing assistance to and surveillance of indigenous
subject of the metropole would draw on the moral panic around mass migration in the early
Twenties, particularly in the wake of the Rue Fondray murders. Thus, unlike the Mosque
project, the sacrifice of the Great War was never a central justification for the foundation and
the operation of the SAINA.

For Pierre Godin and his allies on both the Left and the Right, France’s obligation to her
colonial subjects was born not of participation in the Great War but rather of her duties as a
colonial power to protect, control and cultivate her subject populations. The first presentation
on the topic by Godin and two fellow councillors, Emilie Massard (extreme right) and
Auguste Besombes (SFIO), justified intervention in terms of France’s long-standing presence
in Algeria, arguing what had been achieved in North Africa could and must be replicated
among indigenous subjects in the Paris region.114 To ensure that this policy would bear the
same fruit in France that it had borne in Algeria, the service would have to blend assistance
with discipline, adapting the form of colonial rule for application in the heart of the imperial
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capital.115 One of the initial proposals calling for a ‘double service of surveillance and
support’ for indigenous subjects in Paris suggest that such a service could resolve the
“indigenous problem” without compromising the right to freedom of movement guaranteed
to the indigenous by their participation in the war.116 This, however, was both the first and the
last time that the SAINA would be framed as a means of safeguarding the rights secured by
indigenous subjects through their communal contribution to national defence.
Godin’s vision of a colonial administration transplanted across the Mediterranean where
rights were sacrificed on the altar of public order, public health and public charity, would
dominate provision for the indigenous population in the Paris region in the interwar period.
Under the stewardship, initially of his close friend and a former colonial administrator in
Algeria Adolphe Gérolami and subsequently, of his son, André Godin, the SAINA remained
loyal to Pierre Godin’s vision. Godin and his fellow colonial administrators considered
themselves best placed to assess what indigenous subjects wanted and needed. They claimed
that the indigenous themselves appreciated the efforts of the SAINA, with Godin asserting
‘our surveillance is not, for them, a form of subjection, it is a form of security, or more than
that: it is a source of happiness’.117 No mention here of the heroic soldiers of Charleroi or the
Chemin des Dames. Rather, the indigenous subject is presented as helpless and childlike, lost
without the firm but tender hand of the colonial administrator. Both the practice and the
rhetoric of the coalition supporting the SAINA betrayed an understanding of the colonial
relationship that was practically unaltered by the indigenous contribution to the Great War.

If the war played no role in shaping either the discourse or the policy of the SAINA in its
early years, the decision in 1930 to devolve certain military responsibilities to the service did
see the legacies of the war influence come to bear on its day-today activities. The principal
new task conferred on the SAINA by the decree of April 3rd 1930 was the integration of
indigenous Algerians in the metropole into military draft lists, with the goal of ensuring that
migrants would not escape their military duties. Assistance to veterans seems to have been
added to the competences of the SAINA’s headquarters at the Rue Lecomte almost as an
115
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after-thought.118 Veterans, in order to pursue their claims, would now need to register with
the Rue Lecomte and, thus, make themselves known to the SAINA’s hated police wing, the
Brigade Nord-Africaine (BNA). Godin had long sought to enforce the SAINA’s monopoly on
the claims of the indigenous population in Paris, waging a long battle against public scribes
and even engaging in turf wars with rival authorities in the capital.119 This decree not only
brought veterans firmly under the dominion of the SAINA but also ensured the service would
have an important role in co-ordinating mobilisation in any future conflict. For indigenous
veterans in the imperial capital, it meant that, once more, their rights-based claims would
have to be mediated through the intervention of an organisation whose primary goal was not
to recognise and validate the rights won on the battlefields of the Great War, but rather to
reinforce the colonial hierarchy, albeit in the heart of the metropole.

Unsurprisingly, the attempt to transpose colonial rule to the imperial capital was met with
stiff resistance by indigenous activists. Throughout the interwar period, the SAINA would
remain one of the principal targets of propaganda among indigenous workers in the Paris
region. Leading the campaign against the hated ‘bureau de la Rue Lecomte’, the ENA
stressed the colonial nature of the SAINA, highlighting the direct parallel between its
arbitrary and repressive policies towards indigenous subjects in the metropole and those
pursued by colonial administrators in North Africa. In an article in El Ouma in January 1933
the longstanding indigénophile and radical Victor Spielmann described the SAINA as the
‘commune-mixte de Paris’,120 an analogy that was, somewhat ironically, later repeated in a
largely positive description of the service under the Vichy regime.121 Messali Hadj sought his
comparison further back in Algerian history, describing the SAINA as a ‘bureau arabe’, a
reference to the military assistance services run by the French Army in the early years of the
colonial occupation.122 Once more, a critique anchored in a rights-based discourse, and more
specifically in a rhetoric stressing the rights secured through participation in the Great War,
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was eschewed by the ENA in favour of a wider attack grounded in a historical narrative of
the inherent injustice of colonialism.

In the end, the proponents of the SAINA from its origins in the early 1920s all the way
through to the end of the Vichy period, successfully argued that the goal of protecting and
controlling indigenous subjects in the metropolitan capital far outweighed any moral or legal
rights these indigenous subjects might have to equality. By framing the SAINA’s action as
driven by the interests of both security and welfare, Godin and his allies successfully
imported coercive colonial forms of rule into the metropole under the guise of reproducing
the civilising mission. The institutional heritage of the Great War clearly informed the
decisions that shaped the structures adopted to control and cater for indigenous subjects in
Paris, but the communal contribution of the indigenous had little bearing on the treatment
afforded to them. The colonial logic behind the blend of welfare and coercion that
underpinned the SAINA would always trump the noble appeal to the memory of the fallen.
Godin and his allies knew this; so too did their opponents in the ENA.

Medicine and Maintaining Order: The Hôpital Franco-Musulman
The final element in the triptych of control and assistance that defined Muslim policy in the
imperial capital was the specialist Hôpital Franco-Musulman in the working-class suburb of
Bobigny. Once again, the proponents of this project could draw on the institutional
precedents set during the Great War. They looked back to the hospital for indigenous troops
established in the Jardin Colonial of Nogent-sur-Marne during the war. Motivated by a
particular understanding of Muslims as dominated by the corporeal practice of their
religion123 and by concerns around potential sexual interactions between colonial subjects and
French female nurses,124 the military, with the support of the CIAM, opted for a segregated
approach to medical care as early as 1914.125 Over the course of the war, some 6000
indigenous subjects (a majority of whom were North African Muslims) received medical care
in the Hospital of the Jardin Colonial.126 Once the war ended and the troops were repatriated,
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the hospital was closed and responsibility for the medical care of indigenous subjects in the
imperial capital fell on the general municipal health system. As the coalition assembled by
Pierre Godin sought to extend its dominion over the indigenous subjects of the Paris region,
the precedent of the Hospital of the Jardin Colonial would be mobilised to justify a
resurrection of segregated medical care.

From the outset, Godin and his allies presented their interventions in the lives of indigenous
Algerians in terms of public health, portraying the community as a reservoir of disease,
especially tuberculosis and syphilis.127 Since the beginning of French colonial rule in Algeria,
medical provision had been deeply intertwined with the biopolitical control of the indigenous
population.128 The proponents of special structures of care for the indigenous migrant
population in Paris wished to recreate this model in the imperial capital. The integration of
medical dispensaries into the structures of the SAINA and, subsequently, the Paris Mosque
gave the colonial lobby a foothold in healthcare provision in the capital. A 1930 report
presented by Pierre Godin to the Paris municipal council suggested that ‘medical assistance is
the most appreciated by migrants and the most fruitful’. It went on to further justify
intervention by arguing that syphilis was ‘hereditary among almost all North-Africans’,
representing a modern equivalent of ‘leprosy’.129 The report concluded with a break-down of
the number of consultations provided by the SAINA at its dispensaries:
Year

1926

1927

1928

1929

Rue Lecomte Dispensary (opened August 1926)

290

2763

4072

5800

1989

3003

Mosque Dispensary (opened in 1928)

Table IV: Medical Consultations at SAINA Dispensaries 1926-1929.130
While this table shows the ever expanding role of the special structures of assistance and
control in indigenous healthcare, the ambitions of Godin and his allies went much further.
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Complete control of the health and hygiene of the indigenous community could only come
through the construction of a specialist hospital.
In 1926, a group of leading figures involved in the provision for and control of the indigenous
community Paris, including Ben Ghabrit and Gérolami, came together to form the
‘Provisional Committee for the Foundation of a Franco-Muslim Hospital in Paris’, under the
presidency of Pierre Godin.131 The committee of honour that endorsed the project rallied the
great and good of the colonial lobby in Paris in favour of the proposal, featuring such
prominent names as Albert Sarraut and Edouard Herriot.132 The pamphlet issued by the
committee offered a stirring defence of the project by the Algerian-born medical expert Dr
Amédée Lefont. Lefont portrayed the hospital as the means by which France could meet her
obligations to her Muslim subjects, including, the sacrifice of the Muslim war dead.133 In this
way, the hospital would follow in the footsteps of the recently inaugurated Mosque and
Muslim Institute, complementing that project’s ‘religious and intellectual’ mission with a
crucial ‘social mission’. In practical terms, a specialist hospital would be offer medical
assistance in line with the customs and practices of Muslims, a service unavailable in public
hospitals. A team of interpreters and doctors familiar with Muslim practices would provide
the forms of care necessary to cater to the Paris region’s indigenous community.134 Behind
this proclaimed goal of meeting the specific needs of indigenous patients stood a clear desire
to quarantine the foreign bodies of North Africans, perceived as carriers of disease.135 While
the proponents of the Hospital were right to suggest that the French government had a
responsibility to provide medical care to its indigenous subjects, their defence of segregated
healthcare was motivated less by a desire to adapt the health system to the needs of
indigenous patients than by the attempt to control every aspect of indigenous life in the
capital.

Realising the committee’s vision for a special hospital for indigenous patients at a time when
the health service was chronically underfunded would require a forceful campaign of
lobbying. At the heart of this successful campaign stood the coalition of the old colonial
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hands like Godin and the centre-left proponents of ‘colonial humanism’. It was the
intervention of Albert Sarraut, then Minister for the Interior, that first secured official state
endorsement and funds for the project.136 The former head of the SAINA, Adolphe Gérolami
was appointed to head up the new hospital, ensuring a close relationship between the police
of the BNA and the medical authorities.137 Construction finished in 1935 and the hospital was
inaugurated on March 22nd of that year. The speeches given by the dignitaries present
stressed the hospital’s role of continuing the work of the SAINA and highlighted how science
could help transform the backward indigenous subject into a healthy modern contributor to
metropolitan society. The Great War was completely absent, with the only military conflict
mentioned being the conquest of Algeria. 138 No member of the indigenous elite was invited
to speak and the ceremony was dominated by members of the coalition that had promoted the
hospital in the belief that state intervention to ensure security and public health in the
metropole outweighed any supposed rights of the indigenous community.139 No need then to
pay lip service to the rights of the indigenous won on the battlefield by evoking the Great
War.

Nevertheless, the Hospital, like the Mosque, was integrated into governmental propaganda as
a key symbol of the French government’s politique musulmane to be promoted around the
Muslim world. While in reality its close relationship with the police service made it anathema
to most of the indigenous community in the Paris region, with most patients actually arriving
in the back of a police van,140 the government and the colonial lobby were keen to present it
as a showpiece of la politique musulmane. With this in mind, Octave Depont, a well-known
colonial “expert” with a long service record in Algeria published a promotional booklet
entitled Les berbères en France. L’hôpital franco-musulman de Paris et du département de la
Seine. This ode to the ‘munificent liberalism’141 of the metropolitan and municipal authorities
presented a glowing endorsement not only of the segregated healthcare available at the
hospital but of the wider complex of organisations and institutions set up in Paris to provide
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the blend of assistance and surveillance necessary for the well-being of the indigenous
community. For Depont, the imperial state’s duty to the indigenous troops who had defended
it could only be met through such structures:
Allons-nous continuer, longtemps encore, à perdre le bénéfice des lourds sacrifices
consentis par la Ville de Paris et le Département de la Seine, singulièrement dans le
domaine de l’assistance …
Les 35000 soldats musulmans de l’Afrique du Nord tombés, de 1914 à 1918, sur le sol
de la patrie commune, n’ont-ils pas acquis des titres en faveur de leurs frères
misérables ?142
Interestingly, Depont also drew a direct parallel between the various metropolitan structures
and the work of the newly-founded Amitiés Africaines in North Africa, another semi-state
organisation that blended surveillance and assistance under the cover of meeting the state’s
obligation to those who had fought for it.143 Depont’s propaganda brochure is the example
par excellence of the defence of the special structures of provision and policing in Paris by
framing them not only as the continuation of the colonial civilising mission but also as the
state meeting its mutual obligation to the war dead.

For the nationalists, the Hospital stood as a symbol of segregation that embodied the
discriminatory logic of colonialism. The ENA strongly denounced the hospital at its
meetings, condemning its connections with the police and demanding equal access to health
services for the indigenous community.144 In an interview with the Algerian newspaper La
Justice, Messali Hadj described the hospital as a ‘leper colony’ used to store unwanted
indigenous workers.145 Elsewhere, he condemned the implication of segregated healthcare,
which suggested that indigenous Algerians were ‘of an inferior, plague-ridden race’.146 One
prominent nationalist, Radjef Belkacem did denounce the hospital and evoke the sacrifice of
the fallen soldiers in the same breath,147 but, yet again, it was the general attack on
colonialism that dominated the campaign against the hospital. For the nationalists, the
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hospital was simply one more manifestation of an oppressive and racist regime under which
indigenous Algerians could have no rights.

The Hôpital Franco-Musulman, with its dual medical and policing mission represented the
culmination of the work of administrators such as Pierre Godin. Its blend of welfare and
discipline, which drew inspiration from the precedents of the Great War and from
contemporary examples in the colonies, substituted arbitrary, state-controlled philanthropy
for rights-based provision. The rationale provided for construction was firmly rooted in
concepts of public health and order, alongside the desire to continue the colonial civilising
mission in the metropole. It was only when the hospital was placed in a wider narrative of
France’s politique musulmane that it was justified in terms of the state’s mutual obligation
born of the war and fulfilled through welfare provision in the metropole. Once more, the
evocation of the Great War featured only as a rhetorical cover for the metropolitan
administrators’ real policy goals: the disciplining of indigenous Algerian bodies.

Conclusion
For the indigenous Algerian community in Paris, the political activists who sought to
represent them and the authorities that sought to control them, the communal contribution to
the Great War would play a radically different role in the language of politics than was the
case in the colony. As we have seen throughout this thesis, the Great War was one of central
points of contact between different political languages in the colony, a reference that was
simultaneously shared and fought over, commonly understood but differently interpreted. In
the metropole, the social, economic and political context of the indigenous Algerian
community meant that, somewhat ironically, references to the war in the very land where it
had taken place proved both less frequent and less potent.

Whereas in the colony, the majority of political activists employed a language of rights and
responsibilities that relied heavily on the evocation of the war, the generation of radical
activists that emerged in the metropole rejected any notion that emancipation could come
within the French colonial structure. For those who sought freedom in the promise of world
revolution or national liberation, the death of indigenous Algerians on the battlefields of
Europe was just a particularly bloody chapter in a long history of oppression. The war
became simply another weapon in the wider attack against the colonial structure, a useful
symbol of exploitation and treachery that could occasionally be employed to expose the
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hypocrisies and contradictions that underpinned the colonial system. The central sources of
legitimacy for political action, however, lay not in the trenches of Flanders or Gallipoli, as
was partially the case in the colony, but rather in the streets of Petrograd, or even more
importantly, in the long history of indigenous Algerian military, social and cultural resistance
to French rule. In this sense, and in so many others, the indigenous community in Paris
served as incubator for the politics that would dominate Algeria in the decades to come.

For the metropolitan authorities, reference to the Great War was a double-edged sword. On
the one hand, evoking the communal contribution of indigenous Algerians could be used to
justify the expenditure of significant sums of money and large amounts of energy on projects
dedicated to the provision for and control of the capital’s Algerian migrant community. On
the other, the construction of indigenous policy on the basis of a mutual obligation
originating in the war strayed perilously close to a political language of rights that could
stymie government efforts to control its colonial subjects. In certain cases, this potential
conflict led the authorities to eschew any but the most cursory references to the Great War.
This was particularly true in the case of migration regulation, where governments attempting
to limit the inflow of indigenous Algerians to the metropole recognised that the right to free
movement was a product of the indigenous war effort. They chose to avoid a full frontal
attack on the freedom of circulation between colony and metropole through repeal of the Law
of July 15th 1914, seeking rather to fundamentally undermine its provisions through
regulation while occasionally paying lip service to the rights of indigenous Algerians. The
opposition of indigenous elites in Algeria to these policies evoked both the communal
contribution and the rights that it had secured to contest the limitation of migration,
successfully exposing the illegality of the regulations but failing to force a change in policy.
The right to free movement, like so many other rights the indigenous had secured through
their participation in the war, remained subject to the arbitrary control of a system more
concerned with preserving the colonial hierarchy than with fulfilling the promises made when
the enemy was at the gates.

The most striking feature of French policy towards the indigenous Algerians in the imperial
capital, the structures of provision and control, had a particularly ambiguous relationship with
the evocation of the Great War. The history of the structures of provision and surveillance
that emerged in the interwar period to cater for and control the indigenous Algeria population
in the Paris region offers yet another example of how fickle the imperial state’s commitment
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to rewarding the communal contribution to the Great War was. Even in the heart of the
metropole, where indigenous Algerians had fought and died in their thousands to save the
Patrie, their status as subjects far outweighed any notion that their wartime participation had
bestowed on them inalienable rights. Rather, the coalition of former colonial administrators
and the pro-colonial centre left would recast the relationship of mutual obligation in terms
that favoured its colonial agenda of limited welfare and extensive police surveillance. They
largely mobilised the sacrifice of the Great War as an element of propaganda, necessary to
secure funding for and to enhance the legitimacy of their projects among both European and
Muslim audiences at home and abroad but would have little to no bearing on the operating
ethos of the structures they created. The replication of the commune-mixte in the metropolitan
capital confirmed the French state’s rejection of the doctrine of the impôt du sang for its
indigenous subjects. While indigenous Algerians were fit for the military duties of the citizen,
they were not capable of exercising the most basic of the rights of the citizen. It also
confirmed the nationalists’ analysis that securing any rights other than the right to selfdetermination was meaningless under a colonial regime. The sacrifice of the Great War was
largely abandoned as a point of reference in the battle between these two rival and opposing
visions of France’s colonial project, its dangerous proximity to notions of citizenship and
assimilation running counter to the agendas of both the nationalists and the true-blooded
colonialists who directed the indigenous services in Paris in the interwar period.

Thus, the Paris region proved a far less fertile territory for evocations of the Great War as a
key point of reference in the language of Algerian colonial politics than Algeria itself. The
metropolitan context dramatically reduced the interdependence between administrators and
the political leaders of the community over which they ruled, meaning that, unlike in the
colony, some form of shared political vocabulary was unnecessary, perhaps even undesirable.
Where in the colony, administrators and the major movements of political reform shared a
common commitment, at least rhetorically, to some form of assimilatory French rule, the
principal forces among both administrators and political activists in Paris rejected this vision
in favour of more radical and directly opposed reimaginings of the relationship between
imperial state and subject. The Great War, which had proved to be an ideal reference point
around which elites could negotiate power in the colony, held far less resonance in
metropolitan debates in which the language of rights and responsibilities was effaced by
questions of sovereignty and domination.
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Conclusion
In his seminal book on Algeria’s Great War, Gilbert Meynier begins his discussion of the
conflict’s political legacies in the colony with a quote from a letter of an indigenous tirailleur
written in October 1914:
Quand nous aurons versé notre sang pour la France, nous recommencerons à être traités
dans notre pays comme les derniers des païens car nous ne pourrons jamais compter sur
la reconnaissance de ceux pour lesquels nous nous faisons tuer.1
While this soldier’s pessimism may seem prescient in its anticipation of the lack of a
fundamental change to the colonial regime in the years that followed the war, it was not
shared by most political actors in the colony. For them, Algeria’s participation in the war
represented an opportunity to rebalance the colonial system in their favour. Like their
equivalents in the other belligerent countries, the inhabitants of Algeria, from the highest
ranks of the political elite down to the lowliest indigenous veteran, sought to use the
legitimacy conferred by participation in the war to impose their vision of a just postwar
society. As this thesis has shown, their efforts were hampered by both the constraints and
the complexities of political action in the colonial context.

At various points throughout the interwar period, actors from all ethno-religious and
ideological backgrounds believed that the evocation of their individual and/or communal
contribution to the Great War was the best means of pursuing their personal and collective
interests. Over the course of the two decades between the wars, as the public sphere
gradually opened up to incorporate the claims of actors who lay outside the traditional
frameworks of political action, a shared language of politics emerged in interwar Algeria.
Broad concepts such as the “moral economy of sacrifice” and “mutual obligation” were
mobilised in defence of a whole range of claims, giving rise to a common language in
which both the great debates and the everyday encounters that defined life in the colony
would be expressed. The same tropes employed in the pension request of an illiterate
indigenous war widow could also be found in the speeches of the Governor General. A
trade union activist might have recourse to the same points of reference as the leader of the
Algerian branch of a metropolitan extreme-right movement. The Great War had become if
not the, then one of the ‘langues de contact’ of political debate in colonial Algeria. Of
1
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course, a shared language rarely, if ever, translated into a shared understanding of the
legacies of the war or a shared vision for Algeria’s future. Just like the broader concept of
the ‘monde du contact’, this ‘langue de contact’ was constrained by and permeated with
the racially-informed and legally established discriminations that defined colonial rule. It
did, however, mean that political debate in the colony would be conducted in a language
that was both universally intelligible and widely perceived as legitimate.

The versatility of the Great War as a rhetorical strategy was a reflection of the plurality and
complexity that had marked Algerian participation in the conflict itself. Wartime precedents
could be found to legitimise almost any claim in the interwar period. Actors drew from a
common pool of reference points but picked and chose those that best suited their own
programmes. Where for the supporters of indigenous reform, the service of indigenous troops
in spite of their lack of citizenship marked them out as especially worthy, their opponents
mobilised the particular conditions that regulated this service to diminish its value. Similarly,
while the conservative in the Algiers of 1920 saw the wartime military hierarchy as a model
for postwar society, his socialist compatriot defended the reconstruction of society on the
basis of the “equality of sacrifice” that had reigned in the trenches. This adaptability meant
that the war became a fiercely contested source of legitimacy, as rival groups sought to
establish a monopoly over the symbolic and political capital conferred by participation in the
conflict.

The strategic choice to use the language of the Great War proved better suited to certain
causes and collectives than others. Veterans, whether acting as individuals or groups had a
particularly convincing claim to legitimacy stemming from their service in the war. Their
evocation of the war proved difficult to dismiss. In contrast, arguments grounded in
participation in the Great War proved challenging for the indigenous intellectual elite, whose
perceived shirking of their wartime duties was a constant line of attack for their opponents. In
other cases, the Great War proved an appropriate framing strategy for some elements of a
movement’s programme but not for others. For example, reference to the “fraternity of arms”
was a particularly effective means for the extreme right to articulate its policy on the
“indigenous question” but was singularly ineffective in doing so when it came to the “Jewish
question”. Here again, the multi-layered experience of the war strengthened one line of
argument advanced by a political movement while simultaneously bolstering opposition to
another. In the constant struggle over the Great War as a source of legitimacy there were
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occasionally outright winners and losers. Groups could successfully assert an almost total
monopoly over the evocation of the Great War in certain debates while others might stage a
tactical retreat, choosing to frame their claims in an alternative language. More often than
not, however, political rivals took advantage of the variety of meanings that could be
assigned to the war to cloak their own vision for Algeria’s future in the legitimacy of their
wartime participation.

Although the potential polysemy of the Great War as a rhetorical strategy held true in all
former belligerent societies, the multiple meanings that could be ascribed to the war would
take on a particular significance in the context of a colonial society. When the whole power
structure of the colonial system depended on maintaining the boundaries of ‘difference’ that
defined the triangular relationship between colonial citizen, colonial subject and colonial
administrator, the use of a language that could potentially shift these boundaries would prove
problematic. In the wake of the war, the need for some form of reordering of Algerian society
to recognise the colony’s participation in the conflict was acknowledged by administrators
and their interlocutors, both indigenous and European. The shape that this reordering should
take was, however, bitterly contested. The fact that many of the debates around prospective
reform –colonial, political, economic or social– were framed in the language of the Great
War had important, and often unforeseen, consequences. As actors mobilised their wartime
service to recalibrate the triangular relationship between citizen, subject and administrator,
the ‘conflicting impulses’ that had shaped colonial participation in the war altered and
contradicted their original claims in significant and complex ways.2 It is the unintended
consequences of the evocation of the Great War that make the kind of rhetorical analysis
pursued in this thesis so interesting for scholars of colonial history. By applying concepts
from the field of First World War studies to postwar societies beyond the boundaries of
Europe, this thesis has stripped back the language of political actors in Algeria, exposing the
tensions and contradictions that underpinned political life in the colony. In response to
contemporary debates in the field of Algerian colonial history, it has offered an alternative
methodology grounded in the analysis of political rhetoric that is designed to complement the
social history methodology currently pursued by many scholars in the all-important task of
disentangling the concept of the ‘monde du contact’. In doing so, it exposed two disjunctures
at the heart of the political language articulated around the Great War: the discrepancy
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between official rhetoric and the reality of policy as applied on the ground and the gap
between the desired outcomes and the end results of the evocation of the Great War.
For the colonial authorities themselves, the commemorative discourse around the Great War
was a means of cultivating unity between the colony’s different populations. The notion that
the inhabitants of all Algeria, from all ethno-religious, social and ideological backgrounds
had answered the call of the Patrie was proffered as evidence of the popular legitimacy of the
colonial regime. It also was mobilised to defuse communal tensions, as the authorities
asserted that each element of the colony’s population had complied with the “moral economy
of wartime sacrifice”. The omnipresence of the Great War served to ensure that much of the
political debate in the colony was conducted in a language that prioritised loyalty to and
defence of the French state as the primary source of legitimacy. However, the colonial
authorities’ constant trumpeting of the value of the wartime service of its citizens and its
subjects in Algeria emboldened those who had served in the war and their allies to challenge
the status quo. At the most basic level, the colonial state’s concession of a very limited form
of equality in pension rights to indigenous veterans simultaneously empowered them
financially and politically while also leading them to question why a broader form of equality
could not be instituted. Whether acting as individuals or as collectives, indigenous veterans
would use the state’s somewhat grudging acknowledgement of their moral right to
compensation to push for economic, social and political rights that the state had not originally
envisioned granting to them. In this they were joined by their political allies in the
movements for indigenous reform, who time and time again mobilised the communal
contribution to advance their claims for citizenship rights. This clashed directly with the
colonial state’s promise to reward the service of those inhabitants of Algeria who were
already citizens. Their desire to maintain, and even possibly expand, European hegemony in
the colony would also be cloaked in the legitimacy garnered from their participation in the
war. Any attempt to meet what the state itself had posited as its “mutual obligation” to
Algeria’s different communities would struggle to reconcile these directly contradictory
visions. Thus, while the state’s evocation of the war did foster the creation of a common
political language that recognised French sovereignty, it could not resolve, and perhaps even
exacerbated, the essential tensions that would eventually lead some to question the
desirability of French rule in the colony.

The state was not the only actor in colonial Algeria to struggle with the unintended
consequences of the evocation of the Great War. In the immediate aftermath of the Armistice,
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the Left’s mobilisation of the “equality of sacrifice” in defence of their vision of a new, moral
postwar order successfully rallied workers of all ethnic backgrounds to the cause of labour.
However, their use of an egalitarian language grounded in the Great War sat uneasily with the
largely unstated commitment of the majority of the movement’s European leadership to
continued European hegemony. The suggestion that the Left’s dedication to equality
extended beyond the urban European proletariat to the mass of the indigenous population was
an important factor in the Right’s successful mobilisation of civil society against the labour
movement. It also hinted at the wider divisions, strategic and ideological, that would plague
the Algerian Left for the rest of the colonial period. While the evocation of the war served to
briefly mask these divisions, it could not efface them. Indeed, its success in bringing
thousands of workers, indigenous and European, onto the streets of the colony’s major cities
and towns served, in the end, to radicalise Algerian society and thus, hasten the defeat and
disintegration of the Left.

The extreme right’s mobilisation of the “fraternity of the trenches” proved only marginally
less problematic than the Left’s evocation of the “equality of sacrifice”. Although mainstream
conservatives successfully evoked the “fraternity of the trenches” against the Left in the
immediate postwar moment, their rivals on the extreme right would struggle to use the same
rhetorical strategy to reframe European hegemony throughout the rest of the interwar period.
For the extreme right in Algeria, the Great War was always tainted with the “original sin” of
the Jewish communal contribution. The Jewish community and its allies would constantly
point to the participation of Algeria’s Jews in the defence of the Patrie to refute the charges
of treachery made by the anti-Semitic extreme right. Their spirited defence of the Jewish
community’s wartime service proved relatively successful, leading the extreme right to
increasingly shift towards an alternative language grounded in the celebration of the settler.
The “fraternity of the trenches” did, however, continue to frame the extreme right’s appeals
to the indigenous community. Initially, some anti-Communists and veterans among the
indigenous community flirted with the extreme right and its desire to return to the glorious
days of unity that had marked the war. Nevertheless, as it became increasingly evident that
the celebration of the wartime Union Sacrée between the races implied little to no concrete
change to the existing colonial system, any traction the extreme right had gained among the
indigenous dissipated. Once more, a vague commitment to fraternity would not satisfy those
seeking concrete steps towards equality.
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Evoking the war was not without its perils for the defenders of indigenous reform. We have
seen how the specificities of indigenous service and the personal war records of certain of its
leaders were mobilised against the pro-reform camp in the immediate aftermath of the war. In
the Blum-Viollette debate, the problematic nature of the evocation of the Great War was
linked to the specific provisions of the reform project. The exclusion of the majority of
indigenous veterans from the reform provided the project’s opponents with a powerful
argument to counter claims that Blum-Viollette represented the state’s fulfilment of its
“mutual obligation” to those who had defended it. It reinforced the long-standing claim that
the advocates of political reform were seeking to reap the rewards of the sacrifices of others.
Even those who most firmly advocated equality could be accused of failing to respect the
“moral economy of wartime sacrifice” at the expense of the indigenous troops.

No movement struggled more with the unforeseen consequences of evoking the Great War
than the Amicale des Mutilés et des Anciens Combattants du Département d’Alger. Its
demands for the French state to respect the “primacy of the veteran” and its constant
evocation of the “equality of sacrifice” had the unintended result of providing indigenous
veterans with the platform, the language and the incontestable legitimacy which they would
mobilise in defence of a wide reaching programme of radical reform. The attempts of the
European leadership of the Amicale and other cross-community veterans’ organisations to
subsume indigenous complaints into their wider language of claims-making increasingly
faltered with the growing politicisation of the indigenous masses. Efforts to secure the
support of indigenous veterans by endorsing a restricted form of equality through what I have
called the policy of “segregated primacy” met with limited success. Many indigenous
veterans opted to throw their lot in with the emergent indigenous veterans’ movements for
whom the evocation of the war was the means by which a new, reconfigured imperial
citizenship could be achieved. An organisation like the Amicale, which had served as a
bulwark of the established colonial order during the strikes of 1920, had inadvertently
fostered the development of groups that sought to radically reimagine this same order. The
evocation of the Great War proved to be a double-edged sword for the Amicale. The use of a
language grounded in the Great War may have allowed the Amicale and its leaders to secure
positions of influence and power within Algerian society but it also provided indigenous
veterans with the means and the justification to challenge European hegemony, both within
the veterans’ movement and in colonial society at large.
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The evocation of the war was never the sole preserve of political actors seeking to legitimise
a collective project. The story of indigenous rights-holders and their pursuit of compensation
for their wartime service underlines the extent to which the language of the war had become
central to the renegotiation of the relationship between colonial state and colonial subject.
Their struggle to claim their just reward, whether this was through the assertion of legal
rights, the supplication of colonial administrators or a combination of both, shows the real
effects of the gap between the rhetoric of remembrance and recognition and the reality of
postwar provision. Indigenous rights-holders combined older forms of claims-making with
arguments grounded in postwar notions of the ‘moral economy of sacrifice’ and ‘mutual
obligation’ in an effort to hold the colonial state to its word. The combination of parsimony
and political patronage that defined postwar provision in Algeria meant that many would go
unsatisfied. And yet, their correspondence with the agents of the colonial state bear testament
to a whole facet of the monde du contact, which has hitherto gone unstudied, where often
marginal indigenous actors used their contribution to the Great War in an effort to secure
financial and social capital from an otherwise indifferent, if not hostile, colonial state.

Across the Mediterranean, the contradictions at the heart of the French imperial state’s
commemorative discourse became just one element in a wider narrative of French hypocrisy
and betrayal for the nationalist movement. When the whole colonial project was condemned
as rotten, the colonial state’s failure to fulfil its wartime promises was seen as symptomatic of
a relationship defined not by reciprocity but rather by domination and coercion. Although the
nationalists challenged the attempts of administrators in the metropole to legitimise the
exceptional structures of provision for and supervision of indigenous Algerians in the Paris
region by evoking the Great War, it never became a central rhetorical strategy for Messali
Hadj and his comrades. The nationalist project, premised on the rejection and abolition of
French sovereignty in Algeria, was disinclined to employ a language that celebrated and
valorised the defence of this same sovereignty. For their enemies, the proponents of strict
control of the indigenous Algerian population in the imperial capital, the Great War served as
a useful means of securing funds and legitimacy for their projects. However, in a notable
contrast to most of those who evoked the war in the colony, indigenous Algerians themselves
did not form part of the target audience of the colonial lobby on the Paris municipal council.
Rather, Pierre Godin and his allies mobilised the indigenous participation in the war to
convince their fellow councillors and other figures of political importance to offer the support
necessary to build a parallel structure for the assistance and surveillance of indigenous
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immigrants. This indifference to the responses of indigenous actors meant that the potential
polysemy of the war and, in particular, its close association with expanded rights for the
indigenous, was of little concern to the defenders of the Paris Mosque, the SAINA and the
Hôpital Franco-Musulman. The very particular use of the Great War by the Parisian colonial
lobby, when combined with the nationalists’ general eschewal of the evocation of the Great
War, underlines the extent to which colonial politics in the imperial capital was not debated
or negotiated in a shared language grounded in the war. There, the dispute over the future of
Algeria in the Empire centred not on questions of citizenship, rights and responsibilities but
rather on the key issue of sovereignty. Thus, the Great War was largely overshadowed by
references to the conquest and subsequent colonisation of Algeria, the foundational events for
French sovereignty in the colony. The Great War, while occasionally present in the discourse
of actors on both sides of the colonial divide, did not constitute a ‘langue de contact’ in the
imperial capital.

For actors in colonial Algeria, the Great War became the touchstone in debates that sought to
delineate the rights and responsibilities of different individuals and collectives within the
colony. The concepts of “moral economy of sacrifice” and “mutual obligation” underpinned
the broad visions of reform - economic, social and political- articulated by rival political
actors in the colony. While these visions may have differed significantly and were, indeed,
often vigorously opposed to one another, they were all united by one common thread: a desire
for a reconfiguration of the imperial polity. It is no coincidence, then, that actors as diverse as
the European supporters of Algerian autonomy in the immediate postwar period and the
Islamic reformists of the AUMA turned to the Great War to frame their calls for reforms. The
evocation of the Great War was the perfect means of cloaking projects that sought to alter the
triangular relationship between citizen, subject and administrator in the legitimacy of
republican patriotism. In this regard, the Algerian nationalist movement, so often the central
focus of historians of this period, stood outside the mainstream. The nationalists’ binary
vision of colonial society, which only became dominant in the years after the Second World
War, was marginal in the colony for most of this period, at least until the late 1930s. Instead,
political actors in Algeria, like their equivalents across the Empire, proposed a whole range of
alternative imperial futures. The language of the Great War was key to the articulation,
dissemination and legitimisation of these rival visions for Algeria within a reformed Empire.
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The fact that these proposals were met with the indifference or the hostility of colonial
administrators and, thus, went unrealised, does not mean that they hold no interest for the
historian. Rather, this thesis has shown, in line with much of the most recent historiography
in the fields of Algerian and French colonial history, that these stillborn projects for a
reshaped imperial polity hold the key to understanding how citizens and subjects in the
colonies saw their place within the evolving imperial project. The strategies pursued by
political actors in colonial Algeria, as recounted in this thesis, demonstrate that the
constraints on political action in the colonies were not always evident to actors on the ground,
and even when they were, they were not necessarily understood as unsurmountable. While
the coercive power of the colonial state and its unyielding commitment to European
hegemony should never be underestimated, many of the politically engaged inhabitants of the
colonial world in this period, citizens and subjects, did not have a static understanding of the
colonial system. Rather, they believed in the possibility of carving out a new, more powerful
place for themselves in the imperial polity. The Great War provided them with both the hope
that their visions might be realised and the language through which they could push for this
realisation. Thus, in Algeria, and quite possibly in the wider French Empire, the post-Great
War period was not so much the ‘Wilsonian moment’ of self-determination as it was the
moment of the reimagined imperial polity.

Indeed, it was the desire to reimagine the relationship between post-imperial France and
independent Algeria that motivated Presidents Hollande and Bouteflika to turn once more to
the long dormant common language of the Great War in the summer of 2014. Although this
new iteration of the ‘langue de contact’ unquestionably recognised distinct Algerian and
French sovereignties, its challenge to Manichean national narratives on both sides of the
Mediterranean proved contentious. The outrage it provoked was less a condemnation of the
political instrumentalisation of the dead than it was a rejection of a return to a language
premised on a shared past, present and future for Algeria and France. A century on from the
Great War and a half-century after Algerian independence, the potential potency of the
evocation of Algeria’s wartime contribution as a language, shared between Algerian and
French elites, is once more a recognised, if controversial, feature of Franco-Algerian
relations. By turning to the Great War as a means to renegotiate the relationship between the
former colonial power and the former colony, Hollande and Bouteflika are just the latest in a
long line of actors in the entangled Franco-Algerian space to seek to cloak their political
programmes in the legitimacy of the wartime sacrifice. And by vigorously opposing them,
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nationalists in Algeria and the extreme-right in France are, to a certain extent, reprising the
roles played by their political ancestors. The debates of July 2014 bear testament, yet again,
to both the versatility and the adaptability of the Great War as a rhetorical strategy. However,
before they rush to embrace this rediscovered shared language, political elites in Algeria and
France would do well to bear in mind the unintended consequences that have often followed
previous attempts to reconfigure Franco-Algerian relations through the evocation of the Great
War.
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Appendix
Demography of Algeria, 1931
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Chart IV: Demographic configuration of Algeria according to the Census of 1931.3

3

Census of the Population in 1931, ANOM GGA/3CAB/95.
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Demography of the Department of Algiers, 1931
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Chart V: Demographic configuration of Department of Algiers according to the Census of
1931.4

Demography of the Department of Oran, 1931
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Chart VI: Demographic configuration of Department of Oran according to the Census of
1931.5
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Ibid.
Ibid.
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Demography of the Department of Constantine, 1931
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Chart VII: Demographic configuration of Department of Constantine according to the
Census of 1931.6
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Chart VIII: Demographic Evolution of the Population of the Three Departments of Algeria,
according to the census of 1906, 1911, 1921, 1926 and 1931.7

6
7

Ibid.
Statistique Comparative des augmentations de la population Algérienne, ANOM 3CAB/95.
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Demograpic Evolution, Departments of Algiers and
Constantine, 1931-1936.
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Chart IX: Demographic Evolution of Departments of Algiers and Constantine according to
Census of 1931 and 1936. Figures for Oran are unavailable.8

8

Résultats du recensement de la population Algérienne au 08 mars 1936, ANOM 3CAB/95.
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Proposition concernant la « question kabyle à Paris » et confirmant une proposition antérieure
de M. Pierre Godin, Besombes et Emile Massard tendant à créer la Préfecture de
police une section d’affaires indigènes Nord-africaines. 31/07/1924. (Note no.95).
Proposition au nom de la 2e Commission tendant à compléter l’organisation actuelle de la
section de surveillance, protection et assistance des indigènes nord-africains résidant
ou de passage à Paris par un dispensaire, une section de placement spécial et des cours
d’adultes, M. Godin, 26/11/1925. (Note no.137).

Bulletin Municipal Officiel de la Ville de Paris (BMOVP)
Note au sujet des services de surveillance, protection et assistance des indigènes NordAfricains domiciliés ou de passage à Paris et dans le département de la Seine, M.
Pierre Godin, 25/10/1930. (Note No. 67).
Note sur le Fonctionnement du service de surveillance, de protection et d’assistance des
indigènes Nord-Africaines de Paris. M. Godin. 14/12/1932. (Note No. 38).

Printed Primary Sources

Periodicals and Newspapers
Al-Alam Al-Ahmar : Organe des Travailleurs Coloniaux, Edité par le Parti Communiste
Bulletin de la Fédération des Sociétés Juives d’Algérie
Bulletin de l’Amicale des Mutilés du Département d’Alger
Bulletin de liaison du Mouvement Croix de Feu en Algérie
Bulletin Officiel du Gouvernement Général de l’Algérie
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Constantine-Echo : Journal républicain socialiste absolument indépendant. Organe de
défense de tous les opprimés
Demain : Journal Socialiste et de Défense Syndicaliste
El Ouma : Organe national central de l'Etoile Nord-Africaine pour la défense des intérêts
des musulmans algériens, marocains et tunisiens
En Nacih : Journal politique, littéraire, économique et social franco-arabe pour la défense
des intérêts des indigènes
El Watan : Le Quotidien Indépendant
Jeune Afrique
L’Afrique Latine : Pour le service des lettres et des arts français en Afrique du Nord
L’Akhbar
L’Algérie Mutilée : Organe de Défense des Mutilés, Réformés, Blessés, Anciens Combattants,
Veuves, Orphelins, Ascendants de la Grande Guerre. Bulletin Officiel de l’Amicale
des Mutilés du Département d’Alger
L’Algérie ouvrière : Journal des travailleurs indigènes et européens de l’Afrique, publié sous
le contrôle de la 28e union régionale de la CGTU
Les Annales Coloniales : Organe de la France Coloniale Moderne
Le Cri des Mutilés : Organe Mensuel de la Défense des Intérêts des Mutilés, Réformés,
Blessés, Anciens Combattants, Veuves, Orphelins, Ascendants de la Grande Guerre.
Bulletin Officiel de l’Amicale des Mutilés du Département d’Alger
La Défense : Hebdomadaire des droits et des intérêts des Musulmans algériens
La Dépêche Algérienne : Le grand quotidien de l'Afrique du Nord
La Dépêche Coloniale : Journal Quotidien
Le droit de vivre : Journal de défense des juifs et des non-juifs unis pour le rapprochement
des peuples. Organe officiel de la ligue internationale contre l'antisémitisme
Le Droit du Peuple Nord-Africain (SFIO)
L’Echo d’Alger : Journal républicain du matin
L’Echo d’Oran : Journal d'annonces légales, judiciaires, administratives et commerciales de
la province d'Oran
L’Eclair Algérien : Organe d'union française contre la domination juive
L’Entente Franco-Musulmane : Organe hebdomadaire d'Union et de défense des intérêts des
musulmans algériens
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L’Evolution Nord-Africaine : Revue indépendante de l'opinion publique
La Flamme : Organe Nord-Africain de la Réconciliation Française
L’Ikdam : Hebdomadaire de défense des intérêts musulmans nord-africains
L’Ikdam Nord-Africain : Organe de de l’Etoile Nord-Africaine
La Justice : Organe bimensuel des revendications du peuple musulman algérien
La Lanterne algérienne : Organe républicain progressiste
La Lutte Sociale : Journal Bihebdomadaire du Parti Socialiste (S.F.I.O) et des Syndicats
d’Oran
Le Matin
Le Monde
Le Mutilé de l’Algérie : Journal des Mutilés, Réformés, Blessés, Veuves de Guerre & Anciens
Combattants de l’Afrique du Nord
L’Oranie Populaire : Hebdomadaire fédéral du Parti Populaire Français
Le Paria : tribune du prolétariat colonial, organe de l'Union Intercoloniale
Le Petit Oranais : Petit Africain : Colon oranais : journal politique, littéraire, mondain,
sportif, agricole, commercial et maritime
Le Pionnier : Hebdomadaire Fédéral d’Alger du Parti Populaire Français
La Revue Indigène : Revue des intérêts des indigènes aux colonies
Le Soir : Journal Quotidien d’Oran
Le Trait d’Union : organe de défense et de revendication des indigènes algériens
La Tranchée : Journal officiel de l'Amicale des mutilés et anciens combattants du
département d'Alger
Le Travailleur : Journal Socialiste, Organe de la Fédération SFIO du Département d’Alger
La Tribune : Organe Indépendant des Intérets du Département
La Vérité : Organe républicain politique, littéraire et d’informations. Consacré aux intérêts
des Israélites
La Voix des Colons
La Voix des Humbles : Organe de l'Association des instituteurs d'origine indigène d'Algérie
Oran-Matin
Revue des Deux Mondes
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